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INTRODUCTION

T

HIS book is mainly about Muslim countries-which e x p h
its title. The Homed Moon is the symbol of Islam; and the
times I write about have been turbulent, as have been the emotions
of the people, recalling thevery British linesof WnCunningham:
<6

There's tempest in yon horntd moon,
And lightning in yon cloud."

In particular the book is about the northerly part of West
Palustan and the neighbouring lands to East and West, a restless
part of the world always; one where many of mankind's great
affairs have been decided, where races and rulers have been
made or smashed; and where there has lately been much drastic
change and bloody commotion, owing to the break-up of the
British Empire in India.
whatever its future, it is fascinating to travel in now. I describe
a journey made during the spring and summer of 1952,w i h
the circle about joo miles across, half high mountain and half
plain, which centres on or near 'Pin&. I; meant crossing four
frontiers : those of West Palustan, Pakistani-held Kashmir ,
Indian-held Kashmir, and Afghanistan. And the frontier between
the two parts of Kashmir is stdl-when thls book goes to press
in August 1953--one of the mid-20th century's special "hard"
frontiers, an iron curtain. T o the North, very close during part
of the journey, was also the better-known iron curtain which
flanks Communist China and Russia.
Travel-books which delve into politics may nowadays be
This, & a f a s t ~ h a h g i n ~
partly out-dated when they get
world, cannot be helped. And perhaps it does not matter, provided that, in readmg, it is remembered that they describe not
the present, but the near past; that they are, in fact, hstories.
At the time of my travels, the new independent Indta and
Palustan were as estranged as ever. And Pakistan was in unexpected trouble; she had suffered several heavy recent blowsthe worst being the murder in October 1951 of her Prime
Minister, Mr Liaquat Ali Khan. So where early in 1951 a surgmg

HORNED MOON
self-confident enthusiasm in fresh nationhood would have been
found, the visitor in the first half of 1952 met perplexity or gloom.
Conditions got worse during the following winter. But now,
in the second half of 1953-judging from afar-her affairs again
show improvement; a succcssion of crises has been s u c c e ~ s ~
withstood. Her common people are of sturdy stuff-better
perhaps than some of her politicians. And relations with Pandit
Nehru's new In&a-a dark theme touched on in almost everv
chapter-seem &stinctly brighter too. The Prime Ministers of thi
two countries have actually, witbn the last month, twice brought
themselves to meet, free of the threat of war, on their own subcontinent's soil-a thing that has not happened since Partition in
1947. Hopes are even expressed that, as a result of their having
now agreed on when a Plebiscite Administrator can start work,
the Kashmir dispute may be solved.
The book is of a personal sort. I have tried not to hurt feelings
or break confidences. Risk of doing so however arises in writing
of this kind. Offence is not meant; should it be given, I am very
sorry. With regard to confidences, where no stipulation was made
at the time, it is hard to judge afterwards whether a particular
fact or opinion may be used. People talked freely during my
journey; for the sake of dscretion I have suppressed much-but
perhaps not all that I should have.
If qualms are felt about what is cLsclosed on the origins of the
Kashmir cLspute in Chapter 10, I would suggest a glance at the
footnote on p. I IS.
Throughout the book appears the invented geographical word
Dekaria. I made it up myself. It means what in the British days
was simply India, and has now clumsily become "the IndoPakistani subcontinent." Reasons for its use were first set forth
in an article for "The Spectator", which is reproduced in
Appendut I.
There are several descriptions of Nanga Parbat, probably the
most terrible of the great Himalayan peaks, now at last climbed
(July 1953) by an Austro-German expedition. I was lucky enough
to get quite near it four times by air. Some of my journey also
lay through Bdtistan, the region traversed by this year's American
expedition approaching Kz.
Besides the Nanga Parbat descriptions there is much else about
flying, which gives me unabated boyish pleasure. There is much,
12
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too, about simple people, whose company may be more enjoyable, and perhaps more reveahg, than that of the sophisticated
and highly-placed.
Few women appear. Alas, I dld not meet many. West Pahstan
and the adjacent territories being Muslim, the wives and daughters
of most of the poorer folk, and of some of the rich, are in purdah.
To try to photograph or talk to them is impolite.
Sandwiched between the travel-descriptions is autobio~ e r ehas
,
graphical matter, of dates earlier than ~ ~ ~ z . ~memory
been helped by articles and memoranda written during my
editorship of "The Statesman" ; also by articles first published
elsewhere, e.g. in "The Geographical Magazine" and the
"National and English Review."
To a mapmaker, West Pahstan is a bother. Drawn in the
normal way, it sprawls North-East and South-West across
Southern Asia, leaving large chunks of unwanted bare territory
near the other two comers. So all my four maps or dagrams have
been twisted leftwards through 3 so. True North is marked by an
arrow.
Spellings, where disputable, are mine-and none the worse for
that. Finality cannot be reached on how some Oriental words, or
at any rate Pakistani words, should Anglicize. Experts dsagree.
T. E. Lawrence once gave gaily irreverent reasons for flouting
or ignoring them. Consider, for example, what happened to me
with "Kaghan", a place often mentioned. Local usage seemed
to favour "Khagan"; but there were doubts, so I asked authorities. The permanent Committee on Geographical Names in
Kensington Gore advised "Kagan ", quoting in support, whch
seemed decisive, the first edition of the S w e y of P&stan, 1950.
Soon however came vigorous rebuttal Gom Rarachi. The place,
said the Government of Palustan-and after all it is their placeis " Kaghan"; they grimly added: "all other variants are unacceptable." But "Chakoti "-an
important spot nowadays,
the last ~akistani-heldpost before you cross the Kashmir ceasefire line-revealed rents in this impressive facade of finahty.
For whereas the Palustani civhan ~epartmentsid Karachi wantid
"Chakothi", the mhtary ones in 'Pindi, nearer the scene,
crisply ordeied the shorte; version. So too with Muzafferabad,
Nagar, and other places: experts differed, Palustani or British.
The Index is as good as I can make it-without malung it
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awkwardly long. All indexes select and omit; nearly all may be
apologized for. Chef among my omissions is " Muslim." Owing
to the book's nature, this word is profusely scattered through
the text. To record such references would either clog the Index
with undifferentiated page-numbers, almost meaningless, or
need such breahng up as almost to make the Index a synopsis
" "Inda ", "Asia
of the book. Similar omissions are "Pahstan ,
"Dekaria", "western."
The characters and places are real, except Sir Montmorency
Jones (Chapter I). Three of the minor characters have been
given
fictional names.
All the photographs are mine except two : those facing pp. 26
and 145, for which I am indebted respectively
to the R.A.F. and
the R.P.A.F.
Much my biggest debt of gratitude, dficult to express, is
to the Provost and Fellows of King's College, Cambridge, who
enabled the writing to be done in the most delightful place in
England. They are in no way blameworthy for the book's undonnish qualities.
I am very grateful as well to the Royal Institute of International
Affairs and the Royal Geographical Society, for help in checlung
some of my facts; to Miss Helen Liddell, who h d l y read parts
of the typescript and offered valuable advice; to Mr Ralph
Botham, former R.A.F. pilot and guest in my Calcutta flat,
amateur of English literature, who soon tracked down a reference
for me whch had evaded the learned; and to my efficient successive secretaries, Mr A. L. Bockmann and Miss K. L. Dichson,
who relieved me of much labour.
I4
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PART ONE

PRELIMINARY

ASPECTS O F EDITORSHIP
T H E fat waitress, three minutes late as usual. entered the Club

I

breakfast-room-in Piccaddy with an aggri&ed air, h o l h g a
tray with racks of toast, cups and saucers, and a plate of sometlung
precious in modern Britain, lum -sugar. Members, seated silently
at their separate tables, eyed Ker over their copies of "The
-.

..

As she reached the central zone of the carpet, tramped over by
staff and members for years, sometlung waylaid her, perhaps her
heel was lassoed by a frayed carpet-filament. The tray jerked,
things flew off, and the sugar lay strewn upon the floor; a hsaster
indeed.
Aggrieved still, but apparently not more so, she stooped, collected the scattered objects from the floor with her hgers, and
traipsed off to the sideboard. There, two by two because of the
rationing, the lumps of sugar were transferred-fingers againto little bowls, for senrice to members.
She now advanced on the member next to me, Sir Montmorency Jones, who was on the Committee of this once affluent
West End institution; a not very engaging character perhaps, but

.. .

.,

.

0

I watched agog; for Sir Montmorency, too, had seen the little
drama on the carpet. He could hardly have failed to, for it
happened in front of us, and with the corner of my eye I had been
aware of him peevishly watching the sugar's recovery over the
rims of hls spectacles.
Would what was on the sugar now be embodied within Sir
Montmorency's system?
He showed indeed some symptoms of revolt. He cleared his
throat, he wriggled, he rustled h s pages of "The Times."
, with haste, he
Then the symptoms petered out. ~ e e k l y yet
dropped the soiled sugar-lumps into his coffee-cup, conscious, no
doubt, from experience since 1939, that waitresses, hke sugar, are
hard to replace, that protests about their shortcomings-and
much else-are waste of breath.

HORNED MOON
This was my last day in England for some while. It was
February 21, 1952. Sleet fell outside. I had not been through an
English winter since 1930. By my table, on the grey morning
before departure, a tableau of modern Britain had staged itself.
I was leaving for sunshine, and the supposedly unhygienic East.
18

The country I was going to, Pakistan, was one for whose sake
I was supposed to have ended an Indian career a few months
before, giving up an important and lucrative post.
This supposition was not true. But I met it so repeatedly during
the travels which this book recounts that I had better, at the start,
describe what happened.
When you have been doing work which satisfies your ideals,
and have enjoyed it, as I did editing "The Statesman" between
1942 and about 1949; and when a state of affairs develops, outside
your control, whch prevents t h ; when, too, you do not see much
prospect of things getting really right; then ;he best course, provided due formalities are observed, is to chuck it.
That, anyway, is the simple form in w h c h the thing eventually
shaped itself when on June 19,195 I-in odd bod+ circumstances
which will be explained-I made the decision.
Soon after the old India of the British Raj was partitioned in
1947 I realized that I could not wholly identify myself with the
new India in her quarrels with Palustan. O n the Kashmir dispute
I thought her more wrong than right. A dust-up with Lord
Mountbatten on October 28 of that year stiffened me in ths.
Whether, had my opinions been otherwise, partisanshp by the
British editor of the only remaining British-owned newspaper
on the subcontinent would at that stage have been good, for
Britain or the Commonwealth, is open to question. And in the
critical circumstances of that time a mere detachment, a foreigner's
cold neutrality, was professionally and personally impossible. But
I thought I saw an alternative, and a congenial one.
This was to concentrate on vigorously preaching friendshp
between the two countries. Their hostility was new; it had not
solidified. And I felt enthusiasm for them both, and their freedom,
perhaps partly from having become more Oriental in my ways
than some British people do. The terrible things happening all
around gave the enthusiasm a special edge of sympathy. The
See Chapter

10, latter

part
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sufferings in the Partition riots of the ignorant, unpolitical poor,
so lovable and he1 less, had been appallng. Casualties had possibly been two mi lions; ten million more eople had been &splaced. Both new Governments, amidst fear ul &fficulties, seemed
trying hard to re-establish decencies of a h s t r a t i o n . Perhaps,
after this one great crisis, they would be friends. So I plunged into
the task.
By the latter part of 1949 this had begun to bring us under
Dressures from the Inckan Government and A~ublic.The
dangerous
u
A
continuing Indo-Palastani estrangement made such an outcome
almost inevitable. Though we still circulated in both countria,
despite ruptured communications, we published in India only.
of o;r readers were Indian. They Sould not understand &
paper's reluctance to commit itself wholeheartedly to their side;
it seemed a sort of treachery. Because of articles for which I was
responsible, we lived in an atmosphere heavy with suspicion. In
many ways Indians are more tolerant than Europeans; but this
was too much. In the big matter of their quarrels with Palustan
they were convinced they were right, as people are in quarrels;
and the voice of a would-be mechator-a foreigner, too-merely
irritated.
After all, I asked, what could one newspaper do, s n u g g h g
against such huge forces? If the two parts of Ireland still mistrusted each other, was there much chance of the two parts of
Delkaria,' that is t i say India and Pakistan, becoming firm friends
in my lifetime? What right had I, an alien on the new India's
soilLthough I &d not feel alien-to criticize with any vigour her
Government's doings on a major affair like Kashrmr? If, as a
&rector of "The Statesman", and a practical man therefore, I
reckoned that the policy chosen by me as e&tor in 1947 was a
failure, or unworkable if strongly applied, then as ehtor I had
better go.

P

P

st

Throughout 1950 and the first half of 1951 such thoughts
revolved in my mind.
I was not eager to go. I was under 50, and fit, having taken
trouble to keep so during rough times, m a d y by the Indian
system of physical culture called Hatha Yoga. If work remained
which seemed worth attempting, I would r e a d y remain.
See Introduction. and Appcndlx I

HORNED MOON
But in shaping the paper's policy amidst Partition in 1947 I had
aimed high; so I must take care not to linger as a dsillusioned
hack.
The work moreover was gruelling and the climate often bad.
Perhaps, if I stayed much longer, I would s oil the good health
which was so pleasant a possession. We pub shed simultaneously
in two cities about 800 miles apart, Calcutta and Delhi, seven
days a week, not six, as ''dailyW newspapers in Britain do.
Organizing tlus would have been hard, even at the best of times.
there had been
And since I took over in the summer of I942
crisis after crisis-the Congress party's "August &sorders", the
Japanese offensives, the air raids on Calcutta, the famine in Bengal,
thk post-war anti-British riots, then the huge communal rGa,
administrative breakdown, Partition and the end of British
rule, followed by the hatred between the two new successorStates.
They had been nine frantic years. I had some money saved.
If I reaDy felt that scope for satisfying work was virtually &shed,
that efforts to use the ADaDer
as an instrument in Commonwealth
A
affairs had become impossible, a change would be healthy, for
the paper as tor me.
20
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On the personal side, I knew, going would be &stressing. I
loved my colleagues: those near the top, and perhaps even more
the smaller fry in our two offices-the keen young reporter whom
something had disheartened, the linotype operator whose wife was
ill, the sub-editor with unexpectedly frayed nerves, ill-adjusted
to night duty, the typist whose family had had to be left in East
Bengal. And I loved, too, the people duectly dependent on me,
my so-called servants and retainers, who were also my friends.
There was for example Raghu Raj Singh, a lion-hearted Rajput from U.P., driver of the oflice car allotted to me as editor.
Nothing daunted Raghu. During the almost daily riots of 1946-47
in Calcutta, he was the only driver we could entirely trust to
get reporters or photographers to a trouble-zone by the quickest
route. In this good cause, he would bluff to the limit.
A vivid tale was told of him on one of these trips. Himself a
Hindu, and conveying a Hindu reporter, he rounded a bend; a
crowd, evidently Muslim, blocked the road. Usually gentle,
Inhans (or Dekarians) during a communal riot become insane.

ASPECTS O F E D I T O R S H I P
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A city mob on such occasions is about the most terri+ing thing in
the world.
Shops were being looted; an overturned taxi was on fire.
Wildly excited men, Muslims, carrying iron bars, hatchets,
bottles, knives, rushed up and thrust their faces against tJx closed
panes of Raghu's car.
"Hindus!" they accused, peering withn.
Raghu jerked open h s window, thrust h s own lean face out,
enraged. "findus yourselves !", he offensively retorted. "What
d'you mean, holdmg us up hke t h s ? Are you daft? Can't you see,
from the mere shape of my head, that I'm a Muslim? And I'm
on a job. You buzz off! I saw some fat banias'' throats waiting
to be slit just round the corner."
Momentarily taken aback, the mob then bloodthrstily pointed
to the assenger. "He's a Hindu, anyway ", they cried.
" Pa
!", came Raghu's quick contemptuous retort. "That
quaking jelly ? Only a silly Christian."
I was told this story, the same day, by the "quakmg jelly"
himself; so there could be little doubt of its truth.
An excellent driver, Raghu was car-proud. When, in the
spring of 1951, I mentioned that I was going on a trip to West
Palustan, and had arranged for a Pakistani driver to take over on
the other side, Raghu waxed indignant. Please, he couldn't b e u
to let some beastly Pakistani drive h s car; besides, he wanted very
much to see palustan, he'd never yet had a chance of travelhg sb
far.
For a Hindu to volunteer to go to West Pahstan in those times
was almost unheard of. Very doubtful how the project would
work, uncertain also whether we would get permits, I tried
prevarication, but to no avail; Raghu insisted. And so it came
about that he motored me for several hundreds of miles in a
country very foreign to him, and stayed a night with reputedly
the most ferocious and unstable tribe of Pathans, a happy guest in
unadministered territory.
Then there was the Bhalu. That was not his name; bhalu means
a bear. He was called this because of h s immensely strong, duck,
barrel-shaped body. Bhalu, really Ram Partap, was a wrestler in
his spare time, and when at work my office messenger or chaprasi;
a thoughtful, kindly creature, despite h s awe-inspiring physique.

K

Bania means moneylender

HORNED MOON
~ l s in
o his spare time, as I learned with interest one day when.
chattering away, he surprisingly asked me whether ~ n g e l swaJ
an Englishman, the Bhalu then was dabbling in Communism,
and used to join street-processions. (He gave it up 15 months
later.) ist trustful of Communists, I never felt the least qualm of
distrist in my Bhalu, and rejoicedin his beautiful body aid steadfast personal devotion. Knowledge of h s politics indeed amused
me; and when I was under threat of assassination from Hindu
~ight-wing fanatics of the Mahasabha, as a supposed proPahstani, the Bhalu's Leftism, and hls splendid physical presence
were a solace; for Communists and Mahasabha-ites hate one
another.
Or again there was Chummach, which means spoon-a nickname that riled him, until about 1943 he found hmself famous
because of it with the R.A.F., and went about proudly displaying
through our block of flats letters from advanced fighter-bases
beginning "Dear Chummach", and ashng for culinary favours to
come.
For Chummach, or rather Shams-ud-Din-a tongue-twister
for British aircrew fresh to Inha-was my cook, and in that
capacity an artist. A frail, scrawny Oriya Muslim, he delighted in
exercising his slull. Much of my good health over the 13 years in
whch I employed h m was h s doing; and in war-time the more
guests I had-once there were 14 aircrew or paratroopers sleeping
in, and more c a h g by day-the happier he got, well remembering
the dishes that a returning visitor ldced, and eager, if any looked
ill or overstrained, to feed him up. I can still see h s anxious little
face peering round the door at meal-times, to see whether new
arrivals were enjoying themselves.
Then there was Ran Bahadur, a demobilized Gurkha,who came
to me in 1948, when my old Punjabi Muslim bearer could not
get back because of the massacres in the North. At first, to my
alarm, he did almost nothing but salute. I knew no Gurkhali;
and he, scarcely any intehgible Hindustani. But h s cheerful
grin and methodical ways soon endeared him to me, and it
was fascinating to wonder what was going on in h s thick little
skull.
Always, I had the feeling that he was partly an automaton, not
wholly human; you wound h m up, and he worked. His punctuality was amazing. An early riser, I was sometimes up by 4.30.
22
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One of his duties was to make my morning tea. Never, on going
to the outer room, did I find him asleep; usually that stocky little
figure of his was alertly seated on the bed-edge waiting for me.
How he contrived this I cannot imagine; he had no alarm clock.
Certainly I never felt we were in mysterious telepathc rapport;
he was much too stolid.
But my orderly Rahim Khan and I, in 14 years' association,
did almost become one person. The last to be mentioned, he
stands first in my heart. In many ways a rogue, extravagant,
un~unctual,a gambler, unreliable in inessentials, rather slowwitted, over-sexed and often in trouble because of it, he was a
handsome, heavv-boned Yusufiai Pathan; with all the defectsand all the enchHnting good qualities-of his breed. To be with
him could be a delight, and yielded surprises. He had a blunt,
often coarse humour; was shrewd, affectionate, wholly man-toman, yet in a way which, through innate gentlemanly tact, never
trespassed on the supplementary employer-employee relationship. Hospitable to a fault, he could be recklessly generous. After
my recovery from an illness, which had caused h m concern,
h i bought gold ring set with a lucky stone, at a cost of two
months' wages, to put on my finger. I still wear it. How I first
came to employ h m , when he had been robbed and was starving,
was an incident which he did not forget-the basis of a rock-like
loyalty.
He showed at his best when travelling, or in times of danger.
Each of us had perhaps saved the other's life-a close bond. I
happened also to get drawn w i h n h s domestic circle, whch
mGns much amon; Muslims; one of h s many babies was born
on my dining-room verandah in 1946, when I was sheltering
his family during a riot. This little girl, when I later visited h ~ s
village, was dressed up in my honour, with a necklace and earrings, a gay new blouse of coloured cotton, and a garland of red
roses; her photograph appears opposite page 239.l
Rahim and I admired one another, but for contrary thmgs.
Our characters and origins were so dfferent, yet we were together
so much, and mingled so thoroughly, that we developed a sort of
ioint super-personality, w i t h which each sometimes knew
intuitivdy Ghat the o&er felt, or was going to say or do.
He reappears in t h s book, for he was with me during my 1952

a

2

See also Chapter 23
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travels. But when we parted in May 1951, embracing breast-tobreast in Muslim style on the Karachl airfield, as I set forth for
~ n ~ l a non
d what turned out to be my last leave from "The
Statesman", I privately doubted whether we would meet again.
The pain of leaving him, and the others, was sharp.

Chapter
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HE decision about leaving my editorship was reached not in

India, nor Palustan, but in the skies of Hampshire, about six
weeks later, whle I was having my first h g h t in a jet fighter, a
Meteor VII. It was a joyous affair, physical, a liberation. Looking
back, I can see that in fact my mind had been very nearly made up
about I months before, by the Bengal disorders of February and
March 1950. But that was not clear at the time.
Flying delights but scares me, or rather being flown, for I
can myself do no more than gingerly handle the controls when
airborne. Because a test of courage is involved, I hesitate to refuse
an air iournev and have been flGwn auite
a lot. Everv take-off.
1
every landmg, creates in me much the same incredulous boyish
joy as when I first flew.
Usually I feel scared at some stage both beforehand and in the
air. But that part of the fear which comes to you on the ground,
the nasty nagging anticipatory part, may itself be of rwo sorts,
in accordance with the sort of aircraft you are to fly in. It is hard
anvth~
more horrible than to be in a doomed airto ima~ine
0
liner. c o oA ~ e dUD
~arachutelessin a narrow metal-walled mace
I A
A
with a score or so of strangers. some of whom ~ e r h a ~vou
s
loathed at first sight, far from ;he pilot, aware of dangZr butunible
to look ahead, to face it, to gauge the ultimate how and when.
O n the other hand, if you have to crash, what grander than to
do so in a fast combat-aircraft, amidst no agitated mob, but with
some lad whom you probably hke and have deliberately trusted
yourself to, sitting forward in the cockpit?
Consequently, because the anticipatov fear involved is much
less nasty: indedd almost enjoyable, get Lp when I can-chances
are rare, but a writing man sometimes finds them-in fighters.
And when you
are flown in them, the sensations whlle vou are
,
airborne may have surprising effects on your mind.
This depends on mood; but especially during or just after
aerobatics these lethal, lovely little machines can make you as if
new-born, able to see life afresh. Violent and quickly contrasted
.
I

J

J

J
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emotions force you into hfferent mental dlmensions, altered
planes of though; and feeling. Memory becomes photographic,
tahng clear fadeless imprints. Time gets much bigger; an hour up
there may be worth an ordinary day, be as good as a week,
packed full with the richness of existence. Goings-on aground,
when you are rolling or looping above, change in
assume new relations and importances, drop their capacity to nag
or worry. By being so-to-speak passively frightened and overjoyed in one moment, in a single sensation, you may emerge,
or get shot forth into, the serene.
I doubt whether the pilot experiences ths, though he must get
intense pleasures of other lunds-the
self-enlargement, for
example, when he becomes almost identified with his plane.
~ u for
t the special h n d of transformation which I have tried
must probably be flown, not fly.
to describe
To explain the particular thing whlch happened to my mind
in the Meteor on June 19, 1951, two further items need mentioning. Like the bigger item of the Bengal disorders they were latent
at-the time; I cannot remember being conscious of them. But
in retrospect I see that they may have &fluenced me too.
The loveliest fighter-ride I ever had, in a Fury, the world's
fastest piston-eng&ed fighter, ranlung in speed bkly after the
Meteor, had been a few weeks before, on April 26, with a fine
young Pakistani squadron-leader, Zaffar ~ G a u d h u i ~W. e had
done aerobatics in the skies of Peshawar. Mood that day happened
to be perfect, I was at the beginning of my well-earned sixmonths' holiday, and I enjoyed myself so much that, though
holidaying, I sat down afterwards and wrote articles on it l
for " he Statesman", assuming, the subject being altogether
unpolitical, that readers would share my pleasure. At that time
t h i Indian - ~ iForce
r
possessed no dual-Gtrol fighters quite so
speedy; it had Tempests, not Furies.
Nevertheless, rumblings of suspicious LGsapproval from India
soon reached me. Why had I, the edltor of a paper publishing on
Indian territory, written up the Pahstani Air Force? Why should
I be holidaying in Palustan at all? Was I not British, with my own
country to go to? It was even suggested that, when lecturing to
~ a h s t i n~
i i Force
r
personnel, as my articles mentioned, I had
been &vulging Indlan rmlitary information.
26
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PLATE 3. Meteor ja&ghter, 'doing rolls and loops of a power Sd
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This absurdtty irked me. It was the newest link in a chain of
petty mistrust. Why, I had been asked as recently as March,
should I ropose to visit the Maharajah of Patiala; was it to stir
up troub e among the Sikhs, to whom I was sympathetic? And
surely the real purpose of our publishmg those photographs of
Calcutta street-types during the previous cold weather had not
been pictorial; was it not part of the same game-to subvert
India's new-won unity by fostering provincial separatism? At a
Reception given by the President I had seemed acquainted with a
Muslim suborhnate of the household staff; what did that mean?
And so forth.
Such pinpricks can scarcely have originated h g h up in the
Government ; the better Ministers and Departmental Secretaries
would have dismissed them as fantastic. everth he less they had
become very tiresome; there had been too many. And to ignore
them totally had proved in practice unwise. A dtsproportionate
vexation from t h s aeronautical instance therefore resulted.
The second item half-sensed in the R.A.F. Meteor came from a
curious coincidence. The airfield in Hamoshre to whch I had
been sent. Odham.- happened to be with; five miles of mv old
home. since sold to meet taxation. Ths subtlv conveved a sueeestion df Fate having revolved almost fd-circle. ~ r o mtheuGey
house in its walled garden over there-I could identifi, the point
had
on the cloud-dappl& earth a few moments after take&-i
set forth, eager and wondering, for my first job in India 21 years
ago. And now, when perplexed about my last and biggest In&an
job, I had by chance nearly been brought back.

P

A L

J

Leaving the ground in a jet-propelled fighter is physically
starthg, even if you have previously read about it. The wonderf d y little noise and vibration; the unusual low slum of several
miles before the sudden immensely powerful ascent-these are
novel sensations, however prepared you may be in theory.
Even more surprising is the sense of loss and danger, of an
almost obscene nakedness, each time you look out sideways and
realize, with a fresh shock, that there are no propellers.
Technically, I suppose the best episode was when we touched
560 rn.p.h. at 25,000 ft. in a Mach run, travelling east along the
Sussex coast over Worthing. On the instrument panel it was
impressive; as also was the sense of very strong braking when
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we levelled out. But otherwise this articular part of the flight
became almost tedious. At that great eight, far above the clouds,
without even a wisp of cirrus to mark our speed by, the 560
m.p.h. had no meaning, was an emptiness, a mere figure on a
dial, without joy or beauty; and I exasperatedly discovered that
my thoughts, unhitched temporarily from the Meteor, were
turning to my private problem: should I leave my job?
~ u c lovelier,
h
utterly satisfactory and absorbing, had been
the moments before, flying South into the sun, over the Isle of
Wight, when the coast of France pushed up ahead, a low blue
rim beyond the glistening horizon of water, and away on our
right lay the thin buff rod of Chesil Bank, gently touching grey
Portland Bill, and on our left, challuly visible, ~ e a c h yHead. The
d y;t let me set
widest and noblest seascape, by far, ;hat ~ o had
eyes on! And then, turning into our speed-run, I had glimpsed
over my left shoulder part of our vapour trail, an immense white
widening arc bent dazzlingly across the nearly black blue of great
altitudes.
Moments like these are the rewards of flying for the unmechanically-minded person. There were all sorts of orthodox aeronauiical thrills^too; a series of rolls, dves, loops, climbing-rolls,
and ~mmelmanns-eachof a power I had never conceived, even
when in the Fury with ~ a f f a rChaudhury; or the few proud
minutes when my own hands and feet were generously put in
charge of the Meteor's controls at 20,000 ft.; or again, some disconcerting speed-work at a much lower altitude, about 6,000
ft., where I noticed the cockpit becoming warm, and the aircraft
rhythmically vibrating, in an unfamiliar way, quite unUe
bumping-and when I asked the pilot what thls meant, he said:
" compressibility; approach to the sonic barrier."
The main episode came later, unexpectedly, when the flight
was nearly ended. What made up my mind for me was simply
a cloud-a thunder-head, a high glistening isolated piece of
cumulo-nimbus, beautiful, convoluted like a cauliflower, full of
horrible black depths.
I have cLsllked thunderstorms since childhood, when I was
alone in an upper room during a bad one. And in the war-years I
heard accounts from the R.A.F. guests in my Calcutta flat of
what the turbulence in a thunder-cloud can do to aircraft. There
was a Spitfire squadron over Assam which entered one of these
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t h g s . Nine planes went in, only five got out; I met one of the
pilots. From that time I have felt afraid of getting into such a
cloud when flying. Travelling myself in a Lancastrian from
Karachi to Australia in 1946, I was given a &rect notion of what
may happen. It was at night, over the Andaman Sea. I had
noticed a few fhckers of lightning. And then without warning
we were in it, amidst such a terrhc wrenching that I supposed a
wing had come off?
~Ihisparticular Hampshre thunder-head, on that sunny June
day in 1951, had been remotely visible off and on, sombrely
towering over the horizon, like my private Inhan worry over
the horizon of my mind. During the speed-work at low altitudes,
dodging between soft, fleecy cloudlets all at about the same level
and getting very warm, I had forgotten about it. Then abruptly
through a gap I beheld it straight ahead, and quite near, immense,
uplifted, ominous, its hard w h t e upper curves bulging, r o l h g
over on themselves, its hollows dark with menace.
W e &d not change course. At well over 500 m.p.h. we charged
it. This is insane, I thought, the pilot's lost h s senses. W e were
still charging. Then, almost when incorporation in the contorted,
appalling cloud-substance seemed unavoidable, the plane's snout
sharply rose, and we raced upwards, climbing, soaring, at such
an angle as I could never have sup osed feasible. Over the great
protuberant white surfaces we speJ fearfully close, only perhaps
IOO ft. from them at times, great inky emptinesses hscernible
between them, up and up without pause, swifter than thought,
until suddenly, freed, we had shot over the topmost, snowy,
writlung summit into a serenity of empty blue.
And I was freed too. Sometlung had indeed happened to my
mind. As we descended stea&ly that June morning towards
O&ham airfield, five miles from my old home, I knew that my
months of perplexity were over, thit after 21 years I would q&
India.

I mentioned however that-though

I did not fully realize it

until afterwards-the Bengal disorders of 1950 &d much to shape
this decision. What I saw of them disgusted and alienated mew h c h the riots at Partition-time in 1947 certainly did not. On
Evidence published in June 1953 pointed to wing-fiacture in thundersquall
turbulence as the cause of the B.O.A.C. Comet crash near Calcutta on May 2
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the contrary, admiration then for the new Governments'
amidst great dfficulties, and sympathy for the people's sufferings,
made many of the remaining British fonder of Delkaria thvl
before.
The world heard little of the ugly events in February and March
1950, two and a half years after Independence. By then the
British and American Press had withdrawn many of their best
representatives; interest in Delkarian affairs since 1948 had ebbed,
and there was much of great importance happening elsewhere.
So-called foreign correspondents in Calcutta were mainly local
part-timers holdng other jobs, rather exposed to Government
pressure.
Though not very bad by Partition-time standards the disorders
in Bengal caused serious casualties and damage-very serious by
pre-1946 standards. Further, they caused a renewal of large-scale
migration; hundreds of thousands of people were again set on
the move. But what I found specially appahng was that they
arose at all. This turmoil was quite unnecessary, and in the earlier
stages plainly preventible. There seemed elements of sheer wickedness or lunacy behind it.
Moreover, under the unfamiliar post-I 947 condtions, a novel
horror emerged. The minorities in each country immediately
became demoralized during Hindu-Muslim clsorders; they
believed they would get no effective protection from the police
and be left to their fate, be helplessly butchered. Formerly the
police forces, besides their British members, had contained senior
officials of both communities; Governments, whether Central
or Provincial, were trustfully looked to for impartiality. Now,
both new Administrations, Pakistani or IncLan, were known
to be under the majority community's complete control.
During Partition the minorities' old faith in Governmental
fairness had been smashed; nothing solid had yet grown up to
replace it.
The origin of the 1950 affair was trivial. Why it was let take
so ugly a course awaits historical analysis. During the winter of
1949-50 many minor brawls instigated by the small but energetic Communist party had occurred in West (that is to say
Inman) Bengal; there were some in East (or Pahstani) Bengal too.
Towards the end of December one of these happened in an East
Bellgal village; police as well as villagers were hurt; a constable
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&ed. Nothmg seems to have differentiated it from the brawb in
West Bengakxcept that, whereas there both the police and the
people whom the Communists instigated against them were
Hindus, in thls East Bengal instance, though the people were
mndus-low-caste
Namasudra cultivators-the
police, being
Pahstani, were Muslims.
Scared by the lulling of a policeman, and by the arrival of
fresh police and Ansars,' some of the villagers fled to Incha. No
doubt the Allsars had behaved roughly. Little was heard of thc
matter for about a month.
Suddenly some of the Hindu newspapers in Calcutta took it up.
Now there existed at that time among the Press of West Bengd
what was called the "communal code." It was born during the
I 946-47riots, a mutual understandmg supported by ~ o v e r n k n, t
and in the last resort enforceable by Government, whereby
reports of Hmdu-Muslim (communal) troubles would be cut
down to the minimum, well checked factually, and soberly
&splayed. Largely through Mahatma Gandhl's efforts at Partition-time, riot-weary Bengal had then been spared the further
calamities such as those in the Punjab whlch had been feared. The
communal code had worked well -it was a humanitarian necessity.
Without it, when blood flowed in the streets, newspapers codd
fairly be considered in large part g d t y .
Inexplicably it now began being flouted. Within a few days,
over this obscure East Bengal incident, plainly Communist rather
than communal in impulse, a communal agitation was whpped
up of a sort unknown since before Partition. The Namasudra
cdtivators, said Calcutta newspapers, were victims of Muslim
oppression; they had been rnaliriated and made to flee because
thev were Hindus. The West Beneal
Government &d little or
u
nothing to check the agitation; a statement by one of the Ministers
was indeed construed as encouraging it. I remember remarkmg
at our morning e&torial conference on January 3 I, "If this fuss
doesn't stop, we'll have a communal riot here."
Sure enough, rioting in Calcutta broke out three days later.
Forecast was as easy as that, by newspaper-men, not trained
administrators. Casualties did not amount to much, but there was
widespread incendiarism, and terror-stricken Muslims in thousands
fled from their burning property in North Calcutta, to camp en
J

A Pakistani auxiliary force
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masse under nauseous conmtions on the pavements in the Park
Circus area.
Everyone then anxiously awaited the reprisals in the Muslimmajority area over the border. Experience in 1946-47 showed
these to be almost inevitable; such t h g s ran a specific course,
like a fever. And sure enough, on February 10,conimunal rioting was reported in Dacca, Chittagong and elsewhere. From the
available information it seemed rather worse than the Calcutta
trouble; but, like the Calcutta trouble, to be not really bad,
judging by Partition-time standards.
A pause ensued. The affair seemed to have neutralized out,
and fdecided to make a postponed visit to Delhi. I was shocked,
however, to find the Secretariat there more communally excited
than Calcutta. Two senior officials, whom I had never known unbalanced before, were ready, indeed apparently eager to believe
the worst of East Bengal. People seemed convinced that a major
calamity had happened, and continuance or resumption of
a p p a h g barbarities by the Palustanis against the helpless Hindu
minority was thought axiomatic.
~ a l c i t t aquickly'became reinfected by thls. After only a few
days in Delhi, I learned that our head oflice was in trouble, and
rekrned hurriedly-incidentally thereby giving Ran Bahadur,
my Gurkha, hls first air trip, which he took with complete
phlegm. Because "The Statesman" alone in Calcutta had been
upholdng the communal code, refusing to publish atrocity
stories from East Bengal without verification, s o m e t h g llke a
boycott had been organized, and one of our delivery-vans had
been burnt in the streets.
Affairs then moved rapidly. Muslims were set upon in many
places throughout West Bengal, news of this often being suppressed; a flood of increasingly dreadful rumour circulated about
East Bengal; and mass migrations of terrified minorities gained
momentum in both directions. Outside Orient Airways' terminal
in Chowringhee, Calcutta's main street, much of the road was
blocked by Muslims seekmg tickets to Dacca, ready to offer
almost anything to get them. It was 1947 all over again, but without
the fact of decisive constitutional change to excuse or explain it.
Honest and humane journalism became for a while almost
impossible. What were called unofficial Press releases, often
themselves breaches of the communal code, tendentious and
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distorted thngs, came out from Pandit Nehru's own Ministry
in New Delh-I suppose without hs knowledge. When we &d
not use them in one or other of our offices, local oEicials rang up,
demanding to know why.
Before I left for Delhi, we had sent good reporters to East
Bennal. They had confirmed the comparativelv moderate
impression wk had already formed, basing ;
series df despatches
on direct observation, and on data from sources of integrity, such
e these
as Quaker and Roman Catholic welfare workers. ~ o L &f
despatches had been published. But by the time I got back to
Calcutta the atmosphere had rendered the rest unusable; to have
printed them would have invited mob-assault. No wild rumour
of atrocities on Hindus was too evil for credence; statements of
fact, pleas for level-headedness were themselves wicked, proof of
pro-Pahstani bias. Hysteria swept the city; British residents
helplessly watched their best Indian friends getting wrenched from
their mental moorings.
Pan&t N e h u twice visited West Bengal during these weeks.
On the first occasion he asked to see editors at Government House,
and I recall driving there. Walls of young Hindu toughs h e d
the approaches, predominantly Bengali, fanatically aroused,
shouting for war. They were fine lads; it is nonsense to suppose
that Bengalis necessarily are of poor physique. Two of them I
recognized, friends of mine from the gymnasium where I had
learnt Yoga exercises.
What Pandit Nehru said to us was equivocal, the sort of
Either-Or address at whch he is adept. A Hindu fellow-editor
remarked to me afterwards: He means war." I doubted this;
I could not make out what he meant--except that he was probing
public sentiment. But at any rate he &d not at that stage firmly
discountenance war; the implication rather was that India was not
ready.
By the first week of arch, whatever Delhl's intentions, war
had nearly come; the two countries were within a hair's-breadth
of it. Troops had been moved, not only in Bengal but-inore
perturbing-in the Punjab. India's armoured &vision, to which
no real Pakistani counterpart existed, was pushed forward in a
way which threatened Lahore.
But events in and around Calcutta, owing to the intense
passions stirred up, had now got out of control. In Howrah, the
bb
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city's big Western industrial suburb, there was a horrible pogrom
of Muslims. For two days the slues were brown with the smoke
of burning bustees-the tenements and shacks of the very poor;
exact casualties were never known. To deal with thls, martial
law was locally declared, though a few hours later Delhi repudiated it. In another suburb an eminent British citizen, the President
of the Bengal Chamber of Commerce, was battered to death by
a mob when trying to protect a Muslim servant.
During his second visit to Calcutta, in the third week of March,
Panmt ~ e h r u ' sattitude had evidently changed. Himself noncommunal, a sincere secularist, he had doubtless now recognized
the nature of the Hindu extremism unleashed. Soon afterwards,
he and the Prime Minister of Palustan arranged a meeting, and
gradually the crisis passed.
But it left scars. If, two and half years after Independence, such
a storm could come out of almost nothmg, and inexplicably be
allowed to grow unchecked, involving hundreds of thousands
of the innocent in misery, it might happen again. Pandit ~ e h r u ,
who in the latter phases of the affair had exercised restraining
influence, would not last for ever. The calamities of 1946-47had
intelhgible cause, and could be accounted final; those of 1950
it seemed could not.

Chapter 3
A RETURN

I

T was February 22, 1952. I stood at the Victoria hrways

Terminal in London, eager to start my journey back to Asia.
I was going this time in a very hfferent capacity: simply as a
traveller, disburdened of the worries of eltorshlp, a free man.
A rninor illness had already delayed me; soon th; perfection of
the lovely Delkarian winter would be over. The quicker I was off
the better.
For me the North-Western part of the subcontinent had
always been the most attractive; the prospect of revisiting it was
therefore exciting. During the last few days, whle paclang and
completing my arrangements, I had felt the acquired Asian part
of me quickly growing again, beconling restless in its renewed
vitality, enticing me with happy memories. Before most big
journeys some break-u of personality occurs, but on this occasion
it was stronger than I ad ever known it. I was l e a h g w o lives,
my inner being astretch across two continents.

K

Standing there. I wondered: would Rahm be at Karachl?
I had wriGen to him, but got no reply. It would be good to see
him-and later perhaps to go with h m to his harsh exhdarating
Pathan hlls. In past years I had done so whenever chance
allowed. And in Delhi or Calcutta I usually had one or more
Pathans in my employ. Before Rahlm there was Anwar Khan;
for a few years the two had overlapped. And I had early noticed,
with amusement, that the personal background to my life thus
created made me sometimes almost thmk as a Pathan myself,
reacting to problems in very un-British fashion.
An instance of h s whch could have been serious happened
in 1940.One morning Anwar, then in my service some while,
came to me almost weeping
with the news that h s brother
Majid had been arrested.
"You remember h m , Sahb, the younger
- one. You met h m
when you visited our village."
I did indeed, a likeable, eager lad with a charming smile and
-
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gold-brown eyes. And now, because of a blood-feud, he had
killed someone in a village squabble-he looked very strongand had been charged with murder. It was tragic.
A fortnight later Anwar came and said : "You remember Daud,
that other brother of mine, Sahib, who called to see you at the
hotel in Peshawar ?" I did. "Well, he's been making enquiries
about the magistrate before whotn Majid is to be brought, and
he believes Rs. joo would fix it. Sahb, please, could you lend
it to us? I can't raise it myself, and Daud as I told you is in debt
because of his marriage."
It was quite a big sum, about L37, and alarmed me. I would
not get it back; to deduct it by instalments from Anwar's pay,
as he urged, was hardly thinkable. I was not affluent at the time.
I hedged.
~ u privately
t
I realized that I would probably produce the
money. This boy should be got off. Anwar was my man; his
brothers Daud and the golden-eyed Majid were therefore mine
too, or I was theirs; we were at one in t h s matter, a sort of subtribe. I was aware of the blood-feud; Anwar had told me years
ago. By Pathan standards the lad had done no real wrong; he
had fulfilled a family duty-rather clumsily.
A day or two later, before I had given the answer, Anwar
reappeared, in misery.
" Sahb," he exclaimed. "Very bad news! The case is transferred. Another magistrate will try it."
My distress perhaps almost equalled Anwar's. And it was only
months later, when I had heard that the boy had been sentenced
to transportation, that I noticed how in this matter-quite an
important one, legally and ethcally-I had been about to behave
as a Pathan, to throw my British scruples overboard.
Moreover, to be frank, if similar circumstances again arose, I
am not sure how steady my scruples would be even now.

Another reason for my eagerness to be off, this grey morning,
was that I had not much liked being in England yet. I was
maladjusted-and puzzled at being so. I felt over-critical of
everythmg. When young, I had looked on the average retired
Englishman from India as a figure of fun; I still dunk he often
was. Had I become like him? But he was usually someone of
rigid attitudes, who when in India had surrounded hmself with
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artificial Englishness; whereas I had wilhgly let myself get
~rientalized.Ths suggested adaptability on my part, not rigidity.
What then was the matter with me, and my relations to
my country? Why could I not easily readapt, now that I was
back?
There were of course many obviously criticizable thngs.
Changes since I went to work abroad had been exceptionally big.
When I reached India in 1930 Britain was still a Great Power.
NOW she was impoverished and shoddy; and on top of t h s there
was much inefficiency. Sometimes L 6 couldn't-care-less " seemed
the national motto. 1n such circumstances the continuing calm
assumption that the British way of doing things must be best was
an absurdity, and irritating.
"Back at last; how glad you must be !" had gushed a feminine
6
acquaintance. Twenty years in India! Such lazy, dirty people, I
always thought! " It was not easy to retort as I should have liked.
Most British people seem unaware that, however filthy the
streets in the East may be, in affairs such as bathing or the intimacies of personal hygiene Orientals are usually much the cleaner.
I discovered this soon after I first got to India, and changed my
ways. Other practices in Britain, unheeded when I was young,
now seemed, to my Orientalized tastes, displeasing. "Why can't
you lick them?" asked the young woman wonderingly at the
post ofice when, to fix some stamps just bought, I tried to reach
the rubber sponge behmd her grille.
Yet Lpeople
were incredulous or touchv if vou made adverse
L
comparisons. The queueing, the bad cooking, the dilatory return
of laundry, the time-wasting pettiness of the food-rationing must
have struck many overseas Festival visitors in 195I as peculiar.
But if so, this was not disclosed; the newspapers were full of
national self-praise. There seemed a new resentfdness of criticism,
or of practical suggestions that other countries' ways might be
worth copying.
In particular my compatriots' rule-bound state surprised me,
their meek acquiescence in regimentation. After winning two
world wars for freedom they seemed almost to like their chains,
or to accept them with Oriental fatalism. Thank God, I thought,
on h s day of departure, for the indiscipline of the real orientals
whom I had lived among and was returning to, for their variety
and vitality, even for multilingualism and illiteracy ! Bureaucratic
b
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dragooning of the modern British sort is inlpossible if the prospective victims cannot read or write.

LOW-tonedformalities were still completing themselves at the
Airways Terminal counter. Everyone except the foreigners
took his r ~ h place,
t
answered the questiotls methodically, filled
in forms almost as if enjoying it. There was nothing yet to indicate
when we would move off to the buses.
A first inter-continental air-voyage is pure delight. After that,
your mood before the always thrilling moment of take-off may
be jarred by the preliminaries, and by foreknowledge of them,
for they vary little. T o bed the night before, wondering whether
they will call you punctually, whether the taxi will conle;
then to the Terminal at grey dawn, a hollow feeling inside,
partly from a skimped and early breakfast, partly from halfsmothered imaginings of death by air-crash before sunset.
Then the lining-up at barriers, interrogations, weighing of
luggage, the mechanical smiles of uniformed lady attendants.
Futile scraps of overheard private conversation; fellow-passengers'
coughs, swirls of tobacco-smoke-nervous over-smohng seems
inevitable on these occasions. The carhng fear that you will
mislay sometlung: wallet containing cash and ticket, raincoat,
currency coupons, health certificates, briefcase, hat.
A wait on cushioned benches; that hollow feeling inside again.
Jerky announcements incompletely aucLble on the loudspeaker,
about other aircraft. . . . Oh, this is really it, they're tallung of our
own aircraft for Karachi.
Now we herd sheeplike through the hall into the waiting buses.
Away we go. London streets; unrepaired bomb-damage in the
outer suburbs; those garish modern factories along the Great
West Road. Memories well up of past journeys; some bringing
pleasure, amusement, others pangs of regret. Chatter-chatter in
the ~ a c k e dvehcle between strangers scraping first acquaintance,
gusts of uneasy well-meant laughter, cigarettes being offered and
lit.
These overtures are largely futile; we shall be fellow-travellers
for a few hours only, noisy physically-restricted hours. A shlp's
voyage acquires a life of its own; people are together long enough
to form a social unit. An airliner is but a metal pipe through which
dsconnected indviduals, almost as mutually unknown when they
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land as when they emplane, are siphoned from one great reservoir
of urban humanity to another.
Moreover my one attempt so far today at sociability did not
do well. Ahead of me in the queue at the Terminal a young
~airo-boundcouple had been in trouble, fiom miscalculating
~ o u n d and
s lulos, a frequent trap.
I sympathized, and babbled on: "We ought to have bccn
conquered by Napoleon, don't you think? No pounds then,
only lulos."
gaped. The attendant said tartly she knew nothmg about
that; lulos were so simple she couldn't thlnk how passengers made
such mistakes.
And now in the bus the couple eye me uneasily. Perhaps a
madman? What fresh prank might he be up to when airborne?
W e turn left into Heath Row airport, clamber from the bus
sheeplike again. More barriers and lining-up ; passports, customs
declarations, emigration forms. The herd drifts forward from hall
to hall, sidles pasCwooden fences, its uniformed sheepdogs fussing
on the flanks. Officials, very polite, agree that I am a non-smoker,
but get fascinated by my camera; from a pocketful of documents
I triumphantly draw the original receipted bill. Good boy!
Another wait, on cane chairs t h s time. W e must be near the
emplaning-moment. Will I get an outer window seat, or an
almost viewless one by the aisle? Unwanted cups of tea are thrust
upon us, farewell telegrams announced, illustrated magazines
displayed for sale.
Then on the loudspeaker: "Would passengers for Rome,
Beirut, Karachi . . . please . . ." Out we troop to the beautiful
great Qantas Constellation waiting on the wet tarmac.
Hell, an aisle-side seat! But I've done h s London-Karach
trip before, my neighbour seems a friendly type, perhaps he's
new to it; I can get glimpses sometimes through h s window,
and n o h g anyway can rob me of the thrdl of take-off, coming
so soon now. Splutter, roar; the engines start. I'm very hollow
inside, perhaps those hospital doings explain it. It was a very
minor operation, but still . . .
The d i m stewardess appears, makes sure our safety-belts are
fastened; offers cotton-wool, sweets. Now we rumble slowly off
across the runway; halt, brakes on. Engines get their final testing,
one by one; the whole plane shakes.
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We're off! I know nothing to equal it, this lovely sensation;
always it thrills me, the enormous forward-surging power. 1t
enwraps one, embodies one within itself, unites one with the aircraft's giant strength as it gathers itself for the final glorious
transformation, the moment of becoming airborne. Faster and
faster, things beside the runway flick by. A little shake, the earthcaused vibrations from the wheels cease momentarily, resume,
cease altogether, and we're aloft on great metal wings; the
English fields and grey-brown buildings drop gently away.
Tension eases. Safety-belts are cast off, the lighted notice over
the cockpit-door permits smoking, talk is attenlpted against the
hum of the engines; my neighbour discloses that he sells electrical
switchgear; the stewardess reappears with magazines and newspapers. W e ride smoothly in a featureless greyness, between two
layers of cloud. There is nothing now to see, nothing to thnk of
except the contentment of being really started on this journey,
with Delkarian pleasures and adventures ahead. . . . I find myself
very tired. Something happens that I cannot remember ever
happening before so soon after the thrill of take-off: sleep.
My neighbour is nudging me, how infuriating. Damn the man,
I need rest, I have been unwell.
No, no; un-damn him utterly, what kindness, this is superb!
He points through his window, offers to change places with me,
we are in empty blue air, the wintry Alps a crinkled sugar-white
mass glistening just ahead. Below us, sickle-shaped, greenish, a
gauze of morning mist draped over part of it, lies the Lake of
Geneva.
W e must be flying high. Craning my neck, I see what looks
like 15,ooo-ft. Mt. Blanc; yes, and we begin to pass right over it,
perhaps at 19,000 ft. The aircraft is very steady, jagged pink and
grey rock juts through the ice near the exquisite summit beneath
us, and beyond it steep-sided snowy valleys full of blue shadow
sprawl down to dark pine forests. A thread of windmg road
appears; a village, tiny, toy-like, the houses recognizably wearing
wide Swiss eaves; then a coiled snake of small distant river, its
slun shining in the morning sun.

Recollection stirs of a recent very different experience. The
last time I flew among big snow mountains was ten months ago,
with F/O. Mohammad Ahmad of the Pakistani Air Force,
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shortly before my aerobatics at Peshawar in the Fury. We were
going in a Harvard to Chtral?
w h a t a contrast! Then two men upborne by a single engine,
never above 13,000 ft., huge h g h towering Himalayan rockwalls averaging perhaps 18,000 ft. enclosing us, apparently almost
crushing us ; and ahead, the majestic 25,000-ft. bulk of Tirich f i r .
We felt very puny. From the frail cockpit-floor draughts of cold
air crept up my trouser-leg, the machne bucked and swayed in
pockets of turbulence, on my back was strapped a parachute, with
a turn of the hand I could open the perspex-hood and thrust out
my head into the whizzing air. Now, one among two score or
so of haphazardly-gathered strangers, carried as if in a wellwarmed, amply-cushioned hotel lounge by this great four<<
engined job, the airliner Braemar ", I pass smoothly 4,000 ft.
above the highest and most famous peak of little Europe.
W e reached Rome in time for early lunch. The perfectly
cooked veal was startling after the diet of England. Italians may
be unaccountable foreigners, it would certainly be pleasant to be
back among familiar Palustanis in Karach tomorrow; but t h s
invaded and supposedly defeated European country, it appeared,
knew how to live.
Another memory stirred: of a landmg here in 1950 by B.O.A.C.
Argonaut Westbound from Cairo. Four hundred miles b e h d ,
an engine had failed. The weather was rough, so there was some
risk; the failed engine being a starboard one, we also had to
approach the runway clockwise, contrary to normal. When t h s
sort of thmg happens to a transatlantic airliner the Press may
<
excitedly report an emergency landmg." But so stolid had been
the stewards and crew throughout, moving on routine jobs along
the aisle, that perhaps only three passengers knew there was anything wrong.
Sitting outside the still bomb-damaged Rome airport on
builders' rubble, pleasantly relaxed in the sunny warmth, I recalled
that fine display of traditional British phlegm, glad that h s time
we had no dead engine to delay us.
4

How small Europe is! The 10,ooo-ft. difference between Mt.
Blanc and Tirich Mir had shown ths; it re-emphasized itself as
we went South-East from Rome over the mainland leg and foot
See Appendix I1
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of Italy. At Taranto, flying at 17,000 ft., the eye could span this
bony limb which dangles from the body of a continent. Beneath
us lay the shore of the gulf, calm blue waters lapping against pale
sand; and looking back into the sun-glare across the dark
corrugated peninsula I saw water once more on the far side:
the glinting Tyrrhenian near Salerno.
By evening we were over the Peloponnese. After the lunchhalt I had got a good place by a window, and rejoiced at the wide
view. Fading pastel shades on sky and land and water, saffron,
rose, apple-green, dove-grey ; a curving lonely coast; small
steep-sided Greek mountains, snow-powdered; the pathos of
twilight.
And as darkness grew, so &d something which, on its reappearance in flight at that hour, always causes a stab of private
disquiet; a reminder that manlund was not born to travel this
way. Something unpleasantly close, on the engines : the wavering,
mauve-blue plumes of incandescent exhaust-gases, the glow of
red-hot metal pipes.
Passengers now and then glanced at it-and glanced away, to
the comforting preparations for our dinner. Why vex the mind
with thoughts on the miracle of flying, on the fact of our being
poised inside a structure of petrol-propelled aluminium, up there
in the night sky, separated from the earth by three miles of void?
Over our knees the stewards were fitting little movable tables,
cutlery and glasses and napkins were bhng laid, sherries were
offered, the lights in the saloon were bright, there was laughter.
Mv benefactor of the Mt. Blanc e~isode.
the merchant in elecA
triial switchgear, beckoned me to join h m .
Soon after the excellent meal had been cleared, Beirut began
twinkling distantly through the windows, a necklace laid on bLck
velvet between hills and sea. As we circled before a smooth night
landing, the crew switched off the lights-thoughtful of themto display the scintillating city. Soon we were put through the
formalities; a bus took us over pot-holed roads to our hotel, the
Bristol, perhaps equalling the King David at Jerusalem or the
Heliopolis at Cairo in opulence. Looking from the window as I
undressed, I saw, under the eucalyptus trees, a donkey stepping
delicately by, and astride it a bare-foot boy wearing Arab headdress. The East again!
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An untidy Levantine landscape at dawn: red earth, groups of
stone-pines, a glimpse of blue sea, of surf windily brealung on a
yellow shore; then the airport formalities again, and off we set,
leaving Beirut on its promontory, mahng a circuit to clear the
high mountains of Lebanon behind the bay. Through their
wrappings of snow the curious horizontal strata poked gauntly.
It became bumpy as we topped the crest, heading towards the
desert; the huge brownness of it ate into the thin snow strewn
over the retreating foothills. Amidst the wilderness Damascus
before long appeared, away to the South, on a patch of fertile
palmy green. For me it held happy pre-war memories. But we
were flying high, soon there was little but haze and glare below,
and thought turned inward. I again began puzzling, up in that
unstable Arabian air, over my cGficulties of readjustment, my
joy in returning to Asia, my f e e h g that among Orientals was
where I belonged.
Sound reasons for criticizing many t h g s in Britain existed.
But my estranged state seemed partly emotional. Where lay the
cause? Peering into the desert, and into my mind, I began to see
the outlines of an answer. The key to-happiness, Fndeed to
practical success in life, is in giving rather than taking, in positive
outflow not negative retention. And my Inrllan work, bafing
though it had latterly been, required strong positive outflow
always: in the executive tasks of newspaper-production, in the
impact of our ideas on politics and public opinion, in daily
association with able colleagues, in encouragement to juniors,
in affection for personal employees.
As yet I had found no equivalent channels for outflow in
Britain. Moreover to love the British, when you feel rather a
stranger among them, is comparatively difficult. They are cold;
they wear thick skins of reserve. To love Indians and Palustanis,
however foreign you may be, is easier, they have several shns
fewer. are emotionally exposed.
down an '~ng'ishstreet you cannot well wear your
heart on your sleeve-and if you did it might pass unnoticed.
With Indians and Pakistanis this is somehow not so. If you
genuinely like them, feel at one with them, if there is spontan~ous
outflow from you, reciprocation very quickly comes. And by
thus giving, you may get somethng back. Outwardly it may
appear otherwise, you may be let down, treated unjustly, even
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be killed in a riot when on a journey of charity, as happened to
an acquaintance of mine. Yet the underlying fact of warm
emotional reciprocity and exchange remains, and has value.
The skins of reserve in Britain, however, are certainlv not
-impenetrable. A big reason for my alienated sensation, I now
saw, was that in my present unfamiliarity with t h g s and people
there I had less than in Asia to give. That would right itself
after my return. The shortcoming was more mine than my
countryss.
The airliner " Braemar" tossed and creaked on above the dusthaze towards the Persian Gulf and Karachi. Last June the skies,
Hampshire skies, had freed me from my In&an editorship when
it was good to be freed. Now, returning Eastward, the Arabian
skies had helped to free me from misconceptions about myself
and my feehgs for the land of my origin, left behind yesterday.
J
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PART TWO

SINDI, PUNJABI

ASIAN O N C E MORE
ITHIN a few days of landing in Karachi I belonged again
W t o Asia; had been reintegrated; felt as if I had never been
away.
Reasons were three. On the personal side Rahim Khan had
managed to come back, renewing our +years' companionship.
Soon after my arrival he had turned up at my hotel; immediately
my life had a familiar, affectionate, ruffianly background. On the
official side, my welcome had been heart-warming. Further,
Palustan was in d&culty. Much of the confidence so noticeable
when I passed through on my last leave from India had gone.
Mr Liaquat Ali Khan's murder in October had plainly left an
appalling gap ; reports of hsturbances in Dacca greeted my arrival;
food-surplus had been succeeded by mysterious shortage; there
were other distresses. My sympathes were enlisted for this still
young State, one of the world's geographical curiosities, and
manned by many of my friends.
Her start in life had been hazardous, and she had since had
much bad luck. Perhaps never in hstory was a country born to
more daunting conhtions. For a year before August 1947, when
the old ~ndiawas carved up, the whole Indo-Gangetic lai in,
1,700 rniles of it from Peshawar to Dibrugarh, from ~ a r a c h to
i
Chittagong, had been politically convulsed, racked by communal
rioting. A few days before the two new countries' birth, administration in the Punjab collapsed. It was a horrible kmd of civil
war; Refugees in unprecedented numbers were on the move.
Eventually Pakistan took in rather more than she lost, about
seven milhons, most of them totally destitute; the job ofproviding
for them almost overwhelmed her. Whereas at Delhi the new
India had an established capital, she then had none. Ministers of
the Central Government at Karach lacked offices, furniture,
clerks, records, stationery, telephones.
Physically, the whole idea of Pakistan seemed freakish to
many: two blocks of territory, 1,000 miles apart, with a stronger,
apparently unfriendly, Power between. Friends as well as foes
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wondered if such an odd structure could last. As later events
showed, two contrasting things held it together: faith, nationalistic or religious, and the latest mechanical techniques such as
aviation and radio. Economically, too, there were grave misgivings. ~twould have seemed wild fantasy at that time to suggest
that, in about two years, the Pakistani rupee would stand at a big
premium over the Indian.
For reasons of local politics, nearly all the British officials at
once left the Punjab, the most riot-torn province. Besides being
in general the weaker State, Pakistan had relatively fewer trained
adAnistrators. Conditions in the banks and mercantile offices
were also chaotic, owing to the exit of Hindu and Sikh clerks.
The Armed Forces, in process of being unpicked and re-created
from those of undivided India, were clsorganized, and many of
the men clstraught about their families' plight in the disorders.
Then, within ten weeks of the new country's birth, came a
major clsaster. Because of events in Delhi which I saw at close
quarters and will describe later,' most of Kashmir, always considered vital to the Pakistan concept, was lost, a; any, ;ate for
some years. In September 1948 another seemingly shattering
blow fell: the founder of the State, Mr Tinnah, died.
Yet when I passed through for Engla;d in May 1951, not only
did all these ills except the deprivation of Kashmir seem to have
been overcome; Pakistan rode on the crest of a wave of selfassurance and prosperity. Her Prime Minister, Mr Liaquat Ali
Khan, who at first perhaps was thought of as no more than an
able party politician, had grown to aYcknowledged greatness by
the exercise of ofice, and was now a world figure, on equality
with the rival country's Prime Minister, Pandit Nehru. In overseas
diplomacy he had lately triumphed by compelling discussion of
the Kashmir dispute at the Commonwealth Conference in
London, despite strong Indian objections. Even more remarkable
was Palustan's financial strength, a result partly of the temporary
and accidental advantage which the Korean war gave to primary
producing countries, but partly also of the skill of Mr Ghulam
Mohammad, then Finance Minister. The new State was booming.
Now, in February 1952, chiher airs could be sensed. Trading
prospects were much less rosy; a recession was evidently beginning. People seemed exhausted after the tension in Indo-Palustani
48
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affairs during the previous autumn. Provincial rivalries or misunderstandngs had increased. There was talk of drift, of dificulm
in getting decisions in high places.
~ a ~ oscillations
i d
in circumstances or mood can be good for
no country; they are particularly bad for a new one.
4

When on Februaw 28 1 answered a formal crested invitation
to tea with the Governor-General, I was in fact going to meet an
, got to
old friend. As a junior official in Simla in the I ~ ~ o I' shad
know Mr Ghulam Mohammad, then a rather junior official toolater Finance Mnister of Palustan, and now the highest in the
land. We had kept in touch over the years, and duriig my visits
to Karachi after Partition I always called, and he always spared
time for a talk.
How very refreshing to see you!" was his cheerful greeting;
and almost at once our grand surroundings, the big State drawingroom, the cushions and curtains, the uniformed A.D.Cs. and
servants in scarlet livery faded, and I had regained the company
of someone intimately known. But I noticed with concern that
he now walked with a stick. His illness some months before had
been serious; and it was understood that he had been offered the
Governor-Generalshp, in the Cabinet reconstruction of October
1951,partly because of poor health. Pressure of work in the
higher post would be somewhat less..
W e touched on many matters-~ersonal, political. Sanguine
by nature, he took a view of Indo-Palustani relations not quite
sd despairing as some of the officials I had seen. He asked eagerly
about conditions in Britain, admiring the new Government's
efforts to avert economic collapse, but wondering whether heavy
rearmament and a Welfare State were really compatible. Labour's
grant of freedom to the Indo-Pakistani subcontinent, he considered, was the finest act of statesmanship in thls century; but
British policies towards the semi-dependent and colonial territories had since faltered.
An illness sometimes beautifies a man. Ghulam oh am mad's
features had a new refinement; mind and soul seemed to glow
through a thin physical shell. His almost boyish optimism remained, and his brain was fully as keen; and I learned that he
managed much physical activity, travelling, attendmg receptions,
malung speeches. But there seemed an emotional change;
66
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a warmth of affection, a breadth of tolerance and understanding for which the busy Minister in full vigour had not had
time.
50

Sitting there with him in the opulent State drawing-room, my
mind flitted to an interview with Pakistan's first GovernorGeneral, Mr Jinnah, exactly four years before. Then, too, and in
graver manner, I was facing not merely high affairs of State but
a human problem-of health and fortitude. For at that time,
though no one realized it, the creator of Pakistan was dying, his
lungs riddled with the unsuspected tuberculosis whch a few
months later hlled h m .
Actually, however, on that morning in February 1948 Mr
Jinnah looked better than when I had last seen him shortly before
Partition, and I said so. During an unexpectedly long interview,
70 minutes, which baffled his secretaries, he ranged widely over
the course of Indo-Pakistani affairs during:
the I~reviousseven
u
months-a dramatic, fascinating story, as told by such a man. Yet
sitting now four years later in those rooms, I recalled not so much
as what he had said about hmself.
the
"Yes, Mr Stephens, thank you, I feel better; I am better.
They say I have been ill. I have not. I know. I get tired9'-the
thin, handsome lips moved with the restrained, characteristic
smile. "It is natural that I should. I am not young. I have responsibilities." These were understatements.
"So when I get tired, Mr Stephens, I rest. It is simple. I tell
my doctors to go away. I know what to do. I will not have them
fussing; they might annoy me. No, I was not ill at all."
That unbenhng will, that utter conviction of self-knowledge,
upheld him almost till the end, keeping diagnosis and possible
remedies at bay.
It was nearly dark when Mr Ghulam Mohammad said'goodbye,
wishing me happy times in Pakistan. I walked back to my hotel,
reflecting on talks with Pahstani Governors-General, past and
present. This one was an old friend; I had been with him in that
capacity. Mr Jinnah, until that final meeting, when some of the
reserve, the impersonal coldness, melted-perhaps because he
sensed my opinions about ~ashmir-I had scarcely thought of as
someone capable of sympathy or suffering. T o me he had been a
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political phenomenon, an abstract intelligence, a set of programmes and policies to be professionally puzzled over.
The earth was almost in shadow, and as I pondered I glanced
skywards. A thin veil of cirrus, far above, was still lit with a
pink afterglow; and through it the new moon gave a gentle
light, pale green against the pink-an Islanlic colour, an Islamic
moon, a Horned Moon-good augury, I felt, for my Palustani
wanderings.
Not only had Rahim Khan rejoined me. I had taken on a
second orderly: Gulmar Khan, a Pathan of a dtfferent tribe, a
~ a h s u d ;andmalreadythe domestic front sizzled with the *&eliminaries of an explbsion.
This development needs explaining. When I left "The Statesman" I arranged to set Rahim up on a little land near h s village;
and when I knew that I would be coming back on this journey,
I had sent him a letter, stressing however that, though I would
be delighted if he could come to me, he must not let this interfere
he wrote:
with Gs croDs. I had not heard from him. Perhaos
L
but he is almost illiterate, his ideas on correspondence are usually
hazy if not contemptuous, and writing through a hred scribe
cannot be pleasant.
However, I needed somebody. And as my trip would take me
to the Pathan areas I wrote to Mohammad Hashem Khan, a
leading Mahsud, aslung if he could help. The notion of being
looked after by a member of this reputedly ferocious tribe, the
most unstable bf all Pathans, pleasedme, and I knew that in fact
anyone sent by Hashem woulh be dependable.
My interest in Mahsuds dated from the summer of 1948 when,
on biinine ex~elledbv misunderstandtng
u from Chltral State for
supposedU esiionage i n Inha's behalf,' I sought hospitality at a
Mahsud encamoment. and was received charmingly. As a result
of articles the; written in the Mahsuds' Apraise, made several
friends among them.
To find, as I now did, two Pathans assembled for me in Karachl
was embarrassing to us all; and Rahm, as I feared, forthwith
viewed Gulmar with obvious disfavour as a possible supplanter.
He is very possessive. I saw storms ahead.
Gulmar, though his big hawk-like nose rather marred hs
L

Li
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good looks, had the attraction of youth, and was cLvertingly
Mahsud. He asked clrect, practical questions on everything. Like
Rahmi he had admirable manners-Pathans may prove the besr
servants in the world; but he was restless, a piece of quicksilver,
you could never ignore him. Possessor evidently of a strong
character, you felt that, if you didn't look out, he would soon have
complete control of your affairs.
He did not seem physically very tough. Within a few days he
fell a victim to Karachi belly, and I was doctoring him with
liver pills; he also blistered his feet accompanying me on walks,
not yet vigorous ones because of my recent operation. Admittedly
he had on a new pair of chaplis-the heavy, sandal-like shoes
worn by Pathans; they had been bought in honour of hls fresh
employment, and eventually of course would be paid for by me.
But, like R a h m , he plainly thought physical exercise crazy.
If you had no need to walk you cldn't do it; you sat around and
got fat.
During these strolls he soon became a keen and adept helper
in my photographc efforts. It was a new form of shkar or sport.
From just behmd me he would crack jokes ingeniously with the
victims, diverting their attention from the lens, keeping their
faces alive until the moment of the shot-and then, the deed
done, would laugh delightedly at their surprise.
When we were out shooting in this fashion one day, he spoke
of his own shooting in Kashmir; real shooting.
"Shooting at what ?"
"Men, of course, Sahb."
I looked at him astonished. "But you only seen1 about seven,
teen.
" Yes, Sahib."
"But you can't have been fighting the Indians when thrteen?"
"Yes, Sahib9'-and enquiry left no doubt that he had, and
thought it not at all remarkable. He gave details of where he
had gone and they made geographical sense. He had been bombed
and rocketed by Indian planes, machme-gunned by Indian
infantrv. He had been half smothered bv the blood and entrails
of a mule, blown up a few yards away. He spoke of having spent
a night on a snowy hllside-without socks or coat-to snipe
Indian trooDs
at dawn.
l.
L
Carrying a man's rifle was rather tiring for me sometimes",
9
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he grudgingly admitted. Remembrance of my facile thougha on
hls stamina made me ashamed.
Gulniar was not with me for the whole tour. From considerations partly on my side, partly on hls, he came and went-in
true Mahsud style. Bm during several weeks I took round Palustan this sometinles slight1 alarming double charge of domestic
dynamite-for Rahlm, de ightful creature, absurdly jealous, was
with me always.

P

In February the Karach sun is as strong as the English sun in
July. The quick change between two climates worsened my &scomfort, as I stood among the refugees' hovels at midday by the
railway bridge beyond the Palace Hotel. Ths stinking encampment of rusty iron, wood and saclung was not there in 1948, when
last I stayed in this part of Karachi. New pavement-squatting
groups of destitutes had sprung up in other parts of the city also.
They disgraced the federal capital, a great seaport and airport,
where foreigners form their first ideas of Palustan.
But whatcould be done? Des~ite&ssuasion bv both Governments, Indian and Palustani, A d public knoiedge that t h e
journey was appalling, that it entailed crossing part of the grim
Jodhpur desert by foot or camel, under every sort of bureaucratic
harassment, the fugitives still came, a pitiable trickle averaging
5,000 monthly. Admittedly there were occasional communal
troubles in IncLa, but of late no major riots sufficient to just* an
exodus ;the huge slaughterings and barbarities on both sides of the
Punjab border had ceased long ago. Yet these Muslims kept coming, seeking a livelihood or lost relatives, mistrusting their own
oruiheir cudren's future in the new India, afraid thaGhev would
be worsted in competing with Hindus, infected with vague
restlessness, or a conviction that somehow they no longer
belonged.
The unending influx had added much to Karachi's dificulties.
In 1939 it had been a sleepy, spacious, provincial town of about
Growth
350,000 people; now it contained well over I,IOO,OOO.
in a new country is good, but not at this ferocious pace. Probably
half the capital's population, whether rich or poor, were migrants,
still mentally unsettled.
By the hovels squatted vendors, displaying trays of exposed
eatables. A dense greyness of flies swirled over the crescents of
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sliced melon, the coiled yellow sticky jalabis,' alighting on them,
crawling thickly over them. Almost hairless dogs with oozing
sores scratched frantically, or snarled and scuffled over a refuse
heap. At its margins hens scraped and peered, children played,
goats nibbled. Flanhng the narrow path between the shacks ran
gutters brimming with filth.
MY eyes smarted; smoke from a powerful coolung-fire of
dried buffalo-dung was blowing about. Sweat trickled from under
my hat. Around me swarmed hot, friendly youngsters, inquisitive, pleased by a stranger's visit. What was in that brown leather
t h n g ; a camera? There was to be a wedding that afternoon.
Would I see it? Perhaps I could photograph it? Two trumpeters
for the band were produced for my inspection, fondling brass
instruments. A baby, dressed already for the occasion in cheap
silk finery, and beads and coloured bangles, was dandled at me.
These people had to live in subhuman, nauseous, abominable
conditions. Yet at least some gaiety survived; and an introspective glance showed that, outraged though my nostrils might
be, my mind really was not. I felt no particular uprush of social
indgnation in this place. My concern was rather that, owing to
its nearness to the hotel, its squalor would be seen by Western
newcomers who would misconstrue it to Asia's detriment, and
feel confirmed in their sense of su~erioritv.
Those of us who have got ~ s i a i z e d
us;ally accept such thmgs;
recognize that they may be too overwhelmingly huge for effective
remedy. Extremes of poverty and wealth, rapacity and abnegation,
cruelty and kindness, tolerance and fanaticism, become part of
the framework of life; their co-existence appears natural, indeed
in a sense almost right. Variety enhances value. Wide contrasts
emphasize the mutability of human affairs, put individual bodies,
individual lives, in their proper place of insignificance before the
universe.
Death in Asia stands much closer than in Europe, almost
nudging the elbow. It may strike through a variec of swift
lethal diseases, through earthquake, flood, riot, famine. Awareness of this creates a sense of impermanence-perhaps spiritually
healthy. Malaria, the dysenteries, typhoid lurk everywhere. There
are such horrors as rabies or elephantiasis to be feared. Every year
in the big towns during the spring epidemics, scores of people are
V
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struck daily by smallpox, scores more by cholera. At Monghyr in
~ i h a in
r 1934 I stood on brick rubble in a foul smell. Practically
all the old city had been suddenly flattened by earthquake,
eople in hundreds. Beneath me they lay rotting and
crushing At Calcutta, in August 1946, roof-high piles of
entombe
dripping putrescent corpses could be inspected on plots of waste
land or in the police morgue. Vultures poked gobbling heads into
the abdomens of bodies bestrewing the sidewalks. During three
days of concentrated rioting there had been perha s 20,000
casualties. The great Bengal famine of 1943, amidst w ch I had
to work, is believed to have lulled a million people.
In the West, except in war-time, life's brutal realities are as a
rule hidden away, muffled; when in the end they leap forth,
the shock and unpreparedness may be unduly great. Even the
skies of Europe seem to reflect this difference. Their dreadful
immensity is covered when possible by little fleecy clouds; the
English summer stars, sprinkled as if on a softly luminous nearby
screen, never glitter terrifyingly out of the black tropical majesty
of empty night.
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Chapter 5
FROM K A R A C H I NORTHWARD

A

BOUT

a.m. at Karachi, before the orchestra of cawing
crows, mewing kites, and whistling Asian starlings or
mynahs has finally splintered the silence, another sound slips
in the darkness over the air, very Pakistani: the Muslim
call to prayer. In my open-windowed room I could count five
hstinct moazzin or criers, beginning in different places and at
slightly different times ; the last one, frayed and quavery of voice,
I imagined as a bearded patriarch. At close range the prayer-call
mav sometimes strike with disconcerting stridency on European
ears; but when far away, as these voices were, it is deeply moving : clgnified, musical, austere, centuries old, rather melancholy,
hinting of desert wastes.
~ h & ,soon after, the cocks crow, the Eastern sky quickly
brightens, the full harsh birdy orchestra blares forth, and dawn
comes in a rush of flame and gold.
I

V

I

I was on my morning walk. Sleepy Afridi taxi-drivers wearing
cheap astrakhan caps had been waslung large American cars
outside the hotel. Road-traffic at that hour consisted of a few
drays pulled by tall squashy-footed camels, and sporadic bicyclists.
pedalling, their fluttery cotton garments were pressed over the
curves of their bodies by the brisk sea-breeze, which bore particles
of sand, and an aroma of railway-shunting and horse-droppings.
A troupe of black, naked buffaloes, with truculent stares and
occasional alarming belch-like grunts, plodded heavily along the
sidewalk, propelled by a small tattered boy with a stick.
I crossed to the sports-ground of sunbaked mud near the
Governor-General's House; I had observed with interest that,
arriving on it, were huge maroon-turbaned men on polo ponies.
Talk confirmed my guess that they were members of the Bodyguard under an officer, and disclosed too that the latter was
u
commandant-pleasantly young for such a post-and a brother of
my friend Colonel Sherif Khan, from the Frontier.
As a result, two days later, I spent some hours of photographic
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shikar among these fine creatures, like great plumaged birds,
using my colour-films on their full-dress scarlet d o r m s . They
agreed readily that they were exceptionally handsome, l a c h g
the Western convention of self-conscious denial in such matters.
and pressed eagerly forward for portraiture.
Choice of victims from such a wealth of feature and phvsiaue
A
roblem. In Daffadar Atta Mohammad, however, 1
was a !I ly found perfection, the photographer's ideal.' His
eventua
patience and self-control seemed infinite. Whatever I asked for . . .
smile . . . look stern . . . twiddle your moustache . . . he I d unfailingly, maintaining unstiffened the natural expressions m d
postures that he had first taken, his unusual eye-structure giving
him Jiust the extra individualitv that I wanted.
I also watched these giants doing p.t. under the instruction of
the adjutant, Captain Mohammad Khan, an admirable type of
Voung
Palustani officer. Our talk soon turned-as most talk in
u
Palustan does-to the topic of Kashrnir, and when, for argument's
sake, I put up Inhan propaganda points, he shot them down
politely but with slull. The average British soldier tends to edge
away from abstract things such as politics. In Dekaria-a subcontinent Ivoliticallv obsessed-thev can be discussed ceaselesslv.
Mohammad Khan was verv British in com~lexion.
as some
I
Pathans are. British trahtions in the Palustani Army moreover
remain strong; he had very much the manner and talk of his
British Army counterparts, you thought of h m as British when
with him. Yet the characteristic shns of reserve were l a c h g , there
was ready self-exposure of a sort seldom experienced in a morning's meeting with a fellow-Briton, and a sensitive, fiery personality laid itself bare, aglow through the warm brown eyes.
This swift blossoming of acquaintanceship
is one of the charms
of Pakistani company.
-
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Fresh back from England as I was still, observing Delkaria
from a different angle, the gulf bemeen India and Paustan whch
had so oppressed and baffled me in my edtting days seemed to
have shrunk. Approached from the West, the two countries have
obviously a great deal in common; indeed, to a novice, they
might at first be indistinguishable. The music from loudspeakers
in wayside eating-stalls and cinemas was almost the same; the
See Frontispiece
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climate, the brown skins, the way people squatted, the c l o t h ,
the betel, the style of food, the languages, the dhobi and the
sweeper-all these and much else were largely shared. Was the
antagonism and suspicion really so unchangeable and rigid as
I had supposed? ~ i g h not
t
the dsagreements soon dissolve,
opening room for friendly partnership, even for a joint policy
in defence, justifying the great 1947 experiment in Commonwealth affairs after all?
It was in this hopeful mood that I went on March I to the
pretty Karachi seaside suburb of Clifton for a talk with India's
chief diplomatic representative in Pakistan, Dr Mehta.1 1 was
already fretting to be off to the North, to the real Pakistan, and
adventures in the hills and borderlands. Karachi, like all federal
capitals, has an artificial atmosphere. It was too cosmopolitan
for my taste. So many foreigners were about that sonletimes the
Pakistani flavour almost vanished. American voices burr-burred
everywhere; there were Japanese, Italians, Australians, Swedes.
In the clubs and hotels-if the uniformed waiters were disregarded
-you moved almost in the denationalized social insipi&ty of an
ocean liner. But before leaving for Lahore it was important that
I should try to start persuading officialdom to let me cross
from ~alustani-heldto Indian-held Kashmir; this was evidently
not going to be easy, and might need weeks.
I was eager, also, to regain touch with the new India. My withdrawal had been a ~ r o d u c tof my own olitical conscience, and
of the peculiarity of the post that I ha held. Old associations
were entirely unaffected, and I probably had even more friends
over the border than in Palustan. India had equally been a second
country of mine, and Dr Mehta-like India's first High Commissioner in Palustan, the genial Mr Sri Prakasa-was known for
his sincere efforts to make Indo-Pakistani relations better. I might
u
find we had much in common.
I arrived a few minutes early, and while waiting admired the
fine photographs of Indian statesmen and landscape and architecture in the hall. One of them startled me however: a splendid
study of what is perhaps Delhi's most famous monument, the
i l l a of
r victorv
Kutb Minar. built after the Muslim conauest as a ~
I
by the Khllji monarchs of the 13th centiry. It hung prominently
on the stairway. Surely, I thought, thls choice of subject, here
58
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in Karachi, was--to say the least-rather tactless? It would not
i
in happy mood; the obtruded fact of present
Put ~ a h s t a ncallers

Hindu dominance in what was once a Muslim seat of power
would rub an open wound. Many Karachi Pakistanis were exilcr
from elh hi, having had to flee during the riots of September
1947; they had lost homes and relatives and much property.
Doubtless they would consider the photograph meant to hurt.
They might be right.
Was it, however, placed there merely from failure to realize
others' feelings ? This shortcoming among Hindus had sometimes
puzzled me. So sensitive themselves, they can be strangely insensitive to what is happening in non-Hindu minds. I wondered
whether this might be a by-product of the caste system, of an
ancestral habit of ignoring persons outside the caste, of &dung
them not in the fullest sense human.
The arrival of Dr Mehta interrupted these musings. He was an
affable host, his skull shaven because of a recent bereavementwhich made it the lunder of him to see me; and we soon, over
the tea-things, got down to discussing my Kashmir project.
certainly he would do what he could. But a request to visit
srinagardfrom Muzafferabad across the cease-fire line was very
unusual; so far as he knew permits were only issued for navel
via Delhi and Arnritsar. Could I not go that way, crossing the
Indo-Palustani frontier near Lahore?
I said that, in about six weeks, the earliest time at which there
now seemed a chance of the permit being ready, I expected to
be in 'Pindi or beyond. Srinagar was only about an ordmary
day's motor-run from 'Pindi via Muzafferabad; whereas the
other route, via Amritsar-even were Delhi cut out-was many
times longer, and I doubted whether I had the necessary time or
cash.
Well, unfortunately he could not promise. The consent of the
U.N. people would no doubt also have to be got; I could see
about that separately in 'Pin&. So far as the Kashmir authorities
were concerned, they were sometimes dubious about accepting
visitors, owing to certain unfortunate experiences"; and the
Indian Government might want me to visit Delhi first. But he
would do his best-which,
as later events proved, he very
effectively did.
Talk then switched to Indo-Pakistani relations. I said I was
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horrified to learn-I had never seen it reported in the British
Press, w h c h largely ignores the subcontinent's affairs-that since
the autumn of 1951 the frontier near Lahore had been altogether
dosed to land-traffic except for foreigners; Indians and Pakistanis
could only get across by air. This was new. Though in the Commonwealth, the two countries had become more than ever
parted by an iron curtain. He agreed that it was deplorable;
but added that, despite this, there seemed lately to have been
some real decrease in antagonism.
He went on, however, t o express concern at the contiiluance
of hostile, inflammatory statenGnts by highlyplaced Palustanis,
apparently to satis+ public opinion, or because, in 1947, they
had unleashed something w h c h they could not control. In India
matters were otherwise.-~dmittedlibad things were sometimes
said there too, but by leaders of thk opposit&n groups, not by
~ e o o l ein or near the Government. He elaborated.
I
as he proceeded, I began to realize anew the width
of mi~understancln~.
He was not, of course, speaking personally,
for we were scarcely acquainted; he was representing the views
of his Government. And as he spoke I had that familiar, uneasy
sensation: "Oh, this has happened before." He evidently took it
as axiomatic, like nearly all IncLans, that his country was morally
on a plane superior to her rival, that she almost had a monopol;
of virtue. It was an assumption I could never swallow. Speeches
for instance by Indian Ministers, which they and their public did
not think hostile or inflammatory appeared at times very much
so to non-Indians, whether Palustani or Western. Some of Pandit
Nehru's passionate outbursts in 1949 and 1950 had been horrifying.
This blindness to the other person's possible point of view, t h s
self-righteousness, had hltherto proved perhaps the biggest
obstacle to settlement.
The two countries still remained altogether at odds about the
principalities whose possession was orkinally disputed. These
d , Junagadh. But if IncLa was right
were Kashmir, ~ ~ d e r a b aand
in occupying the -first-whch seemed much the most questionable-how could she be right in occupying the other two?
Her declared reasons, cultural, administrative or legal, had differed
radically in each case. She overran or subverted JLnagadh,whose
~ u s l i mPrince had legally acceded to Palustan, primarily for
cultural reasons. It was a Hindu-majority area, she emphasized.

ist ten in^
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That in itself seemed fair enough. In the case ofthe Auch bigger
principality of Hyderabad, also a Hindu-majority area, its
Muslim Prince wanted to remain independent, whch legally he
was entitled to do. This territory she overran primarily on a
different pretext: that of administrative necessity. Grave internal
disorders had developed there, she declared-though some thought
she was in part responsible for them herself. Kashmir, which by
contrast had an overwhelming Muslim majority, she overran, so
far as militarily she could, because its Hmdu Prince had legally
acceded to her-as lunagadh's did to Palustan.
No word-s~innirkcould morallv substantiate her simultaneous
occupation of all three. It outraged logic and common sense.
In the case of Kashmir, much the gravest, many people thought
that, on every international occasion which had since arisen, she
strove to block the promised plebiscite to ascertain the people's
will. Moreover, though she still justified having sent troops
of the Maharaiah's accession. she had
there on the legal eround
a
soon afterwards in effect deposed him, and seemed now bent
on abolishing h s dynasty. * Arbitration between herself and
Palustan had been suggested as a way out. She refused thls
indignantly-though urging it upon Ceylon over another dis~ u t e dmatter more to her taste.
If I got to Indian-held Kashmir I might find much to admire
there; the Administration's *proclaimed non-communal ideals and
the enterprising agrarian reforms seemed very attractive. But
the fact remained that it was an area overwhelmingly Muslim,
whose occupation by India diverged from the principles on whlch
the rest of the subcontinent had been partitioned in 1947.
Indian leaders often spoke of peace, magnanimity and goodneighbourliness-almost at times as if they alone in a bad world
fully appreciated their desirability. Certainly they were not insin; pacifist tradition among them remained strong.
cere in t h ~ s the
Yet they maintained a big and costly military establishmentmuch more so than that of undivided India before Partition; and
at least twice since 1947 they had threatened Pahstan with war,
not by words only but by moving troops, including an armoured
division.
When a country of 350,000,000 people acts so towards an
adjacent one not much more than one fifth as populous, the fact
cannot be ignored. Pahstan had several times appeared bellicose
A
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too. But she was much the weaker, in resources as in numbers;
her leaders moreover made no special claim to high inoral
standards.
Dr Mehta had been friendly and lund. I much appreciated his
readiness to help my travel-project. But our political talk had
set moving a familiar flood of sombre reflections. I returned to my
hotel downcast. The dfferences between the two countries
yawned big again; they would, I felt, need much bridging The
superficial affinities noticeable to a returning Westerner such as
myself perhaps meant no more than those which an Easterner
might see between British and ~rish,French and Germans.
62

The Prime Minister of Palustan at that time was Khwaja
Nazimuddin, and on March 3 I went to tea with him. He is small
and tubby. This did not suggest interest in sport; yet he had been
a good athlete. Nor &d his modest ways suggest the wide ex erience of public affairs which his record showed. They di not
particularly suggest pluck either; yet h s decision in October 195I
to step down from the Governor-Generalship-which he had
held since ~r Jinnah's death-and take the murdered Mr Liaquat
Ali Khan's place was courageous, and steadied the ship of State
at a shaky moment.
For his modesty and courage he had two sources to draw upon:
fine breeding-he comes of an aristocratic Dacca family-and
religious faith.
I felt moved to see him. Over the long period before Independence when he held Ministerships in Bengal we had several times
met, and once or twice also during the frantic, confused days of
1946, when the Muslim League leaders, exasperated by what
they thought British and Congress duplicity in the last phase of the
British Cabinet Mission's visit, were planning direct action",
and casting away their British titles. He hmself had then discarded a knighthood-as did Mr Ghulam Mohammad.
Now, with men carrying Sten-guns on p a r d in the corridors
and garden-as around Panht Nehru or Sardar Pate1 in Delh
after Mahatma Gandhi's assassination-he was the chief executive
of a new nation, the biggest Muslim nation in the world. Yet
so unassumine
a was his demeanour as we sat down to tea, served
off handsome green china bearing the Pakistani crest, that remembrance of his high position was not easy.
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At the outset I had the duty of conveying good wishes from
the Master of his old Cambridge College-whlch some months
later elected him to an honorary Fellowship. He was pleased.
Thmking then that discussion of Indo-Palastani affairs might
be bothersome, I broached a topic almost as important: the tussle
within Palustan between modernism and the religious leaders or
mullahs.
Mr Jinnah and Mr Liaquat Ali Khan were Western in their
ways, and the former, particularly, as a distinguished lawyerpolitician in the old unhvided I d a , had almost given up
religious observance. With Khwaja Nazimuddin that was not so.
In prayer, in keeping the ~ a m a z a nfast, in the other formal
obligations of Islam he was known to have been always scrupulous.
he-ladies of hls house kept in purdah-as incidentelly &A those
of h s two influential colleagues Sir Zafrullah Khan, the Foreign
Minister, and Chaudhuri Mohamtnad Ali, recently tnade Finance
Minister.
These facts had revived speculation. Proclaimed to be Islamic,
would Pahstan choose what modernists considered the retrograde path, let her social practices be moulded by the mullahs,
as in Saudi Arabia or Afghanistan, or would she Westernize
herself in the Turhsh sense-not indeed with Turhsh revolutionary speed, but nevertheless steadily? Did being Islamic mean,
as Indian critics alleged, that she was a theocracy; that sectarian
fanaticism was always liable to break out; that her non-Muslim
minorities were second-class citizens, continually exposed to risk
of butcherv or oppression? Or would the declared link between
as littlethe State a i d 1slaI;;before long mean about as much-r
as that in Britain between thekrown and the established Church?
The matter was being widely discussed. Both the leadmg
English-language dailies of Karach were busy with it. Fareed Jafri,
the editor of one of them, whose uncle I was,' had with engaging
vehemence told me that "If Pahstan becomes a Saudi Arabia
she's lost her function in the world-and her own soul." But it
Any accepted family friend in Delkaria may be designated "uncle",
irrespective of race or creed. It is a charming and widespread social figment.
Seven young people in the subcontinent at t h s time called me uncle : one Sikh,
two Hindus, one Indian Muslim, three Pakistanis; and I acquired five new
nephews or nieces during the trip. Fareed was the son of one of my colleagues
during my early days as a Government official
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was apparent that real public perplexity existed. Learned lectures
on Islamic democracy lately published by the Minister for
Information, Dr Ishtiaq Qureshi, were much quoted. Even the
Western mercantile community felt itself dragged into the fray,
for the mullahs had stern views about alcohol; would that mean
no whiskv?
Perhaps, I thought, the dilemnia was being over-dramatized;
Pakistan might gradually achieve her own dstinctive answer to
these oroblems.
Islam is a practical religion, and exists for always", gently
asserted the Prime Minister over the teacups. He expatiated,
leaving no doubt that, though so familiar with Western ways,
some of them as odd. He showed no
he continued to look uoon
A
vehemence, he was tolerant and mildly amused; but he manifestly
saw no reason whv Pakistanis should change their traditions fdr
others not demonshablv better. He deorecacd the amounts drunk
by some Americans and Europeans-hls alert memory recalling,
from an episode years before, that I dislike spirits. He tactfully
suggested, his fine manners excluding scope for &scourtesy, that
many Eastern eyes still found it strange that men and women
should dance together; and that the attire of Western ladies sometimes bordered o n the immodest.
Bemeen the modernists and the mullahs he would steer, I
deduced, a course inclining somewhat mullah-wards. Unlike
most of the mullahs, however, he evidently considered h s Faith
not as somedung ossified, but as a living plant destined for
growth. Details of how affairs might work out, he emphasized,
were in themselves of small moment; the need was for Palustan
to reconcile her fundamental Islamic structure-whch must be
kept-with acquisition of strength from selected Western techniques. This, he felt, should present no great &ficulty, slam being
practical.
A former Viceroy of India, Lord Willingdon, though not a
great man, was a very lovable one. He thereby managed to get
the best out of many different sorts of people. Khwaja Nazimuddin, I reflected on leaving him, perhaps had a similar gift.
But would t h s carry him far enough in controlhg hls Cabinet
and the provincial Ministries, and in shaping h s country's
economic policies, and her relations with India? Did he possess
the vigour, the strong gifts of leadership, the powers of quick
64
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decision which might be needed for guidmg Palastan through the
exceptional dficulties probably lying ahead? These were questions whch history would decide.
The province of Sind, w i h n whch the federal capital of
Karach is embodied, as Canberra is emboded in New South
wales, was at the time of nly visit Cabinetless. Denlocratic
government had broken down ;hrough corruption and intrigue,
as earlier in West Punjab-and in the In&an State of East Punjab.
Sind was now ruled single-handed by the Governor, Mr Din
p oh am mad, a former High Court judge.
~ e f o r eI left for the North he was among the other leachg
Palustani personages on whom I called. He gave me lunch, a
simple meal served with elegance. On a small table in a big room
each of us was handed similar food in identical separate &shes,
by two uniformed servants of identical height who emerged
simultaneously, as if drilled, from positions by the big curtains.
And over the lunch and the subsequent coffee I enjoyed much
interestin talk.
The r er of thls awkward province had strong, heavily-made
Punjabi features, and moved with digndied loose-limbed grace
in well-cut Western clothes: an able and impressive character.
At first we reminisced about mutual acquaintances in the early
30's; I had once met hlm in Delhi when he was a member of the
Delimitation Committee, dealing with electoral problems.
W e then turned to the events of 1946-47. He was forthright.
Britain's decision to withdraw from her Inman responsibilities
had surprised h m . She had ended the war victorious, in alliance
with the U.S.A. and Russia, and after crushlng the Congress
party's revolt of 1942, whch had never seriously troubled her.
At first he &d not thrnk her assertion of going could be sincere.
On her motives opinions might differ. "But whatever their
nature, Mr Stephens, the manner and speed of her exit left, to
say the least, a great deal to be desired." He recounted the events
familiar to
in the Punjab from the Muslim aspect-a story
me, heard from both sides repeatedly-stressing the savageries
by Sikhs and Hindus in East Punjab, but rather a v o i h g those by
Muslims in West Punjab. The horrible ~apurthalaand ~ullundur
episodes were dwelt upon, Lord Mountbatten's alleged omission
to arrest certain Slkh leaders despite warnings of what was coming,
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and the allotment under the Radcliffe Award of the strategically
important ~uslirn-majority District of Gurdaspur to India,
which alone enabled her to occupy ~ a s h m i r .
But he was not wholly gloonli'on the chances of the Kashtllir
&spute being ~ e a c e f u l lsettled.
~
In time, he seemed to think,
India and Pakistan might become good neighbours, genuine
c
friends. God is very wise", he remarked. "He has ordained that
all men must die. SO-theirbitter memories die with them. Indeed.
even in a short while bitterness may fade. Recollection of what
happened at Partition during 1947 is already beginning to fade
among the living.
Llke many Palustanis whom I met, he praised the recent Indian
general elections for having been very fairly conducted. He was
pleased by the poor showing of the Hindu Mahasabha and the
Akali Sikhs, both very anti-Palustani parties.
He had a familiar Punjabi conversational habit, baffling when
you first meet it, which delighted me-fresh back from England.
When I interjected into the flow of his remarks some qualifying
phrase, in part disputing them, he would retort "No, no! That's
just what I say! "-though in fact my point had been the opposite;
and he would then pick the point up, twiddle it round and
resume as if no interjection had occurred. I found this fascinating,
and recalled my bewilderment when I first met it in Simla 20
years before.
6
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While thus engaged with the highly-placed, I kept congenial
company also with Palustanis at other levels; shopkeepers, dockworkers, traffic constables, sub-editors, hotel receptionists, the
various strata of officialdom-and Mahsud tribesmen who lived
in tents near the naval establishment known as H.M.P.S.
"Dilawar." These were employed in the police, perhaps as much
to keep them from mischef as for serious work, w h c h consisted
largely in guarding huge stores of baled cotton. I had visited their
camp in 1951 to take photographs of them. They had entertained
me to tea, thick and sweet and strong; it was a happy memory.
And this time, as Gulmar Khan was new to Karachl, I had taken
h m to meet them, h s own people.
Thereafter raffish-loohng tribal types in variegated khaki, with
virile, curiously constructed faces, kept visiting my room at the
hotel. I remember one particularly, a lean, eager person, who
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assured me that, though Mahsuds when at home in Waziristan
had in the old days usually shot at the British, they really liked
them better than Palustanis, who " thmk only of their bellies."
How far such retnarks are meant to please, or are true, is seldom
easy to judge. He also laid down as dogma that only three lunds
of Pathan exist: Mahsud, Wazir and Afridi. None of the other
tribes count. It was lucky that Rahim was not present.
When on March 4 I entrained with R a h m and Gulmar for
Lahore, a score or so of the ah suds came to see us off, p u s h g
amiably in and out of the four-berth compartment to whch I
had bein assigned, embracing Gulmar, shaki.Aghands with R a h m
and me, full of good wishes and well-meant if impracticable
suggestions for our comfort-an inconvenient and perplexing
invasion for the other occupants.
Next door, however, besLeged by even more well-wishers and
brooded over respectfully from afar by uniformed officials, was
no less a person than t h i sister of the founder of the ~tate,Miss
Jinnah, setting forth to Multan to open a school. In popular
Pakistani esteem she holds rather the same place as Queen Mary
did in Britain. At present, though by no means a purdah-lady,
she was invisible. But crowds would await her at nearly every
intervening station, and she would emerge. I had been on the
same train with her before. It would be fun.
Of my three travelling partners, one--eyeing the thrustful
Mahsuds askance as h s foot was trodden on-introduced himself
in halting English as an Afghan general, en route to Kabul from
Turkey, where he had served his country as Ambassador.
~ u z z l L ~however,
l~,
his most conspicuous^ bag was labelled
" Panair do Brasil." Facing as it &d my fresh B.O.A.C. labels
from London and the Lebanon, it added piquancy to our compartment's international flavour. He was fluent, he explained,
only in French, Persian and Pashtu. With him was a taciturn
servant or guard who, when caution allowed, emitted a little
harsh Urdu; a native of "lalalabad, I understood. The third
occupant, young, self-possessed and intelligent, a Eurasian,
would five years before have called hmself Anglo-Indian-a
term he now firmly cbsavowed. He spoke of "our Quaid-i-Azam
. . . our Army . . . our Prime Minister", criticized Inha's policy
over K a s h r , and was proud of being Anglo-Palustani-a fully
integrated specimen, it seemed, of a new Asian genus.

Chapter 6
L A H O R E INTERLUDE
T the first halt, Karachi Cantonment, about three nliles

A

from the City Station, female relatives of the Anglo-Pakistani
appeared, calling to struggling coolies, who under their directions
proceeded, amidst profuse apologies from themselves and him,
to load into our compartmetit many further boxes said to contain
goods so fragile that;hey could no; be put into the van.
The Afghan general's large eyes widened; his English perhaps
failed him. Ths was worse than the Mahsuds. There would
obviously again-and lastingly this time-be very little room to
move. But that is to be expected on Delkarian railway journeys.
The maximum of luggage somehow gets in among the passengers, the minimum into the van, always on much the same
pretexts, with similar lavish apologies, as if the circumstances were
quite exceptional; and eventually, with similar polite resignation,
the fact is accepted by all.
Readjusting ourselves, we settled to our 26-hours' trundle
across the plain-a
plain which, with gigantic monotony,
stretches far beyond Lahore, all the way in fact from Karachi to
Calcutta and indeed further, perhaps 2,000 miles-a daunting
thought in English terms.
Here in Lower Sind its surface is sandy, almost desert. Sunglare beat back from it; the horizon shimmered a little as if
through rippling water. Above arched a sky of hard empty blue.
Camels could sonietimes be seen wandering disconsolately
among thorny lukar trees. The train's movement pulled spindly
date-palms into view brandishing mop-like summits in the wind,
or small green carpets of bright spring wheat; or mud-coloured
houses grouped round the white dome and minarets of a village
mosque.
W e passed a brickyard from which rose a stove-pipe chimney
buttressed by wires. Its smohng lip had been adorned with a
flimsiness in cut iron, rusty now: the Pakistani crescent and star,
put up doubtless during the first enthusiasms of nationhood. Birds
appeared : black, fork-tailed drongoes or king-crows, with darting
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flight ; brilliant little coppery-green fly-catchers on the telegra hwires ; the vivid &stant wing-flash of a blue jay. What had loo ed

E

like a dense leaf-cluster on a tamarisk tree burst featherily asunder;
it was a flock of green parakeets. Sometimes the outlook through
the tinted panes became thickened, as by fog; the train had been
engulfed in its own dust.
At every major station people rushed to the next compartment,
shouting slogans. Rural Sin& humanity &splayed itself specially
today, in excited, colourful crowds. Self-important local leaders
fussed along the platform bearing garlands of sweet-smelling whte
or golden flowers. These were respectfully offered when, in
response to the clamour, Miss c inn ah duly opened her door, a
thin figure in lavender-grey. She spoke a few words, smiled or
nodded, then usually withdrew. But sometimes there were formal
addresses to be listkned to. In one of these, delivered by a big
man who said he was a tonga-driver,' she was besought, ne;
time, to stay- but not with rich people, stay with us."
Next morning at Multan she descended amidst a huge welcoming throng, held back by police. The variety of the people's
bobbing peering headdresses b e h d the barrier of khaki uniform
was richly Palustani: high, starchily-pleated townsmen's turbans,
like cockatoos' crests ; villagers' turbans, bundled untihly on ;
red, betasselled fezzes ;~ i n n a K c a of
~ sgenuine or bogus astrakhan ;
brown woollen Swati caps with a brim, popular when clothshortage made turbans hard to get; little white "pork pie" caps,
of the type favoured by m a ~ l v i s decorated
,~
with gold thread.
In Asia hats for men are almost as important as for women in
Europe.
Between Multan and Lahore, bereft of the political excitements
next door, we traversed the richest land in West Pakistan, the
area of the canal colonies, farmed before Partition mainly by
Sikhs. These excellent cultivators, by the beginning of I 948; had
all had to go; probably not a Sikh remained in the Province. I
had supposed that the Afghan general, being Asian, would know
about such t h g s , and about the recent total closure of the landfrontier near Lahore; but he seemed as unaware of recent Delkarian happenings as people are in Europe. It was very sad to
hear about, he diplomatically observed.
46
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In the canal colonies everything is big: the heavily-built Inen
in lungis1 or pajamas ; the massive humped oxen ; the vast wheatfields; the fertile mango groves, lavishly powdered at this season
with ale greenish blossom. Near Kissan we entered miles of
orange orchards, the ripening globes already aglow in the dark
foliage. There were crow-pl~casants here, bulky birds with
brown bodv and black tail.
Figures &I the fields or on the tree-bordered roads wore
brillrant colours : flame-yellow, green, scarlet mixed with black,
deep blue, in clashing contrast on turban, lungi, or out-hanging
shrt. A fine flashy young peasant bestrode a pony, his wife behind
shrouded in a white burqa, meekly clutchi~ighim. In the East
it is the men who go in front; the men who wear the gay clothes.
A dust-patch in the quiet evening air showed where cattle were
being diiven slowly home alonga rutted path. The dry empty
sky, mauve and darkening already through the Eastern window,
remained honev-coloured in the West.-Then the sun, like an
orange as the hfghan general gravely pointed out, began disappearing in the haze.
As before in Lahore, I was to stay with Akhtar Husain. We
had been junior officials together in Delhi 20 years ago. Now he
was Financial Commissioner. Until a few days before he had also
been on the tribunal investigating Mr Liaquat Ali Khan's murder.
Thls had made me hesitate to suggest myself as a guest; I wrote
from Karachi, saying that an ex-journalist as visitor might be
awkward. He wired in reply: Of course stay with us no
nonsense.
So I became enclosed once more in the warm hospitality of a
Pakistani family. My nephew Hamid, Akhtar's second son,2 was
at the station to meet me, handsomer than ever, small, broadshouldered, bright-eyed. His silky thread of moustache had grown.
All the family were at home, he said, including his brother
Akbar, a flight-engineer in the Pakistani Air Force.
Last time I stayed with them, Hanlid's blood had been continually boiling about Kashmir. As we got into the car I asked whether
it was doing so still. He said: " Sonietimes; not so much though."
66
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This, I thought, tallied with my impressions in Karadu of the
prevailing Pakistani mood; emotion had ebbed, temporarily at
least.
~cvertheless,Karachi was remote from the trouble-zone;
Lahore much closer to it. As we motored to Akhtar's house we
passed military vehlcles in convoy, their headlamps strung along
the straight road as far as the eye could see. They were proof of
the continuing tension on the frontier, less than 20 miles away.
he troops wore battle-kit, with metal helmets; camouflage nets
were out.
It was disgusting. Hamid's young blood might periodically get
hot at the thought of India's hold on Srinagar; my own ran
cold at these fresh signs of Indo-Pakistani estrangement. The two
countries had massed their Armed Forces here, yet they should
have been friends, should have been helping one another in defence; that was the assumption of the 1947 experiment. They
should have been bending nearly all their limited resources to
their huge internal problems; lessening poverty, curbing disease,
building houses and roads and schools, growing more food.
Instead, they frittered them away in these lavish military preparations against one another. It made their membership of the
Commonwealth farcical.
The point re-emphasized itself, a few days later, when I
lunched with the Deputy High Commissioner for India in
Lahore, Mr Banerji and hls wife, a friendly pair. Armed Palustani
police were camped outside their house; I had seen a similar
elaborate guard always over the Palustani High Commissioner in
Delhi. Doubtless a reason for their still being posted there was to
prevent assault by extremists-for some time after Partition a real
iisk. But the main motive now was probably watch, not ward.
That Indian diplomatists in Pakistan, and Palustani ones in
India, should havelived lives more harshly restricted than AngloAmerican diplomatists in Russia is an ironical item in Commonwealth hstory, little known. There was recently a time, Mr
Banerji told me, when he could only leave Lahore after a week's
notice, and with a platoon of Pakistani troops. HISPalustani
counterpart at Jullundur in India suffered likewise.
But Lahore in spring, politics or no, is delicious. My stay was
only an interlude between journeys, and the coming one, in a
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military transport-plane, promised to be exciting. It kept being
put off from day to day, owing first to bad weather, then to
engine trouble. But so charming was this city, and the household
I was in, that I felt almost happy at the delays.
Akhtar's wife, when I first met her years i g o a shy person just
out of purdah, was now an accomplished hostess, still with a
girlish laugh, but with four grown-up children. With Akbar,
the eldest, I enjoyed talks about aircraft. Jamila, pretty and vivacious, dressed in the Punjabi style; a muslin scarf draped across
her bosom, its end flung over the shoulders, a coloured woollen
jumper with a little jewellery, and sometimes a kurta or overvest; and white pajama-trousers. It is the handsomest feminine
dress in the worlhLbetter even than the sari.
The family were recently back from Europe. They told me
how foreign they had felt on the Continent, how at home in
Britain-the converse of my own feeling. All of us, it was
pleasant to reflect, were products of a joint Anglo-Delkarian
civilization.
In March the nights at Lahore are cool, the afternoons agreeably
warm; blossom scents the air. At dawn, the ~ e n t l enotes of doves
and hoopoes rouse one. Other birds were nesting. In a shisham
tree bv the road outside a vulture had built. As I set off for mvJ
walksJit peered lugubriously from its big bundle of sticks. Blue
jays were in their mating frenzy, performing their wonderful
stunting, grunting flights. They stalled, rolled, spun. One movement, as Akbar said, was pure dive-bomber.
Along the canal bank, ;he tall silk-cotton trees, with buttressed
grey boles, were in profusion of scarlet blossom. The flowers
stuck out brilliantly from bare branches; the new leaves would
come later.
Villagers wearing coloured shawls swung their legs at evening
on the balustrade of a bridge. There was a murmur of gossip.
A hookah was being; smoked, its aromatic fumes over-sweet. A
bicycle, dropped off, clasped one of the
youth arrived on
seated people-a youth too-in the conventional Muslim greeting, w h c h quickly assumed an ardour almost sexual, bare brown
arms entwining his friend; it culminated in a closely-applied,
prolonged lass on the forehead. I had never seen t h s before. The
recipient, seated on the balustrade at the outset of the embrace, his
arms dangling, had no scope for movement, and remained amiably
A * .

a
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passive. Presumably it was the so-called Persian kiss, said to be
characteristic of the Punjab. It had been pretty to watch in the
slanting, golden light, against a background of foliage and white
masonrv.
~ r e e ; parakeets dashed screechmg across the twilit sky, their
long tails rigid. By the next bridge a singer of religious poems and
two drummers sat in the dust. I went back in gathering darkness.
The moon came up. White blossom on a small orange tree perfumed the air.
As I paused at the door, beautifully piercing the silence came
the purity of a passing villager's flute; a few simple notes, repeated.
The small, clear sound afloat in the night wrung the heart; all
life's pathos somehow lay in it.

"I don't really care for wallowing in my own dissolved filth;
it's barbaric ! " That was in Delhi in 193I . My first Indran friend
was talking of British b a t h g habits. As usual, we were in hot
argument.
Outraged, I demanded what he meant. He explained. Listening.
astonished-for I had never considered the matter b e f o r e 1 could
not deny that, in theory, there seemed some truth in what he said.
"Yes," he went on with nationalist glee, "you British are
barbaric."
No Englishman, new to the country, could have had a lucluer
friendship. Personally we delighted in one another; politically
we were in continuous dispute. I learned much from hlm.
"Well, if you feel like that, why don't you take a shower?"
It nearly floored him; but he was quick. "They're seldom fitted.
Besides, they're modern; they're probably American. Typical of
you British is the old tin tub, what you call the bath, using one
word for two different things-muddle-headed as usual. You
wallow in it. It's revolting."
The principles of Indo-Pakistani or Dekarian bathing are two.
Fresh running water, not stagnant water, must throughout be on
the body; and the private or normally dlrtier parts, such as the
feet, are dealt with last.
Standing now in my Lahore bathroom, which in one British
sense was bathless, I recalled that 1931 episode. In theory the
cleaner, the Delkarian method in practice has drawbacks when
one is out of training. It needs acrobatics.
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Nude, equipped with a handled mug, before me two pails of
water, one hot, one cold, I balanced on a wooden board, set
w i t h a shallow sunken enclosure in the cement floor, out of
which ran a vent-pipe. I filled the mug with water, drawn
separately from the pails to form the right mixture of temperatures;
then I leant slightly back, raised my arms, and poured the water
over my head, or, better, into the cavity at the root of the throat.
It enclosed the whole body momentarily like a warm glove, a
delicious feeling not normally got in European-style bathing It
splashed a lot, but the bathrooms are built for that.
Undeniably, however, it was also rather hard work.
Except for his absurd jealous glowerings at Gulmar, Rahim
throughout the trip had been at his best; more punctual than
usual, less financially chaotic, very efficient with the details of the
journey. ~ u m b l i n gaffectionately about, his big-boned body
knoclang thngs over, interjecting starthg remarks, banging
doors, he seemed always half-aware that these might be our last
travels together, and must be made the most of, in mutual fondness and good company.
He gets no joy from flying-and cannot understand how I do.
For, like him, I admit that it scares me. Discussing in ribald
fashon the Hindu doctrine of transmigration one day, he exclaimed: "If you were a Hindu, Sahib, when you're dead you'd
become a bird! "
But R a h m gets airsick. Ths humiliation first befell him after
his baby was born on the verandah of my Calcutta flat during the
riots. At about that time I had to visit our Delhi ofice, and
suggested that he might take the opportunity to get his family
home to safetv in the far North-West. Trouble in Calcutta and
elsewhere seeked likely to go on.
" But I couldn't take them by train, Sahb ;they'd be butchered."
It was perhaps true, even beAeen ~ a l c u t t aand D e b . Moreover
trains had practically stopped running between Delhl and Lahore.
"You needn't. We'd fly them. You'd all come with me to
Delhi by. plane; then I'dahave them flown to Lahore, where
probably you could get a relative to meet them."
And so it was arranged. The Calcutta-Delhi journey happened
to be bumpy. R a h m vomited. His family &d not; the baby
crowed with delight. Ths ignominy, added to h s other preL
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judices, made him disapprove strongly of aviation except as a
pactical means to some very evident end.
everth he less, when I travelled by air he nearly always, though
disliking it, wanted to come too. He would be flying again
soon.

Chapter 7
HIMALAYAN FLYING

A

T last that port engine had been set right, and we were off-

though so late that we would not get beyond 'Pin& today.
The main thrill would come tomorrow.
I was en route in an R.P.A.F. Bristol Freighter from Lahore to
Gilgit. It was March I I. I was going simply for the flight's sakewhich to Rahim's practical mind was lunacy-and would be
there two hours at most, then return to 'Pin&. I planned to go
back to stay in Gilgit later, and move on further North if I could.
Both aeronautically and politically, this first Gilgit flight would
be an adventure. Accounts had reached me of the route, said to
be about the most s~ectacularand riskv in the world. little
publicized hltherto bicause of Pakistani 'filitary security. The
map made plain that, after leaving 'Pindi, we would traverse some
terrific scenery, dominated on one flank by the 26,600-ft. bulk
of Nanga Parbat. Further, the Freighters, I gathered, were not
exactly the ideal aircraft for this service, having no de-icing gear
and a low ceiling. Normally they did not manage to get much
above 12,000 ft., wriggling along the Indus gorge. The route,
moreover, lacked meteorological stations.
~ o l i t i c a l lalso
~ the trip would be an adventure, for a reason
~ersonalto mvself. G i l ~ i tis in Pakistani-held Kashrnir: and
I
during
mv editorshin from the start of the Indo-Pakistani con0
flict, I had on prinLiile refused to set foot in any part of the
dtsputed principality .
6
Come along, Stephens," the Sikh general had said in 1947,
66
soon after the fighting began. See what our chaps are doing.
You're editor of an important paper; we might lay something on.
W e know you've been a war correspondent, and like being with
..
the troops.
It was tempting. He was conveying an official invitation from
the Indian authorities, and happened to be my friend.
"You won't mind my going round to the other side to see
what's happening there too." I put it casually as a statement, not
a query.
/

/
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He glared.
I laughed. "I knew you'd look like that."
He laughed too.
"certainly, then, 1won't try to go round to the other side. We
publish in India, so you'd be entitled to object. But as that's so,
I can't come to your side either, though I long to. It would mean
politically committing ourselves, and we're Britishdted and
~ritish-owned.We're not talung sides in this dspute. It's outrageous-practically
a war between two Dominions."
But now, having retired from editing, I was free. For the first
time since Partition, 1 might tomorrow be on Kashmiri soil.
The cargo would be loaded at 'Pindi. Today the Freighter was
almost empty. There would be five men aboard: pilot Mahmud
,
and myself.
Hussain, navigator Aurangzeb Khan, ~ a h i mGulmar
Already I felt I knew Mahmud and Aurangzeb well. The
vexatious delays owing to the engine-fault had brought us
together.
Mahmud was a person you instinctively trusted. He was rather
like one of my war-time R.A.F. friends, a small, quiet, unassuming
Scot who had flown me on the Calcutta-Delhi route in Hudsons.
You felt sure he would be good in a crisis.
And, poor chap, like most of the Palustanis I had been with, he
was a displaced person, a refugee. He had lost home and property
in U.P., his whole existence was uprooted; but I heard no h n t of
complaint. Dekarians in general I believe take calamity better
than Europeans; they seem to find deeper reserves of phlosophy
to draw on. Some would call this fatalism, dismissing with glib
disparagement an important cultural contrast. Whatever it is, it
gives strength.
Aurangzeb, a friendly good-looking youngster, only about 20,
was gay company.
The Freighter had four passenger seats on the starboard side
aft. Otherwise its big fuselage was a hollowness of metal girders.
I ~ u Rt a h m and Gulmar by the two windows and took an aislesAe seat beside Gulmar. who had not flown before. I wanted to
watch him; he was agog with boyish interest. He wears h s hair
lone and bobbed in Mahsud smle, the back of h s neck shaven.
As F;.e accelerated, and he craned to see, his eager face was lost to
view; only the bobbed black locks and a film of downy hair on
-
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his ear-rim remained visible, silhouetted against the dusty persDex.
l.
At the moment of take-off, however, Rahim turned. He leant
over his chair, looked me in the eyes, and smiled.
" Sahib, now you're a bird! "
Becoming airborne emotionalizes me always. As he said this
the bo&ly wall dividing us collapsed; we became for a poised
second one person, our 14-years' companionship perfected.
The afternoon was clear. Soon there appeared what I had been
hoping for: a row of irregular tiny glistening teeth, immensely
far away, poking themselves up behind the hard lip of the
horizon. It was the main range of the Himalaya above Pathankot
in East Punjab, over a hundr;d miles off.
In winter-and spring the chance of this unique panorama spices
air-travel in Northern Delkaria, for the main routes stretch ~arallel
with the mountains for a great distance, from Peshawar nearly
as far as Calcutta. One waits excitedly for the first glimpse of
that exquisite remote serration, that pinnacled blue-and-silver
splendour, wondering how good the visibility and sun-angle will
be.
Today conditions were ideal. All the way to 'Pindi the &stant
range stood to starboard, in superb clarity,'the minute details of
shadow-cleft and shining snowfield sharpened by the slanting
lieht
of late afternoon.
0
Below, map-like, spread the green-and-tawny plain. Straight
canals, straight tree-bordered roads sliced through patchy quilts
of wheatfield and plough-land. On the roads crawled occasional
tiny motor-beetles. Ox-wagons and minute human figures down
there seemed static. Along a railway-track a black articulated
metal caterpillar, its head smoke-tufted, dragged itself laboriously
along.
Water-logging, a product of the irrigation-canals, is a problem
in the Punjab. Moisture, seeping through ill-made early canal
linings, has raised the water-table, throwing to the surface salts,
whch cause loss of fertility. Noticeable from car or train, these
white, sterile patches become much more so from the air. Parts
of the rich plain seemed ravaged as by some &re agricultural skmhsease, a ghastly leprosy.
A populous earth-hued town speckled with whlte mosques
L L
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PLATE 9. In the Bristol Freighter's cockpit at dawn: Pilot Mahmud H-+
just before our first take-off for Gilgit
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PLATE 10. Officer of the Military Police at 'Pindi, with starched and pleated turban
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and red municipal buildings moved into view, asprawl like a
starfish, the suburbs straggling out radially along its roaded arms.
A low scrub-covered range of ribbed hills at right-angles to our
course was then traversed. We flew over the city of Jhelum; its
long bridge spanned the great sandy-shored river. Afterwards
came more and bigger transverse ranges, some grey, some rustcoloured or ochreous, enfolding little tattered scarves and ribbons
of green fertility. Ths is a short flight; soon we had arrived.
Emerging from the 'Pindi airport I saw leafless trees, and orchards carrying a pink-and-whte powdering of new almond
blossom. Here at 1,600 ft. the spring, so profuse in Lahore, had
scarcely begun.

It is curious how frequently before a flight, especially one
at all unusual, conversation turns, apparently undirected, to
crashes and clsasters. At h e r that night there was debate on
whether road-travel or air-travel is the safer. Air companies'
reassuring statistics, one of us asserted, are bogus. They take
whole populations as their basis, necessarily a fallacy. The actual
air-travelhg public must be quite small-the upper class of
officials and professional and mercantile people. The great bulk
of the public stays aground. How many of my friends, I was
asked, had been hlled in road crashes and in air crashes ?
Totting up, I found with wry concern that whereas the first
category totalled 3, the second-exclusive of war-casualtieswas over 20. Rahim and Gulmar, I privately decided, should
stay in 'Pindi tomorrow, unless they specially clamoured to
come.
Driving to the airport again at dawn next day, it became unvleasantlv obvious that the weather had changed. There was a
smudgy 'sky; over the footlulls grey cloud was trailing raincurtains. This would mean risluer going,
- and spoil at least some
of the view, said to be so grand.
By the roadside was soLethng I had overlooked last evening:
the corpse of an aircraft, wingless, a broken body only. Reaching
our Freighter before the crew's arrival, I climbed in to leave my
coat. The interesting nature of our cargo then dtsclosed itself:
nothing but petrol, the floor stacked high with filled cans of it.
I

7

Mahmud and Aurangzeb now walk across the tarmac, carrying
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kit. Another blue-uniformed boy is with them, even younger
than Aurangzeb. They introduce him, the met. officer. We
remember one another; last year he had been a cadet when I
visited the R.P.A.F. College at Risalpur.
The met. reports, ahm mud says, are so uncertain that we must
bring him, to ionsult should we ihink of turning back. ah mud.
however, is eager to get through today. A signal has come; ou;
cargo of fuel is wanted urgently. It has been much delayed already
by the previous storms and engine-trouble. "It will make a nice
fizz if we crash", flippantly remarks Aurangzeb.
The Freighter's face beneath its cockpit-eyes had been open in
a wide-jawed smile to take in the load of petrol-cans. Now it
shuts. fshake hands with Rahim, his big-boned grip encloses
mine. I climb in; and am forthwith invited forward to the copilot's seat beside Mahmud for the trip. What joy! Aurangzeb and
the met. officer sit behmd.
W e lumber off down the runway, swing round, halt for the
final engine-test, and as we do this the sun, just risen, shines on
Mahmud. I snap hls concentrated face as he fingers the controlsa good portrait, I thmk.' Then take-off, with a glimpse, just after,
of two men astride little donkeys beneath us, their startled faces
upturned.
W e aim straight at the range of low, forest-topped hills to the
North. As always at first in mountain flying, I get the illusion
that we can't clear them; to the amateur, heights and climb-rate
are deceptive. Already dark storm-curtains are pendant from the
dubious grey heaven, with bigger hills ahead, and snow remotely
visible. I find I haven't brought my scarf forward to the cockpit,
also have forgotten to use the lavatory; but am so absorbed that
I ignore both. The engines are running sweetly as yet, but horrid
chasms open close below.
Now the Indus comes in sight, still quite wide and shallow
here, with tributaries entering from deeply-eroded hills. There
is a momentary bumping as we penetrate a tiny self-contained
rain-cloud. A railway is identifiable, snalung away towards
W e bump
Abbottabad: pale buildings clustered on dark
again, less explicably in a clear sky; altitude 9,000 ft., still climbing.
Aurangzeb in a friendly way, just behind, shouts information
in my ear. "The Black Mountains ahead!" He wears no helmet.

-

See Plate g
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A lock of hair keeps falling over hls forehead; impatiently he
flings it back.
The dial shows 11,000 ft. A steep, snow-powdered, forested
crest soars on our left. Mahmud's little gloved hand fondles the
levers and our climb ceases. A shaft of sunlight arrives. On our
right much bigger snow-peaks emerge, then wrap themselves
again in cloud. Ahead is a grey misty bumpiness; we edge left to
avoid it, pass very low over a snow-topped lull; beneath I see
sunlit green deodars, vertical and tall on the slopes. A horrid
blackness impends on our right, then moves away from us or
we from it, and for a whlle we proceed in clear tranquil air.
ahm mud sings. We are over the winding Indus now; it is narrow
and swift, sunk deep in a grey cleft, the glacial jade-green waters
sometimes white-streaked with ra~ids.
I
~
The gorge narrows yet more; mountains press in on either side,
cloud-topped, they are bigger, closer. There is a sense of having
entered some gigantic corridor, with white walls only occasionally glimpsed. Mahmud has lovely long eyelashes. I feel cold,
nearly numb. I wish I'd brought that scarf. A vulture on st&
brown
sunlit wings-it seems absurdly tiny-slips away on grey
.
.
.
air below our port engine.
We're right in the gorge now; I don't like it. Cloud-veils
drape most of the peaks, but sometimes tremendous grey presences, far bgher than ourselves, disconcertingly stand forth on
e
to
our right; thiy have glaciers on their knees. ~ i ' v descended
8,500 ft.-why, I don't know. The cleft below is a very steepsided V; it disdains to shallow into any gentle grassy U, and falls
sheer, all rock, to the jade-hued water. We and the cleft together
apparently now aim blankly at a huge solid tawny mountainmass, its upper half snow, its lower hdeously scree-streaked.
~resumabliwemust be nearing the great chila; bend. Yes, yes,
it opens up; the Indus suddenly swings away at 4j0,ourselves
with it. W e skim over a tooth-topped crag; on the far side appear
conifer-boughs loaded with snow, quite close.
Mahmud decides he wants a walk, passes the controls to me, a
thrill. I keep her steady, attempt no rash movements. After a whlle
Aurangzeb takes over, smiles engagingly, smooths back his
hair. The valley has much widened, the river here runs for a while
between sandbanks, a surprisingly gentle scene. Ahead, that
tiny green rectangle of fertility is Chllas. Mahrnud, back, points
0
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to a place below of historic interest for his squadron, where not
long ago a Freighter crashed. Or1 the right Nanga Parbat's
summit remains obstinately invisible, shrouded in greyness ; part
of her gigantic flanks only can be dscerned.
The gorge contracts again now, bends leftwards. From the
grey body of a mountain protrude two curious snow-hllocks,
rounded and nippled like a woman's breasts. Soillewhere behtld
the rock-masses to the right winds the road to Astbr, and the
cease-fire line, with Gurais and Indian-held Kashruir beyond.
We've dropped now to about 5,500 ft.; despite the met. report
we seem to be making Gilgit all right, a good ride-though what
of the return? As yet it's only 8.45 a.m.; a turbulent build-up is a
possibility, when the earth gets warmer.
Below a well-made bridge comes into view, a straight seemingly motorable road. Such things have been non-existent anywhere in the great tumbled wilderness behind us since a few
minutes after we left 'Pindi. The valley-floor widens once more;
two streams dramatically fuse, one earthy-brown, one azureblue. Now the airstrip can be seen, with tents beside it, e n h g
in a cliff above the river. W e circle the little town; glimpse mud
walls, a parade ground, the pale boles of leafless popla&, fruitblossom, willows just afroth with their first green foliage.

Remembrance of my first brief stay in Gilgit is blurred. I
was thinlung too much of the joys of our just-finished flight, and
of its one disappointment-that Nanga Parbat had withheld herself. She is probably the world's loveliest mountain; certainly the
most terrible among those yet intimately known-a luller. More
trained climbers have lost their lives on her than on any other.
That is largely because of her loneliness. Unlike the great peaks
of the Karakoram, or those of the central Himalayan chain between Kamet and Kanchenjunga, she soars in isolation. No
summit of comparable size stands anywhere near. As a result, she
has a peculiar capacity to attract or ;reate sudden overwhelming
storms.
My only close experience of her was a treasured memory. I am
no mountaineer; but owing to an unusual configuration of ground
any ordinary healthy person can walk to within about 3 3 m a p
miles of her summit. He may stand on an accessible vantagepoint by a glacier-edge at only 12,000 ft.; and above him towers
A
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the gigantic 26,600-ft. mass, in precipice after &zzying precipice,
so near and at such an angle that gazing at it cricks the neck.
This point is on the eastward, Ast6r side, at the upper limit of a
ravin; called the Rupal Nala. on the side omositeA;o the one we
r ; m&kfestly unclimbable
approached today in' the ~ r e i ~ h t ethe
side, which no mountaineer, presumably, ever considered trvine.
u
Convalescing from dysen;ery in thi -summer of 1940, after
travelling into Ast6r via Tragbal and Gurais, I had camped in the
ravine a; 10,ooo ft., about iine map-miles from the ;op. Time
was short, for the war was on, and I was nearly well again, and
they needed me back. It had been arranged that I should rise at
3-30 a.m., walk to the 12,000-ft. vantage-point at the ravinehead, and if, owing to weather, there was no view, then the
opportunity would have altogether gone. For I had to turn back
that day towards Srinagar and the plains.
peering out at 3-30 a.m., I found thick blanketing mist. We
plodded forth, however, with lanterns. Mist wreathed everythmg.
Hopes slowly ebbed as we stumbled up the stony track. Dawn
came; but there was no lifting at all of the dense vapour.
Breakfast was eaten at the final vantage-point in dank greyness.
Suddenlv came a puff of wind, a clearance, and with breathtalung rapidity ved after veil of clinging cloud was ripped off
the great rock faces, off the series of increhble soaring precipices,
until, within a few awed moments, the entire gigantic splendour
of t h s most beautiful, most appalling of mountains had revealed
itself to us, brilliant in the sunshine.
/

-

Such an experience was unrepeatable. Nevertheless, after
leaving the Freighter, tallung on the airstrip to the officers who
had come to supervise our cargo's removal, I still felt downcast
that Nanga parbat should have kept wholly hdden. It was the
blemish in a fine flight; and the met. report implied that clouds
would be thicker on the return.
A jeep arrived, bringing the Political Agent's chief clerk.
Would the crew and I please come to breakfast? The P.A. was
waiting in h s bungalow. W e were whlrled off, through orchards,
between tall mud walls; through the little bazaar, and up a steep
slope. There was much dust. The wind blew cold. The people
wrapped themselves against it in the curious Gilgiti cloaks, whose
long sleeves seem vestigial in function, hanging down empty.
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Most also wore the rimmed woollen local caps; but some had
big Kashgari caps of fur, very Central Asian.
Khan Faridullah Shah, the P.A., a jovial Pathan, almost overbore us with hospitality. Guests were rare, he loved having them,
he said; and very obviously it was so. He took us entl~usiasticallv
round his gardeL, showed us his fruit trees, his fish-pool; conducted us over his comfortable house, then plied us with a huge
and excellent breakfast, finishing with a special kind of pear,
stored in snow throughout winter.
W e were staying the night, of course. No? Why not? We
must where was our ht ? Reallv we couldn't? Well, we must
unquestionably remain to lunch; i; had been ordered. H; wouldn't
hear of our going sooner.
Tactfully but firmly, and with regret, Mahnmd dealt with
thls. It couldn't have been easy; he was a young flight-lieutenant,
and a Political Agent is an important person. He was very sorry,
but the met. report when we left 'Pindi had been disquieting.
W e should ha; been in the plane already; the jeep m;st leate
the bungalow without fail in five minutes.
Precisely to Mahmud's schedule the Freighter took off again,
heading apparently slap into a gigantic wall of brown rock.
Frightened by our noise, a flock of duck below us took off too,
skimming prettily from the river's azure waters. It had become
brighter.-~ostof the heavy cloud had inexplicably gone. A thin
high haze only half-veiled the sun. Faridullah during that morning must have thought scathingly of meteorologists, for until
some hours after we had landed in 'Pin&, when the promised
three-days' storm did violently arrive, there was qiiet clear
weather.
J

I had been put in the cockpit again beside Mahmud. As the
Freighter climbed, many fine mountains invisible two hours ago
now displayed themselves. W e were in luck. And after about 15
minutes, as we turned to starboard following the Indus, there
suddenly Nanga Parbat was, in enormous solitary grandeur,
almost her entire westward surface bare, utterly outclassing the
other snow-peaks w i t h our big field of view, dwelling, it
seemed, in a separate dimension. A muslin-llke wisp of vapour
draped her throat; a wavering snow-plume blew from her mighty
crest. And above thls, detached like a halo, was a small hard-
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edged cloud, perhaps later in the day to prove a thunder-maker.
~ u m b l e ,we crept a t 11,000 ft. above the river-channel, the
whole Easter11 sky filled by the vastly loftier mass of her icy
pinnacles; not dazzlingly silhouetted against deep tropical blue,
as I had seen her in 1940, but in a pale, mild, deceptively English
light, filtered through films of pearly cirrus.
Gradually she passed behind us. Mahmud now began cutting
his corners. He knew what he was doing, could from experience
calculate to w i h n a few feet; but I did not, and was scared.
Instead of methodically following the channel where it bent
leftwards, we aimed at a snowy shoulder. Once again I suffered
the novice's optical illusion that what lay ahead was unclearable.
AS we slummed over-it
cLsclosed itself as a horrid hfe-edged
ridge-I held my breath, not only because of our nearness-we
seemed almost to scrape the surface-but because of the violent
down-draught whichA1expected. I had heard much of these
horrors of Himalayan turbulence, in which a plane flying close
over warm rock or snow may be suddenly sucked down hundreds
of feet. Instead, we remained almost steady, trembling scarcely
at all; and soon Mahmud had evidently decided to repeat th;
rightwards this time. H; did so, dramatically.
On the third occasion we went through a little-frequented
I I ,000-ft. pass, so near that each separate footprint of the three
walkers who had used it since the last snowfall could be traced,
climbing and descending.
As we came in to land at 'Pindi, I remember seeing a pool in
which buffaloes wallowed; many-coloured washng was laid out
to dry. Disembarking, I asked Mahmud why there had been
almos-t no downward suction during our corner-cutting.
"But the snow hadn't got sun-warmed", he explained. "As
you saw, the clouds had only just cleared."
Conditions in fact had, without my realizing it, happened to be
perfect for our little homeward excitement. An hour later, if the
sun stayed up, the air around those rocky snow-clad mountains
might have been in wild commotion.
I;is heartrending to reflect that I can never see Mahmud again.
He was hlled in a crash soon after I left Palustan.
V
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Y home in 'Pindi was the home of the Master-General of
M t h e Ordnance and his wife, ~ a j o r - ~ e n e r aand
l Begum
Shahid Hamid. It was the home also of my nephews Hasan and
Ali, aged nine and three; of my nieces Shahnaz and Shama, aged
seven and four; of a pair of long-legged cranes, who guntingly
~aradedthe lawns, demanding to be fed on bits of chapatti,'
which they neatly caught in snapping mandibles; of a tame baaing fat-tailed sheep or dumba; of a very tame and silly duck
which, if you laid her on her back and poised a pebble on her
unable to regain her feet: and of tame
breast, was
rabbits whosesprecise number never seemed clearly known from
day to day, thGy were having so many babies.
Strictly, this delightful household was not in 'Pindi but in
~haklala,about five-miles out-a place at which I first stopped in
1945, en route by air from Delhi to Peshawar. Alighting, a movement aloft had caught my eye. Against a background of azure
skv and camel-coloured hill twelve beautiful w h t e mushrooms
sGaved. Chaklala, I then recalled, was an important war-time
paritroop-training centre. ~ u n d r e h sof young men soldiering in
those days, now scattered in civilian life throughout the Commonwealth, must remember it.
Like so many now holding high office in Palustan, Shahid
Hamid was pleasantly young, only about 40; he was also handsome. So was his wife-in feature, movement, voice. A Westernized Palustani ladv, she had been trained as a doctor. She and
Shahid were both hsplaced persons, refugees from India. I had
first met them in Delhi before Partition, when he was Military
Secretary to Field-Marshal Auchinleck.
Visitors of many kinds streamed through their hospitable
house, and I quickly imbibed the atmosphere of Palustan's second
capital, which 'Pindi is. Military headquarters had been there
from the start, not at Karachi. Afterwards civilian departments
were added, notably the Ministry of Kashmir Affairs. Moreover
L
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since early in 1949 the U.N. observers supervising the K a s h r
armistice had kept their head ofices there. exceDt
in summer
I
when most of them went to Srinagar-much to the envy of the
Pakistanis, politically and climatically.
'Pindi seems much more British than Karachi, where the
many Embassies create a diffused cosmopolitanism. The Palustani
~rmkd
Forces still keep many British t e i h c a l experts. Moreover
the senior Palustani officers themselves appear of very British
mould compared with the civilian oficLIs. &hlitarydtraining
imprints itselion people strongly. In accent and turn of phrase, in
the h n d ofjokes they like, or their mental approach to a problem,
these soldiers and sailors and airmen, whatever their inward
thoughts, were outwardly patterned on their former cornradesin-arms from an island 4,000 miles away. Close your eyes at a
Pakistani party in 'Pindi, and you might almost suppose yourself in Aldershot.
An incident rather absurdly illustrating this happened the
previous year, when I was still with "The Statesman." W a h g
one evening on the hotel lawn with a Palustani friend, I saw a
dinner-jackited figure approach. My companion introduced us;
I missed the name, however. When in Pahstan I seek Palustani
company and tend to avoid British; what is travel for if one
hobnobs with fellow-countrymen? I rather resented the intrusion
and the dinner-iacket therefore, as also the woof-woof manner
and handlebar houstache. An exaggerated Sandhurst product,
date about 1925,I thought; real period-piece, ought to be kept
under a glass case.
He barked at me: " Oh, editor of an Indian paper ?"-stressing
the adjective in a way I thought slighting.
Provoked, I was rude. "Be damned to that ; a British-owned
paper, please."
W e had quite aset-to, out therein the twilight. And when, having
made it up, we re-entered the hotel, I found to my consternation
that he was not British at all. He was a Palustani brigadier.
L

But there had been changes since my last Pahstani travels.
I became aware of a certain withdrawal on both sides. The British
who remained in Pahstan, and others who had come, novices to
the country, were less enthusiastic, more detached. There were
fewer "Palustani-British" about.
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Ths type, the Britons so fervent for the smaller new Donlinion
as to range themselves wholly with her, had been a remarkable
by-product of the events of 1947. In part, I suppose, their attitude
originated from the previous struggles between the British Raj
and the Congress party. Some of them looked upon the Inchan
leaders now in power at Delhi as permanently their foes; they
had bitter remembrance of the party's policies in 1942. But this
could hardly be the whole explanation, for the keenest PakistaniBritish werk usually the youngest.
Several junior officers whom I met on the Frontier and elsewhere in 1948 and 195I seemed wholly integrated, more Palustani
than the Pakistanis. A captain in the Khyber kfles, devoted to
his Pathans, took me eagerly at prayer-time to the mosque;
from h s remarks I guessed that, besides having in spirit virtually
changed his nationality, he might before long be considering a
change of religion. Another in the Pishin Scouts, equally enthusiastic, was wholly absorbed in details of his men's tribal, family
and personal affairs. These lads, and others, applied "our" to the
Government or Armed Forces of Pakistan as naturally as a
Palustani would. To have said "their", putting a separatist pronoun between themselves and the people they were so fond of,
would have outraged their sense ofbelonging:
At Gilgit in November 1947, when the people decided to
repudiate allegiance to the Maharajah of Kashmir on his acce&ng
to India. were two vountz British officials. Their part in that
affair had been a matter of controversy? so when one evening
in 1948 they came into the Peshawar Club I felt interested.
Moreover their appearance was odd; they were dishevelled, begrimed with soot.
"What have you been doing?" someone asked.
They explained. Going through the bazaar, they had seen the
beginnings of a fire. A valuable store was nearby. Nobody was
doing anything, so they had organized fire-fighting themselves.
"And we've saved three lakhs for Palustan!" they declared,
with the pride of patriots.
Most of these enthusiasts had gone by 1952. Some had been
treated rather ungratefully by the Palustani Government. The
British now in the country were in general more aloof. Few of
6
them seemed likely to say our."
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For this withdrawal on the British side, psychological and
physical, there may have been several reasons. For that similarly
perceptible on the Pakistani side there seemed only one, very
simple. Like so much else in Delkaria, it sprang cLrect from the
two new Dominions' antagonism. In the same way as Lndians,
Pakistanis believed themselves altogether right over the matters
so bitterly disputed, and especially over Kashmir; and they had
been first puzzled, then increasingly indignant and aggrieved, at
getting no support at all from Britain-whose one wish now
seemed to be to avoid having any policy on Delkarian controversies, though undeniably she bore some historical responsibility
for them. Even Australia, whch they knew less well, had-thev
felt-been more honest and forthcoming.
Further-for Palustanis perha s have simple minds-many of
them were dumbfounded by t e decision at the London conference of April 1949 that India, after becoming a Republic and
abolishing the insignia of monarchy, could still be in the Commonwealth. They thought t h s contrary to common sense, a feat
of incomprehensible hair-splitting.
Loolung back, that date appears a turning-point in AngloPakistani affairs. Before, the people considered their country's
membership of the Commonwealth natural; only a small minority imagined it ceasing. The Crown meant something; the
Pakistani Armed Forces were proud to use its symbols. Aftercommonwealth memberwards such sentiments wilted. B;, 1952,
- ship was generally looked on from the standpoint of mere
expediency. If it could give Pakistan material advantage, especially against India, let it stay; otherwise it could be dropped without a pang. National clgnity, in any event, would probably now
require that, when the new Constitution was agreed on, Palustan
should become a Republic too, and obliterate Royal insignia.
0
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This loosening of Anglo-Pakistani ties was an outstanding impression of my journey hitherto, as I pondered on what I had
seen and heard in three cities. Other impressions, bearing on misfortunes in Pakistan's internal affairs, Gad also begun 6 clarify.
For example, there was the matter of the riots at Dacca in East
Bengal over the State language,l which had startled Karachi about
the time of my arrival.
i.e. how far Urdu should be given priority there over Bengali
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They had been quickly over, and the province was now at
peace again, having withstood a crisis. But nothtlg sinlilar had
happened before; it was a very perturbing episode. East Bengal's
cultural hfferences froin the rest of Pakistan, and her big distance from it, had always made the structure of the State appear
shaky. Many observers believed that East Bengal must eventually
break off; forces of history and geography would prove too
strong, and snap the fragile new administrative bond. If that
happened, however, Palustan would be so shorn of wealth and
population that what remained would not be the world's biggest
Muslim nation, but a weak and third-rate Power.
The language riots therefore had brought a formidable latent
problem to the surface. The Government would be wise to forget
about a State language for a while. India had got into similar but
less grave trouble through over-eagerness to popularize Hindi.
Another problem was food. In 1951, when India had again had
a sharp food-shortage, Palustan rejoiced in a bulging surplus,
assumed to be perpetual. When I got back eight months later, I
was astonished to find talk of deficit-and not talk only. On
the Mall in Lahore I passed boarded-up shop-fronts; panes had
been smashed in an "atta" riot?
Governments in Delkaria had floundered in statistical uncertainty about food since 1943, the year of the great Bengal famine.
It was a subject on whlch, perhaps with good excuse, I had become
a profound and uneasy sceptic. In that tragic summer, amidst
mounting evidence of shortage, officials of the British Raj had
assured the public-and editors privately-that famine was impossible. The Viceroy of those days, Lord ~ i n l i t h ~ o whad
,
formerly been head of a Royal Commission on Indian Agriculture. Yet within a few months about a million people were dead of
starvation ; the poorest of the poor, many thousands of them,
sprawled pitiably over the streets of Calcutta, "the second city
of the Empire"; and our articles in "The Statesman", which
eventually broke the war-time censorship on outgoing news of
these horrors, nearly got me into jail.
On the other hand, in the spring of 1946 ~ o r d~ a v e l l ' s
Government began appealing agitatedly for international aid;
they said another famine impended. Little aid was got, owing to
shipping shortage and the plight of war-ravaged countries elseAtta is wheat-flour
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where at that time-but no famine ensued, or even serious general
scarcity. Similarly Inha's rapid recent recovery from the dficulties of 1951 had been a surprise.
Excessive exports, administrative over-confidence, bad luck
with the weather, hoarding, smuggling across the frontier to
India, cultivators' preference for cash-crops to food-crops, perhaps In&an interference with canal-waters; these were doubtless
factors in Pakistan's present difficulties, and they might be considered temporary. But was there somethmg more? Had the
assumption of 1951 that the country would normally be a surplus
food-area been wrong? I thought not; but past acquaintance with
Delkarian food crises prevented any certainty. Palustan's population, like that of other Asian countries, was increasing faster
than the known means for increasing food output. sooner or
later, real food shortage seemed inevitable.
Language riots and food riots had been solid realities during
Februarv--the month when I returned. Perhaps the accident of
timing kade them seem too grave. More p;oblematical were
attempts
to sort out another imvression:
that Pakistan had someA
A
how lost impetus since May 1951, was faltering in her course.
Here, the elements to be unwoven were subtler. At least three
strands of ill-consequence could be hrectly traced to Mr Liaquat
Ali Khan's death in October of that year : the numbing shock of
the murder itself; bewilderment that its motive remained unexplained; and a general weakening of administrative g r i p
aggravated perhaps by the fact that the post of Secretary-General,
vacated by Chaudhuri Mohammad Ali during the Cabinet reconstruction, remained unfilled.
But the explanation, I felt, was bigger than this, and must be
sought further back. The ~ u s l i n liberation-movement
l
on the
subrontinent had begun much later than the Wndu, had developed faster, and was now naturally enough showing fatigue.
There had indeed been many signs of analogous tendencies in
India. Newly-won freedom is a heady, invigorating thing; but
its effects pass. Popular fervour for independent nationhood had
plainly lessened in both countries; the more ignorant saw that
the changes had not brought the millennium, and felt defrauded.
During the long period of British rule, what may be termed
Opposition-mindedness had become a habit throughout Delkaria; its renewal now was easy, and in Palustan the transition
V
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from joy to disillusion had been the more abrupt. Externally, so
many crises of antagonism with Inha had arisen that people had
become hardened to them; capaciv to react was overstrained.
Within, the first uprush of enthusiastic energy released among
Government servants by quick promotion had spent itself.
~urther-alarming item-several of the best of them, who had
guided their country's affairs through its first critical years, were
so overworked that their health was collapsing. Pakistan's
proportion of trained administrators was smaller ;ban Inda's.
The resultant shortcoxnines opened the wav for inefficiencv and
corruption at the lower levels. The public saw this and by rumour
expanded it very unpleasantly.
Again, ~alus;an's proportibn of skilled and experienced politicians was also small; and throughout my journey I was to hear
increasing criticism, from military officers, civil servants and the
public, of the quality of the Government of Karachi. Affairs
appeared to be merely drifting, which was very unhealthy in a
new country, they said; not nearly enough firm mrection came
from the Ministers; sometimes intelligible
decisions were impossible to get.
The new State's impressive feats of consolidation against almost overwhelming difficulties since 1947 had indeed proved her
right to a place among the nations. She was viable-which at
first had been widelv auestioned. But she had now entered a
difficult phase. symp;th;tic understandmg was the more needed.
92
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Whlle in 'Pindi I was busy arranging the next stages of my
journey; and in a world stiff with novel frontiers and formalities
travel necessarily requires much organizing. Sometimes you spend
so much energy on preparations, on conciliating or circumventing
officials or on merely gaining access to them, that you wonder
whether any of it will be left when you arrive.
The ~akistaniauthorities could nbt have been kinder. But my
plans after leaving 'Pindi were at three points unorthodox. I
wanted to cross the Kashrnir cease-fire line to Srinagar and back;
to visit the area North of Gilgit near the frontier OX Communist
n.
therefore, I had to
China; and to go to ~ f ~ h a n i i t aInevitably,
spend many hours in offices of various lands, engaged on minutelydetailed discussions of how these ambitions could be fulfilled.
The discussions often lay exposed to a difficulty characteristic
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of elk aria. It arose from two facts: Delkarians are more sensitive
and punctilious in courtesy than Europeans; yet they attach less
importance to privacy. A Delkarian official, if you are alone with
him and a fresh caller is announced, finds embarrassment in not
admitting him too; that the newcomer should have to wait outside seetns inhospitable, impolite. Consequently he is apologetically asked in and your talk suffers setback. There are introductions
to be got through; cross-currents in the conversation naturally
arise; nor is it always easy to discuss your affairs so frankly in a
stranger's presence.
Further intrusion comes from the telephone, a menace not
peculiar to Delkaria-but here there are pleasant compensations.
You arrive by appointment, reckoning ti complete your business
w i t h a fixed time, having perhaps arranged another appointment
afterwards. You have scarcely begun when the bell rings, and
perforce you sit fidgeting, while prattle with a thlrd party supervenes. However, though the thread of your business may thus be
repeatedly snapped, aid by calls which, because of ~ s i a npoliteness, may last longer than in Europe, to overhear these calls, as
willy-nilly you in part do, can be fascinating.
Flowery compliments in Urdu first flow faintly over the wire.
With bland official smiles into the mouthpiece, alternating with
apologetic personal grimaces to yourself, these are returned.
Then, after further courteous exchanges, Urdu as a linguistic
medium somehow breaks down, proving inadequate to the
matter in hand. Without warning a gust of English interjects
itself from one party or the other, and the conversation thereafter
shuttles inconsequently back and forth betweeen the two tongues.
Delicious combinations of words may be awaited. I took to
jotting these down, while striving to settle the more problematical stages of my journey. A fine verbal trophy, obtained in an
o6ce whch that morning had found itself unusually dstraught,
was "Aj-kal, hamara daftar men, kuch bari ajib shambles hai."'
L

Household hospitality in Dekaria, like office procedure, lacks
British rigidity This distinction always existed, but rationing in
Britain has widened it. British hostesses or housewives, when
guests impend, normally expect to know with fair precision their
number and time of arrival. They arrange to produce food, too,
Freely translated: "Our o&ce at present is a bloody shambles"
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at a prearranged hour. Neither of these things is so in Delkaria,
where domestic arrangements are wonderfully elastic. It1 part
this originates from a different attitude towards time, whose
imDortaice in Asia is less: in Dart from contrasts in cookine.
European food, once hot, spoils if not eaten promptly; Indian or
Pakistani food remains appetizing longer.
And that does not mean that it is inferior. Standard Pakistani
khana, as offered in military Messes, may become monotonous;
day after day the same curry appears. BU; the food at sotne of the
parties I was asked to in Pakistani homes would have excited an
interriationally experienced gourmet. These meals nowadays are
usually served on the buffet principle, without formal seating.
You wander round a big table, talang your pick from a rich
variety of &shes, alluring to eye and nose as well as to mouth.
There may be several sorts of kabab-sirhi, shami, others;
spiced curd; perhaps curried fish; vegetables, including excellent
sagh, a kind of spinach; breadflaps, of course; and sweet crumbly
halwa.
While I was staying
at the Shahid Hamids' at 'Pindi, there was
u
a wedding reception. A friend was being married, a refugee with
no new home yet, so they put theirs at his disposal. The expectation was for about 40 guests; preparations were made accordmgly.
Instead, more than 70 arrived. The household coped with the
extra inflow equably. There was no shortage, no sense at all of
strain or fuss. I found it hard to imagine a British family, even
before the war, with plenty of servants, contriving t h s sort of
affair so well. Elasticity and ease: these are the qualities of hospitality in Delkaria.
I
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Chapter 9
THE T H A L

L

IEUTENANT IQBAL IMAM, of the Pakistani Navy, had
features of such aristocratic cut, a nose so nobly chselled, such
fine large eyes, such elegantly curved lips, that he alarmed me.
For four days or so this superior-looking young man was to be
my companion, escort, guide. It was arch 14 and we were
going to the Thal, while officialdom unravelled the problems
raised by my proposed Kashrniri and Afghan journeys.
When the British left the subcontinent, and apparently always
before, the Thal had been almost total desert. Now it contained
ss,ooo settlers, brought in by the Palustani Government. W i t h
seven years, if plans Gent well, it would support a rural and urban
population of about 270,000, all refugees, displaced persons
from Inda.
It lay on the Westernmost flank of the Punjab, up against the
Indus-which would provide the necessary water for irrigation
and electricitv. The area to be b r o u0~ h tunder cultivation bv
1953-54 was about 700,000 acres, not very big by Dekarian
standards, but big by British: larger than County Durham or
Cheshre, for example.
Pakistan was very proud of what was being done there.
Everyone said I should go. "Whatever happens," I was told,
" don't miss the Thal." The Governor-General had stressed the
point during my talk with hlm in Karachi. Akhtar Husain, who
as Financial Commissioner was concerned with refugee resettlement, had reiterated it in Lahore. The military people in 'Pindi
said it too, with vigour. So much so, in fact, that resistance had
been set up. I felt like the tourist who, because all his friends
insist on his seeing the Tower of London or the Taj Mahal,
refuses to go near it. &lowatts and cusecs, I protested, baffle me. I
would take them on trust; I could read about them.
T o no avail. I found myself amiably hustled into the ofice
of Major-General Sher Ali Khan, the Adjutant-General, whose
decisive personality fixed it in a twinkling. Transport had been
arranged; obviously I couldn't go North without inspecting thc
..
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Thal; the weather was just right now-it would be too warm
later; I would go under military not civilian auspices, which was
proper, for the military had been the pioneers there; Lieutenant
Imam would take me, he knew all about it, had been engaged on
it from the start.
So there I was, destined for a tour which I had not intended,
with this elegantly-featured alarming youth in naval uniform.
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We set off for Mianwali next morning in a powerful stationwagon. Heavy rain was falling; a succession of black stornls and
b r a a n t blue-and-whte intervals pursued us all day. The country
to be traversed was new to me. That indeed-besides the u
general's
personality-had been a reason for my resistance collapsing, for
my consenting to go; the cusecs and kilowatts might be a bore,
but not, I suspected, the landscape and people, either in the Thal
or en route.
W e would go through the Salt Range, which I had often heard
of and wanted to see. There should be much to please the eye,
however surfeited with statistics the ear became. The peasants of
the Punjab's westerly fringe were said to be very picturesque,
particularly now, at the marriage season, and when it was still
cool enough for the men to be wrapped in big bright-coloured
shawls.
Except for h s cap and shoulder badges, Iqbal Imam was no
longer visibly naval. He wore khah slacks; hls athletic young
torso was clad in a khalu pullover. He proved a friendly, cheerful
soul with a keen mind; my alarm had been quite unnecessary.
Within half an hour we were tallung freely on every available
topic and already knew much about one another. Like the
flowers, friendshps bloom quickly in warm Asian climates.
The country South of 'Pindi is a jumbled plateau, with sudden
cliffs and spurs, and occasional ribbed and fluted ravines. The
main valleito be crossed, the Sohan, is dramatically sculptured by
erosion. Because of the land's rough contours, there is little scope
for water conduits. The vivid green wheatfields that we passed
were mostly barani-a term meaning dependent for growth not
on irrigation but on local rainfall. They were certady getting
it today.
My companion's history was sadly familiar. Worlung for
refugees, he was one hmself-from Patiala. The family property
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had been lost. Until Palustan was born he had never supposed
that she would be, and &d not then concern hmself much with
politics. Now he said he was fervently Pahstani.
This fervour seemed nationalistic in the Western sense; it
apparently had small basis in religion. Like many of the P A stanis I had been meeting in Karachi, Lahore and 'Pin&, Iqbal
was vague about Islamic doctrines. He spoke with indignant
contempt of the mullahs. I doubted whether he troubled much to
say his prayers. At a Lahore h e r I had heard one young
Palustani, very patriotic, declare frankly that he dtd not know
how to say them. I heard another in 'Pin& profess ignorance of
the dtfferences between Sunni and Sha, Qadtani and Ismaili.
It seemed that I, a foreigner, knew more about their country's
established Faith than some enthusiastic Pakistanis &d, and felt
perhaps greater respect for it. Yet Indian critics of pahitan, such
as Pan&t N e h u , had throughout contended that the new State
depended for its existence on narrow religious fanaticism,
artificially whpped up; that the two-nation concept was theocratic. There seemed some profound misunderstandmg here.
The Salt Range became remotely visible, an interesting brown
smear along the horizon. W e rushed through a village: mud huts,
humble shops, dominated by a large whitewashed residence with
a pillared front.
"What a joy to have won freedom!" exclaimed Iqbal.
Startled, for Delkarians have beautiful manners, and are not wont
to refer quite so bluntly, when in u n f a d a r British company,
to the end of British rule, I grunted encouragingly; some reason
for this unheralded remark seemed required. "That white house
used to be the Hindu bania's," l he ;aid with disgust. "There
aren't any of them left in West Punjab now, thank goodness;
at last we're free."
The British were forgotten, had not been in his mind at all;
I felt almost aggrieved.
L

-

As we drove along fine tall men swaggered beside the road,
leadmg groups of swaying camels roped by the nose. In this
region, as in much of the Pathan country, it remains the admirable
fashion to wear masculine hair bobbed. Untidy rural turbans
crowned the head; beneath were the picturesque black locks. A
Moneylender's
G
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coloured shawl was carelessly flung round the shoulders. Then
came an out-hanging shirt of some different, clashmg hue; whlte
cotton pajamas; bare brown horny ankles; heavy boat-shaped
Punjabi slippers. Features were well-cut, handsome; borlles
lither, less heavily-boned than in the flat lands near Lahore.
surprisingly many of the women that we passed were open
faced", unveiled. Some of them balanced on their heads huge
drum-shaped wicker baskets, like fantastic sun-hats, beneath
which their bodies slid forward with poised grace.
The craggy rampart of the Salt Range now notched all the
skyline to the South. Though not high, perhaps never exceeding
5,000 ft., it is spectacular: steep, continuous, almost void of
vegetation, a chaos of shattered strata, in parts luridly coloured
from weathering of the infiltrated salts. As always in approachg
a range, the plain deceptively seemed to dip towards it. Our route
over the pass flanked a quiet lake, its blue waters reflecting fat
white rolling clouds, and the startling magentas and gamboges
of sunlit salt-pockets in the rock. Then the sky blackened again,
and we reached Mianwali beneath tremendous thunder-crashes.
A meal finished, we hurried forth to inspect before nightfall
the Jinnah Barrage, the crux of the Thal project, where the water
for irrigation is channelled off from the Indus-whose course has
been bent several miles for the purpose. It is indeed a mighty
construction, whlch I duly admired, peering at the great concrete
pillars and iron grilles, pondering over a model which showed how
the system of distributaries was to fertilize a vast sterile area.
This take-off point for the main canal is at the place where the
river bursts out of the 30-miles' cage of the Attock gorge.
AS I peered and pondered, my eyes strayed guiltily to the far
shore. A beautiful little town, Kalabagh, stood there: rectangular
brown houses piled up between the river and a great tawnyyellow, potassium-purple lull, splashed with the outcrops of salt.
TO its left, by the waterfront, was what seemed a tiny whlte
palace. Might we perhaps go there too?
Yes, indeed; and after brief further intake of irrigational data
off we sped, by the road along the barrage-top, to wander
happily in the gardens surroundmg the Nawab of Kalabagh's
rest-house-my supposed palace. White marble steps descended
to the lapping wavelets of the river; a marble fountain splashed
in the courtyard, and if one wanted shade there was a gigantic
46
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banyan tree to sit beneath, its arms propped on its own rootstruts, amidst many pendulous roots-to-be, stretchg hairy
tentacles earthwards. Orange-blossom and buddleia perfumed
the air.
In an adjacent, less noticeable buildmg lived the Nawab,
practically besieged, surrounded by watch-towers, h g h walls,
and (it was said) guards with Sten-guns. He and a neighbouring
Khan, both Pathans, had long been at feud; it was a famous
affair, and though this was not tribal territory he was evidently a
person of prudence, who preferred to take no risks.
From this point my recollections of the Thal become hagmentary. I was the subject-not the victim, that would be ungracious-of a conducted tour, done with all the intensity,
hospitality, volubility and variety of whch Dekaria is capable.
For four days, except in bed, I was scarcely alone. In the dakbungalows l at Mianwali and Shahpur, where we stayed, a
lively torrent of conversation cascaded round me: sometimes
irrigational, but as often anecdotal, philosophical, politicalKashmir being of course a recurrent theme. In the station-wagon,
by whch we covered a huge mileage, were always adchtional
passengers, experts picked up at different stages of our journey to
explain what we saw: at one time the Secretary of the Thal
Development Authority himself, Chaudhuri Munir Ahmed;
electrical engineers, canal designers, agricultural techmcians,
tractor organizers, army and navy oficers engaged in refugee
resettlement.
On the t h r d morning Iqbal as usual h d l y enquired how I had
slept.
"All right, thanks ; but I've got awful indigestion."
His handsome eyes widened in concern.
"Up here", I added, tapping my forehead.
He was delighted, and the pressure of touring and talk thereafter tactfully diminished somewhat.
Conditions at the outset for the Thal pioneers must have been
horrible. Even now-and in the cool season, before the fierce
winds began-the large as yet untamed tracts of desert were a
grim sight. In many places nothing was visible but a sterile wdderRest-houses
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ness of white ripple-surfaced dunes, for ever slowly shifting.
They had crept across some of the fine new tarred roads, partly
bloclang them; our car then had to wriggle between roof-high
hllls of soft sand. They had blocked some of the cement-floored
canal clstributaries, early ones sited wrongly to the prevailing
wind. It was hard to believe that these mobile monsters could
ever be fully mastered, be made to settle, spread out and nourish
rich crops.
Iqbal 'gave vivid descriptions of his life with the early immigrants. Sometimes, in scorchmg heat, a dust-storm would rage
ceaselessly for more than a fortnight. Meals could only be taken
under a sheet, and even so the teeth gritted continually on sandgrains. When one was actually in the Thal it needed little imagination to appreciate how overwhelming the difficulties must have
seemed. The whole undertalung rested on a major act of faith,
s o m e h g of whlch a new country could be proud.
After the hstributaries had been built, and water from the
Barrage had started to flow, rows of a gigantic kind of marramgrass were first planted. These became wind-breaks, binding some
of the sand into soil. Tree-planting then began, along the hollows
between the dunes. In thls warm climate, with good watersup ly, growth was swift, particularly of shsham, a useful,
t h c -foliaged hardwood. Planting of groves of fruit trees
followed; mangoes, Iraqi dates, many kinds of citrus. The dunes
were thus further tamed. Ordmary field-crops became practicable.
In parts of the developed area, which had been utter wilderness
four or five years before, I saw wheat in fine condition, stretching
away apparently without limit. There were model farms, tree
nurseries, cattle-breeding stations, poultry-raising establishments.
Villages were strictly planned-wisely
so, for civic sense
throughout the subcontinent is feeble. The houses were well
spaced; no overcrowdrng was permitted. Some seemed rather
fortress-lke; the windows had to be small to keep out the
blown sand. Each village had its mosque, its school, its co-operative-society builhng. In many, minor rural industries were
fostered, to supplement income in agriculturally slack seasons.
At one, I saw over a big, airy building in whch curtains, towels
and shirt materials were being woven. At another, a dresel powerunit was worlung the tube-well, a little flour-mill, an oil-crusher,
and huslung, ginning and carding plants.
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PLATE 13
Punjabi domestic scene :
the courtyard of a refugeesettler's home in the Thal

Lefi: S m i l e s , g o o d
health, and a rough
shawl as cover against
the cold wind
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Some villages had been provided with "lady welfare workers."
I was introduced to one of these-after cautious consultations
around a corrugated-iron screen. Scuttling rustic belles vanished
from view, then peeped round corners as she sallied forth to meet
us, clad in a black bur a. Her job was to advise the women
settlers about clean coo ng, simple health rules, needlework,
toys for the children. Although invisible to us b e h d her wrapping,
her remarks indicated a woman of sense and education.
The three towns of Quaidabad, Liaquatabad and Jauharabad,
perhaps as yet less than one-quarter built, were strictly planned
too. The rows of semi-detached brick houses were of good design,
rather too close, but the cost of municipal services would otherwise have been high. Ample space had been allotted for factories.
Some were already put up: a carpet factory, a textile-mill. The
25,000 spindles for the latter were Japanese; British firnis, it was
said, could not promise delivery soon enough-a widespread
complaint throughout Pakistan.

9,

But my attention continued to wander g d t i l y in the Thal,
straying from the utilitarian, concentrating for example on the
indigenous Thal peasants, the Thalochs-wdd things themselves
like their sand-dunes and enchanting to look at, more so than the
well-organized, rather unenterprisingly-clad settlers from East
Punjab. The few original villages in the arid Thal had been so
inaccessible that administrators seldom went near them; a self~ ~ c i e nstatic
t , culture had endured for centuries, based on a
little grazing, and sparse cold-weather crops of gram or wheat
sown in the hollows, dependent on chancy winter rainfall.
As we sped between ;he Thal ~eveloimentAuthority's new
model townshps, the military "chaks" and the experimental
farms, we passed some of these rare hamlets : unregulated huddles
of ancient mud houses around a stdung refuse-heap, the well
nearby, shaded perhaps by a huge, heavily-foliaged fig tree.
Towards one such village a straggle of people was returning
across the dunes from a neighbouring spring fair; tall, lean,
clumsily-turbaned men, very handsome, in clothes of vivid
greens and oranges, magentas and blacks. They had wrapped
themselves in fringed stripy blankets, they wore gold earrings
and perhaps necklets of rough jewellery, some went on foot,
others were r i h g camels or horses or donkeys, perhaps three
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or even four people astride a single animal. As they rode they
clasped hookahs, puffing at them; they munched breadfla~s,
shouted and laughed to one another-and to us. There were
women in whiteWburqas;excited, shrill-voiced children. It was a
happy time.
And then the dunes themselves. Agriculturally they were
abominations. But at evening, when the sun slanted gold on their
crests, and their depths filled with blue shadow, they attained a
startling beauty, aistere and clean. T o windward ;hev curved
softly, Temininkly ; to leeward they were knife-edged, abrupt,
ma1e;their valleys crinkled in tiny corrugations of sand. Almost
halted in infinitely slow motion, they were like great ocean
rollers, each with an individuality of its own, dffering from every
other; more worth gazing upon than any monotonous flat
~rofitablewheatfield.
L
The utilitarian was set memorably at naught my last evening,
as we drove in our station-wagon up the straight tarred road
northward to Liaquatabad through an area of unmastered dunes.
Two of them lay athwart the route, big ones, which had been
cut to allow passage; but the gap was narrow. An obstruction
loomed up in the gap, a bullock-cart, lurching northward also
at its humble two miles an hour. W e hooted, without effect,
hooted loud and long again; were obliged to brake almost to a
stop. A lonely old peasant in fluttering shirt and ragged turban
knelt on the cart's flat top. He still paid us not the slightest attention, was not even driving; the bullock plodded on unguided.
He faced not North but West, towards the setting sun, and
was absorbed, altogether neglectful of our strident modernity,
prostrating himself in prayer towards Mecca.
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PART THREE

KASHMIRI

Chapter i o
O R I G I N S OF T R A G E D Y
S explained, Kashmir has in Indo-Pakistani affairs been the
root of all evil, the reason why the great nation-makmg
experiment of 1947 is not yet accountable as a success: and I had
ndw reached a point in m i journey when I was aboutto traverse
much of that disputed principality's soil--on the Indian side of
the cease-fire line, I hoped, as well as on the Palustani side. Except
for my two recent hours in Gilgit, it had all, for over four and
a half years, been self-prohibited ground for me.
~ u t - t orecord what' I saw and-heard, without reference first
to the dispute's origin, might not mean much. An attempt at this
will therefore be made here, in a chapter digressing from the
main narrative, a historical retrospect. Fortunately I had some
opportunities in October 1947 to observe the tragedy's unfolding,
having moved just before for this very purpose from Calcutta to
Delhi, where the main decisions were made. I also had the luck
to be acquainted with Lord Mountbatten, the central figure.

A

I had first met him during the war four years previously, in
66

1943, soon after he reached India as Supremo" of the newlycreated South East Asia Command. The encounter was to do
for the trooDs in
with the birth of the "SEAC" newsDaDer
L L
6
Assam and the Arakan, then bitterly called the Forgotten
Front." This is no place for details of that affair, though it is a
good war-time story. Suffice it to say that, as a result of a brainwave that came to me during a stormy talk with him, "The
Statesman", instead of being " SEAC's" professional foe, as had
seemed inevitable, found the means to become its friend and host.
The two worked together under one roof, that of our Calcutta
office, without a single serious quarrel for many very strenuous
months of war, "SEAC" being edited by Frank Owen, later
editor of the "Daily Mail."
Lord Mountbatten from the outset took keen personal interest
in " SEAC", which he considered essential for the troops' morale.
I too happened to be an aruriolls minor enthusiast on that subject,
6
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partly because of distressing dungs learned from the aircrew
guests in my flat. Indeed, it was thls sentiment which had caused
the brainwave. As a result, after that first interview. I was asked to
meet the "Supremo" several times at h s Headquarters, first in
Delhi, later at Kandy in Ceylon. And having such openings to
see hts qualities at close range, I became a warm admirer. He on
his part appreciated the decision whch had enabled " SEAC" to
get started quickly and efficiently.
Naturally therefore I had meetings with h m again when he
came back to IncLa in 1947 as Viceroy. Some of his former
interest in "SEAC" was now transferred to "The Statesman" ;
he asked many questions about its policy and possible future. My
admiration continued-flawed only with some tiny cracks of
half-felt rniseivin~.
He posseged, thought, almost everything needed for his
toweringly important post: outstandmg gifts of leadershp and
personality coupled with all the social graces; good brains, good
looks, a fine physique, and the prestige of Royal birth. These
were immense advantages. Further, I much liked h s lack of raceprejudice, a great asset-how great those blinded by t h s prejudice
could not hope to see. Politically pink myself, I also liked his
adventurous radicalism and flair for speed, whch suited the prevailine Indian realities. In almost evervthinc she had so far done in
India during my 17 years there, Britain had lagged behind events;
if, under his impetuous spurring, she now got some steps ahead
of them, that at least would be a mistake in the right direction.
66
Some commentators, on his arrival as Supremo" in 1943,
echoing the gossip columnists of past years, and evidently thnking only of his birth and handsomeness, had termed him a "playboy." It was exasperating nonsense. I recall a party at that time,
given on a lawn in King George's Avenue, New Delhi, to enable
lum to meet war correspondents and others. He made a brief
and most engaging speecG. I thmk nearly all of us were captivated,
and supposed we had heard something of solid value. It was only
afterwards,when dissecting his remarks, that we realized with what
extreme slull-quite rightly in the circumstances-he had in fact
told us practically nothing.
Very different, except for the great ability displayed, was his
famous Press conference as Viceroy in 1947, when he expounded
the Plan of June 3 for British relinquishment of power to about
0
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300 critic4 questioners assembled in the old Princes' Chambcr
of the Legislature. For sheer intellectual range and vigour, for
assured grasp of minutiae, yet brilliant marshallmg of the main
lines of a long, dfiicult argument, it was an extraorchary
performance.
~ n now
d for those fateful days in the early autumn of that
year-after Independence had been given, and the old British
Raj was dead and had been partitioned, and the two new
Dominions had been born; after the Viceroyalty had ceased, and
t h s glittering personality had become the &st dovernor-&era1
of one Dominion only-the days when the K a s h r affair began.
When I read in September that Mr Gopalaswamy Ayyengar,
a very able and reputedly anti-Muslim Madrasi Brahmin who was
the Prime Minister of Kashmir from 1937 to 1943, had been
made Minister without Portfolio in the new Indian Cabinet, I
said to our editorial conference in Calcutta: "That really does
look as if India's up to something at Srinagar"; and our correspondents were told to watch for news.
There had been what seemed earlier pointers: for example,
the successive visits to Kashmir, shortly before Partition, of
Acharya Kirpalani, President of the congress party, of some
Ruling Princes from the East Punjab, and of Mahatma Gandhl.
Now in one plane of his being ~ i h a t m aGandhl was a saint, or
at any rate an exceptionally good man. I interviewed hlm many
times, and felt reverence as well as warm l h g for him. But
in another-this lund of seeming self-division, puzzhg to some
Westerners, can in Asia be perfectly natural and true-he was
one of the world's most ing&ous politicians; and it was hard to
t M c what could have drawn hlm, as a saint, to Srinagar at that
moment.
From early in July rumours had begun to reach us, of the sort
since set forth in a book by 'Wilfred Russell? that the Hindu
Maharajah of Kashmir, although the overwhelming majority of
his subjects were Muslims, was privately seelung pretexts for
a c c e d q to In&a. Of their accuracy it was impossible to judge.
Contrary rumours that he was in a state of feeble indecision
might be truer. Nevertheless those of the first sort were too
many to be ignored.
"Indian Summer", pp. 101-2, 105, 14
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I had noted with interest, too, the announcements shortly
before Partition of visits to Kabul, the Afghan capital, by the
"Frontier Gandhi ", Khan Abdul Ghaffar Khan, and by a mndu
expert on Pathan affairs. For it was evident that if, on ?Pakistan's
birth-the mere notion of which still outraged most In&an
nationalists-co-ordinated
movements opposed to her could
be produced in Kashmir and Afghanistan, both of them predominantly Muslim territories and near to one another, the new
State might be still-born, crushed by a sort of pincer-movement.
At that time moreover Khan Abdul Ghaffar Khan's brother was
still Chef Minister of the predon~inantlyMuslim North-West
Frontier Province.
In September also occurred a different sort of development.
Authentic news began to trickle through of a large-scale insurrection by the tough Muslim peasants, many of them recentlydemobilized soldiers, in the hlly South-Western corner of Kashmir State, around Poonch. ~ h ewere
i in revolt against oppression
by the Maharajah's officials-an oppression long known, which
had at one time appeared to &stress Congressmen much more
than the British bureaucracy. The turmoil in the adjacent parts
of the Punjab had doubtless spilt over into their territory and
encouraged them to rise.
This important but remote insurrection, however, scarcely
got into print. Most reports of it, in "The Statesman" as in
other Calcutta papers, though in our case for one reason only, in
theirs perhaps for m o , went into the wastepaper-basket. Horrifying experience during the last 14 months had increasingly shown
that to publish such matter might cause renewed bloodshed in
the big cities. UnLke the enormous Punjab massacres, this event
was in too distant and inaccessible an area for travellers to bring
much news about it; a great deal else was going on; and Calcutta,
after a year of almost ceaseless rioting, had just achieved somet h g like peace. Though professionally wrong, it was from the
higher humanitarian aspect perhaps right, in such extraordinary
times, to prevent people from learning fresh h g s which might
start them once more slaughtering one another in the streets.
About the middle of October, however, on top of the continuing reports of strife in Poonch, reports started coming of
trouble further East in Kashrnir State, around Jammu. The
Muslims there, whose majority was less, were said to be in flight,
A
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having been terrorized and in places cut up by Sikhs and Hindus,
at the instigation of the Maharajah's officials. Affairs seemed
moving to a climax. I guessed that news whlch could no longer
be concealed would soon break-and moved to our D e h office.
A day or two later, it was a Sunday morning, October 26,
1 went into G.H.Q. on some other matter. There I met General
Bucher, recently in command at the Fort in Calcutta, who was
now Chief of Staff to the Inhan Army? From hlm I learned
that the Kashrmr climax was upon us indeed-and for a starthg
new reason: Pathan tribesmen had burst in force into the Western
part of the State. The message had just come; he said everyone
was in a flap.
h G.H.Q., at any rate, the "flap" seemed real. I record that
impression for what it may be worth. It does not necessarily
mean that no plan had been made for getting In&an troops into
Kashmir, nor, if one did, that General Bucher knew of it.
British officers under the new Governments, in both countries,
were perhaps not told everythmg. And listening a few days
later to the troop-carrying Dakotas steahly droning over Delhl
to Srinagar, I much wondered how so obviously first-rate a little
airborne operation could have been improvised. I knew some
of the &culties, having as war correspondent in Europe in
1944 been laid on for various airborne "ops " whch were planned
but not put through.
But this anticipates. On the same evening, October 26, the
evening when Delhi buzzed with comments on the Pathan
incursion. I was asked to dinner with the Mountbattens. a small
party. ~ r i o c c u ~ i eind Calcutta, I had not seen them for some
weeks. As I recorded soon afterwards in a memorandum,2 I was
"startled by their one-sided verdicts on affairs." They seemed to
have "become wholly pro-Hindu." The atmosphere at Government House that night was almost one of war. Pakistan, the
Muslim League, and Mr Jinnah were the enemy. Ths tribal
movement into Kashrmr was criminal folly. And it must have
been well organized. Mr Jinnah, Lord Mountbatten assured me,
was waiting at ~bbottabad,ready to drive in triumph to Srinagar
-

Later C.-in-C. : Lt.-Gen. Sir Roy Bucher
This was a general account, dated November 5 , of my impressions during
a fortnight's stay in the capital. It has been extensively drawn upon in compiling these pages
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if it succeeded.' It was a thoroughly evil affair. By contrast,
India's policy towards Kashmir, and the Princely States generally,
had throughout been ''im~eccable."
After
meal Lord ~ i u n t b a t t e ntook me aside. As ecLtor of
an important paper I should know the facts fully. Because of the
Pathan attack, the Maharajah's formal accession to In&a was at
that moment being finalized. Subject to a plebiscite, thls great
State, its inhabitants mainly Muslim, would now be legally lost to
Jinnah. The Pahstanis had been crazy to accept the accession of
Junagadk2 IncLan troops were to be flown into Kashmir at once;
arrangements had been made. T h s was the only way to save
Srinagar from sack by ruffianly tribesmen. It contained many
Europeans, he pointed out. Outrages against helpless Europeans
in the invaded regions were re~ortedalreadv.
What, he wenFon, could be' more hah-ininded, in these circumstances, than Nehru's acceptance o f Kashmir's accession
subject to the special qualification of a plebiscite? Accession
could have been very properly accepted without reserve of any
kind. My memorandum records hlm as "persuasive, confident,
charming, a successful commander on the eve of an important
operation, who manifestly banked on hustling 'The Statesman'
*
.*
into complete support:.
I was flabbergasted. The Junagadh affair, amidst so many other
pressing events, I had perhaps wrongly looked upon almost as a
triviality. Moreover there already seemed signs that Incha might
forcibly reverse it-as she soon did. But Kashrmr was very
Merent, a State recognized to be of first-class importance,
strategically and sentimentally. The whole concept of hviding
the subcontinent into Hindu-majority and Muslim-majority
areas, the basis of the June 3 Plan, seemed outraged. At a Hindu
Maharajah's choice, but with a British Governor-General' s
baclung, three million Muslims, in a region always considered to
be vital to Pakistan if she were created, were legally to be made
Indian citizens.
I said little, except for expressing doubts whether a plebiscite
I 10
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Subsequent enquiries indicate that Lord Mountbatten was misinformed,
and that Mr Jinnah spent all the latter part of October in Karachi or Lahore
The small principality in Kathiawar whch, a few days earlier, through the
act of its Muslim Ruler, had acceded to Pakistan. It was a Hindu-majority area.
See Chapter 5 , pp. 60, 61
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would prove reahly feasible; went back out concerned, feelmg
that nothing but big trouble could come of this thmg; and next
day managed to get an interview with the Deputy Prime Minister,
~ardarPatel. I much liked the tough old Sardar, even when in hsagreement with hls views; he had always been very cordial and
frank. Five minutes with him was in my experience worth fifteen
with Pandlt Nehru. My memorandum Lowever records that
" undercurrents in his remarks seemed onlv to confirm mv surmise
that India's policies towards the princeiy Stater had hot been
wholly 'impeccable ', in aim or method."
Here then, far too soon after Independence to be healthy for
"The Statesman" or me, was a major issue on whlch it seemed
that the new In&a had decided wrongly, and deserved criticism.
Should I criticize, and if so how ? On so big a topic we must express
some opinion. But for a British-owned paper to disagree with
the old British Raj was one t h g ; for it to do so with the new
Indian Government, still so sensitive and raw, was another.
Clashes with Authority are indeed at times an essential part of an
editor's job. During my term of o&ce we had for instance h s agreed sharply with Lord L d t h g o w , in the autumn of 1942,
over the then important matter of Mr Rajagopalachari's request
to see Mahatma Gan& in jail, and with Lord Wavell, and indeed
the whole Cabinet Mission in June 1946, over the controversy
about Clause 8 in the Mission's Plan. But they were British, we
were British, and we felt strong enough to do thls; how strong
were we now?
Anxiously I totted up the plus and minus items. The Pathan
incursion was plainly in itself an outrage; and plainly, too, many
of the tribesmen, in their rush towards Srinagar, had behaved
shamefully, l a h g , burning, looting. That was the first item, a
big one. And if, as India claimed, the Pahstani Government had
arranged it, that was outrageous too. But owing to the way
Partition happened, that Government was still so obviously unorganized that a query should in fairness be put against the
secondary point.
Again, Pahstan's acceptance of accession by the Nawab of
Junagadh had been absurd, the first such affront to the general
principles of the June 3 Plan. But India already had Junagadh
under economic and military blockade. If, as seemed likely, she
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occupied it, her cause for grievance there collapsed-and with
it also much of her legal claim to be in Kashmir.
Finally, there was the doctrine of secularism or non-communalism, in effect of basic national identity between Hindus and
Muslims, already being pressed as justifLation for Inha entering
Kashmir, a Muslim-majority area. If it worked it was an admirable doctrine. and Shelkh Abdullah, who had been chosen to
head the ~d&nistrationin ~nhan-heldKashrnir, seemed from h s
reputation a good instrument for it. But it had notoriouslv failed
to-work, anzhad therefore been set aside under the June; Plan,
througllout the Provinces of British India. Would it really work in
Kashmir? Why should such an exception be tried?
These three items, all of some valihty, but in parts questionable,
seemed the total which could be put on the plus side. There were
many to go on the minus. Though a brutal, bloody affair, the
Pathan raid was not the only such in Kashmir; it should not be
r
as the well-informed knew,
pushed out of perspective. ~ dweeks,
there had been bloodshed in Poonch; prolonged tyranny and
recent outrages by the Maharajah's State Forces and police had
evidently caused a genuine peasant revolt, of the sort with whch
IncLan Congressmen might have been expected to sympathize.
Casualties among the innocent on both sides might be much
bigger than in the Pathan raid; no one yet knew, owing to the
bad communications. And now horrible rumours were arriving,
too many to be baseless, of organized eviction and slaughter of
Muslims around Jammu, with the Maharajah's alleged approval,
an affair which perhaps had been in motion before the Pathan
raid was launched.
Then there were the various earlier pointers to possibilities of
intrigue: that appointment in September to the In&an Cabinet,
those visits to Srinagar and Kabul, the many curious rumours
about the Maharajah's intentions. His overthrow in August of
Prime Minister Kak had been very odd. Not all these items,
surely, could be &smissed as meaning n o b g ?
Nor, perhaps, could items in Lord Mountbatten's own conduct
which, looking back, I now thought disquieting. His weak point,
some said, was vanity. At hls talk to journalists in July, when
Mr Jinnah's decision to become Palustan's first GovernorGeneral was cLsclosed, his pride had seemed hurt, though we
thought needlessly: for how could anyone, however able,
112
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function effectively as Governor-General of both the new
Dominions? Perha s however hls dishke of Mr Jinnah, now so
clear, dated from t en? The implications were unpleasant.
But I guessed too at something deeper. Himself a hustler,
"dynamic "-it was a word often on h s lips and Pan&t Nehru's
-had he let hrnself be hustled into an over-simplified interpretation of Indo-Palustani facts? Had h s Leftist leanings misled hlm?
The Congress party had friendly association; with British
Leftists, with Labour. Perhaps to eyes such as hs-necessarily
top-level eyes, because in h s job he had little time left for any
but the top men-the Congress with its sophisticated charming
leaders was the progressive, dynamic party, and therefore
genial; the Muslim League by contrast reactiona
He might not have noticed, though so very inte gent-he was
new to the subcontinent's complex politics-that in recent years
the League, beneath the surface of a still conservatively inclined
leadersGv. had develoved a dvnamism
corn~arable
to that of the
t
A
Congress-indeed perhaps stronger and more explosive, because
newer. To some extent its leaderslup was being unwillingly
impelled by forces from below; the party had changed surprisingly fast from a debating society of a few elderly titleholders into a mass movement. In that respect at least, the &sparaging verdicts on it doubtless h e d i n ; ~lum by Congressmen were about five years out of date.
Discussing "The Statesman's" position with me during the
first week of July, he had asked what our intentions were in
66
Palustan. I hear you're opening an ofice in Karach; is that so ? "
6
Unfortunately no ", I told him. "We're f d y stretched with
our building extensions in D e h . They were decided on long
before Partition."
He expressed relief, then added: "You said 'unfortunately.'
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Why?"
I was puzzled. "Being British-owned, we'll presumably have
to try to maintain an inter-Dominion policy, in fairness. That
might be easier if we published in both countries."
He said he thought we would find things much simpler as they
were. W e could drop our Pakistani or ~ u s l i mcirculation and
6
concern ourselves primarily with India's affairs."
A whole-hearted admirer, I did not at the time tMr of bias in
t h s . I supposed it due to misunderstandmg of our particular
4
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circulation problen~s,too detailed then to go into; and I set the
matter aside. Reflecting upon it anew, it perturbed me.
No, no; the minus items were altogether too many. It was
impossible to tot up an account in t h s Kashmir crisis on whch
"The Statesman" could give India full support. Westill stood for
somethmg; we had traditions of integrity and detach~nentto
uphold; of necessity we were a non-communal, non-party,
Commonwealth organ. Accordingly, from uneasy cogitations
an edtorial resulted,"Dangerous Moves "; it came out on the
morning of October 28.' Glancing at it since, I have found little
that I-would alter.
Within a few hours the Governor-General's Press Attach&.
Mr Campbell-Johnson, telephoned; would I please come to see
His Excellency? During the ensuing interview "The Statesman"
was in effect threatened with death, on the Indian Cabinet's
behalf, unless it adopted a more pro-Indan line. Mr CampbellJohnson was present. Expressing the gravest dspleasure, Lord
Mountbatten declared that "by this article", I quote from my
memorandum, "we had done serious public disservice. After
all the trouble whch he (Lord Mountbatten) and Mr Pate1 had
taken to explain matters,they had found themselves that morning
'hit for six-yes,
Sir.' Amazement had been voiced in Cabinet,
,
by Mr Pate1 and others. It had been impossible for lum to defend
me. He had felt much embarrassed and annoyed, having previously tried hard to build up in hls colleagues' minds the notion
that a British-owned newspaper in the new India was needed.
Did I suppose that Mr Patel, after being lut for six in such a
fashion, would ever now do anythmg for us? And so on."
When the storm had lessened somewhat he disclosed important
news. There was to be an inter-Dominion conference about
Kashrnir at Lahore next day. Shaken by the views expressed, for
I well knew our vulnerability, I said that this gave scope for a
further editorial, as a stopgap while I was thinking the main issue
over. '' As events turned out, however", my memorandum adds,
the conference was first postponed, and-then proved a tragic
fiasco, owing to Pan&t Nehru's 'indisposition', and to Sardar
Patel's 'inability to leave De1h.i'-though
he soon afterwards
managed relatively long trips to Srinagar and Junagadh."
On October 30 I asked Mr Campbell-Johnson to mention to
114
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~ o r dMountbatten that I had considered the affair further. I
could not see my way to change the views I had formed about
Kashrnir; and so long as I was editor it would be my duty-and
I thought in the interests of the Commonwealth as well-to try
to uphold an inter-Dominion policy, rather than to support one
side.
That was how matters remained professionally until, in the
circumstances told at the beginning of this book, I left the pa er
three and half years later. And from those fateful days in Octo er
1947 until early in 1949 the best of the new Independent Inda's
Army fought Pakistani-backed irregulars most bitterly in the
beautiful Kashmiri hills. For Englishmen who loved both
countries and who attached value to the term Commonwealth,
it was an anguishing campaign to read about, amounting in
effect to an undeclared inter-Commonwealth war, waged in
large part by recent comrades-in-arms, members of the former
splendid Army of undivided India. The cease-fire whch was
achieved after delicate negotiations in January 1949 did indeed
raise hopes of a major and early political settlement. These however were not fulfilled. For over five years from its outset this
intractable quarrel altogether bedevillid relations between the
successor-States of the British Raj?

E

I had supposed that my talks with Lord Mountbattm were confidential,
and have hitherto treated them as such. Mr Campbell-Johnson, however, in
his book "Mission with Mountbatten" published in 1951, has described in
some detail (p. 225) my interview with his chief on October 28, 1947

Chapter 1 1
INTO AZAD KASHMIR

I

T was March 22, 1952, and I was once more setting forth by

time to Mirpur in Azad
car from my 'Pin& home-this
Kashmir.
Imagine a short, thickset, energetic-looking man; bald, with
a fine domed brow, widely-spaced eyes, compact features, and
an expression of attentive thought; on hls chin, a short trim beard.
The description might be of Lenin, as known from hls busts and
portraits. It would apply also to Colonel Ataullah, of the Palustan
Army ~ e d i c a Service,
l
with whom most of my travels in Azad
Kashmir were done.
He was on an official tour. He had spent much time there when
the war was on, organizing hospitals and ambulances for sick
civilians and wounded volunteers. "The war", in these areas,
means not World War 11, but the most recent and closest war
in public memory, the 14-months' confhct against the Indian
Forces in 1947-49.
" Azad Kashmir " also needs explaining-as
does "Indian-held
Kashmir " and "Palustani-held Kashmir." Almost every, geegraphical term about the disputed principality is contentious,
liable to cause offence. India, for example, abhors "Indian-held
Kashmir"; in her view it obliquely suggests a permanent partitioning, and therefore begs the essential question. All Kashrmr,
she contends, is legally hers, because of the Maharajah's accession;
the Pakistanis have no right in it anywhere, they are aggressors.
Though no ready alternative exists, "The Statesman" &d not
dare to print the term Indian-held Kashmir during the latter
part of my time; periphrasis had to be devised.
Pakistan, however, equally considers all K a s h r justly hers.
For reasons identical with India's, but reversed, she abhors
"Pakistani-held Kashmir." As with Inha, ~ a s h m i ris Kashmir,
but especially the parts in whch she happens at present to be.
What the Indians in her view wrongfully and temporarily hold,
her Press dubs "Bharati-occupied Kashmir."
Even more heinous in In&an eyes than "Indian-held K a s h r "
V
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is "Azad K a s h r " , as descri tion of territory occupied by
Palustan. For "Azad" means /?ree-free, that is, from righctul
Indian control. The term, Inhans believe, was coined by Palustanis only to annoy, to confuse, to beg the question. Except
within careful quotation marks at every usage, it is (or in my
time was) unprintable in the h&an Press.
A subsidiary intricacy however needs unravehg. To Pakistanis, Azad Kashrnir does not normally mean what Palustaniheld Kashrnir does to Indians; it means only about half of it. the
fringe of Poonchl territory along the principality's southern-and
Western border. Ths area is under civil administration by the
Azad Kashmir or A.K. Government at Muzafferabad, the rival
body to Shekh Abdullah's Indian-supported Government in
Srinagar. Contrariwise all the Northern, sparsely populated but
large part of Palustani-held Kashmir around Gilgit is admuustered
not from Muzafferabad but duect by the Palustani Central
Government from 'Pindi or Karach. Thus that area is not, in
normal Palustani parlance, Azad K a s h r at all. It is the Gilgit
Agency or ~ o r t h e r nTerritory.
In h s book efforts at periphrasis would only bewilder. Indianheld Kashmir, Palustani-held K a s h r , and the subsihary Azad
Kashmir are clear terms, representing what were hstinct but
simple militam or political actualities at the time of my travels.
~ o ~ c o n c i aliernaiives
se
for any of them so far as I know exist;
no offence is meant by their use.
On March 22, therefore, in the company of a red-tabbed
Pakistani Army doctor looking rather llke Lenin, I set off for
Azad Kashrmr.
-

From 'Pindi we motored to Jhelum, the riverside city whch
I had flown over in the Freighter on March I I ; then up the bank
of a big irrigation canal, r e a c h g the border near Alibeg.
Habituated by a lifetime of multiplying frontiers and restrictions
to delavs on such occasions, vividh aware moreover, from experienck in 1951, of the a p p a h g complexities of crossing the
Indo-Palustani frontier at Wagah, I expected stoppage at a
check-post. There was none. ~rafficbetween Palustan and Azad
~ a s h A flows
r
freely.
Abbeg to Indian ears is a name of ill repute. During the winter
of 1947-48 Hindu and Sikh fugitives from the Poonch insurrec#
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tion further ~ o r t were
h
kept by the Muslims in captivity here.
Evil tales were told of it, I do not know with what truth.
At Mangla, the canal headworks, we stopped at a tented Army
camp for tea-the first of the improvised military establishments
which I was to live among for days. It was a pretty place; a crag
dominating it was crowned by a romantic small fort, said to have
been set up by the Emperor Akbar.
Leaving it, we entered the Himalayan foothills. Doubtless
they were refreshing when first glimpsed in the spring by Moghul
eyes wearied with flat horizons and months of exacting governmental affairs. Nevertheless these hlls are of the inferior.
monotonous, pine-clad sort characteristic of Azad Kashmir.
India had the Lest of the cease-fire bargain, scenically as well as
strategically. The famous beauty-spots, the great deodar forests,
the lakes, the oplar avenues, the pretty and accessible snowranges nearly a lie in Indian-held territory. Tourists in the latter
years of the British Rai seldom bothered to visit the Poonch
area. now Azad ash&. Nor were there good roads bv whch
the; could do so; the Maharajah had alwaUys neglected it. Consequently they motored straight through to Srinagar by the excellent main route via Murree or Abbottabad, unaware except from
hearsay of the local administrative shortcomings whch contributed to the eventual revolt.
r i d0~ ebefore M i rI ~ u rin twiW e crested the last I~ine-draved
L
light. In a shallow vallev of unexvected breadth and Ucrace lav
what remained of this once prosperous little town, surrounded
by young wheatfields. W e were to spend the night there.
Ataullah had to inspect the hospital next morning. W e passed
t h s establishment en route to the rest-house; I noticed the big
red- .crosses daubed on its roof and sides-protection against air
raids.
Mirpur itself I thought horrible. It is said to be the most devastated town anywhere in Kashmir. Certainly the damage is much
worse than at Baramula, on the Indian side. Practically the whole
centre of the place no longer exists, obliterated by successive
waves of riot, arson, bombing. W h c h of these was worst a
stranger could not judge; the local people specified the last.
Early in the Poonchi uprising the insurgent forces had attacked,
capturing the Treasury, killing many Hindus and Sikhs, looting
or burning their houses. Then, soon after the ~aharajah'sacces-
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sion to India, came the retaliatory Inhan air raids, meant doubtless
mainly to break up the rebels' precarious supply-route northward to the front line. Though not heavy, for suitable planes
were lacking, they were frequent.
Until 1947 the town's population was about 15,ooo; now it
was less than 3,000-and
most of the petty shopkeepers who
hawked wares by day amidst the rubble of the bazaars vanished
nightfall. There had been almost no private
to the villages
rebuilhng. Ths is generally as true of Indian-held as Pakistaniheld Kashmir, anyway witbn 3 0 miles or so of the cease-fire h e .
Enterprise lies paralysed. So long as political uncertainty clouds
the countq's future and trade between the two parts remains
totally bloiked, few will venture cash on fresh unhertahngs.
~n after-dinner walk through the town proved eerie. Fdthy
puddles filled the rutted road; there was scarcely anyone to be
seen, or even a light; shattered masonry lay chaotically around;
sometimes half a broken house o u t h e d itself against the sky. or
an abandoned Hindu temple. Materially the &nosphere Itink
with many putrescences spiritually~but
t h s was
imagination-I thought it vibrated with recently experienced
suffering and cruelty.

A

Next afternoon we left for Kotli, travelling parallel with the
river Poonch, a brown, foam-streaked torrent in a wide bed.
At a wayside village a political meeting was going on, supervised by "National Guards " ; smart, self-confident youths in
bright green berets topped by flashy scarlet cockades.
After a whle the country contracted, bore a heavier burden
of forest. We were now on H newly-made road. It was v e v well
engineered, along the flanks of ste'ep, sinuous V-shaped valleys.
The most difficult part, a climb out of a gorge, had; was told,been
reckoned impracticable until study of goat-movements up the
hill suggested a way. The original Mirpur-Kotli road had stretched
uselessly off to our right, some distance back. Six miles of it
lay captive w i h n Indian-held territory.
Road-making, on both sides of the cease-fire line, has been one
of the few incidental benefits whch harassed rural Kashmiris
have got from the prolonged Indo-Palustani dispute about their
territory. Large areas, formerly inaccessible, have been opened up
by modern communications.
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Ataullah's Ford saloon had been spluttering on the slopes.
Stopping now to tinker with it, the driver, an impetuous type,
contrived to smash the dstributor-and looked laughably crestfallen. It was late afternoon, the place was lonely, we wondered
if we would be benighted there. Rahim shook the driver's
morale further by asserting that a panther would eat him; it was
indeed ideal panther country.
Then an open Kotli-bound Army truck packed with troops
appeared. There was not room for four of us in it, only two;
so we callously left Rahlm as well as the driver to be gobbled
by panthers, and climbed aboard, Ataullah as befitted his red
tibb; with the lieutenant in front, and myself, to my pleasure,
with the troops.
" You old man, I child ", said a very young sepoy, proud of
his English, hospitably insisting that I use his bedding-roll as seat.
But in so crammed a vehcle this was scarcely feasible, and soon
we were all upright, amicably swaying in unison to the truck's
movements as it rounded the incessant bends, c l u t c h g the metal
stanchons for support, brown hands with browner hiuckles
pressed against mine. The air was fresh, pine-scented. Sometimes
swirls of flying ants laced it; the sunset lit their veined glassy
wings, their soft bodies smote the face.
A; a wayside halt the troops bought oranges. My neighbour
peeled one for me, broke it into segments. They were friendly
lads, many of them exiled from homes in India. Darkness came;
lights began appearing on the velvety hlls, and we
tiny
reached Kotli in good time, R a h m arriving- uneaten with the
luggage on another vehicle soon after.
Kotli was a brigade headquarters. Coming here from the
established militav centre of 'Pindi, with its lavish facilities, was
rather like a visitcfrom Delhi to one of the forward-area units
in Eastern Bengal or Assam in 1944. Conditions were improvised,
primitive, almost "front-line9'-except for the presence in the
Mess of two U.N. observers-a New Zealander and an American.
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Conditions next day became more "front-line" still. Ataullah
i inspect its hospital; I was taken by jeep
stayed behnd at ~ o t lto
through Khuireta, to get a glim se near Tain of" no-man's-land",
and the opposing Indian and Pa istani posts in their state of frozen
war, armistice-halted.
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My companion, Captain Sikander, was a refugee from Jammu
in Indian-held Kashrmr-the part of the principality where in the
autumn of 1947, after the fust terrorizings, almost the whole
Muslim population, amounting to several hundred thousand,
had fled or been slaughtered. He was hmself then a political
prisoner at Srinagar, jailed by Shelkh Abdullah's Government.
On being eventually freed, he learned that many of his family,
includmg his daughter, had vanished. They had never been
traced.
We drove East along a wide valley of dramatic geological
structure. Black rocks pierced its floor in ruinous vertical strata
parallel with our route,;ometimes forming pinnacles hundreds of
feet high. It was as if, in a past epoch, an immense dragon had
died here, leaving nothng of its corpse but these gigantic earthembedded vertebrae.
Military paraphernalia increased. There were Army truckparks, wired-in enclosures, crisply-phrased signboards in English
and Urdu. Peasants' log-roofed mud-walled homes had become
billets, offices, stores, messes. New corrugated-iron huts had
sprung up.
Wrecked villages, lonely war-shattered houses could be seen.
This country had been much fought over in the late autumn of
1948, shortly before the armistice. The little wooden shops of
Khuireta bazaar, a tidy row, seemed entirely new; the place had
been rebuilt under Army auspices, for it was the main market for
the surrounhng villages.
At the time of the cease-fire, Slkander told me, about 25,000
refugees from the Indian-held territory further East had been pent
in h s valley, besides such of the original Inhabitants as had stayed.
They were in great &stress. No road to Mirpur and the plains
was available. Until the new one which we had traversed yesterday was built, they had been supplied by air-drop.
Though signs of battle were so evident, the farmed area as we
approached the cease-fire h e &d not lessen. Now was the season
wLen the contrast between non-cultivated and cultivated showed
most. Grasslands or forest slopes remained a wintry brown, but
the young wheat was vivid green. The cultivators were busy in
the fields, womenand chddren helping the men; there were oxen
and cows, buffaloes, goats, poultry, dogs-an apparently peaceful
rural scene.
'4
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Sikander removed hls shoulder-badges as we went through the
barrier-official
routine apparently. Soon after, a Palustani
sentry halted us; we had been checked already, but fresh check
by his platoon commander was required. The man spoke in a
dramatic half-whisper, whlch seemed absurd. Asked why, he
asserted that In&an sentries not far off might hear.
There was some delay. W e sat in the sun by a deserted cowstall, now the men's sleeping-quarters. Sikander read from a book
belonging to one of the troops: an Arabic-charactered manuscript poem, full of martial Muslim sentiments in the Punjabi
dialect.
Then we were let proceed towards the final stop-point. Here
the landscape opened. Heavy silence lay on the air, broken by the
occasional cry of a lute. Facing one another across the emptiness
of no-man's-land, about 50 yards apart, were two sentry-boxes,
a Pakistani soldier in one, a trim little Gurkha in another.
Delighted, for I had seen no Gurkha for months, and he
looked rather llke my Ran Bahadur, I saluted. He stared, craned
his neck, did no more-understandably
suspicious, for I had
forgotten my appearance, which had become much Pakistanified. A conspicuous w h t e Chitrali cap topped my head, better
suited to Asian sun and wind than European headdress; outside
my khaki shorts a grey mazril shirt flapped loose, Muslimfashon; below were Pathan chaplis.2 Slkander surmised that news
of t h s unsolicited gesture to a Gurkha sepoy by a mysterious
Chitrali, reported back to Srinagar and re-transmitted to D e h ,
would in due course be puzzled over by Indian Intelligence.
The Indian-held and the Palustani-held territory differed greatly
in appearance. Whereas on the Palustani side, a patchwork of green
oblongs and triangles covered the valley up to the verge of noman's-land, the Indian side was all brown. Shrivelled weeds and
dry wintry grasses sparsely draped the untended fields. They had
been well terraced for cultivation, stepped up one above the
other by little containing walls and parapets of earth. The eye
traced the outline. But no cultivation was now discernible-nor
any cultivator. The landscape lay desolate.
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W h l e we had been passing through Khuireta, en route to
Mazri is a Pathan dye
Heavy sandal-like shoes. See p. 52
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inspect no-man's-land here, the colonel in command had offered,
when Sikander and I had &shed, to take me up the range of
forested h l l s whlch now blocked the southern sky, to see the
last Pahstani outposts on the top. It rose abruptly from the valleyfloor by about 2,000 ft., and, like the valley, had been heavily
fought over.
Thls colonel, a fine young Pathan, little more than 30, now
arrived in another jeep, and proceeded to alarm me very much.
I had not realized what the nature of the road would be, or that
any motor vehicle could make such an ascent. It was kc climbing the roof of a house. Some of the gradents were one in three.
So sharp were many of the corners that they were not negotiable
at a single turn; after a first effort the jeep had to be backed for a
second one-to the unwalled edge of a precipice. From daily use
of thls hair-raising jeep-track he could judge h s distances to
w i h a fraction of an inch. But though assured of t h s , there
were moments when I would rather lhave been doini aerobatics in a Meteor or Fury, and could scarcely restrainwmyself
from leaping to safety.
At the summit we sat pleasantly under the pines, & d m g
strong thick tea in metal mugs supplied by the troops. The colonel
however had not finished his surprises; he now launched into a
learned political disquisition, backed by citations from Scottish,
Spanish, and Turkish history.
On an adjacent crest stood the Inhan outpost, an embrasure of
stone. Gazing down past it into the valley, I was struck afresh by
the untended look of the Inhan-held land. Not a sign of crops
appeared except about nine miles off, close to the limit of vision.
According to the Palustanis, the Indan authorities distrusted
Muslim cultivators near their side of the line, and gave them no
encouragement to return.
Ataullah and I left Kotli for Hajira on March 25. T r a v e h g
with him yielded much curious reminiscence of "the war." It
had an epic guerilla flavour, the enthusiasm of struggle against
nearly overwhelming odds.
He pointed out a group of low mud-and-timber huts on the
far side of the valley. It had been his first hospital. Gifk of fowls
and eggs and milk from the local people fbr his patients had
almost overwhelmed them. Movement along the road in those
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davs had been by night only; teams of singing muleteers had
jogged to and fro beneath the starry pines. By day, because of
Indian aircraft, roads and villages emptied; nearly everyone took
to the hlls and forests.
~ o s oft the bridges on our route that day were new. Broken
masonry of the old ones lay scattered below; they had been
war-casualties.
We reached Hajira and lunched in the Mess. A European
officer arrived, wearing a uniform that I could not identify; a
Swedish U.N. observer, I was told.
He pecked at h s food. "You look rather queasy", someone
*
remarked.
"I'm just back from investigating that cease-fire line incident.
~t wasn't pleasant. I'll be putting in my preliminary report after
lunch."
Firing, I learned, had been heard the previous evening. On
approach, two corpses in no-man's-land were seen. One was
shot through the thgh, both had been bayoneted in the belly.
They were said to be peasants, father and son, from the Palustani
side, the old man reputedly aged 80. Perhaps they had been trespassing to cut grass or to round up cattle, or were merely wandering in ignorance. Novel frontiers are not easy for the poor to
remember.
Murmurs rippled among the Palustani officers. "But what
can we do ? " they indignantly asked. "If we take reprisals against
civilians from their side, we shall only be l u h g fellow-Musluns."
The Swedish colonel proved an enthusiast for thngs Oriental.
He liked Indians and Palustanis, their cultures, thek food, their
clothes; their emotional warmth, their variety, their enthusiasm.
He had taken to hookah-smokmg, and described himself as "fed
up with the West, so monotonous; equality and mechanization
are a bore." When I said he must find it sad worlung for the U.N.,
trying to stop people he so much lked from fighting one another,
he unexpectedly replied: "What they really need, the dear thmgs,
is another ~ o g h u emperor."
l
After lunch ;here w& a football match; and not till then did I
realize that most of the troops I had lived among for the last few
days were locally recruited Azad Kashmir levies, not of the
regular Pakistani Army at all. So good was their turn-out, dlscipline and physique that no difference had been visible.
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"Come on now, Mushtaq!" The shouts to the players were
partly in English. But the reactions at victory had an Asian
exuberance. Spectators hugged one another, crackers or squibs
went off; shoes were flicked in the air, acrobatic cartwheels done
over the field.
Similarly with the smart regimental band. It played familiar
Western airs on the bagpipes, such as "A Hundred Pipers", or
"The British Grenadiers ". But they were half-transformed by
exciting Asian trills unknown in the original score.
We slept that night at Trarkhel, about 2,000 ft. hgher, in
heavy conifer forest. The snowy Pir Panjal range bemeen us and
Srinagar could be seen, Indan-held.
~ t k l l a hhad to inspect another hospital, a picturesque logcabined affair. Next day, h s official business done, he would
return to 'Pindi; we might meet later at Muzafferabad. I was
to stay with the District Magistrate at Palandri, a place about
20 miles ahead, made famous during the Poonchi rising. I
decided to walk; it should be a pleasant diay'strip through the I d s .
Moments come in Delkarian travel when one wants to be
alone, to avoid the human voice, to sort out impressions. But tlus
is strangely dificult. As usual I was foiled. To my consternation
that besides Rahm-so much Dart
of me
I discovered on start in^
u
I
that when necessary he is equivalent to solitude-I was to have
with me four companions: a couple of guides plus two minor
local officials, all deputed by the hospitable Palandri D.M.
We had an enjoyable but increasingly chattersome and numerous expedtion-swelling eventually to-over 3 0 persons-through
the heart of the barren countrv whch breeds the hardest Poonchl
peasants, the Sudhans. ~hes; people had been the first to rise
against the Maharajah; had probably suffered the most; and now
regarded themselves as the heroes of" the war ",proving (I understood) rather difficult about it.
sta;ting from about 7,000 ft., we climbed 1,500, descended
3,000, climbed 2,000. As we began the second ascent, sweating
and puffing, nwo men were descried awaiting us-emissaries, it
turned out, of the local tehsildar.' Roundmg a rock, we found
the tehsildar himself and six other persons assembled on level
ground; bearded, sombre-faced Sudhans. News of our journey had
J
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been sent from the D.M.'s ofice, they said. They were honoured
to receive me; visitors to the Sudhnuti country were rare; it
was months, perhaps years, since a British writer had come.
We shook hands, exchanged compliments. The ceremonial
moment spun itself delicately out, with Asian grace, there in the
lonely pinewoods. Garlands of sweet-scented fruit blossom were
Dlaced iound mv neck and Rahm's. Then we resumed our
panting clamber up the stony path-a troupe now of fifteen
politely conversing people.
Roofs of a mud-and-timber village came into view, and, silhouetted on the skyline, gazing down on us, apparently the
entire local male Apopulation. Yes. it was onlv too true: a formal
reception impended. Sweat streaming: from us. we crested the
last ;ise. ~h;ee youths flung crackeEballs of welcome over a
precipice, where in falling thLy detonated loudly. Simultaneously
I found mvself within a small stone-walled sauare. One flank
was lined iolid with about forty schoolchildrk a{ the salutewhlch they embarrassingly upheld after I had returned it, so that
I was at a loss how to thaw them.
Opposite stood men of military bearing in remnants of uniform.
Beyond were tables with bright, embroidered cloths spread for
food, and two rows of chairs, one outdoors, the other and
grander-subtle social point-just withn a shaded verandah. The
village was festive, agog with interest. Women peeped discreetly
at us through doorways.
Tea was brought, in handled cups of glass; hard-boiled eggs,
already shelled by village fingers; slices of English-type cake,
specially brought from afar; oranges, nuts. A lad fanned my
moist face with a flapping cloth. One of the retired military men,
wearing a henna-dyed beard and an American officer's brassbuttoned coat, explained that he was a veteran of World War I,
when he had fought in France. Among the younger ones, two
had fought in Burma; a t h r d served with the Allied Occupation
Forces in Japan. Soldering had long been the chef occupation
for the men of the barren Sudhnuti. The experience thus got was
6
doubtless helpful in the war." The ~aharajah'sState Forces
possessed less-of it.
Along much of the remaining narrow stony track to Palandri,
seven miles or so, a crowd of friendly villagers straggled with us,
still excited by a foreigner's arrival.
L
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Heavy rain fell overnight. Palandri is a little place, which had
been so badly bombed that the Government had practically rebuilt it. The bazaar, of pine-log shacks, was all new. S w x c e p t
for the charred outer rubble walls-was the D.M.'s bungalow,
which had been gutted.
The D.M., hospitable man, had much to say, political and
personal, augmented by a police officer from Muderabad who
was also staving at ~alandri.Next morning, under moist slues,
I set off with my host for the la ins down a steep, parapetlcss
h11-road. He had official business to do in 'Pindi. Several times
our jeep slithered horribly towards the edge in chocolate-coloured
mud. Azad Kashmiris, gifted with many new roads, seem
hardened to such modern hazards; for me it was nearly as
frightening as the drive at Tain.

Chapter
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HETHER I would be allowed to cross the cease-fire line
to Srinagar, capital of Indian-held Kashrmr, still oscillated
uncertainly. I addressed myself again to thls matter in 'Pindi.
The ~aLstanissaid they Lould get me to the edge of no-man'sland tllrough Chakoti, on the main 'Pindi-Srinagar road. On the
Inhan side both Dr Mehta in Karachi, and Mr Banerji in Lahore
whom I had later consulted, were doing what they could; fresh
correspondence from their offices awaited me. But Delhi's
decision, and that of Sheikh Abdullah's Government in Srinagar,
remained problematical.
The actual crossing in any case could only be done under U.N.
escort. As advised, I had applied early to the U.N. authorities in
'Pindi. There seemed signs that, if Delhi agreed, they would.
My request however had been much more unusual than I had
realized when first making it in Karachi; the awkward fact had
emerged that onlv two ciGlian non-officials had been let over the
line since the armistice in January 1949. The recognized method
was to travel deviously round via Lahore and Amritsar, about
400 miles, as compared with less than 200. Even that required
two sets of frontier formalities and a s ecial local permit.
Ths geographically simple undertaLg, in fact, had got enmeshed in a triangular bureaucratic web of wonderful complexity.
What a contrast to conditions as established by the old British
Raj, before Delkaria got freedom! Until 1947, if you wanted to
reach Srinagar direct from 'Pin&, less than a day's journey, you
simply boarded a bus or car-and went. It was the main tourist
route.
At least, however, w h l e waiting hopefully for the web to be
unravelled, I could visit ~uzafferabad,the improvised capital of
Azad Kashmir, staffed largely by exiles, longing to return to their
old homes among the lakes and poplars in the ~ashrnirvale.
And now seemed the best moment, before my second visit to
Gilgit-and the exciting regions beyond.
About that part of the plan, to the remoter part of the Northern
V
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Territory, I was in luck, even should I be debarred from Indianheld Kashmir. An official permit had come, enabling me to
enter the Hunza-Nagar area of the Karakoram. For years I had
wanted to. It had been physically rather difficult always, and for
political reasons few people nowadays achieved it. During April
it should be wonderful.
So with that happily settled, and Rahxm beside me, on a
sparkling morning late in March 1952i journeyed forth again from
my 'Pindi home, that is to say Major-General and Begum Shahd
Hamid's, t h s time for a short interim stay in MuzafTerabad.
Gulmar Khan, the young Mahsud, was not with us. For various
reasons, among them shortage of car-space and Rahm's black
looks. He had returned for a whle to mv friend Hashem. There
had not been room for him when we went to Wrpur; it was bad
for him to sit idling about at 'Pindi. His absence from t h s part
of the trip was however a pity, for his recollections of Muzafferabad in 1&-~8, when he went through to snipe the In&an Army,
a 13-year-old aggressor, might have been worth having.
/

L
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Looking back through the earlier part of thls book, where the
Mahsuds are described, I see that I have only touched on, not
explained, my lilung for them.
They possess a very bad name-and rightly, for they have
appalhg deeds to their dscredit, and at times are simply savages.
But it is hard not to feel enthusiasm for a people who, when one
t
is in trouble-and under circumstances whlch i mA~ r i nthemselves
on the memory-have unexpectedly befriended one.
That was my experience at a first meeting in June 1948, and the
tale seems worth telling.
At that time I was footslogging with R a h m out of Chtral
State-a mountainous principality westward of but adjacent to
Kashmir-and incidentally far from Mahsud country, whlch is in
Waziristan.
The trouble was twofold: political and abdominal. I was under
; I had dysentery. Annoyance
notice of expulsion from ~ G r a land
and indeed amazement at the one-for it was an unusual experience for an editor of "The Statesman", and I thought I had
entered the State under correct auspices-had spurreJ me into
a journey for which the other in fact unfitted me.
To the first rest-house in Dir State from Ziarat, the halt as
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one goes southward out of Chtral, nlearlt a 3,000-ft. climb,
transit of an I 1,000-ft. snow-pass, and then a long rough dusty
descent under the Asian nlidsummer sun-an all-day trudge.
Even for a healthy person it would be tiring.
But done it must be, pride insisted. For the then Mehtar or
r h g prince of Chtral, unmistakably though obliquely, had
shown that I was unwelcome. Two successive emissaries from
him had conveyed messages : first his private secretary, then-with
embarrassment-the young British commandant of the Chtral
Scouts. Fighting, they politely emphasized on his behalf, was at
that time going on between India and Pahstan in nearby Kashrmr ;
Chtral had acceded to Pakistan; the newspaper whlch I represented was published in India; and I had been observed, His
Highness learned, talung photographs in the bazaar. From this
he had surmised that I might be engaged in secret service work.
The continued presence of such a person in h s State might
seriously compromise m , impairing h s newly+stablished
relations with Pakistan.
Not until I reached the Malakand days later via Dir State and
sought explanation from the ne~ly-aI;~ointedPolitical Agent,
Colonel Sherif Khan, did the affair dissolve absurdly into one of
miscarried mail. The perplexed, remote Chtral authorities,
throughout my stay, had (unknown to me) lacked any official
papers explaining my presence. These only went in on muleback
as I came out; there had been muddle about them in the Malakand ofice, owing to the change of Political Agents. The Palustan
Government, Sherif Khan assured me on the strength of wireless
signals that had now passed, were far from suspecting the holidaying British editor of being engaged in espionage, or indeed
of being partisan.
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~ e a n w h l e ,however, politically riled and bewildered, and
intestinally most uneasy, I was strugghg under a June sun out of
Chitral on a march beyond my sapped strength; to be sheltered
for the night, cared for and set forth restored by Mahsuds.
Ten days before, trekhng northward into Chtral, I had
noticed on Dir territory an encampment below the track; and
now, on its again coming into view, I decided to ask hospitality
there. W e were still seven hot stony miles from the rest-house,
and I felt near collapse.
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R a h m objected strongly.
"In those tents are bad men, Sahib. The goatherd we passed
further back told me; they're on a road-malung job. You could
never spend a night with such people, they're not to be trusted.
No doubt they'd rob you, then slit your throat."
Wayside argument elicited from R a h m an admission of
preju&ce. ~ e f o l we
e came together he had served in the Frontier
Corps, and had fought Mahsuds during the Waziristan campaign
of 1936-37, seeing thngs he &d not forget.
state visible IDrosDect
of rest and shelter
But in mvd de~leted
I
A
mattered momentarily more than later possible throat-slittin .
Under Rahim's scowls and muttered forebohgs we a c c o r h g y
made for the camp-to enjoy there luridness and good company
deliciouslv memorable.
After some dubiously understood explanations the tottering,
unknown, ashen-faced Englishman was invited in, allotted a
tent and a good string-bed,and made to sip a syrupy liquid containing seeds soothing for dysentery, whle warm water was
~ r e ~ a r for
e d his bath.
A
Cater, after a sensuous exhausted rest, he was fed on breast of
chlcken with spiced rice and curd, was wrapped in blankets,
and brought forth to watch a superb &splay of Mahsud dancing
in his honour, the most unorganized, abounhgly vital, bloodstirring of all the Pathan dance-styles, scores of strong handsome
young men rhythmically circhg , stamping, and twirling their
black bobbed hair round a seemingly crazed drummer, against a
background of notched snow-peaks and apple-green sunset.
Bodilv weakness etched the scene's beautv on mv mind.
Drowsing afterwards towards sleep in my tek, delighted by
so wonderful an endmg to a very bad day, I was roused by
Rahim's abrupt reappearance. H; looked -more prophetic df
doom than ever.
"We'll need to move at once, Sahib, it's exactly as I told you",
he announced, refraining from adding that he thought me fool.
"These people have shot an Englishman. The message has just
come up the valley. I'm packing your things."
It was startling news; and cross-questioning of R&m left
no doubt of its truth. Duncan, an able and much-loved Political
Officer, had been assassinated in far-off Waziristan.
But I asked Rahlm to desist. Though so tragic, the murder did
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not affect me personally. I was a tribal guest; I had seen these
people, and formed my opinion of them now. They would not
harm me here-though later they might. And I fell asleep in
confidence of safety, a participant in Pathan hospitality at its
finest.
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That was a good introduction to Mahsuds. And next day,
before being set off refreshed on my few remaining miles to Dir,
I noticed a thmg half-sensed the previous evening. Mahsuds are
frne material for portraiture.
They are peoile of extremes. There was scarcely a dull face
among them. Many of the young men had an almost dazzling
beauty, breath-taking as ajewelled dagger unsheathed. But should
good looks have been unattainable there was often a swing to
the opposite, a fiendish ugliness being achieved, itself of interest.
Good eyes, well-chiselled noses, clean-cut lips are factors in
Mahsuds' beauty-if beautiful. And besides, as lure for the portrait-hunter, is a lack of inhtbiting self-consciousness. Here are no
creatures of reserve, no boxed-ip introverts, but men whose
features reflect what they feel. Superabundant vitality makes their
expressions very mobile, and the younger faces frame admirably
within the trahtional arc of bobbed hair. So far as an inexpert
may judge, they embody the Pathan characteristics in extreme
form.
And they have power to draw the affection of foreigners. Not
long after leaving that Dir encampment in 1948 I met the young
widow of the assassinated officer. At the moment of tragedy she
had been t e n h g Mahsud sick in the little hospital at Wana, in
South Waziristan. To feel any generalized resentment against the
tribe never occurred to her, and she authorized me to say so in
print-which I later did in "The Statesman" and the "~ e o g r a ~ h i cal Magazine." An inhvidual fanatic had shot her man; that was
part of;he job's risk. And she wanted to go on helping the tribal
sick and wounded.
At Bannu is a British missionary doctor whose sympathes for
years have been strongly Mahsud. I met him again during my
travels in 1952. Throughout the tribe h s name is known; to
mention it wherever one may meet Mahsuds-at Karachi or
the Malakand, Kohat or Tanai-raises delighted grins and a flood
of anecdote. At Tank on the edge of the Mahsud country live
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Western medical ladies, long famous for work among the tribe.
Several British officers of the Frontier Corps, the Political
Service and the Constabulary have been Mahsud enthusiasts,
who found the wrench hard when events caused mainly by the
Afghan-Pakistani controversies of 1949 necessitated their leaving.

A pleasant little tale of Mahsud-Hindu cordiality may conclude
t h s digression. As earlier mentioned, during my travels in
Pakistan in 1951 while still editor I had with me, besides the
faithful Rahlm-after our 1948 doings somewhat less mistrustful
of the rival tribe-what because of Indo-Palustani estrangements
was extraordinary: Raghu Raj Singh, my spirited Hmdu motordriver.
Now though the British or other foreigners, with their international passports, can without inordinate trouble get across the
subcontinent's frontiers-other than the Kashmir cease-fire linefor an Indian or Pakistani of the Doorer classes to do so. and
plunge on into the unknown. is a formidable ordeal. The perplexities and unlandnesses of the new-fangled permit-system
have to be faced: and the terrors left by tales of the barbarities
h never
a
before even
during the 1947 -Partition. And ~ a ~ had
been West of Delhi.
Throughout that 1951 trip, however, I never saw his courage
falter. His only serious worry seemed to be lest he might unwittingly eat beef in his curries, the cow being for Hindus a very
holy animal. (As member of a fighting caste, a Rajput, he could
eat sheep or goat.) On our eventually reaching Peshawar I
learned however that officialdom felt qualms about h s travelling
into the Khurram tribal areas.
"Of course there's no real risk," they said, "but you'd never
forgive yourself if some fool shot hlm, would you?"
So he was left behind-unnecessarily, as it later turned out, for
the local Khurram authorities felt no qualms at all. He was very
disappointed at being thus deprived of further adventure; and
on our return plied us with questions about what we had done,
declaring indignantly that he was not a woman, to be kept idling
in cities.
Or rather at that time had to be. This system was abandoned-though
amidst a fresh outburst of Indo-Pakistani controversy-in the autumn of 1952,
. .
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"Then what about visiting some Mahsuds at Dargai with me
tomorrow, Raghu? I expect to stay there a night or two."
HOW much idea, if any. he had of the tribe's reputation I was
not sure; but he expressid eagerness, and off weiet. From my
experience of 1948, and friendshps then formed, I was confident
that the Mahsuds would show to advantage; and so it proved.
We had dancing, lively talk, and the utmos; luridness in dramatically picturesque ~~~~~~undings under the Malakand hlls.
Afterwards Raghu remarked: "I did llke those people. As
a Hindu of course I felt a little strange at first, but they were so
hospitable and friendly. Could I write them a letter of thanks,
d'you think, Sahib, in my Hindi script? I can't write Urdu
properly. Would they mind ? "
We posted it next day.

L$

; Mahsud tribesman, momentarily reflecting the characteristic diabolical mood

PLATE I 8. Murree: Old wayside beggar, playing one of the varieties of Asian violin
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S Rahim and I (without Gulmar) set forth from the Shahd
Hamid's house in March 1952 for Muzafferabad, the morning
sparkled, effervesced. Two days' rain had washed all dust from
the air; it was exquisitely clear, and fragrant with the heady
perfumes of the brief Punjab spring, perhaps the most exciting
spring in the world. At the toll barrier, where the h11 road to
Murree begins, boys rushed forward, trying to sell us cigarettes,
oranges, bananas, and good British chocolate-unrationed. At
breakfast yesterday in 'Pindi my little niece Shahnaz, I remembered, had managed to eat about the equivalent of a fortnight's
British butter ration.
We wriggled up through sub-Wmalayan scrub country, and
the plains were a map unrolling, clear to the horizon's flat rim.
Over 'Pin& alone spread a little opacity, a thin brown stratum of
smoke.
The Murree area during 1946-47 was the scene of wild doings.
Hindu, Sikh, and some British property had been attacked;
Muslim puritans burned down the famous brewery, source of
much pleasure to Allied troops during World War 11. Reports
published at the time in the Indian Press had suggested that little of
the town remained. They much exaggerated; nevertheless,
during the last few miles before we reached the crest at about
7,000 ft., unrepaired blackened shells of several builhngs were
visible.
With Darjeeling Naini Tal, Mussoorie and Sirnla, Murree
ranked among the main Himalayan h~ll-stationsof the old undivided India. At Partition it was the only one that went to
Pakistan. I had not been here before, but kniw the others. They
were pleasant places to live in. All had a cLstinctively Indo-~ritish
social flavour, and presented much the same appearance to the
eye: ayahs and bearers pushing prams; officials and Army officers
in tweed coats and grey
- slacks; trim bungalows with painted iron
roofs, and gardens gay with European flowers; w i n h g paths and
jingling mule-caravans ; tattered hllmen crowhng the precarious
A

A A
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wooden buildings of the bazaar. There was a distinctive smell
too, of pines and mule-droppings and wood-srnoke.
All, except Naini, possessed thls further item: unlike most
rnountain resorts of Europe, they were perched along the summit
and uppermost flanks of a ridge. What an admirable scenic
device, I thought, as our car reached the top; for the wide northward views thus suddenly provided of snowy Himalayan ranges
had heartlifting grandeur. And Murree is less cumbered with
evergreens than the eastward hill-stations. Great deciduous
trees columned the slopes, wintrily leafless still, through which
the ice of remote peaks glittered beneath a hard blue sky.
Then came a steady descent of 4,000 ft. or more, down a
huge buttressed mountain-flank to the Jhelum river, deep in its
gorge. Most of the country was open, fertile, cut into an infinity
of tiny terraced fields, mainly brown at this season, but here and
there 'green with young wheat; and all this vast landscapedelicious spectacle~was~faintly
powdered with fruit blossom.
Gradually the snow-peaks withdrew, eclipsed, as we went, by
nearer forested ranges. Beside the road aspen trees had donned
new foliage, almost as pale as the fruit blossom. There was elegant
Persian lilac also, greener and more forward, the mauve flowers
just unfolhnng ; ana tall, droopy-leaved eucalyptus.
Wafts of warmer air smote us as we neared the Thelum-and
the first sight again of the depressing military objects signalizing
approach to a zone of Indo-Palustani tension: motor transport
parks,
hospitals painted
with conspicuous red crosses, camps,
-..
.
billets, weapons, uniformed men.
At Kohala a fine bridge took us from Palustan into Kashrnir
territory across the duck, powerfully-muscled brown river;
Inhan airand immediatelv evidence of bomb-damage
began.
u
u
craft, just avoidkg Palustani territory, had sought to smash the
bridge at its further, Kashrmr end. All the way beside the Thelum
from there to Domel camps were crammed &to spaces bknveen
precipice and water; and at Domel were heavier marks of bombhamage. Here meet -tworivers and three roads. And as both sides
of the bridge lie in Kashmir territory, repeated efforts had been
made to destroy it-without success,but the structure was much
~ock-marked.
Muzafferabad was evidence also of damage
u
from arson, presumably done by the Pathan raiders to Hindu and
Sikh buildings during their first onrush via Abbottabad in October
J
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1947. This was the route by whch young Gulmar must soon
afterwards have come.
Muzafferabad is pleasantly situated,its white buildngs dorninating a riverside cliff. Though grim things of several sorts had
lately happened here, and political doubts befogged its future,
and nearby, behind a sort of iron curtain, mysterious Indian
Forces stodd poised, it seemed happy, carefree. Faces were handsome, and less sombre than in the Sudhans' country. Some showed
the delicacy of colouring and line typical of sri;agar Kashmuis,
but more vitality. There were cheerful smiles for the strangerand apparently no suspicion of lum when he photographed.
Below the rest-house lay a ziaratl of some renown, peaceful
and picturesque, visited b y pilgrims; its fluttering red-an>-wlute
banners hung
beneath peepul trees in .the courtyard, and a fine
whitewashed doorway gave access to the inner sanctum.
The guardian introduced h s son, a youth of an austere,
I slid
withdrawn beautv.' in shawl and turban. As that night
u
towards sleep, a light tenor voice was borne through the windows
from below, the son's voice I felt sure, singing a mournful, cascading little air, a religious poem, repeated-again and again with
delicate variations. Growls of distant thunder sometimes overhd
it; or sudden gusts of wind snatched the notes away. But the
song proceeded, outliving the storm. Faint flashes of lightning
fused behind my eyelids with images of the singer's calm,
dedicated young features, as sleep came.
-

.
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Governments in exile tend to faction and self-mistrust, and
to envy of their hosts. This was true of the European Governments in London during World War 11; also of the Burmese
Government in Simla. The Azad Kashmir Government was not
in the full sense exiled, for it administered a little residual territory.
Nevertheless many of its personnel were cut off from their
homes ;they felt unhappy, frustrated. Some of the usual symptoms
consequently appeared ;spasms of internal rivalry, and of vexation
with the Pakistani Government.
Azad Kashrnir's two leadng politicians were Chaudhuri
Ghulam Abbas and Sardar Ibrahm. At the time of my visit both
were out of office, having disagreed with the Pakistani Government-and with each other. The former, whom I later met at
Muslim shrine
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Abbottabad, had won fame primarily as spokesman of the
~ u s l i m sin and around Jammu. As explained earlier, these,
half a million or so, had almost totally disintegrated in the autumn
of 1947. About 200,000 simply vanished, being presumably
butchered or killed bv epidemics and exposure while seekine to
get away; the rest had fleh into ~akistani
Punjab. In consequence,
his personal following no longer existed as an effective political
force; he had moreover suffered much family sorrow. Imprisoned
first by the Maharajah's Government, then by Sheikh ~bhullah's,
he had beenin jail at Srinagar while the calamitieswere in progress.
Sardar Ibralum was a leader of the Sudhans, the backbone of
the original Poonchi rising against the Maharajah's misrule.
Reports that his influence had lately waned among them seemed
inaccurate; when at Trarkhel and elsewhere in Sudhnuti I had
heard him enthusiastically spoken of. But he had perhaps gained
too much prominence when young; this, it was said, made h m
an awkward associate.
Chaudhuri Ghulam Abbas's successor as President of the Azad
Kashmir Government was Mir Waiz Mohammad, formerly
Imam of the Jarna mosque in Srinagar. He gave me an intervie*.
Handsome, brown-bearded, a man of dignified courtesy, he was
at a disadvantage as administrator from ignorance of English,
still almost a necessity for Government work in Dekaria.
Oficials termed "Advisers " temporarily headed the Ministries
under lum, permanent civil servants of the former Princely
regime, among them the intelligent and Westernized Mr Yusuf.
Here lay a minor paradox. Though the Government at
Muzafferabad was politically weaker than Sheikh Abdullah's
Government in Srinagar, certainly now and probably even before
Chaudhuri Ghulam Abbas and Sardar Ibrahim withdrew, it was
stronger in trained Muslim officials. Most of these had managed
to come over to the Azad Kashmir side in 1947, or had been
released later during- the internationally organized exchanges of
civilian prisoners.
Conditions of work for them were uncomfortable and overcrowded. The Administration functioned in an improvised
Secretariat which had been the local District Court. It had
recently been rebuilt; the ah suds and other Pathans had burnt
it down during: their first onrush in October 1947.
As a result ifenquiries in Karachi and ' ~ i n d iof what I had
V
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seen and heard during the Mirpur tour, of talks with Ataullah
in the car, and of t h s visit now to Muzafferabad, I had begun to
form some more detailed impressions of the Kashrmr problem.
They would need reconsidering, doubtless, when I got back from
the Gilgit Agency, and again should I succeed in visiting Srinagar.
In parts they failed to fit, leaving the jigsaw incomplete; but
that did not matter at this stage.
The outstanding first item was the improbability of Kashmir
in its original form being reunited by any political initiative from
an Indian-supported Government in Srinagar. Feehg against
Hindus throughout Azad Kashmir, though it had no immediate
target, seemed rigid, unalterable. It rested on two things: ancient
memories of oppression and neglect over many decades by the
Maharajah's Hindu officials ; and indignation at more recent
sufferings-from economic dislocation now, and from Indian
bombings during "the war.
Such being the general sentiment, Kashrmri reunion could be
brought about by India from Srinagar in only two ways: by
military conquest, or-in the long run-by Communism. The
former, though physically still possible, I supposed, if enough
force were assembled, might be very troublesome, as the fighting
of 1947-49 had shown. Moreover it might prove barren, owing
to even profounder popular bitterness being created, or a strategical running sore like that formerly suffered by the British on the
North-West Frontier-for doubtless the Poonchi guerillas would
not only rise again, but get help from further West. Nor could a
fresh campaign be fought under the 1947-49 conditions. These,
in some ways, had been to Indla's advantage, particularly as
regards unopposed use of aircraft. Any such campaign now would
presumably be part of a wider Indo-Palustan con&ct waged
mainly in the plains, whose effects were unpredictable.
Communism, as a ~ossibleoutcome of the Kashmir dlspute,
had been in some minds almost from the start. There had been
editorials and correspondence on it in "The Statesman" before
the end of 1947. Soviet Russia almost adjoined Kashmir. Now
Communist China had also become a neighbour. Of the existence
of any pro-Communist leanings in Azad Kashrmr, or even of
interest in Communism, I had not seen the least evidence.
Nevertheless, looking ahead, it could be imagined that conditions
might develop in whlch the people's standard of living through99
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out Delkaria gradually became so pressed down, owing to the
continuance of the Indo-Pahstani feud and to heavy nlilitarv
outlay in its support, that they turned to Commuriisni as th;:
only way out of misery. This might be especially so in the border
regions. In moments of gloom about the deep historical and
religious roots which fed the apparently unending feud I had
even suggested publicly that, if there was any part of the globe
which might benefit from Communism, a smasher of cultures
and religions, it was perhaps Delkaria?
possibly a germ of how Kashrmri reunion might one day be
brought about lay in Sheikh Abdullah's agrarian reforms. These
were much more radical than anything yet attempted on the
subcontinent; they had stirred alarm among the propertied
classes of both countries. But such matters at present were mere
long-term guess-work. Throughout Azad ~ a s h m i r ,so far as I
could judge, mslike of India, and consequently of any Indianbacked Administration, was so strong that it practically excluded
other considerations.
Moreover, as in the Punjab, the events of 1947-48 had changed
the population's structure. It was now homogeneous. No
minorities remained; probably there was not a Htndu or Sikh
left. This created a basic self-confidence. Even the L~oliticaldisagreements between leading personalities, apparently so serious,
might be merely its by-product. I was told that they caused no
despondency; that Azad Kashmir felt sure enough of itself to
afford such frills. This sentiment seemed reflected, too, in the
remarkable practice of cultivating right up to the cease-fire line,
such as I had seen at Tain. I was later informed that t h s was no
local freak; it occurred elsewhere. Employment throughout the
territory was good, even though capital enterprise and commerce
stagnated because of the major political impasse and the fruitless
U.N. debates. The cream of Azad Kashmir's youth was enrolled
in the levies, many thousands strong, and getting good pay. The
extensive road-building had brought prosperity to remote
villages ; bus services were doing well.
This impression of stability required scrutiny of an idea which
commentators on Kashmir had been propounmng of late: that,
in default of something better, the cease-fire line might be recognized as the permanent frontier. Was this feasible?
e.g. at the Royal Institute of International Affairs, London, January 1952
140
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The answer, from what I had seen and heard htherto, seemed
unfortunately No. Such a demarcation, d e p e n h g on the accident
of where campaigning armies halted at a particular date, would
admittedly be very artdicial. But the main d&culty lay elsewhere. Everyone I had spoken to since arrival in Karach six
weeks ago still considered Kashmir vital for Palustan. So long
as an un&iendly Power held Srinagar and the adjacent Vale by
force, her existence was felt to be at hazard. Without a fair
plebiscite there, enabling the notoriously timid Inhabitants of
t h s Muslim-majority region to decide their future, In&aSs
unrelaxed grasp was thought capable of only one explanation.
Suggestions that genuine secularist principles inspired it, or
Pandit Nehru's Kashrmri ancestry, were brushed aside. The
motive, Palustanis believed, was strategic: to keep a jumping-off
ground from whch, when opportunity offered, their country
could be crushed.
It was irrelevant whether t h s interpretation contained truth.
What primarily mattered was Palustanis' and Azad Kashmiris'
conviction of it. In their view Inha had never honestly accepted
the Partition of 1947, and was bent on its eventual undoing. The
circumstances of Palustan's birth, and the subsequent course of
Indian policy, were reckoned proof. For scores of *Ales along the
grand trunk route between Lahore and 'Pin& the country's most
important road and railway, running close beside one another,
lay withn striking range of Indian-held Kashmir. The conspicuous vulnerability of this main communications-arterv was a
living fear in ~akisianiminds-sharpening another feA: that
India, possessing control of the headwaters in Kashmir and further
East, might starve the irrigation-canals whlch serve Pakistan's
main grain-belt through t h s vital region.
The notion that the cease-fire line might consolidate into a
lasting frontier thus appeared illusory. Unless sentiment altered,
or a solid Indo-Phstani agreement were reached, here was a
part of the globe whlch would menace the peace of the subcontinent and perhaps of Asia.
Shortly before Rahim and I were due to return from Muzafferabad to 'Pindi, Atadah turned up, to inspect the hospital. It was
good to see him. He had been stimulating company on the
Mirpur trip. W e would travel back together.
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The weather was very different: a grey day, with bolsters of
dense cloud dragging along the hlltops. As we climbed the
tortuous slope towards Murree, the further valleys were inky
pools.
Ataullah had a first-class mind, wide-ranging, massive, rather
Teutonic. He was also, from what I had seen of his contacts with
junior me&cal personnel, a firm but sympathetic administrator.
Because he had been in touch with the Kashmir affair from the
start, as doctor not as politician, he seemed a useful person on
whom to test my recently-formed impressions; I &d so as we
drove.
The talk then switched to religion. Unllke many of the young
Pakistanis I had been with, who were patriots, but apparently
lax in religious observance or belief, "secular" in Pandit Nehru's
sense, Ataullah was devout. Further, he was a Qadiani, member of
the heterodox I 9th-centur y sect whch Sunni Muslims-who are
with disapproval. But the sect has
the great majority-vieG
energy and enthusiasm; much of the Islamic proselytizing in
Western countries is of Qadiani origin. Its foremost member in
,
Khan.
Pakistan is the Foreign ~ k i s t e r sir-zafrullah
Like Khwaja Nazimuddin during my talk with him in Karachi
-though their approaches were different-Ataullah stressed
Islam's practical quality.
"The Western nations are in their present mess", he declared,
6
mainly because they haven't seriously tried to apply their
religion; and the nature of their religion is such that, if you don't
mind my saying so, it can't be fully applied."
This was not true, he contended, of Islam; it was simpler,
more &rect, less encased in antique and involved dogma. The
only major points of intellectual 'resistance which he had found
in talks with his Western friends had been on the segregation of
women and on polygamy; and with regard to these, the social
chaos nowadays caused in the West by marital unhappiness and
dvorce might suggest that, after all, there was sometlung to be
said for Muslim practice.
everth he less, Ataullah agreed, Islam had been in retreat
throughout the last three centuries. Its apparent recent advance
in what was now Pakistan was somewhat misleahg. Ths he
considered scarcely religious in origin at all; it was a cultural
and nationalist movement against the Hindus, or against the
6
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threat of Hindu numerical dominance after the British had gone.
The Faith needed modernizing; and recent trends in science might
make this comparatively easy. The mullahs were a menace. If
their merely static attitude prevailed, the people would e v e n d y
cast them off, and perhaps Islam too-in that event dragging the
country straight towards Communism.
"In Asia", he added, "we have been only copiers in modern
science, not originators yet; so we easily get hypnotized by it.
Many of us nowadays are in much more danger than you
Westerners of becoming complete materialists."

Chapter I 4
GILGITI DAYS

A

PAKI STAN1 friend and I stood in h s oflice at 'Pindi before
a wall-map, a huge thing weighted by a wooden roller.
Tomorrow I would be leaving for Gilgit again, and the Karakoram country beyond; we were dscussing the journey. The map
made it look very enticing. North-East of Gilgit there seemed
more very deep brown (for high peaks) and whte (for even
hgher ones) than anywhere in Southern Asia. Up in the map's
top left-hand corner was about the most densely mountainous
region in the world.
The map displayed all the former Indian Empire. My eye
wandered. How vast the changes had been! Politically they
were progress, presumably; they had at any rate been fascinating
to live through. But looked at, as now, in terms not of nationalism but of simple geography and locomotion, they seemed
retrograde, indeed crazy. When I first landed at Bombay in
1930 one big unit, w i h n whch people could move freely, had
stretched from Victoria Point in Southern Burma all the way to
Chitral and the Khyber. Now this had been broken to bits, each
bit being kept separate by officialdom from the other, necessitating
some fresh formality from the traveller, some new-fangled deviation or delay. ~iew'edfrom the aspect of getting aboG the globe
fast in an age of great mechanical facility, the changes were even
u0~ l i e rand less intellwent than the altered face of Central E u r o ~ e
in 1918 after the break-up of the Austro-Hungarian Empire.
~ e ~ i n nfrom
i n ~the right came Burma. uniil1937 it had been
Dart of Inda. Now it was not even in the Commonwealth-and
kas largely in chaos, split into segments which expanded and
contracted according to the fortunes of an obscure civil war,
some of them ~oiernment-controlled, others controlled by
various hnds of rebel.
Next came Assam, part of In&a admittedly, but connected
h awkward
with it-thls item often overlooked-only by a t
wedge of territory in the extreme North, beneath the Himalaya.
To reach it was a bothersome, circuitous business. Its &ect
U
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routes to India all lay across East Bengal, now part of Pakistan,
foreign territory therefore, blocked from In&a by frontier posts
and customs regulations.
East Bengal, however, was even queerer. It was not joined to
the rest of Palustan at all; a huge 1,000-mile gap divided the two.
W i t h this gap lay the main bulk of Inha, s d much the largest
unit. Then came West Pakistan, big too, more so than East
Bengal, though paradoxically less populous. And in all the long
frontier between West Palustan and India, perhaps for 1,300
miles, there were now only three places where travellers could
cross: two by air-route and one b y land-route-the horrible
Khokhrapar route in the Jodhpur desert, used by refugees. How
barbaric and grotesque !
Up beyond West Pakistan moreover lay the most confused,
segmented, tragic area of all, Kashmir, virtually in three pieces,
of which one, the largest, Indian-held, was cut off from the others
by a wall irnpenetraGle for ordinary travellers, the cease-fire line
supervised by the U.N.
Of the two Palustani-held pieces, that to whch I was now
going, the Gilgit Agency-a fict l i d e known-was for most of
the year almost as disconnected from the other, and from West
Pakistan, as was East Bengal. During three or four summer
months a recarious new jeep-track over the Babusar pass linked
it to 'Pin i or Peshawar. At other times thls was snow-blocked;
the only links then were by plane or wireless. Since Gilgit staged
its little revolution in November 1947, throwing off allegiance to
the Maharajah of Kashrmr, it had maintained itself by these
very modern means.
B'eyond, again, lay Chinese Turkestan. Caravan-borne trade
used to flow regularly each summer between Gilgit and Kashgar
over the high passes. Two season ago the Chinese Communists
arrived, and stopped this : yet another impenetrable modem wall!

J

On April 3, Gilgit-bound, I set off from 'Pin& yet again. Rahim,
I knew, dishked the prospect of the air journey, but he stur&ly
declared he wanted to come, realizing I had need of h m .
Weather, plane, and pilot, this time were Merent. We
suffered no preliminary meteorological alarms; the day was
cloudless and still, ideal for flying. The plane, a c i d a n one, was
of a type rather more suited to the route owing to its higher
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ceiling, though scarcely describable as modern or ideal: a Dakota,
freshly painted in green "Orient Skyfreighter." And as pilot
we had one of the many young displaced Poles employed by
Palustan, Maksymowicz, blue-eyed, handsome, with a cl~estful
of ribbons, three rows, most of them British campaign medals.
I had heard of him. He was said to be Orient Airways' crack
pilot, hero of various exploits, among them of stunting Dakota
in such a way, as to throw off a parachute which had enwrapped
A
its tail during a supply-dropping operation.
Take-off was a bucket-seated, sideways-facing affair. The
aisle was crammed with roped-in freight, leaving little leg-room.
Besides R a h m and me, there were ten passengers : a major of the
Northern Scouts; four high-cheekboned men of Gilgiti type,
wearing woollen roll-rimmed caps; a grave Pathan in blue
turban, fingering a string of amber beads; three burqa-enshrouded
lacles who had conversed squealuly through their integuments
before emplaning; a restless small brown boy.
Soon after we were airborne, Maksymowicz asked me to the
cockpit. Our course, I saw, lay much further East than during
the R.P.A.F. trip. Evidentlv in this plane and on so clear a day
we had no need to grope alo& the ~ndusgorge; we aimed straight
at the high
- mountains, and were climbing fast.
Murree soon appeared, crowning one of countless similar
forested hills of about 7,000 ft.; its tiny roofs spilt down the
upper slopes. Then came Abbottabad on the left, rectilinear,
military, clstant; then Muzafferabad immediately below. I could
identify the Dome1 bridge, the little white Secretariat, even, I
thought, the rest-house.
W e had been up 25- minutes now, had reached II,OOOft., but
were still climbing, towards a great jumble of transverse snowranges ahead, alarming of aspect, especially one &scoloured toothlike peak. The Kishenganga river was identifiable. Its upper
waters curved away to the right, towards Tithwal and the ceasecountry
,
where the Indian Army had once
fire line ~ r e s u m a b l ~
been harassed by Mahsud guerillas, among them 13-year-old
Gulmar.
Maksymowicz touched my arm, pointed ahead. Beyond the
frightening congestion of jagged nearby summits had emerged
s o m e t h g remote, detached, palely cloud-Ue: Nanga Parbat.
We had reached 14,000 ft. now; I felt rather headachy and
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breathless from the uick altitude-change. A rock-wall higher
than ourselves pesse%heavily in on the right. Beneath was the
Kaghan valley, whlch the Pakistani authorities in default of
Kashmir had been publicizing as a tourist resort. Through it ran
the jeep-track whlch crested the Babusar, for a few summer
months linlune
Gileit
with the outside world. The little road
u
u
could just be traced, until its upper art &sappeared under thck
snow, obviously still quite impassab e.
he big tooihed p;ak hadAcome unpleasantly near. In sides
were too steep to carry much snow. Ice impacted in crevices on
its bare dirty-coloured slabs twinkled in the sun. Its top must
have been about 2,000 ft. above us. We were at 15,000.
Maksymowicz caressed the levers, the engine-throb changed.
we had finished climbing. The toothed peak gradually passed
behind. Through gaps in a chaos of notched ice and rock on our
right Nanga Parbat at moments re-emerged, serene, nearer.
"How adorable she is!" exclaimed Maksymowicz, with a
graceful wave, un-English. "And she is so strange! Some days
she withdraws, looks so far away. Then she may come quite
close. It's somethmg in the light. Isn't she beautiful today!' He
spoke exultingly, intimately, as a lover.
We were now brealung over the smooth top of the Babusar, a
'6
waste of printless snow. No ' abominable snowmen' here !"
Maksymowicz observed. The jeep-track, in worm-hke loops, fell
steeply forward to the Indus gorge, a dark abyss. But the eye
had no time to bother with thls; an immense new view ahead
caught it up. Nanga Parbat indeed towered gloriously on the
right ;but in front, beyond Gilgit, very far off though nevertheless
also huge, was something whch, during my last visit, had not
hmted that it could disclose itself at this stage: the remote glistening line of the Karakoram.
Individual summits rose in it, which Maksymowicz could
name: Haramosh towards the East, Rakaposhi in the centre, of a
wonderful shape, then another fine one further left, he thought
perhaps Kampiri Di6r, the prettiest mountain-name I had ever
heard. Behind Rakaposhi, so far as the map could tell us from
this angle, lay Hunza, my ultimate destination, to be reached
laboriously on foot from Gilgit.
W e slid towards the now-familiar Gilgit airstrip rather fast.
After touchdown, returning to the passenger-cabin, I found

Y
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R h m holding hls head with his hands, quite dazed; I felt
smitten with shame. Like most others back there, where it was
bumpier, he had been very airsick. But he conlplained also of
sharp pain in both ears, and now h s nose began to bleed.
Gilgit is a pleasant place to idle in, which I dld for a whlepartly on account of Rahm's earache-before starting on our
expedition. Khan Fariddlah Shah, the Political Agent, had left
word that unfortunately he was away on tour, but that on no
account must I stay anywhere except in h s bungalow; h s head
clerk Humayun Beg would see to my needs.
Both bungalow and garden were charming-other than the
main drawing-room decoration, whch, if imagined by Faridullah's British predecessors, would have made them writhe. It
consisted-in handsome wooden mounts-of frns from two of
the several 500-lb. bombs dropped on defenceless Gilgit in July
1948 by the Royal Indian Air Force. Inscribed metal plaques gave
particulars of the affair. During my two-hours' visit three weeks
ago I had failed to notice these historic objects, being preoccupied
with that huge breakfast.
Spring had since come with sub-tropical speed. Gilgit's altitude
is less than 5,ooo ft. The garden, now that I had leisure to inspect
it, disclosed much pleasing further detail. Besides the trout-pool,
the little vinery, the gurgling water channels, there were trees in
rich variety, well spaced: dark dignified junipers and cypresses;
poplars, chenars and willows in bright spring foliage; gaceful
Persian lilac; apricots, gnarled of trunk, whose petals had already
fallen; apples, ears and deep pink peaches in full bloom. ~ e y o n d
the trout-poo , poultry were being raised in incubators, to the
amazement of the Gilgitis, who had disbelieved in the feasibility
of ths. An agricultural oflicer recently gaduated from Peshawar
University s u p e ~ s e dsuch doings, a likeable youngster, full of
plans for improving local husbandry.
Within low stone walls between the few residences of officials
and the bazaar ran little willow-bordered jeep-wide roads, shoedeep in thick white dust. Ths is arid country; rain seldom falls.
The streams w h c h irrigate fields and gardens are snow-fed
from the highest, grandest peaks. Lower than these, filling the
middle distance of sky, oppressing the mind if too much looked at,
were enormous brown rock-masses, 7,000 ft. thick perhaps, stark,
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almost wholly treeless, grassless, dreadfully monotonous, the
mere ribs and vertebrae and pelvises of undistinguished middlesized mountains without covering of green vegetable flesh.
Gilgit had reminders of the British regime :a Christian cemetery,
well-kept, though graves were few; a club, with a sports pavilion,
on whch a notice tersely ordered: "Serve God, Honour the
Kine." Pakistani officers LDiaved tennis beside thls. their sentiments
on religion and royalty not quite those in the donor's mind. A
small stone clock-tower in the bazaar commemorated King
George V, its hands stuck at 9.10. Nearby a painted board, also
in English, declared: "One-Way Traffic, Keep Left." Thls
seemedfinicky in a Central Asian ;ownlet where &w could even
read Urdu, and where motor transport until quite recently &d
not exist, and the passage of a jeep was still a stare-stirring event.
The bazaar was a friendly place, perhaps too friendly. As you
wandered in it, camera ready, you became as it were the nucleus
of a human comet, dragging in your wake a talkative, cheerful
throng, vigorous with queries and advice. At sight of this, prospective victims of photography froze into rigid, self-conscious
attitudes, dashing your hopes of good portraiture. But there was
much to see: huge woolly two-humped Bactrian camels, many
times the bulk of the ordinary Indian camel of the plains; sliteyed, sparse-bearded Kazak vendors, nomads from Chmese
Turkestan wearing strange hats of felt and fur, stranded nowadays
in Gilgit by the Communists' stoppage of the caravan-routes;
or-if you wanted somethmg modern--cheap framed photos on
the open-air stalls of Oriental film-stars, probably Hindu, for
Pakistan as yet almost lacked a film industry.
At sunset I stood with Humayun Beg on what is said to be the
longest suspension bridge in ~ i i a TGS
.
and the wireless station
had apparently been the Indian Air Force's main objectives; but
like the Kohala and Dome1 bridges over the Jhelum it had escaped
being hit. Thin structures are dficult targets. Bendmg and rising
w i t h the wire enclosure at the far end, facing West, a solitary
scouts sepoy prayed on stone slabs. Humayun scanned the clear
blue waters for trout; I watched wagtails stepping delicately on
the bank, or the tranquil colour-changes on the sun-lussed snowcrests. A triangular segment of what was perhaps Haramosh,
high b e h d the others, kept pink long after they were coldly
grey. From the bazaar, on the s d air, slighly unsynchronized,
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came the calls to devotion of many moazzin. As we walked back,
the little town was already almost dark; lamps had been hmmed,
the wooden shop-fronts padlocked. Gilgitis retire early, to save
fuel, whch transport from the distant plains makes costly.
R a h m awaited me at the bungalow. He was better. High in
cloudless black space above the crags Sirius flashed; poplar-boles
stood pale in the dark garden; water t~nkledin the little channels.
130

Faridullah Shah soon returned, genial as ever, an excellent
host. And at meals we were joined by Sherif Khan-brother
of the Commandant of the Bodyguard at Karachi-whom I had
first met in 1948 when he had charge of the Khyber Rifles, and
later, under absurd and dramatic circumstances already recounted,
in the Malakand. He now commanded the Northern Scouts. like
the Khyber Rifles a component of the renowned Frontier corps,
but new, formed since Partition.
The Frontier Corps is perhaps a unique organization: led by
officers seconded from the Army, but not *part of it, a locallv
recruited mobile militia, proud. of its distinctive semi-civilia;
status. It patrols an immense territory along Palustan's difficult
Western fringes, all the strip of arid, hilly borderland from the
Shyok river beneath the Karakoram glaciers to where the warm
~rHbianSea washes the shores of ~aiuchlstan.It abuts therefore
on four foreign countries : Persia, Afghanistan, Chnese Turkestan
and ~ndian-held Kashmir. And just behmd the narrow NorthEastern bit of Afghanistan, the Wakhan, lies a fifth: Soviet
Russia.
Probably the Frontier Corps' best-known units are the Tochi
and the South Waziristan Scouts. These fought strenuous campaigns in the 1930's.
Already in the later British days the Corps' functions and
strength in these hllls were enlarging, those of the Army contracting. For it was clear that the Army, composed of men of
diverse-origins recruited from afar, often got ifself gravely disliked, arousing the tribes' resentment by its mere presence;
its heavy equipment, too, proved sometimes ill-suited for the
sort of patrol or slurrnish required. Compared with the Frontier
Corps, h lacked elasticity.
w h e n Pakistan came &to existence, the new Government soon
withdrew the Army from the Pathan tribal areas, assigning many
V
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of its duties to the Frontier Corps. An Islamic State, it was felt,
could do ths; the tribes would be friendlier than to an infidel
foreign Raj.
Soon after, a further extension became imperative. The
Gilgitis, after -revolt against the Kashrnir ~aharajah,had asked
for Pakistan's helo. The Gileit Scouts. controlled in British davs
by the Political Agent, were not organized to deal with so big
and dangerous a turn of events. A new unit, the Northern Scouts,
was therefore hastily called into being and integrated with the
Frontier Corps, assuming responsibility for huge areas never
patrolled before-and for harassing the advance of the Indian
Forces.
It had several spirited actions in the 1947-49 campaign to its
credit, including one whlch involved a winter march said to have
been thought pLysically impossible-by both sides. In accordance
with Frontier Corps practice, most of its ~ersonnelwere recruited
locally, from Gilgitis and Hunzawals, perhaps the world's hardiest
mountaineers. So vast and rocky was its territory, so snow-bound
in winter, that without a helicopter the commandant could
hardly hope to visit all its posts in 1;ss than a year. Many of them
were isolated from November to March. The occuDants then
lived on stores brought by pack-mule or parachute in the summer,
and on autumn-slain sheep buried in the snow.
Scouts, between them, were now
The Northern and the
considered strong enough to protect the Gilgit Agency against
anythmg except a major onslaught from Indian-held Kashrnir or
Communist China.
L
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Neither Faridullah nor Sherif Khan had been here in the
autumn of 1947. They were Pathan officers recently arrived.
But from information they had got, and by asking residents such
as Humayun Beg, I pieced together some account of what had
happened in this far-off lace at that confused and hazardous
time.
Gilgit's allegiance to the Maharajah, always tenuous, had become more so in 1935 , when under a fresh agreement its adrninistration (though not that of Ast6r) was completely taken over by
D e h . This in local eyes meant that the British Raj had become
stronger; and the abrupt, dramatic relmquishment of power in
~ u ~ u,1947
s t found the people unprepared: Government servants,
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in the Gilgit Scouts or civilian posts, were shocked to realize that,
after being in British employ, they now depended for their
jobs on the Kashmir Durbar.
Soon they watched with misgiving the arrival of the Hindu
~aharajah'scousin as Wazir or Governor; he took up residence
in the Political Agent's bungalow. He seems to have been unable
to give them much reassurance; apprehensions grew. At this
stage Gilgitis, it ap ears, had heard little or nothmg of the insurrection in Poonc ; the two movements were not co-ordmated.
But the local population was overwhelmingly Muslim; enough
was known of the frightful happenings in the Punjab to make the
prospect of any tightened Hindu control very disquieting.
Alarm was sharpened by rumours of an impending advance on
Gilgit by the Maharajah's garrison at Bunji in Astbr, down the
river on the main Srinagar mule-track.
When, towards the end of October, the Maharajah's accession
to India was announced, the leading Gilgitis decided to act. Two
young British oficers who remained were approached. They
indicated no opposition; probably they sympathzed.1 Telegraph wires were thereupon cut. The Governor found himself
surrounded in h s bungalow, and was told that he was under
arrest. The few local Hindus were interned.
Gilgit's insurrection, at a time of terrible barbarity elsewhere,
seems to have been a gentlemanly little episode. The Indian
bombings did not affect this spirit. The imprisoned Governor is
said to have been soon attending polo matches in his captors'
company. According to Gilgiti report, when he eventually got
back to Srinagar, freed under an agreement for exchange of
prisoners, he fell into some disfavour by declaring that he had
been excellently treated, and refusing to admit ill usage. The Gilgit Treasury was handed over intact to the Pakistani representative
when, by invitation, he arrived from the distant plains.
See also p. 88
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N April 6 Rahun and I set off from Gilgit for Hunza. We

were to cover the first 32 miles by jeep, on a newly-built
road, or rather track.
mtler used to talk about "new orders" ; he had a "new order"
for Europe. The jeep, in locomotion, had made a new order for
mountainous Central Asia-as I had already begun to r e h e at
Tain and Palandri. If you are acquainted with t h s vehicle only
in flat country, you thlnk of it as another h d of car. In the wilder,
craggier parts of the world you appreciate your mistake. The
jeep, you find, differs from a car as a speed-boat from a yacht.
It does t h g s impossible for a car as ordinarily conceived; takes
tracks of a narrowness, bends of a sharpness, slopes of a steepness
outside your experience.
We were also, there could be no doubt, approaching a new
order in mountain scenery. The wall-map before which I had
stood in 'Pindi had indicated this; browsings in Fariddah's bookshelves emphasized it. In Europe, even North America, a
15,ooo-ft. peak is thought interesting, usually has prestige, at
least possesses a name. In the parts of the Hirndaya htherto
known to me-beyond Sirnla or Darjeeling for instance, or near
Almora in U.P., or in the ranges of Kashrmr within easy reach of
Srinagar-such recognition hid generally been reserved for the
20,000-footers. In the Karakoram, however, as Faridullah's
library made clear, 20,000-footers signify n o h g . No one
bothers to name them, or to try to count them; they are mere
multitudinous tiny dots or triangles on a map. ~ h a t - m a t t eare
r
the 24,ooa-foo~rsand above. This wonderful region contains
no fewer than 3 3 peaks of that order. Many even of these are
nameless, mere symbols and numerals.
That morning, haze or cirrus hid most of the snow-tops normally visible from Gilgit. On the brown middle-sized mountains
inertly reposed cotton-wool, lumps of cumulus forgotten by the
wind. As we shoved beddmg-rolls and packages into the jeep a
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rarity descended upon us, large sparse raindrops-locally a good
omen for travellers, according to the sanguine. hospitable Faridullah. That might be; bu; a wet ma&h after leaving the
jeep at Chalt wodd be no fun, nor withdrawal into invisrbilior
- 0 f ~ a k a ~ o sand
h i the other great summits.
The vehicle, when launched on its way, as usually happens in
Delkaria, carried an unscheduled load. ~ i s i d e sthe diive; kahirn
and me, and our impedimenta, we were now taking the cook's
son, a bright lad of about ten, clad in little Gilgiti cloak and round
Gilgiti cap; he wanted to visit his mother, at a village en route.
And at the last moment appeared a sturdy, square-faced youth,
the Assistant Political Agent's orderly it turned out, pleading to
come also. Hearing of our imminent departure, he had just risen
from a hospital bed, having lain there for ten days with an undiagnosed fever. He, too, wanted to visit his village, a different
one, to die among his family he said, or if God d e d to get
better. Would we please take him? It seemed medically crazy,
but no official obstacle had apparently been raised to h s leaving
hospital, and the driver declared he would die if he stayed; so
we packed him in. I felt his pulse: 120. He coughed raspingly.
We first drove some d e s back down the valley, by the
strahgely azure waters of the Gilgit river. Then the muddy
Hunza river frothed in on the left, and here we turned. It was a
narrower valley; the brown rock-masses became even more
oppressive, enclosing us. They were utterly bare. The size of the
landscape seemed without meaning, mere magnitude for magnitude's sake. And mile after mile of the valley-floor was almost
bare too, sustaining among the sand and stones only scattered
tufts of spring herbage and grasses, sun-shrivelled already, though
this was but early April. The upper sky cleared after a while;
comers of white peaks above and behind the confining brown
walls pierced the blue.
The jeep-track, though esciently engineered for its purpose,
was very uneven, and we progressed in a succession of forward
rushes and sudden decelerations, with noisy gear-changes and
much braking. ~ccasionallythe track took us venturing forth
benveen stone guide-posts among the crimped grey dunes on the
valley-floor, traversing drifts where wheels might whizz gipless
in sand; more often, preferring solid gound, it wriggled along
the in-cut lower rim of the great leftward rock-wall, over slabs
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and shelves, across scree-tips, into small sharp side-nullahs or up
steep slopes. At places it held us in thin air, supported over some
hundreds of feet of emptiness on out-hanging props of wood or
stone.
" Oasis ", I suppose, might be defined as fertility amidst sterility.
Normally, it suggests waving palm trees on flat Arabian or
African sands. But there seems no reason why it should not also
mean clefts of verdure amidst sterile towering wastes of enormous
rock. I can t h k of no better word for the startling, delightful
little places, fruitful and green, whch the traveller L d s s&ng
at intervals of ten miles or so along these arid Karakoram gorges.
Functionally, they resemble the Arabian oases, though in an environment vertical rather than horizontal.
As you approach them the amount of visible sky enlarges, the
enclosing rock-walls for a whle somewhat withdraw. Along the
barren valley-flanks, far above road-level but l o o h g themselves
llke roads, stretch two or more curious straight lines from whlch
small green smears may descend. These lines can be traced running steadily into the distance, perhaps h o s t to the ultimate
point ahead where the valley narrows into a gorge again and
bends away. Visits to China in 1948 and 195I had f a d a r i z e d
me with this spectacle: the lines are the characteristic irrigationchannels of mountainous Central Asia, the counterpart of the
Arabian desert well, the source of the oases' fertility.
take off
Much ingenuity and labour go to their malung.
from snow-fed side-streams, maybe a day's march above the rare
little patches of flat or terraced soil which they are destined to
water. They then run almost level along the rocky flanks of the
valley, wiih much sideways winding- and varibus accidental
green leakages, seeming bicause the valley-floor descends to
creep further and further up the flanks, until they reach the points
chosen for descendma in cascades to the fields.
We approached oce such oasis now, Nomal, the destination
of the &ok7s child. It was comparatively big, straggling beside
two miles or so of river, with a subsidiary hamlet on the far bank,
connected by a swaying aerial bridge. Excited at home-coming,
the chdd explained the local sights, among them the polo-ground.
Polo origmated in Central Asia, so the villagers are keen players,
usually on narrow oblongs of trodden earth, rimmed by unmor-
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tared stone walls where the spectators sit. And today, behind its
many stone walls, Nomd's orchards were in blossom; sparrows
squabbled; magpies flitted chattering from tree to tree. A
brightness of green lay on the young wheatfields. After the huge
tawny desolation b e h d us the place delighted the eye.
Ibrahim, the sturdy youth with fever, said his fanuly lived in
the subsidiary vlllage across the swaying bridge. According to
the driver, however, a doctor might be found at Chalt, the next
oasis; bra him agreed to come. By this time I was thuJcing I
might need doctoring too. Sooner or later the traveller in
Delkriria suffers abdominal turmoil, and for weeks I had with
happy immunity guzzled much Pakistani food, rather than the
English sort which was sometimes available. Now retribution
threatened.
156

Chalt was jeep-head; to the North lay utterly motorless
country, far into the remoteness of Chinese Turkestan. On
arrival there we found no doctor. The hapless Ibrahun could only
be sent back on the homing jeep, with pills and advice which I
bestowed. Rahim had been busy organizing our transport onwards: two pack-ponies, with their owners as guides, and a
riding-pony which (as in earlier treks) he and I would share.
W e were to sleep at an oasis called Mayfin. Estimates of its
distance conflicted; Gilgiti dialects translate ill into Urdu. The
best guess seemed 12 d e s . Soon the path rose steeply, huge
slopes to our right plunging ~ , o o oft. or so to the river. Distrusting a pony in such places, I took to my legs. Rahun thought
this a good idea-and mounted. For intestinal reasons I had
started lunchless. Strong dust-raising winds swirled about.
Though cloud again clothed the great peaks, and the weather
was plalnly unsettled, the sun here in the torrid valley beat in
full afternoon strength on our backs.
The landscape that we crept through, ant-llke, became yet
more enormous-and more varied. Huge eroded side-valleys
poured into the main gorge. W e were approaching the country
described by Shipton as "the ultimate manifestation of mountain
grandeur." l The predominant rock-tone remained brown, but
there was much diversity of detail: slaty scree-slides; iron-black
veins or knuckles; angular outcrops of jade-green, olive, even
"Mountains of Tartary", p.
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violet; soft layers of ochreous yellow or dull brick-red; vast
shapeless colourless disasters resembling slag-heaps. The river, if
not rushing in some narrow cleft of rock, or pressing frills of
baffled foam against the roots of a precipice, sliced through cliffedged masses of conglomerate or puddingstone, these apparently
representing the floor of some former valley which stood at a
higher level. Above them might rise slopes so seemingly gentle
and d d l y rounded as to suggest the Brighton Downs-until
quick reckoning showed them to be perhaps 4,000 ft. t h d , and
scrutiny disclosed the horrid nearness of some abrupt crag or
frightful chasm.
The two guides leading the pack-ponies were voluble-in
Gilgiti, or perhaps Brusheski, a Hunza language. The uncomprehended incessant chatter at mv heels and the flurries of DonvL
stirred dust became tiresome. I pressed ahead. Rahim, braver and
lazier than me, continued to ride, bringing up our cavalcade's
rear. The path, four or five feet across, periodically carried itself
over vertical abvsses. It had ceased clirnbfor some vards on LDroDs
I
ing; then a devious descent began, sometimes very steep. After a
while, around curtains of rock, a new oasis became visible,
Mayhn I assumed, very welcome, for I was in some distress.
Little green plots, grey huts, stone walls, and the deep rich plnk
of peach-blossom remotely disclosed themselves at a confluence.
The place was beautifully sited, mostly on a bluff at the far shore
above a fine masonry bridge. Disappointment, however, lay in
wait. This pretty spot turned out to be Slkanderabad, of whose
existence I had not heard. An unverifiable mileage still parted us
from the rest-house.
Again I pressed ahead-but not in solitude. Way-faring on
Central Asian caravan-routes is traditionallv companionable, and
an Englishman, nowadays a rarity, must 'reckon on attracting
comvanv of a ~ertinacioussort. Without rudeness for which
I hah nAt the hlart, it proved impossible to shake off an aged
plodder, proud of his Urdu, persistent in questions, one long
yellow incisor adorning his naked upper gum. Pouring forth
tedious anecdotes about his land, his quarrels with his brother, h s
children's ailments, he shuffled along; efficiently shod in leprouslooking bandages, the poor man's alternative to the fine boots of
pliant leather which some Gilgitis wear. In this country of soft
thick dust, Pathan chaplis such as mine were at a disadvantage.
J
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Glancing back, I saw that eventually the precipices had worried
even Rahun, had made him pedestrian; he was leading our pony.
We reached Mayiin at evening in a rotary windstorm. Dust and
desiccated horse-dung smote our faces, followed by spr~nklingsof
rain.
The rest-house had no washg-basin. I bathed face and feet
in a runnel of glacier-water, glinting with mica-flakes, whch
coursed through the enclosure. Children, eagerly watchmg the
stranger's antics through the door, were shooed away. There were
no charpoys l; Rahim spread my bedding and his on the earthen
floor of the one guest-room. Nor were there lamps or candles,
so we ate hastilv before sundown.
The clouds blew away after dark, revealing that we occupied
one of the most wonderful positions in the world. Opposite,
across the river, a gigantic V-shaped rent in the sombre fore-range
exposed the very vitals of the icy 25,s~o-ft.Rakaposhi massif,
bright with moonhght. On the little verandah I gazed at this
glory through the twigs of a bare mulberry, which cast thin
l e in full flower stood nearbv.'
shadows on the earth. An a ~ ~tree
uplifting snowy branches to the majestic crests.
J
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Next morning, through a web of linguistic uncertainty,
appeared to emerge the formidable fact of a 24-miles march, our
intended destination being Baltit, Hunza's capital. My visceral
malaise lin~ered.The weather was aeain cloudv. and colder. The
change ofYheight from Gilgit had Leen very Aident yesterday
from the foliage; walnut trees were leafless, poplars and willows
afoam with tenderest young green. Though apricot-blossom was
nearly over, some belated petals clung. These were much paler
than the peach, and more mauve than pink.
For a while I bestrode the pony-for the good of Rahim's
health as of mine. The path woind between lit& grey stone walls
for a while, over boilders and dust. Twice thi pony trotted
through a buzzing curtain of wild bees, hived in nearby rockclefts. Then the little walls ceased, and we were out in utterly
sterile places again. A steely hawk flashed by. These birds are
much sought by the nobles and princelings of the Gilgit Agency
and Chitral, falconry being a favourite pastime. Before leaving
Gilgit I had seen one in the bazaar, caught the day before, riding
String-beds, ubiquitous in Delkaria
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tethered on its captor's wrist. It was unhooded, its eyelids forcibly
shut, deftly stitched with fine catgut.
~ o ~ n e t i k ehuge
s
flapless watcLful eagles or vultures drifted
by on a level with us, their necks craning for prey in the profound
gorge below. Above, red-shanked choughs wheeled and cawed,
erupting from eyries as our little cavalcade passed. A few martins
skimmed among the boulders; what they found to eat in this arid
desolation was a uzzle.
Thousands of eet aloft at the far side, poised on shelves beyond
which yet further thousands soared to thd glacier-slurts arounh the
mysteriously-veiled summits, could be seen a sprinkling of conifers, or sometimes tiny patches of grassland, and huts, little
villages even. Irnmensely-protracted steep zigzags approached
these from below, thin as wires, threadl~ke,to us almost invisible
across the intervening gulfs of air. What places for an escapist,
tired of modernity! Ultimate refuge lay up there; so remote and
arduous of access that the old or sick, once arrived, might never
eet
down.
u
During the morning the grey windy sky again flung sluffs of
rain. By noon we reached an oasis. Hinii or Hindi. It had a little
rest-hobse, where tea was brewed-as we talked to strong young
men.' sevovs on leave from the Northern and Gileit Scouts.
The chimney in these regions is not thought a necessary archtectural device: fires are laid on a central open hearth in the
living-room, Ad the smoke, after draught-blown, eye-stinging
efforts, escapes from a square, blackened roof-hole. Hmji, we
learned, was the Northernmost h t of the Gilgiti tongue;
thereafter would come the zone of the complex little languages of
Hunza and Nagar.
The weather now luchly cleared, as we began entry to what
Shipton calls the very heart of the greatest concentration of
high mountains in the world", a landscape "d6cult to describe
. . . without indulging in superlatives." l Repeatedly the eye was
deceived by the immensity. On rounding a bend in the dry
rock-face-on
my legs, scared anew by the enormous vertical
drops beside the path-I was confronted with a darker surface
towering up, margined with green moss: a great water-slide.
Away at the top waved a white plume of airborne spray; and
there some sparrows fluttered, minute because of the glissade's
"Mountains of Tartary", pp. 14 and 15
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misleading scale. But no! It was much more shocking: the
flutterings, the characteristic wing-beats were pigeons', not
sparrowsy.What had seemed about 200 feet of dark water-draped
rock was at least 600.
Two caravan-routes crept through the gorge. They had been
partners, mutually glimpsed most of the way up. Ours, the
Westerly, Hunza-bound, was the steeper. The other, on the
l~
served the rival principality of Nagar; it
river's ~ a s t e r bank,
had taken off early yesterday by the masonry bridge below at
Slkanderabad. And here, in the grimmest sector, trad5c on each
became just visible again from its opposite, across the huge intermediate emptiness. Journeying steadily at about our speed on the
Nagar route was a picturesque object, but almost infinitely small,
like the exceptional kind of insect that needs observing:
under a
u
microscope: an elegantly high-stepping black horse, upon which,
in front, rode a lady in a white burqa, and behind, his arms
possessively around her holding the re&, a man in flowing buff
Gilgiti cloak. They disappeared round bends or obscuring walls
of rock, reappeared, keeping pace with us; and at each fresh
glance, on their emergence as if miniatures from a painted
Persian tray, they emphasized anew, by their absurd tininess, the
landscape's breath-taking size.
Yesterday afternoon, through physical distress, had dully
penetrated to me a sound that puzzled, that seemed incongruous
in these withdrawn places, suggesting modern war: a remote
explosion. Now came another, but nearer, readily recognized this
time, for I was feeling better-an avalanche, somewhere among
the great peaks! These portentous grey presences could be halfseen again. The afternoon air-clearance was stripping shawls from
their shoulders, exposing the snow-surfaces to strong, thawing
April sunshine.
I

-

-

When in the worst of the gorge, poised on an out-propped
4-ft.-wide path over a 2,ooo-ft. precipice dropping sheer to the
river-which precipice. however. was dwarfed into triviality by
the immense$ bigger ones opposite, in front, and above-I' had
supposed the limit of scenic astonishment had been reached. I did
notknow what awaited us a few miles ahead, as we crested the
last rise at Murtazabad and looked into the vale of Hunza itself.
Here was astonishment utterly different in kind, which whetted
A

PLATE 21. In Hunza: a side valley, after emerging from the gorge near Murtazabad.
The immense scale can be gauged from the terraced fields
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PLATE 22.

The romantically-sited old palace at Baltit, Hunzds capid--

-

-
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the pleasure. So did realizing that mere luck had yielded this
wonderful thing, which months of planning might have missed.
For if you have not been warned, and happen to enter Hunza
during the particular few days in early April whch fortune chose
for me, the spectacle whch faces you, as you come out of the
tremendous landscape
below, is scarcely credible: almost an
*
entire valley-floor, perhaps 18 miles by 7, billowing with
blossom, the blossom of apricot trees, extraordinary in density,
a very perfection of pale fresh colour-and a strange, distinctive
colour, not quite whte, nor pink, but faintly mauve, almost
lavender.
As the valley has already been gifted with every imaginable
excellence of natural beauty, in line and form and splendour of
scale, in unexpected broad gracious fertility and Grdliance of
young green crops, in dazzhg h g h snow-peaks and depth of
remote blue mountain spaces, this lovely addition, for some
bewildered seconds, defies belief. It stuns; is more than the mind
can take in.
Far ahead along the valley-floor, perched romantically above
the billowing blossom on a crag, stood an impressive small white
structure, with a scattering of square mud-walled houses below
it: from descriptions that I had read, evidently the palace of the
Mir at Baltit, Hunza's capital. I imagined that I would be staying there, being unaware of the other little palace, more modem,
at Karirnabad; and I looked forward to meeting the Mir, having
enioved do in^ so in Februarv on Khwaia Nazimuddin's introduction at Karachl. But we had come a long way already today.
Baltit looked a big distance off; this last stage would be fatiguing.
At Aliabad, after two more miles, a young man in flapping
green s h t came running. Surprisingly he spoke English; he was
the postmaster, he explained. There was a message from the Mir.
I must be tired after our early start, and the long dusty journey.
Perhaps we would spend the night at the Aliabad rest-house
nearby; arrangements had been made. The remaining march to
Bdtit and Karimabad could be completed more comfortably next
day.
J
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UNZA and Nagar have much in common-but are much
divided. They share the same beautiful valley ; but the strong.
shining, almost b;idgeless river, slicing it deed$ llke a swora;
holds them apart. They share the same Faith, Islam; but are of
contrary sects, respectively Ismailis and Shias, as estranged, perhaps, as Congregationalists and Catholics.
Voices across the water, shouts and cries from distant Nagar
villages, drifted faintly on the air as I sat, that April evening,uby
the pleasant Aliabad rest-house in Hunza territory; all along the
far side of the valley scores of festival fires glowed red. waxin; and
waning with shiftdof the wind. But pre&sely what-event the
Shias' religious calendar the fires commemorated, whether the
voices were raised manly in prayer or in merrymaking, seemed
of little interest to Hunzawds. Replies to my queries were vague.
"Today perhaps is the birthday of one of their Imams"?
said the rest-house keeper indifferently. "They make much
noise."
Because Hunza stands on one of Central Asia's main caravanroutes it is-for so remote and lonelv a Idace-fairlv well known.
Until the startling political changes of recent years-the stoppages
of movement first southward to Srinagar, then northward to
Kashgar, owing to the Indo-Pakistani dispute and the Chinese
Communists' restrictive policies-such travellers as there were
between the Indian plains and Smkiang all came this way:
officials to man the Kashgar Consulates, merchants of diverse
Asian races, explorers from the West. In summer, when the snow
had largely melted on the succession of high passes-Tragbal,
Kamri or Burzil. Mintaka or Kdik-a sDarse but auite busv
traffic flowed along
this track.
u
Nagar, by contrast, lies up a side-ravine, and is therefore
seldom visited. Nagarwals told me, when I was in their country
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after leaving Hunza, that they had seen no Englishman since before
the British Raj ended, nearly five years previously. Understandably they sometimes feel jealous of the foreign attention so easily
got by Hunza. My visit was balm to hurt local pride. There was
further satisfaction about their weather, whch happened to be
cloudless throughout my stay, perfect for photography-whch
it had not been in Hunza.
For Hunza, whch faces South-East, is generally the sunnier.
Nagar, opposite, must be a dismal place in winter. Between
October and March it gets practically no light except what is
vexingly reflected from its rival's territory; the huge mountainmass behind it blocks the low sun's direct rays. And this secondary,
negative role shows also, curiously enough, in its history. Hunza
has in general been the expansionist, energetic principality;
Nagar the unhappy victim of its neighbour's raids. Its soil is the
more fertile; agriculture being easier, its people have perhaps
tended to be somewhat the softer and more sedentary.
But these are relative terms. In fact the inhabitants of both
territories are renowned for hardihood. The Hunzawals' additional
reputation for ferocity is moreover I think misleading, out of
character. It was acquired when an ambitious former M r caused
them to attack their neighbours to North and West and South,
whlch they did with vigorous loyalty. Hunza thereby became
a word of terror throughout much of high Central Asia-but
perhaps without their really desiring this. Though bodily so tough,
they seemed to me temperamentally gentle people, different in
nature for example from Pathans who, despite great charm, are
true marauders. Crime in modem Hunza is almost non-existent;
the administration largely runs itself.
Mahboob, the young Aliabad postmaster with out-hanging
green shirt, escorted me very amiably over the last lap to Baltit
and Karimabad.
"You find pleasure to travel, Sir?"
I admitted it.
"Though you are Englishman, Sir, perhaps, even, you have
seen New York?"
I agreed.
He sighed with envy. American prestige nowadays is high. "I
poor man, Sir. I wish much to travel, to make big journey, see
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many places. Inshallah: one time I wdl. Heretofore, I not go
more far than Gilgit."
"But you speak English quite well. I should have said you'd
studied in 'Pindi or Lahore. Where did you learn it ?"
"Here, Sir, in Hunza. I get books."
It was for me to feel envy. "That isn't at all an easy methodnot having anyone to talk to. I suppose you haven't picked up
other languages this way?"
"Yes, of course, Sir. Persian, and some Pashtu. I speak them
more better than English, I think; and of course Gilgiti and Urdu."
He turned, making a few remarks in Pashtu to Rahirn, then added
others in Urdu for me. Moreover, Sir, we have little languages
in H w a , many. A Colonel Sahib, an Englishman, came to learn
one, here in Aliabad. He made book. Perhaps you not know
their names-Brushesh, others."
"How many of those do you speak, then?"
"Three, Sir. Of course I know them from child."
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The old palace at Bdtit, magnificently sited, stood to our left. It
seemed a pity that the Mir had discontinued using it. W e curved
away, towards modernity on a lower elevation at Karimabad.
WEL COME, hospitably announced some lettering painted
on a wooden archway, as we entered the grassy enclosure; and a
personage s d i n g l y .advanced to receivi us; wearing Jinnah
cap,2well-cut coat, and white baggy trousers of cotton, explaining
that he was the Mir's brother. and the State Secretary. His two
upper central incisors were of gold.
I was conducted up an unrailed outer stairway to the second
floor. W i t h , Ghazi-i-Mdlat Colonel Mir Mohamrnad Temal
Khan, Mir of Hunza, awaited hls guest. It was pleasant to see him
again. A handsome, somewhat heavily-built man, still young, he
wore a suit of superb Hunza pattu, probably the best tweed in
the world, a big-patterned black-and-white check waistcoat, a
lumberjack shirt of red, a large amethyst ring, and a gold wristwatch heavily braceleted.
With embarrassment, for hospitality in Asia means much more
than in Europe-the contrast often makes sensitive Westerners
ashamed-heind his brother explained that there had regrettably
8

God willing
An astrakhan cap of distinctive shape, the emblem of Pakistani nationalism
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been misunderstanding about my arrival-date. Consequently
other guests, who had come first, were occupying the main
guest-rooms in the palace itself. It was so very unfortunate! The
palace was not big, as I could see. They had no choice, therefore,
but to instal me in an adjacent, older budding. Unhappily the
furnishings were not yet in European style; but it was hoped that
I would not be very incommoded. At the slightest dficulty,
I would please let the Mir's brother know, when everything
possible to meet Western tastes would be done.
It says little, I thmk, for the usual manners of the British, during
many decades of rule, that kindly hosts in remoter Asia should
still offer apologies such as this with sincerity, indeed anxiety.
They are puzzled if a Westerner, when in their country, shows
readiness to try Asian ways. That he may truly not want food
or furnishings to be altered for his sake, that attempts at it may
spoil his pleasure, is hard to believe. Perhaps he is pretending this
from some frealash politeness, in an effort to spare then1 bother?
In that case, how exceptionally considerate a man! And courtesy
of course requires, more than ever, that the effort be gently
overborne.
Even in Swat, perhaps the most sophisticated of the principalities in hilly North-West Pakistan, I had met this puzzle when
a guest in 1946 of Shahzada Jehanzeb, then the Waliahad, now
the Wali or Ruler. Swat being a Pathan State, I hoped for Pathan
food, being aware, from experience elsewhere, how very good
it can be; and this was an aristocratic household, capable of cooking it superlatively well. None appeared however. On a later visit,
when I knew him and his fine young son Aurangzeb better, I
ventured to put in a plea for it. Perhaps, I said, they did not always
take Westem-style meals when alone? Might we have a real
Pathan meal one day? I would love it.
Jehanzeb seemed shocked at first; his handsome forehead
puckered in perplexity over my peculiar case. "But it's usual
for Englishmen to want English food", he expostulated. "We
always arrange it. I think my cook makes it quite well?"
The rooms assigned to me at Hunza in the back premises of the
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Now in the Pakistani Army; recently on the C.-in-C.'s staff. Auran
famous grandfather, who was Wali for many years and virtual creator o Swat
State, relinquished power in 1950 to Jehanzeb and withdrew into religious
seclusion.
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Karimabad palace were full of character. Many overlapping rugs
covered the floor in warm colours. And all around the sittingroom walls, as a wainscoting or dado waist high, were strips of
Kashgari carpet of fine quality, about 40 feet of it, mainly in red,
forming a single design. Originally t h s must have been for guests
to loll against, when sitting cushioned on the floor in the days
before chairs came into use. Fine vases showing Chinese Influence
stood on the mantelpiece, doubtless brought from Singkiang, and
a red lacquer tray, on which gold-painted little figures played
energetic polo. Above the rich wainscoting the walls carried
photographs of past Mirs and their relatives, faded with age, and
an oleograph of King George VI and Queen ~lizabethwhen Duke
and Duchess of York. The bed, in the next room, was a huge
charpoy? on which, awaiting me, lay spread a sumptuous rezai
or quilt of red-and-gold antique material, stiff with metal thread.
After dinner, in the upper room at the palace, the Mir discoursed interestingly on Central Asian affairs, past and present.
Hunza, since the severance of her links with Srinagar and Kashgar, had been virtually besieged. They were not ;holly cut off,
of course. and reioiced to be Dart of Pakistan. a Muslim State.
The air-rbute from 'Pindi to dilgit helped, as did or would the
new fair-weather jeep-tracks, present and to come. But conditions
were peculiar, undeniably; since the winter of 1950-51they had
felt rather as if living on an island. And Communist-held Singhang was very near.
I &ight no; know that Hunza's relations with Singkiang had
usually been closer than with Kashmir; the main channels of trade
flowed that way. True, he and his recent ancestors, as Mirs of
Hunza, had been politically within Britain's Indian Empire, and
in loose allegiance to the Kashmir Durbar. But they tended
historicallv to look northward. He himself was the titular holder
of a largedjagir in Yarkand. Nearly all Hunza's rice, until two
winters ago, used to come from Kashgar. And in the old days,
raiders from Hunza had more often harassed Singluang than vice
versa. Tribute had been paid both ways, but predominantly to
Hunza, not from it. Until 1935 or thereabouts, formal visits of
Chinese soldiery bearing ceremonial gifts to Hunza from the
Singkiang authorities were made yearly. Would I like to see
V
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photographs of this ? Yes indeed, I said ; and he had them brought
out.
Such meagre reports as had been reaching him from over the
Northern passes since the Communists' arrival were unpleasant.
Political shootings in batches of about IOO took place every
Thursday, it was said. The older generation and the better
families were apparently being exterminated. Soon perhaps there
would only be young people left, ignorant of Islam, nurtured on
nothing but Communist doctrines.
How strong the Communists really were was hard to make out.
Hunzawds in any case would never be afraid of Chmese. Nonetheless there was obviously some danger of Communism infiltrating
southward-particularly, he thought, into Indian-held Kashrmr.
Shekh Abdullah's Administration in Srinagar was supposed to
contain sympathizers. But the graver risk seemed not so much
to the Vale of K a s h r itself as to Ladakh.l There the people were
Buddhist, alun to those of Tibet, now under Communist domination; and they were already evidently fretting against Shelkh
Abdullah's control from Srinagar. Lad& moreover formed a
sort of salient; it had Communism on two sides-to East as well
as North.
Here in the Gilgit Agency he considered the position geographically more secure; besides, there was the strength of Islam
to rely upon, and Pakistani baclung. But up in Hunza, at any
rate, as in some of the more publicized countries of Europe, they
could not help being conscious that a mysterious iron curtain was
their near neighbour.
Cultural affinity between Hunza and Singkiang was shown in
such things as handicrafts. Perhaps I had noticed h s carpets and
vases? Hunzawals preferred goods from Kashgar; the influence of
Srinagar had been small. The same was true of food. That partaken of by wealther f a d i e s in Hunza was more Kashgari than
Kashmiri. Many Chinese dishes were enjoyed; the famous meat
dumplings known as mun-to, for instance. Was I by any chance
interested in Eastern coolung? I acknowledged it. Then he would
have a real Kashgari meal prepared before I left.
I."
,&..He did, and very palatable it proved.
It was April 10,another grey day, almost windless. I sat writing
The sparsely-populated North-Eastem tract o f Kashmir principahty
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at Karknabad in my much-carpeted room, when sudden hubbub
arose outside: confused shouts, above a dull roaring sound.
Loolung out, I saw emerging from the enormous cloud-topped
gully behind the Baltit palace what seemed to be a fierce little
gyrating dust-storm. W h i r h g particles filled the air.
Soon the branches outside my room were thrashing, bending,
almost scraping the ground. Baltit momentarily had vanished in
the obscurity. And with astonishment I observed small featherllke whte objects flying by. At the same moment the draught
which was rushing through the room struck suddenly cold.
Then I remembered. Some while before I had been halfconscious of a remote crash. It had been an avalanche, up amidst
the shrouded peaks above that huge gully. And what I was
witnessing was no dust-storm, but a mass of avalanche-displaced
air, thrust violently down and through the gully, bearing with
it little whizzing pellets of snow and ice.
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Everyhere in Hunza were friendly greetings. The impression
brought back from strolls in the vlllages was of gentleness and
laughter, and of genuine pleasure, besides a natural lively interest
in a stranger's arrival. The children in particular were enchanting:
well-mannered, eager, beautiful, gay.
A swarm of them rushed out from the A~olo- round to see me.
as I passed through Batit on my way to explore the old palace.
They had been slurmishing on its grey dusty length, pretending
to be either plavers or ponies. some brandishing: sticks forwards,
others hold& ;hem behind, imitating the a&als' t d s . And up
me,
asking
excited questions, impartthe slope
.. they accompanied
.
.
.
ing discrepant information and advice.
There Ean be few grander sites than that on which the little
whtewashed Batit Ad a c e I~erches.And it is itself archtecturallv
effective, if only because of the great wooden bay-windows,
out-propped from the upper storey on enormous logs stretching
to the ground.
Within, a dark stair ascended to a series of small antique rooms,
their walls hung with shields and swords. The main chambers
were then reached. An inner one was lit dimly from the c e h g
through the big square smoke-vent, beneaih which, on thi
centre of the floor, was an open fireplace, surrounded by a forest
of carved wooden pillars.
0
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Mural decorations in the other main chamber, which one of
the great bay windows lighted, were various. Several depicted
H.H. the Aga Khan, head of the Ismaili sect, with members of his
family in religious settings-which Rahim, a Sunni,' eyed with
austere disapproval. Then, unexpectedly, came an illustration of
the Christian Nativity, followed by a large colour-print of
Queen Victoria, which turned out on scrutiny to be a calendar of
the year 1899 inscribed "Mellin's Food, for Infants and Invalids,
untouched by Hand." An important photograph on one wall
portrayed the ceremonial conferment of rdmg powers on the
Mir's father, who in his formal robes appeared a rather pathetic
figure, standing stiffly beside the British Resident of those days, a
large, white-uniformed, be-sworded personage in a swaggering
attitude. Other photographs, fainter,displayed British offcials now
unremembered.
The vast panorama as we looked forth from the bay window
mass of
had as its southern limit the soaring, icy, z~,~oo-ft.
Rakaposhi, about 20 miles distant by direct flight, its summit
cloud-hidden, but most of its mighty ribs and glaciers now
revealed. Other great nameless peaks, half-veiled, impended to
right and left. And below, falling in abrupt terraces to the river,
was the green of young wheat-and the apricot-blossom, in
amazing seasonal profusion, sprinkled ldce pale mauve sugar over
the entire fertile countryside.
Since arrival I had learned something of the apricot's role in
the village economy. It is a remarkable one, throughout all the
area between about 7,000and 9,000 ft. watered by the rivers
Hunza, Gilgit and Shyok, tributaries of the Indus. Other fruit
trees grow-apples, pears, peaches, cherries, mulberries-but
planted in the normal way. Apricots, however, you plant h o s t
as you would potatoes; they are a main crop, and for reasons of
climate and soil grow to perfection, yieldmg abundantly. This
explains the extraordinary scenic effects created.
They have many uses. In summer you simply enjoy the ripe
flesh of the fruit. At other times you eat this dried-and very
good it can be. But more im ortant is the kernel. This you crack
between the teeth ldce a rat er hard almond, or eat after it has
been ground up as flour and made into cakes or country bread.
V
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These are very good too; in the Mir's household we ate them
daily. From it a valuable oil is also taken. Experts say that the
kernel is exceptionally nutritious. It is also, as I can testify, handy
to travel with. Being tough and smooth of surface, it does not
readily break or get dirty; you just take a pocketful and set off.
Later, in parts of Nagar State, I subsisted happily for a while on
nothing but apricot-kernels and some raisins.
This special factor in the local diet, and perhaps something in
the water, may explain the people's good health and longevity.
These are famous. Descending that evening from the Baltit
palace I was introduced to a ~ ; ~ o r o ugreybiard,
s
brisk of step
and firm of handclasp, who, judging from his replies to questions
about events in the history of Kashrnir State, must have been
97-as was claimed. He looked no more than 65. The endurance
of the young Hunzawals (and Nagarwals) on mountain expeditions is said to be astounding. Shipton has gone so far as to say
they are far superior as cragsmen" to the much better known
Sherpas of Nepal.'
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The Mir had been worried.
"I do wish those clouds would go away", he exclaimed two
days before my departure, regarding the shrouded mountaint o ~ with
s
a fiown. W e were on the terrace beside the Karimabad
pJace. The people are beginning to say it's my fault; we must
have some sunshme to water the crops."
For a moment I felt dazed; sunshine to water the crops? I was
aware that the more credulous among the Hunzawalsihink he
has some mysterious connection with the weather; that in
January there is a ceremonial spring sowing, when he mixes golddust with the seed A~lantedin a Iarticular field. Then the ex~lanation dawned.
"You mean that Pandit Nehru hasn't sent any bombers over
these last few afternoons ? "
He smiled. It was a little joke between us. Soon after my visit
began, startled one day by the crash of avalanches, I had amused
hun by remarking that the Kashrnir war seemed to have begun
again, and asking where he kept his air-raid shelter.
he sends lots toHe nodded and s d e d . "Yes. Let's hove
A
morrow !"
"The Geographical Magazine", August 1952
b6
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And so it was. Under a now cloudless sky of wonderful bluc,
on the afternoon before I left for Nagar, a succession of excep
tionally heavy detonations resounded from the icy summits.
The worrying succession of grey days at last was over. If
cloudy weather comes to Hunza in spring-as during most of my
stay-it may mean dangerous drought. Sunshine, on the other
hand, means melting snow and stupendous avalanches, which of
course mean rush& hillside torrkts-and in the valley below
the satis5ing tin& of irrigation-channels, brimful, 'flowing
happily through the wheatfields and among the blossoming
apricots.

Chapter 17
O N THE N A G A R SIDE

F

O R two-thirds of the way from Hunza to Nagar ponies
could not be used; the slopes were too steep, the bridges too
shaky. Porters therefore strapped our luggage i n their shoulders:
my two suitcases, Rahun's one, our two bedding-rolls, a briefcase for GLns and papers. Local etiquette required that these men
should be engaged in relays: one trio, Hunzawals, would come
with us to the boundary, where an awaiting ~ a ~ a r wtrio
a l would
take over.
From Karimabad the ground fell away in a series of sudden
tawny cliffs and gentle verdant slopes to the brown Hunza river,
wriggling in its narrow bed about 2,000 ft. below. It was a
brdiant day, blue and gold. From one of the cW-tops, l o o h g
back, we found that what had hidden itself during nearly all our
stay, the entire mountain-structure behind 8,000-ft. Baltit, now
stobd cloudlessly disclosed: a tremendous, indeed app&g
succession of ice-fdls and stark rock-precipices, towering to
24,000
ft. or more. From the East--our destination-strong:
.morning sunshine beat upon it. Shipton's vivid epithets for thi
scenery in these bizarre little principahties had certainly not
The spectacle so ~gantiAllydisplayed was stupeexaggerated.
F .
' ~ g Hunza
e
river, even at this height, and many hundreds of
miles from its exit as part of the Indus into the Arabian Sea, was
a formidable mass of swift turbid water, bloated by melting
glaciers. W e approached; the gusty air above its bed, trapped,
burnt-up by fierce sunshine, smote the face glove-llke with
sudden warmth. And stretching across its wide expanse, tremb h g from the gusts or the heavy percussions from the stream, was
as the rotting skeleton of one.
not so much a sus~ension-bridge
0
its upholding wire ropes all frayed, its hand-rA somehow gone;
many transverse planks missing from the gangway that formed
our crossing.
As I negotiated these emptinesses-my
eye momentarily
drawn, fascinated, to the rapid frothy whirls deep belowI
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R h ' s elephantine movements b e h d me, or those of the
laden porters, fdling out of step with mine, set the whole creaky
contraption swaying. Heart in mouth I reached the far shore,
I
Nagar territory. There the Hunza orters unloaded-and
forthwith found myself taken charge o by Ghulam Rasd, whch
means Servant of the Prophet.
A youth of s t r h g beau , he shouldered my 6s-lb. suitcase
as if it had been but a shaw , and having introduced h s e l f m h g clear that he was not merely porter but guide and protector-he led us off up a slope at a pace which soon left me,
though in fair condition, breathless.

P

T

For the next few hours Rahim and I and the two other porters,
older men, were dominated by Ghulam's force of personahty and
great physical strength. So, too, before long, was the jemadar of
the Mir of Nagar, an important local functionary who, on
instructions, awaited us in the next ravine with news: that the
Mir unfortunately was away for a short whlle from Nagar, and
would be absent when I arrived.
Here, at t h s point in our march, a seething little tributary that
descended from the Hispar glacier had to be crossed. The bridge
consisted of no more than pairs of peeled round logs roped
longitudinally together, and propped on intermediate boulders.
There was no hand-hold. Wavelets agitated by the swollen
current sporadically slapped over it. Though immersion would
have been nasty, the transit was in fact much less serious than
that over the Hunza river; but as we picked our way over, the
jemadar, solicitous for the Mir's British visitor, the first such
being to set foot on Nagar soil for years, and no doubt misinterpreting my movements, suddenly in excess of zeal seized
me supportingly from behind-and we both nearly fell in.
Lke a flash Ghularn Rasul, who had been glancing round,
gripped our r e e h g interlocked forms, and somehow, though
himself burdened with the suitcase, rebalanced us, pouring forth
upon the jemadar, much his senior in years and status, a torrent
of harsh reprimand. Abashed, the unfortunate man trudged up
the ensuing slope in meek silence.
Having us all now completely in subjection, Ghulam could
afford to relax. He abandoned his commanding manner, and
proved a gay companion as he led us distressingly fast up a long
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st@ zigzag to the first big Nagar village. He even, unrebuked,
Peked fun at Rahim, accusing him of being fat. From behind, he
presented a curious sight: a sprig of freshly-picked apple-blossom
graced his white Gilgiti cap, a young man's salute to spring,
w h ~ bobbed
h
as he marched; and on his ill-clad back, bobbinn
too, as if weightless, rode my heavy suitcase, its labels announcin;
to the emp* Asian slues "-southern Railway to Victoria" atla
" Quebec via Canadian Pacific."
Ascending, he plied me with questions, which I had not the
breath to answer well. Many facts were required: my age and
incoiue, my matrimonial status and the purpose of my visit,
where I would go next and why, what wages I gave Rahim, how
long he had been with me and what for.
And what did I thuJc of the Hunzawals? Yes, they were
healthy and strong of course, and brave it was said; good people
probably. But what a pity about their beliefs! To be Ismahs was
really absurd. Why, on the walls of their mosques-sometimes
even the West wall, mind you, the wall facing Mecca-they put
up pictures of their Imam.1 It was almost idol-worship .
A quick thmker, Ghulam Rasd before we reached the top had
made up his mind. For his purposes I was a good thing; and as I
panted after him up the last pebble-strewn gully, he was ordering
me to take him forthwith into my employment. Those shps of
the sky that had been r e a c h g Gilgit attracted him; he desired
to get in one, and come with me to England.
True to its secondary, negative role, Nagar is scenically less
gand than Hunza. The great peaks fad to compose so well;
many of them, in what is a more crowded, narrower landscape,
are wholly or in part shut off by insignificant nearer ones. Only
at the two valley-ends, westward behind us to Hunza, and
eastward to the anj jut-massif near the Hispar glacier, do they
show themselves in full-but diminished by distance.
i dsun is a friend.
W e now entered an arid tract. In ~ n ~ l the
In Asia that is not so, at any rate for travellers after the spring
equinox-a fact which, in this sort of terrain and beneath these
now cloudless April slues, I began vividly to reappreciate. Heat
and glare beat ferociously back from the bare rock; I soon got a
thirst; on my slun, where sweat had dried, tiny salt-grains could
i.e. H.H.The Aga Khan
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be felt. In any daylight expeditions made throughout the rest
of my Palustani journey, dazzle and desiccation would be big
causes of fatigue.
The last lap to Nagar was along a level stretch, beneath which
wheatfields in terraces descended steeply under a foam of pale
apricot-blossom to the Hispar tributary. Here pony-travel became
possible again; and on the Mir's hospitable instructions two packanimals and one of his own riding-ponies, with attendants,
awaited us under a tree. Baggage was transferred, and friendly
farewells said.
As if however to emphasize our folly in quitting Ghulam
Rasd's firm charge, a minor catastrophe befell us after only a
few hundred yards-how, I never knew, for I was w a h g ahead.
I heard cries, stampeding hooves; and forthwith the two packponies, unattended, wildly out of control, shot round the bend
just behind me, their loads bulging over the narrow track's verge.
T h g s began to drop off as they dashed past, eluding me. I saw
my briefcase go; then, as they disappeared in a flurry of dust,
R h m ' s bedding-roll bounded down the khud?
W e reached %agar in humiliating shape. One of the ponies
had not been retrieved and had arrived there easoine an hour or
so before us, causing perplexity. The f i r ' s handsome ridmgsteed was in consequence hung about with dusty lut laboriously
recovered from below ;and on its back wobbled my larger suitcase,
Ghulam Rasul's former burden, now ernbarrass&li extrudmg
garments from one s p h e r e d end-which was to prove past
repair, and an annoyance, all the way back to 'Pindi.
U
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The Naear ~alacestands on a little eminence. Seen in the
V.
A
strong slantlng light of an April evening, as we approached up the
curve from the polo-ground, it &splayed itself well. Pale vertical
trunks of many surrokding poplar trees, stdl leafless, gave added
dignity, and an enchanting cascade of apricot-blossom spilt all
around it down the grassy slopes.
It lacked Baltit's grandeur; but I thought it perhaps more
effectively sited than the Karirnabad palace. Lke them, it is small.
A

,

Roadside slope, cia, or precipice. A convenient Himalayan term. Roads
or tracks in Asia wind along the mountain-flanks oftener than in Europe, using
the valley-floors less, because so many of the latter are practically worthless for
transport, being V-shaped and narrow, if not actually gorges
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Though the Mirs of Hunza and Nagar are politically important,
they have no great wealth. Many of the ordinary khans of the
fertile Peshawar plains must be much richer.
The Mir being away, my immediate host was his heir the
wallahad, aged eight. Physically perhaps not very prepossessing
-though he might grow into a handsome man-he delighted
and astonished me by his fine manners. Clutching a bodyguard
by the hand, as he negotiated the high irregular steps of the palace
stairway one at a time, he led me that evening into h e r with
courteous assurance. Then he had himself liftgd into a big chair
at the table-head, and engaged me, during our meal, in polite
enquiries and exchanges of compliments, as if long trained to
hospitahty. By so little a boy, in so remote, unvisited a part of
the world, it was a remarkable performance.
Of his two bodyguards, one b a s chestnut-haired, that phrase
including a proudly-homed moustache, much waxed. Both these
men had pale, almost mdky skins.
Many Westerners suppose that Delkarians must all in varying
degrees be black haired, black or brown eyed, dark or olive
complexioned. At any rate in the subcontinent's North-Western
corner, t h s is not trbe. In Chitral, in 1948, I enquired about a
groom employed by a Scouts' officer. His corn-yellow hair and
bird's-egg-blue eyes suggested a native of Aberdeen or Trondhjem; yet I was assured he was a true Chitrali. Many Pathans, too,
could be taken for Europeans, or vice versa. An influential
Mahsud chief whom I me; in Waziristan not long after leaving
Nagar, M d k Hayat, still rejoices in hls famous flame-red hair
and green eyes-though both in fact are somewhat faded with the
years. His elder son had hair of an East Anglian gold. I photographed this young man in 1951, when he was serving as a police
officer in Karachi.
Nor need the redheads be Mmen. One of Pakistan's crack
fighter-pilots, of an aristocratic Punjabi famdy, F.-Lt. Mohsin
Hayat, a member of Zaffar Chaudhury's Fury Squadron at
Peshawar which flew me in April 1951, has curly hair of a Titian
auburn.
On the other side of the frontier there are sometimes redSikhs,
bearded Sikhs-and very handsome they can be-for
Local landholders, or big farmers, mostly former tribal headmen
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whose religion prohibits them from cutting their hair, are a
people adept, in any event, at bold use of colour. One, a friend
of mine, a major in the Indian Army, is a refreshment to the eye,
whether in uniform or not. And I remember a hot morning in
1948 when, beside the temple at Tam Tam in the Majha area
of East Punjab, which breeds giants, I met a 16stone Sikh easant
lad said to be a wrestler, all bone and muscle, at his toifet. He
was almost stripped, wearing nodung but hls cotton kachha l;
and he had his turban o& Above a little downy red beard he
stared at me with cat-green eyes; and as he stared he combed his
much-oiled tresses, thick and long and flaming red, whlch hung
far below his great wrestler's breasts-a truly terrhc spectacle.
Whlle in Nagar I began to feel anxious again about my proposed trip to Indian-held Kashmir. Would my application
succeed? I could get it finahzed, I knew, only in person at 'Pindi,
there had obtained Delhl's formal
after U.N. Headauarters
1
consent to my crossing the cease-fire h e , and had co-ordinated
this locally kith the Pakistani d t a r y authorities. Perhaps, by
now, the much-wished-for Indian message had arrived--or
further doubts and queries had been raised, n e e h g urgent
clarification.
Return to the plains from this remoteness of the Karakoram
could be organized to no fixed programme. Further minor
catastrophes, to ponies or health, might await Rahim and me on
the unknown track between Nagar and Chalt, down the Eastern
flank of the great gorge. And, once back in Gilgit, there was no
certainty about an airlift to 'Pindi. Plane schedules were erratic.
O r b Imight be off-loaded, for I possessed no high priority. Or
again storms might stop departure. I had heard how the Pkstani
C.-in-C., and the Foreign Secretary, had been stuck idly for
days in Gilgit, their busy tour-programmes much deranged,
because-.the
weather made flying on this grim mountain route
.
impossible.
So, on another April morning of brilliant sunshine, Rahim
and I, with two guides, and three onies loaded with lut, reluctantly set forth from the Nagar pa ace on our journey back; past
the outer audience hall, an amusing miniature on the Moghul
model, its roof-edges
symmetrically planted with the horns of
Very short shorn; a distinctive ~ d c hundergarment
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markhor l; past the pale-stemmed poplars; past the profuse
apricot-blossom which cascaded down the slopes.
The little Waliahad, standing in the inner courtyard between
hls sturdy bodyguards, had graciously waved me goodbye.
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Islam, under various modernistic impacts, is said to be a religion
in decline. No doubt this verdict contains truth-more, perhaps,
than it nowadays would of Christianity, whch suffered the impacts earlier, had its prestige then in part upheld by the Western
nations' material strength, and during the last decade or so has
shown some spiritual recuperative power.
Nevertheless, in the remoter rural parts of Pakistan at any
rate, evidence of decline is not conspicuous. On the contrary,
were deductions drawn from such visible symptoms as the building of mosques and imambarasY2Islam might be accounted
vigorous.
I saw several such new structures up in Hunza and Nagar-as
in some earlier stages of my journey. There was one today, in
the second village on our route back to the plains. Throughout
what used to be Kashmir State, however, Muslim religious
buildings tend to lack distinctive adjuncts such as the dome and
the minar, and to the untrained eye may scarcely be recognizable.
This one, superficially, was just a small, square, stone-built, flatroofed house, surmounted by a wooden lantern.
Tombs, too, were of unfamhar shape. In the Pathan country
they are usually oblong heaps of stones, covering an area bigger
than the corpse, as if a giant lay beneath, and sometimes digdied
with headstones and footstones. Here and in Hunza they were
tiny walled courtyards, the four-tiered comers stepped up higher
than the rest. Ths has been a novelty to Rahim-as to me; he
regarded it askance, with Sunni disfavour.
Having emerged from the side-nullah, we now went along on
the other, Eastern flank of the Hunza river, traversing the country
where, from Aliabad on our first night in Hunza territory, I
had seen the Nagarwals9 unexplained festival fires so picturesquely aglow. It was a well-irrigated strip, very fertile; vdages
were many. Above, to right and left, rose several great peaks of
A rare Himdayan wild goat, rather like an ibex, but with spirally-misted
horns; much sought by sportsmen
Shia prayer-places
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24,000 ft. or so; and ahead to the South, growing ever bigger and
more beautiful as we progressed and the sky's blue deepened
towards noonday, stood the gigantic glistening whiteness of
Rakaposhi. Travelling on this side of the Hunza river we would
creep below it much closer than on the journey in. Seen endwise,
as now, the lovely summit showed itself to be narrow, almost
knife-edged; it was not the bulky dome rather resembhg Nanda
Devi's,' such as I had supposed when gazing upon it in moodght
beside the amle-blossom
at the Mavun rest-house.
L 1
Our destination, after traversing the main sector of the gorge,
would tonight be Minapin, opposite Mayun. Unfortunately
intestinal commotion began here anew-not, I assured myself, a
real dysentery, of which naturally in 21 Delkarian years I had
had several, but a mere consequence of greed. However, under
glaring sunshine even more ferocious than on the march into
Nagar, it sufficed to weaken the perceptions.
J

Depleted but hale, I set forth zestfully next morning, my eye
seldom on the track, head turned continually to the superb new
panoramas opened up of Rakaposhi's icy maptudes. And I
acheved that day the longest march of the trip-sustained again
manly by apricot-kernels.
Not long after we had left Minapin, bobbing towards us
above the stone walls round a bend could be observed the umer
parts of another little cavalcade. I guessed it might be the &of
Nagar, homeward bound; and so it proved. A lightly-bdt man,
good-loolung, only 28, he had been riding fast under the sun, and
was hot, wearing a simple M u s h achkan2 open at the throat,
and Jinnah cap.
He dismounted, and for a while we engaged in amiable talk
beside the dusty track. Thanking him for the hospitahty at the
palace, I praised h s little son's beautiful manners; and as we conversed, &e puzzling fact emerged that he assumed me to be
American. Eventually rebutting thls, I asked why, for my accent
is an ordinary English one.
"But I never imagined I'd have an English visitor!" he exa.

The great peak in U.P.,India; height 25,645 ft.
A characteristic garment of Northern Delkaria; a long, close-fitting coat
buttoned all the way up, and completed with a stiff cylindrical collar of the
same material
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claimed-adding : "How very nice; quite hke old times ! We've
had several Americans here, they travel a lot; but not a single
Englishman since Pakistan started! I'd begun to fear we'd never
see one again."
I 80

Purdah is not strongly enforced in the two principalities.
In d a g e s such as we were passing through today, the women
modestly avert the face from a passing stranger; but they seldom
go about veiled or in burqas. On their heads they wear little
6
pork-pie" caps gaily worked in several colours; their hair
hangs in neat plaits. In Hunza as in Nagar I photographed little
girls without protest. Perhaps however I was wise not to try the
maturer ones.
For Delkaria, living standards are high. There are no beggars;
at any rate I saw none. Food and clothing of a simple sort seem
enough for all.
" ~ i l a a malalkum!"
they say as you enter a village, usually
rising to greet you, wanting to shake you by the hand. There is
much friendly politeness, very pleasant; sometimes also a curious
antique courtesy. A local headman, when we were shaking hands,
bent over mine with a deferential air, as if it were a lady's and
hunself a Continental gallant intending to kiss it.
Though rural dispensaries exist, a pathetic belief prevds, as
elsewhere in remoter Asia, in any Westerner's doctoring magic.
At Mayfin, on the way in, I was pursued by a bearded elder, who
with confidence required me to heal his eyes. They were terribly
diseased. I could only urge a visit to the hospital at Gilgit, where
chances of cure, so far as I could guess, were nil. Here at a hamlet
South of Minapin, a wasted-loolung man of h e frame besought
me to stop his belly-pains; they doubled him up in agony several
times a month, he said, and were getting worse.
But occasionally a layman in these far-off places can help.
Camping in 1940near Tragbal, on the journey which eventually
took me to the Rupal Nala under Nanga Parbat,' I was visited
by three Afghan camel-drovers, travelling northward. The
youngest could not go on, they explained. He wanted doctoring,
so would I do it? His foot was sore.
It must have been. Heel and ankle were swollen, angrily red;
and on the under walking-surface, through dirt and the sticky
6
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Between Nagar and Chalt : the flanks of Rakaposhi, seen rronl near Minapin
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remains of a poultice, could be seen a greenish suppurative mass,
bigger than haK-a-crown, imprisoned deep beneath horny
callus. He was hot with fever; h s pulse raced.
With me were some M. and B. tablets; also elastoplast, iodine,
and a penkrufe. Grasping the h f e and s t ~ m a c h i n g m ~ - ~ u a l m s ,
I attacked the thick horny skin, prodding and slicing. At last a
dense jet of pus shot forth. Gorge rising I glanced away, seekmg
the Afghan's
- . eyes, anxious to find that the pain had not been
very bad.
And I looked into-nothing: a stoical indifference merely;
perhaps also faith. His large bare foot had throughout lain in my
hand almost immobile, without a wriggle. Nor did I feel hun
wince during the energetic washing andVsluwparingand i o h e sousing whch followed.
Those crude feats of hdlside surgery worked wonders however.
After a day or two the trio moved off. Meeting them later in
Gurais, I ;as greeted with cheerful shouts. The young man had
fully recovered, they said-as indeed he seemed to have, grinning
V
steed.
down from his U ~ swaving
"Come up h g i behkd Le", he hospitably urged, making
space on the big camel-saddle. "Plenty of room! God made
kimals for rid& on. This wallung cak't do you good. Why,
you'll be getting a sore foot yourself!" Then, as a happy afterthought : "My h f e ' s much bigger and sharper than yours."
The concluding phases of the return to Gilgit down Nagar
territory completed themselves pleasantly. From thls track on
the river's Eastern flank, which climbed less high, the gorges
appeared not quite so a p p h g . Above, under the powerful
melting sunshine, avalanches often crashed. Rakaposhi, glimpsed
occasionally up narrow black defiles, was magAcently near,
dazzling, enormously tall; its ice-fds and hanging glaciers
seemed about to hurtle down on us.
Eventually we reached Slkanderabad, on its bluff by the
bridge; there the two tracks coalesced. More climbs, fresh gorges
and aridity, intervened, and then, at Chalt, Faridullah's jeep
awaited us as arranged, to carry us successfully if bumpily home.
But it was not my Gilgiti home at all. It had been transformed ;
was under occupation now by the U.S.A., that is to say by
Captain Paul Jackson, Naval Attach6 at the U.S. Embassy at
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Karachi, plus his wife and adolescent son. They had turned up by
plane as guests the previous day.
Americanism is a powerful, pervasive thing. It poured through
Faridullah's house, submerging him, choking out the Pakistani
atmosphere. This was not what I had come to Asia for. Mrs
Jackson supervised preparation of an American salad for dinner;
afterwards she made us "George Washington Instant" coffee. I
ldce Americans, and resent the jealous disparagement which their
new-won supremacy evokes. The Jacksons could not have been
friendher, kinder people-and here in Gilgit I could not bear it.
Prospects of escape seemed sombre. What was to be done? A
plane had just left. According to Faridullah, there might not be
another for days.
Next mornhn at breakfast-time came the unex~ectedanswer.
Manymowicz gad phoned through. He was
the airfield,
having brought up an " Orient SkyfreighterH from 'Pindi with a
special load. Would I ldce to fly with him to Skardu, en route
back to the plains?
I 82
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L4: Our returnin1
cavalcade: Rahim ant
the ponies en route c
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M inapia

Chapter 18
WINGS O V E R BALTISTAN

I

HAD never thought seriously of going there, at any rate on
this trip. Skardu is about loo miles East of Gilgit, in Baltistan.
Airlifts to it, I had been told in 'Pindi, were probably unobtainable.
The people, though Muslim by religion, were racially akin to
their Buddhist neighbours further East; Baltistan was therefore
very unldce any ofThe country I had been in. Besides, though the
cease-fire line nominally bounded it to the South, there Gas no
possibility of my being allowed to cross in that area towards
Srinagar. Distances were huge and d i t a r y posts rare; oficialdom
had made very plain that no such expedition could be organized.
Politically Bdtistan was thus a dead end, an Eastward-stretchingu
tract of Pakistani-held territorv withoit exit, pressed between
t
of
Communist-controlled Tibet aid the remote ~ i d d h i scorner
Indian-held Kashmir known as Ladakh.
I felt sorry for Rahim. This might be the roughest flight he
had vet made for mv sake. What course we would choose on the
secoAd hop betweei~karduand 'Pindi I did not know; there was
no time to look at a mao. But it would be hiehlv mountainous
anyway. And the first Lop, from Gilgit to ~kYardu,would presumably take us near the exnaordmary place where the Induswhich rises in Central Tibet-after having unavahgly probed
the main Himdayan range Westward for 500 miles for an exit
towards the South and the distant sea, being driven to this by the
co-extensive Karakoram range further NO&, bursts dramatkdly
through, almost doubling upon itself. At thls spot, officials had
assured me, if enough money could be raised and the men and
machines be assembled in such forbidding country, more than
sufficient electricity could be generated, by t u n n e h g through the
neck of the loop, to supply the whole of Pakistan.
We packed in haste, bidding Faridullah and the Jacksons rather
unceremonious goodbyes. Macsymowicz wanted to start by I o.
As we stepped into the plane, which had been standmg in the
sun little more than an hour, stiflingly warm imprisoned air
L
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struck us. During our short absence in Hunza and Nagar, spring
at arid Gilgit had been thoroughly ousted by summer.
There were no other passengers. Rahirn had the big cabin to
himself; we strapped him in well forward, near the Dakota's
centre of gravity, where bumps would be less. I had explained
about his ear; Macsymowicz good-heartedly said he would try
not to make steep landings.
184

Off we go now, East into the sunshine, down the course of the
~ c Almost at once, from the left, the familiar
blue ~ i l river.
Hunza rGer comes in to join it, brown and turbid. I stand behind
Macsymowicz in the cockpit. W e head towards the Ast6r
valley, down which, from what is now Indian-held territory
beh&d the cease-fire line, I trudged from Tragbal 12 years agd,
for those wonderful moments beneath Nanea Parbat?
But this is puzzling. Where can the ~nd;s be, up which we
should go? Ast6r is not on our route. Surely we should swing
left? Abruptly we do, round a steep shoulder, and there it lies,
a mass of swift precipice-enclosed water, coming in almost
behind us, so sharp is the angle. Our leftward swing proceeds.
Already we must almost have entered the region of the dramatic
break-;hrough. To ordinary eyes it is a Lndscape altogether
appalling, jumbled and rocky and desolate beyond belief, but to
electrical engineers presumably a paradise, a place in which to
dream of the gandest power-project in Asia.
Macsymowicz waves me into the co-pilot's seat; I change
places with his Pakistani colleague. W e have reached 7,000 ft.,
flying almost North-West now, following the great rock-bound
river, which ahead can be seen to bend sharply right. Above a
tangle of lesser summits Rakaposhi serenely emerges, exposing
her bare South-Eastern ribs, the ones opposite to those at which
I so recently gazed near Minapin. sun-heited air rises turbulently
from the chasm of the contorted Indus; we bump about in it.
This is doubtless partly why Macsymowicz was keen to leave
Gilgit early; it will be worse in the afternoon.
At 9,000 ft. we are l e v e h g off. Evidently we shall not fly
high on this hop. W e swing sharp to the right, swing again,
following the river about 4,000 ft. below. A road or track is now
just visible down there. Then, but on the further bank, a tiny
Described on pp. 82, 83
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patch of green appears amidst the tawny crinkled desolation. I guess
it to be Rondu, the only inhabited place of any size all the barren
wa between the Gilgit river's junction with the Indus behind us
an our destination at Skardu.
Macsymowicz confirms this. We unfold the map, peer at it
spread on our knees. The air in the cockpit, though we have been
up some while, is still stuffy; the sun, high in the clear sky, beats
on our heads through the perspex. Outstanding amidst the
turmoil of snow-crests to right and left is one of distinctive shape,
a 2o,ooc+footer. He calls it the Thumb Peak; pilots on this route,
he says, find it a good landmark in dangeroui weather. Another,
soon after, exposes no rock at all, is all of pure white beautifullyfluted snow, llke a scallop-shell.
The river seems much nearer, though we have been flying
level, keeping to our 9,000 ft. Why, I ask? Because it is nearer,
says Macsymowicz; nearer by about 2,000 ft. Thls explains its
streaky appearance further back, whlch I had only half-noticed,
for there had been so much else to see. It had been tumblma
triumphantly down, after its break-through, in a succession ouf
fierce ra~ids
towards the far-off Arabian Sea. As Skardu stands at
L
over 7,000 ft., and Gilgit at bemeen 4,000 and 5,000, the huge
Indus must have fallen more than twice the height of the Cotswolds in a few miles. Startling thought!
Macsymowicz points to a snow-ridge we are about to slum
over. The last time he flew here, three weeks ago, he had seen
fresh footprints of markhor on it. Another iime there had
apparently been the clumsy pugs of Himalayan brown bear.
And once, in an adjacent area, a fellow-pilot had seen a snowleopard running, very graceful.

B

The speed of air-travel, especially after you have been grounded
for a while, has disadvantages. You may miss things-as I had
just now missed the meaning of those whte streaks on the river.
The eye is not trained for them, f d s to catch them. The same
sort of failure, though less obvious, may result when you bicycle
after a period of having walked, or motor after having bicycled.
But such maladiustment has compensations also. If the structure
of the landscape qou pass throughAwhenin this state happens to
undergo some big change, the quality of the change may be
See p. 178, n
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intensified; and air-travel intensifies it in extreme degree, malung
it very dramatic.
This happens in ~acsymowicz'sDakota now. In an instant,
almost, we are out of the gorge, have left behind the jumbled,
anguished region where the great crags jaggedly pressed in beside
and above us, and the V-shaped ravines everywhere deeply sliced
the earth's surface. We emerne into a worn and wearv land of
great spaces, a grey sterile land of pebbly windswept plains, on
whose rim detached blocks of snow-mountain brood, faint and
mvsterious with distance.
Here-whatever it may be politically or by religion-is unmistakably Tibet, as I had first glimpsed another area of it years
ago : a landscape which, because it lies beyond the mighty barrier
of the main Himalayan watershed, snlkes the traveller from
Dekaria immediately as alien, as altogether dfierent in shape
and colour and atmoi~here
from what he has been in.
L
At one point only in all its vast length, 1,600 miles, is the
mighty barrier decisively broken-here, just b e h d us, by the
Indus in white-streaked commotion as it makes its exit to
the South, impelled by the parallel presence further Inland of the
even mightier but shorter Karakoram barrier. And the passage
thus forced is a geographical freak, almost an outrage against
nature?
Forthwith, as if to emphasize this, the great river beneath us
changes in character, becomes wide and easy-going, sprawhg
its leisurely coils over the plateau, disintegrating into many
shallow channels which part and rejoin. From its meandering
course now, it would not be thought capable of cutting a way
through tremendous gorges, indeed of decisive action of any
sort. Soon a great tranquil blue lake appears; reed-fringed
marshes; wide expanses of grey sand-dune; then a romantic small
fort of unfamiliar desigp on a rocky pinnacle by the lakeside, and
iirstrip sketchily identifiable
our Dakota's nose poLts at a
on the plateau's Southern margin, flanked to starboard by a wall
of bare mountain.
Thoughtful for Rahim, Macsymowicz lowers the aircraft at a
I 86
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It might be argued that the Sutlej also breaks the barrier; but the Himalaya in that central area consist of two distinct parallel ranges. And the Brahmaputra does not so much break through as work round the barrier's Eastern
end
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gentler angle than when he put us down at Gilgit some weeks
ago. Nevertheless, because of the lessened wing-grip on the
thinner air at these altitudes, our approach-speed is fast. Beside
the runway, I notice, rests the skeleton of a crashed Bristol
Freighter. Just short of the strip, before touchdown, we whuz
over some unexpected deep gullys which gape at us alarmingly.
Our halt is brief, sufficient merely to discharge the cargo.
Eager hands, strong arms and shoulders attend to this-those of
some Palustani troops who live in tents along the runway, and
of lean tattered men of Skardu, long-haired, rather Mongolian
of feature, in round skull-caps.
Macsymowicz and a few Palustani officers, homesick Punjabis,
stand gossiping by the aircraft whlle the unloading proceeds.
Some wispy apricot trees s d retain wind-harassed relics of pale
mauve blossom; the frail petals are raised against a hard blue
sky. Even here, at 7,000 ft., the sun-glare amidst the sterile
wilderness soon feels fierce, and we shelter beneath the Dakota's
wing. Miles away in the distance two dust-devils stalk across the
plain, tall columns of rotating particles.
Talk naturally turns to transport-problems. Skardu and the
surrounding country, Lke Hunza and Nagar, has had its normal
trade-routes cut both to North and to South by recent political
happenings. Nearly ever-ythmg it needs to import has to come by
air, though the new jeep-tracks being b d t wdl eventually
supplement this. How soon d the snow on the Babusar pass
have melted, asks one of the Palustani officers?
Macsymowicz doesn't know; some time in June, he supposes.
There's still thick snow on it now. He could see that &om a
distance as he came up today. When it does melt, jeep-loads will
be able to reach Gilgit dlrect up the Kaghan valley during three
months of the year.
Incidentally, have I yet seen the Kaghan valley, he turns to ask?
No". I sav.
"why not I thought all foreign visitors were urged to visit
it."
"That's partly why; it made me obstinate. Of course I
wouldn't mind going. But it seemed recommended mainly as a
tourist place, a sort of second-rate Kashmir."
Macsymowicz grunts-and begins discussing salt, a serious
matter in Skardu, for in this arid country there is strong physio46
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logical need for it, and the political upset had stopped supplies.
~e had brought several loads by air. Nevertheless local prices had
soared.
" Civilization is spoiling these people ", he remarks. "When we
first began coming they scarcely understood the meaning of
money. They were simple and good. Now they're getting ideas."
Unloading has finished, and we emplane for the final, longer
hop to 'Pindi.
Immediately, after becoming airborne, heading towards the
gorge, we bank to the right. What for, I wonder? Then it
becomes plain that Macsymowicz, lund man, is malung a diversion
for his two passengers' benefit. Before leaving, we are to see more
of Skardu.
We fly back low, parallel with the airstrip; and I now observe,
enfolded within the corrugations of dune, villages upon green
carpets of cultivation. Thls plateau is less sterile and empty than
it seemed.
W e approach the lake. Many frightened water-birds, tiny
arrows each dragging a swift wake, ruffle its blue surface as they
rise; this no doubt is their breeding season. Now we are over
Skardu town, a small place of a single street and square box-shaped
houses, grey lJce the surrounding landscape. The fort displays
itself admirably on its pinnacle.
W e b e p banlung the other way, to the left. Columnar as a
factory chimney, a dust-devil gyrates before us on the plain, its
vertical form marking the steepness of our turn. The Indus reappears as we head back. Here unenclosed and beneath wide
skies, it is not mud-coloured but green. Afternoon turbulence from
the vast sun-heated valley-floor buffets us; already the plane's
movements are those of a restive horse. Rahim, back in the
passenger-compartment, w d soon alas be sick.
Flying at 9,000 ft. we re-enter the gorge; a thread-like bridge
is identifiable below. W e bend right, following the river; then
left, apparently about to cast away its pidance and to set forth,
as over a wave-tossed ocean, across the trackless waste of rockand-ice crest discernible to the South.
Yes, that's Macsymowicz's plan; and climbing rather fast we
skim over a curious little snow-draped plateau. Soon on the left
the helpful Thumb Peak pushes up, obvious even to a novice as

.
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a landmark amidst this chaotic whte immensity. We have reached
I 1,000ft., and are unstably riding the air amidst a snowxape of
crumpled mountain whch stretches in every direction, ridge
after ridge, horribly monotonous although in d e t d so varied.
Not a cloud can be seen : but the air today, just a little dust-laden,
lacks the exquisite watery clarity of my first fights between the
plains and Gilgit. Perhaps the distances consequently seem even
bigger than they are.
Rakaposhl rises on the right, also Haramosh; and on the left
Nanga Parbat very remotely appears, showing part of her tremendous, unclimbable eastward precipices. How wonderful
to have three such famous crests in view at once!
We head towards the Thumb Peak, presumably to pass to the
right of it. No ; Macsymowicz slightly changes course; we shall
cut behind it, to the left. Ths should be exciting. We are now
over 13,000 ft. I have that slight headache felt af;er rather quick
climbs-and is there such a tLgas an altitude smell? whatever
the scientific truth, my nostrils say yes, finding in the in-breathed
air something distinctive and familiar, perceived in high-flying
,alrcratt betore.
I glance over my left shoulder. I was wrong, I now r e h ,
about the cloudlessness. Almost infinitely far off, topped with
s n o w whlte and s d t gold, its lower flanks inluly black,
goug;d out by shadowy hEles, a single enormous thunder-mass
towers over the region of Central Tibet; and from its s k g
topmost convexities it f h g s northward, stdl hlgher, a dun
anvil-shaped extension. This, Macsymowicz estimates, from the
known Lountain-summits between 20,000 and z5,0& ft. in that
area, must reach 35,000 ft. or more.
Beneath us at times, very deep down, so that we seem as unconcerned as with the geological formations of another planet,
lie the bottoms of profound narrow valleys, glinting with swift
waters. But next moment, bucking and swaying and trembhg,
the plane comes again practically within pistol-range of harsh
abruptly rising crags. Some of these-we edge past them at a
taller than ourselves; the Thumb
respectful distance-stand
peak, an impressive spectacle now drawing near, does so by some
thousands of feet.
Actual down-draughts immediately beyond the ridges that we
brush over, the fearful Himalayan speciahty that I had heard so
,-•
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much of, are fewer than might have been expected on an undeniably turbulent afternoon. But on occasion, unf~reseeabl~,
we do drop, in nauseating sheer big falls, when the wings, on
entering some local vacuum, some emptiness within the very
structure of the atmosphere, find nothing to grasp.
Then the earth's gravitational pull violently prevds over our
effrontery of mechanized flight, s u c h g at us; for brief awful
moment; we fail, in the tecLical sense,-to be airborne, because
no air exists to bear us; everything outside our bodies seems to
collapse in one piece, and within, our bowels jerk up, in sickening
acute intensification of that feeling felt during the first few
seconds' descent in the express-lift of a New York skyscraper.
Now the snowv Thumb Peak fills much of the starboard skv.
Soon we will pass very near it-but I am scarcely interested any
more, because of the dazzling transcendent glory opening up
beyond: Nanga Parbat. From her position and ours, it is clear
that Macsymowicz means to take us much closer to her than
I have been in an aircraft before, indeed to fly his Dakota across
her lap.
Already she seems gigantic-in what, even before, was a
sizeable enough landscape. From her shoulders depends a glittering array of hanging glaciers, perhaps the most terrible such
series in the length of the Himalayas, certainly the most destructive
of slalled mountaineering lives. This is the part of her, the great
icy shoulders, where disaster had stricken every expedition which
had hitherto tried to scale her.
We approach, midge-llke, or perhaps rather as a small clumsy
buzzing beetle. Shakily we begin our traverse of the airy spaces
between her huge knees and breasts, and once again I am wonderstruck by her glorious solitude. This is Nanga Parbat's unique
distinction. Because of it, she has no equal in scenic majesty on
the earth's surface. That at least is my belief; Macsymowicz's
Polish fervour for her now pulses unrestrained within me. Here
is the very perfection of mountainhood, supreme in beauty and
terror.
Unllke Rakaposh in the adjacent Karakoram, unlke the
famous peaks elsewhere to West and East which I have had the
luck to see-Tirich Mir in Chtral, Nanda Devi, Trisul and
Panchuli in Kumaon, Dhaulagiri in Nepal, or Kanchenjunga
totally dominates the
and Everest beyond Darjeeling-she
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sector in which she is placed. No nearby rival rises to jostle or
distract the eye; she is peerless, reigning in white s b g lovehess
over a special upper air-stratum between 20,000 and 27,000 ft.,
in which, for scores of miles in every drection, she lives alone.
Satiation by grandeur is a possible state of mind. The term
accurately describes mine for several minutes at this phase of the
c e r t d y the
flight. ~emembrance is confused, chaotic-as
landscape was, the more so when viewed from so unsteady a
vehicle. At one place, half-buried under snow at I 3 ,ooo ft. or
more, a t h shape wriggled on our starboard flank: the o u h e
apparently of an unfinished road, a strange h g to find amidst
such vast desolation, and at this height. But, at the time, the
impression only half-recorded itself; 1 forgot to ask Macsymowicz
about it, then or afterwards; whether it really was a road, or
what else it could have been, I never knew.
And now, before I properly grasp the fact, we have almost
finished our bumptious puny crossing of Nanga Parbat's snowdraped knees, and Macsymowicz points to the Babusar pass just
ahead.
Shedding some of our height we slip over it, flying closeand continue our descent on the far side. Soon in the whiteness
a small building appears, sturdily built, well roofed: the topmost
rest-house along the jeep-route, explains Macsymowicz. Beyond
it, grey and opaque, lies a frozen pool-and memo
jerks
me
to a similar scene years ago in the Norwegian high jeld.
Now
we make a wonderful lefhvard turn, held almost beyond escape
within steeD hllls. follow in^ the vallev's course.
Its floor seems very near: how far are we from the ground,
I ask Macsymowicz? About 250 ft. he answers rather curtly.
Another rest-house comes into view. Our descent between
snow-cliffs proceeds. The barren upper zone is behind us. Beginnings of forest appear; snow-laden Christmas trees sprlnkle
the slopes.
A
I glance at the instrument panel: only 9,000 ft. now. We have
cast away about 4,000 ft. of altitude rather fast. Oh . . . in front
our valliy ceases to exist, we are trapped; a huge blank wall of
conifer-strewn white mountain faces us, b l o c h g exit; c e r t d y
we have not the height to climb out. But before I have time to
get fully frightened the valley can be seen to elbow between
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precipices to starboard, a right-angled turn which, banking
beautifully, we contrive to take with it. I did not know Dakotas
could do such things. Now, when the peril has passed, my heart
is in my mouth.
"You're enjoying seeing the Kaghan valley, aren't you?"
says Macsymowicz, l o o h g sideways at me; and only at this
point, still dazed with the half-absorbed glories of Nanga Parbat
but recalhg his remark at Skardu, do I grasp that these doings
are for nly sake.
Turning this way, then that, never more than a few hundred
feet from the valley-floor, we continue our descent with it. We
pass the thlrd rest-house. Signs of habitation begin: footprints in
the snow; here and there blue smoke wavering- from the snowy
roofs of a vlllage.
So twisty is the valley's course that at one moment, judging
from the sun, we must have been flying nearly due North,
opposite to our true direction. The snow, in places, now has
dirty brown patches in it, and I notice that the altimeter records
on.$7,ooo ftmA;
we have reached the zone of thaw.
Here the valley narrows between woods. Again we seem quite
napped. But I am getting hardened to these semblances of doom
and have a wonderful pilot, experienced in this country. We
with gracious kase.
emerge, banlung away f;o&ou;dificulty
Height scarcely exceeds 6,000; no snow remains. Certady,
to reassure patridtic Pakistani questioners, I can now say that I
have seen the Kaghan, for already Macsymowicz has thrust his
Dakota down about 50 miles of it. W e travel in a deep cleft,
thickly forested. It gets bumpy again. Irritatingly, the sunshine
keeps switching on and off U e a searchlight; and glancing up,
I realize that our speed and the undulating, wooded crest 4,000
or so ft. above to our right are between them causing this,
though in early afternoon the sun still rides the sub-tropical
heavens high.
B a h g suddenly, we enter a hollow, rocky place, very
steep-flanked, an amphtheatre apparently, from whlch any sort
of egress seems inconceivable. This really must be the end. HOWever skilful Macsymowicz is, here we reach fmaltty; we have
ventured too much.
But no, again! We perform a climbing turn amazing in such an
aircraft, and, aiming at a low saddle precisely calculated by
V
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Macsymowicz, we skun out, almost scraping the tops of the deodar trees; and I realize that, though the hazard seemed even
worse this time, I was less frightened.
Abruptly the valley drops away; we are clear of it. Now we
begin to bump on methodically for home, over Muzderabad,
towards 'Pindi.
Tension having eased, I feel qualms about R h ,and clamber
back to the passenger-compartment. He looks reprovingly at
me, with good cause. But though very airsick he has had no
ear-pain, thanks to Macsymowicz's thoughtful piloting.
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O my consternation, on reaching 'Pindi, I found officialdom
still deadlocked. Everyone seemed well disposed to my
crossing the cease-fire line to Srinagar; no one, after weeks of
effort, had got a decision.
Three Administrations were involved : those of the U.N., of
Palustan, and of India; and the last two, for an affair such as this,
possessed separate mhtary and civilian sides. In consequence, a
huge papery "case" had piled up over my unhappy little application : demi-official letters, memoranda in quintuplicate, telegrams,
even radio messages in cypher. Not only had authorities in
Karachi, Delhi and Srinagar been consulted or informed, besides
those in 'Pindi itself, but subsidary ones in Lahore, Muzafferabad,
Chakoti, and Uri. All this was about a proposed journey on
what, before 1947, had been the main tourist route to Kashrnir,
open to anyone without hindrance or formality.
Days of uncertainty ensued, vexatious, not worth recounting.
And the 'Pindi weather happened to be unseasonably hot,
already over 100' in the afternoons. The coppersmith-bird monotonously clanked; and in the stuffy night, fracturing sleep, came
a nearby brainfever-bird's outbursts of harsh notes, infuriatingly
just out of tune, each time a surprise.
At last, on April 18, a message arrived which, whlle not
finalizing my affair, unravelled it enough to justify my proceeding
as far as Muzafferabad. Rahim of course was not now with me.
For a venture such as thls, contemporary Asian politics wrenched
us apart; and I missed him, almost as a piece of myself, for in
recent weeks we had been inseparable. But whereas I was merely
British, a puzzling but perhaps no longer dangerous species, he
was that fatal thing, a Palustani. It was inconceivable under
existing conditions that he would be allowed to cross the lineeven had he not, which was worse, been a tribal Pathan and an
ex-sepoy of the Scouts.
"Watch out for yourself, Sahib !" he had urged on departure,
saluting as usual on such occasions, before we embraced in

PLATE 26. Sikh sepoy of the Indian Army, dressed for athletics
(Photographedin India, 195s)
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Muslim style. "Hindus are all serpents. You're too trustful. And
don't let any of those hairy Slkhs near you!"
He scamlid my face. ~Gidentlywhai he saw was not whollv
reassuring, for, as he set off on hi; 10-days' holiday, pleased at tie
thought of rejoining wife and family in his village, he threw over
his shoulder final advice, good-hearted but unwise. Borrow a
revolver off one of the officers if you can!"
I was shorn too, in 'Pindi, of lomething else dear to me: my
Chitrali cap-an ideal garb, I had found, for travel in dry, sunny
climates. But caps, in modern Asia, can be serious t h g s b r i s h g
with political significances, as provocative as shirts were in the
Europe of the 1930's.
- . Good men have been brought to jail or the
grave
because of them.
- 6
I do hope you're not going in that?" a lund U.N. official
had asked, glancing at my headgear, when I called on hlm the day
6
before. You won't find it helm over there. Conventional
European clothes, I'd suggest; a s&t felt hat."
I saw his point, and complied.
More serious, he expressed misgivings about my camera. All
might go well with it, of course, but there could be no guarantee.
People near military establishments sometimes got jumpy about
such things. If they confiscated it, that wouldn't be good for the rest
of my trip, would it ?Veryreluctantly, I left the camera behind also.
And what about confidential papers? Presumably I had taken
many notes in Palustan. Was it possible-I would know bestthat Indian eyes, running over them, would find items that they
oughtn't to see? Hotel bedrooms weren't always private, as a
person of my experience would appreciate. In any country,
agents sometimes got access to them when the occupant was out.
Might it not be fairer if, before leaving, I put such papers into
safe-custody, say, at my bank?
b6

b

b

Even Muzafferabad was warm. Where recently people had
shrouded themselves against a sharp North wind in shawls and
blankets, the young men strolled the little town's one street in
striped cotton pajama-suits, as ifjust out of bed.
The river was much f d e r , bulging with snow-water. Shisham
trees by the roadside flaunted bright new foliage; and in their
branches the kites, degraded carrion-eating hawks, with unseemly
fuss and frenzied cries were mating.
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I lived this time mainly with the military, near the Dome1
bridge. Muzafferabad, like Kotli, was a brigade headquarters,
with a U.N. observers' post attached. Staying in it were two
American observers, an Australian, a Belgian, and a British signals
expert. There was no luxury; facilities were improvised and crude.
Judging from talk in the Mess, the opposing Pakistani and
Indian armies on this sector were less icily estranged than I had
found earlier at Hajira or Kotli. True, Indian-held Kashmir was
repeatedly called "Ghulam Kashmir", an ugly term whch I had
seldom heard before.' Nevertheless, pleasant little mutual
courtesies were referred to.
For example a flock of Pakistani goats, with accompanying
goatherd-a small boy-had recently trespassed over no-man'sland. Indian troops had rounded them up. Learning this, the
Pakistani brigadier in a message through the U.N. had deplored
to h s Indian counterpart that any goats from his area should have
been such incompetent map-readers; and they were soon sent
back, with a ~ o l i t eanswer-and the boy. Two drowsy Indian
sepoys, talung their lorry down the road one evening behind a
whte-painted U.N. vehicle, had mistaken their position or
their orders, crossed the line inadvertently, and been forthwith
arrested on the Pakistani side and removed blindfold to headquarters. But their return was quickly arranged; and they found,
to their surprise, that fresh blindfolding was not required.
It was with the Belgian, a grey-haired captain, that I eventually
set off in triumph, formalities finished, for my own transit of the
line. A companionable man, he drove with slulful abandon,
commenting volubly on current affairs, and waving to villagers
who, recognizing our conspicuous white jeep from afar, saluted
gleefully from the roadside. Indian and Pakistani oficers seldom
bothered to return such greetings, he said; what a pity! Lke
the Swede whom I had met at Haiira, he had found Asia unexpectedly congenial, and made many friends.
From his remarks, and those by U.N. colleagues of his earlier
at Muzderabad, 'Pindi, Kotli and Hajira, a consensus of opinion
seemed to emerge on certain points-which was interesting,
since these observers came from such a variety of non-Asian
Dutch,
armies : American, Australian, British, ~anadian,'~anish,
New Zealand-as well as Swedish and Belgian.
-

Ghulam means servant or slave; to be contrasted with "Azad", free
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They all agreed that, on both sides of the line, the troops were
first-class. Of the officers they thought less well. The Indim
Army, proportionately as well as numerically, had rather more
well-trained officers; its educational standards were hlgher.
But intrinsic aptitude for leadership, they inched to t M ,
might be stronger on the Palustani side. The Indans had been
rash, in the observers' view, to get rid of their British technical
experts so fast; serious deficiencies had resulted. The Pakistanis,
at present, gained from having kept more experts in their service.
One U.N. observer considered the Phstani Armed Forces less
rule-bound; he described them as "superior in enterprise and
constructive power." Two of h s colleagues disputed h s , though
agreeing that the Pakistanis were more energetic in matters which
happened locally to come to notice, such as road-repairs. This
articular item however might merely be because the areas close
behind the Indian side of the line had fewer dabitants.
Most of the observers seemed to have found the Indians, in
their official attitude at any rate, stiffer towards the U.N. organization. This perhaps reflected the controversy in 1949 when a
senior member of the U.N. staff was charged by the Indian
Government with having helped a pro-PAstani family exiled
from Srinagar to remove some property fiom there.
Rising a little all the way, the well-engineered tourist road
accompanied the swollen Jhelum river, tossing below in its
narrow bed. Steep pine-clad Ms descended from the right; on
the left, behind h i parapet, was usually a short drop L i g h t
to the dense brown water. Or sometimes the valley broadened;
then we rushed through mud-walled d a g e s , or zigzagged forth
between terraced rice-fields and small orchards. Mhtary installations became numerous, but less obtrusive and smaller, tucked
away amidst trees. Signs of war-damage increased: charred
buildmgs, or the smashed remains of former bridges. Though
picturesque in its way, the landscape was undistinguished and
monotonous, typical of Azad Kashmir, and of vast other tracts
in the Himalayan foothills. We had not yet reached the height
where handsome deodar forests grow.
Chakoti, the last Pakistani rmlitary post, was reached dter
about 40 miles. It crowned a knoll to the right of the road, and
consisted of reconstructed peasant huts and cow-byres, to whlch
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had been added new mud-and-log buildings. Parked outside
stood two more white-painted U.N. jeeps, very noticeable. One,
the Belgian captain mentioned, had brought up the American
colonel also stationed at ~uzafferabad;he had arrived a few hours
ahead, to verifir that arrangements were in order. The other had
come over fr&n Uri, onwthe Indian side, bringing the U.N.
observer stationed there, who would be responsible for my actual
crossing of the line. I was amazed and embarrassed at such elaborations on my behalf.
The ~aGstanicaptain in command plied us with offers of
lunch, which our time-table did not permit. Years before, in a
hired car, I had done this trip from ~uzafferabadto ~rinagarin
an afternoon. But now the transit of the line, and formalities on
the far side, would take no one quite knew how long, yet the
authorities in Srinagar had specified an exact time for my reaching
the Vale of Kashmir at the Baramda check-post; we could therefore risk no unscheduled delay.
W h l e final procedures cokpleted themselves in the adjacent
ofice we sat in the sun, sipping tea and nibbling biscuits. I
cot acauainted with the observer who was to take me over.,
blona Danish boy, enthusiastic, pleasantly vague about detds
of Delkarian affairs, proud of his Gurkha orderly whom he said
. American colonel discussed the war
we should meet at ~ r iThe
in Korea and his prospects of promotion. Thunder growled in
the hills ahead.
"Well, this is quite an occasion ", said the Pakistani captain.
"I can't think when we last had a British writer going across; I
believe it's only happened once. Let's celebrate. We'll take tea
along, and be hospitable to the Indians in no-man's-land."
So off we set in the three white jeeps, followed by a Pakistani
Army lorry bringing orderlies, tea-thmgs, and a tin of sweet
biscuits.
The actual dividing-line between the two opposed armies at
Chakoti runs down a stream in a little side-valley or ravine,
which spills at right-angles into the Jhelum about a quarter of a
mile beyond the Palustani post where we had sat. You go on up
the former tourist-road, and reach a comer, where a final Pakistani sentry-box and a road-barrier await you; from there you
find that the road, suddenly rough and untended, bends sharply
right; then it crosses the stream by an improvised wooden bridge
~

;
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-the original masonry one having been wrecked-and bends
back again to the same sort of position at the far side. There,
about 300 yards away, you see the first Indian sentry-box and
another road-barrier. Everydung between the two road-barriers
is no-man's-land.
Beyond the distant Indian sentry-box we beheld rmlitary
vehicles halted under trees ; and uniformed figures were strolhg
down to the bridge. We got out of our cars, one of the U.N.
officers raised the road-barrier, and we strolled down hkewise,
orderlies behind carrying the tea-things.
Suddenly a Palustani flight-lieutenant who was one of our
considerable group pointed across the ravine to the group on the
far side, exclaiming excitedly: "Why, that's Nair, that smaller
chap with the captain's badges! We used to be at college together;
we shared a room."
His eager pleasure was charming to watch. An old friend was
over there, of whom he had heard n o t h g since 1947, severed
from him by Partition. Now they would meet. It seemed that
there could be no more auspicious beginning for our tea-party.
And so, for a while, it proved. The two groups mingled
happily, all smiles and animation. Any preliminary awkwardness
and reserve gave way before the fortunate coincidence of
Ahmed's and Nair's friendshp.
But then a change developed, as distressing to watch as Ahmed's
spontaneous first pleasure had been delightful. There was increasing constraint; the smiles became artificial, began to freezethough the wish to s d e and be intimately sociable clearly remained. But Nair could not ask Ahmed, nor Ahmed ask Nair,
what his unit was or his work consisted in, where he was now
posted or to be sent next, who h s colleagues were, how other
friends in the Forces were getting on; all the easy exchanges
natural between young officers meeting after absence were congealed by grim thoughts of rival Indan and Palustani d t a r y
security.
Their embarrassment spread, infecting everyoncthe American, the Belgian, myself, even the cheerful young Dane. There we
stood uneasily at the cease-fire h e . We wanted to be friends, to
make our tea-party a success; but we were gripped by political
forces outside ourselves, by new-fangled Delkarian patriotisms,
by the fears and loyalties and hatreds of Partition. Shifting from
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one foot to another we talked inanely on, with frozen smiles on
our lips.
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But the Dane, who after completion of transit-formalities took
me in his keeping, was not of a type to be depressed for long. He
was under 30, and as he drove me impetuously on to Uri I saw
that life was good for him; he had golden hair, blue eyes. Delkarians and their politics were in his opinion incomprehensible
really; no Westerner could understand them. That such nice
people should have got in such a tangle was very sad, of course.
But it had given him a fascinating new life, with novelty and
adventure such as he could not have hoped for otherwise; and
how amusing to have this absurd little* Gurkha orderly, - who
ginned all the time and worked so well, though neither could
understand a word the other said.
Whistling or singing Nordic snatches of song, when not inconsequently commenting on the peculiarities of Delkaria, he
drove his white U.N. jeep fast even at corners, remarlung in
explanation-doubtless when he noticed me rather wide-eyedthat practically no civilian traffic passed on this bit of road; that
was why the Indians did not bother to keep it in better repair.
Behmd us, though soon lost to view, came the Indian Army
vehicle, carrying young Captain Nair and the two public relations
officers who were to be my companions from Uri to Srinagar.
Like Chakoti, Uri is a tiny place-and had been made the
tinier, since I last passed through in 1940, by young Gulmar's
fellow-tribesmen the Mahsuds, and their Wazir and Afridi allies.
as the first wave of them swept up the valley on their raid in
October 1947. Stumps of shattered masonry stuck through the
grass, all that remained of the several buildings then burned down.
Indian and U.N. officers were housed in one of the few substantial structures left. Accommodation was rough. After we had
had a meal, and the Dane's Gurkha orderly, grinning, had been
duly introduced, I set off on the final stage with my new escorts
Lt.-Col. Srinavasan and Major Sharma, the Indian Army p.r.0.'~.
Of the former, still only about 3 5 , I had heard when working
in my Delhi office. He possessed one of those delightful Madrasi
faces, long, intelligent, grave, which even in a young man
suddenly crinkle on s m h g into a wealth of unexpected tiny
folds. His origin in the far South ensured objective approach to
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the bitter controversies of North D e h i a ; moreover much of
his upbringing had been in Burma. Sharma, moustached and
sturdy, an officer from the Gurkhas, was a Punjabi.
Winding continually, the road still followed the bed of the
Jhelum, at first through very broken country, which no doubt
had always been sparsely inhabited, and where hardly a cimhan
was now to be seen. Indian Army camps and stores and car-parks
were many and well dispersed, occupying sites whch soon
developed great beauty. For the scrub and featureless shaggy pines
had been left behind; decorative deodars replaced them, nobly
6
standing on natural lawns or margs." We had reached a new
sort of landscape and cooler air. Ths was the real Kashmir.
Down the road, moving beautifully, swung a platoon of
bearded S~khs:tall, strong, turbaned, clad in jungle-green battle
dress. their limbs rhvthmcallv unified in militarv I recision.
~ h e were
i
glorious. ieaning krom the jeep, R h ' s parting
injunctions forgotten, I waved and cheered. Except for a few in
ond don, unsatkfactory specimens in Western atiire, I had not
set eyes on a Slkh since leaving Inha in April 1951. Practically
none existed in Western Pakistan; the great commotion of
1947-48 had swept them from that entire area.
"God put beards on men, so why cut them off?" The remark
was a Calcutta Sikh's years before when, incipiently bearded
myself after an illness, I had been enquiring into such matters.
Applied to patriarchs, his opinion may appear open to dispute;
a IS-inch beard never razored, grey yet virginal, can scarcely be
a pleasant bedfellow or convenient at meals. But the short bristly
o; softly youthful beards worn by brawny young fighting men,
marchmg in strong tropical sunshine, are magndicent objects.
Applied now on the Uri-Baramula road to this fine platoon, the
Calcutta SJch's remark seemed to embody a profound natural
truth, incontrovertible.
The s u n s h e was becoming fitful however; soon it ceased, cut
off by a closure of the bulging thunderslouds whlch had grumbled all afternoon. As we reached Baramula the storm broke with
Himalayan vigour. Lightning dazzled us ; splintering crashes
apparently rent the mountain-tops; wind-lifted rain, almost
horizontal, smote our starboard flank.A jeep is ill-fitted to resist
sideways watery onslaught of this sort; had I not happened to
bring a blanket, I would have been soused as well as chilled.
L
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Through curtains of swaying liquid not much of Baramula
could be seen, but enough to realize that this town, the gateway
to the Vale of Kashmir, had been less knocked about by the
Pathan incursion of October 1947 than official Indian photographs issued at the time suggested. Parts of it were indeed still
a shambles; but large other parts, unreconstructed, stood intact.
By comparison with devastated Mirpur in Azad Kashmir, it was
thriving and populous.
Then before us under unwonted grey skies the great Vale
opened, still in places rain-swept, 85 miles long by 25 wide. Rows
of tall poplars in early greenery adorned and emphasized its
flatness; big white and mauve irises, the "flags" of English
summer prdens, growing wild, and smaller heraldic blue ones,
carpeted the uncultivated ground and village greens; there were
watercourses and flowery orchards; and rimming it all remotely
to North and South loomed the mountain ranges, mysteriouslv
blue, or silvery where shafts of light through holes in the clouds
touched an occasional snow-crest. It was very beautiful; I had
not seen Kashmir in A ~ r ibefore.
l
Items of political and military interest had been pointed out by
Srinavasan and Sharma, in Baramula and on either side: the
Roman Catholic hospital and convent, which the raiders had
sacked, shooting some of the nuns and visitors, smashing the
furniture and medicines; a plaque on a shop-front, commemorating a Muslim of Shelkh AbduUah's National Conference
whom the raiders were said to have crucified for withholding
information; wayside memorials to Indian Army units or individual officers who fought or fell during the opening slur.
mishes.
Tired now after the long unusual day, cold from the rainsoaked air. I reflected as w;drove UD thi ~oplar-borderedroad
upon a strange and pleasing fact. To these keen young ~ndian
Army officers I must have been replete with fascinating knowledge; I had just emerged from Azad Kashmir and Palustanfor them a forbidden region, a land of mystery, on which nearly
all their present work and interest focussed. I presumably knew
all kinds of thrding things: about troop dispositions, postings
of individual commanders, professional rivalries, strategic arguments, weapons and equipment, morale, political intrigues. Yet
so admirably delicate was their sense of courtesy that without
202
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effort they had abstained from aslung me any embarrassing
questions, or even suggesting a wish to.
The reflection recalled an episode of my Palustani travels in
the previous year, whde I was still with "The Statesman",
and had been delivering addresses to personnel of the R.P.A.F.,
giving them my impressions of Palustan after several months'
absence? I lack lecturing skdl; but one address, I sensed, went
better than the rest, for it was informal, a mere afterdmner talk
in the Mess to Zaffar Chaudhury's fighter squadron, most of
whom I knew.
At any rate I enjoyed it; and I felt accordingly perplexed when,
at the end, there were silences instead of lively questions. After
the audience had moved to another room I &Led Chaudhury
what was wrong.
"I think I know, but I'll make sure."
He was back in a few moments. It's just as I supposed", he
remarked. "They'd heaps of questions to put. But almost every
one led straight to comparisons within India, which they
thought, in your present position, couldn't fairly be asked of you.'
Would Europeans, I wondered, as we drove on in quiet
twllght, be spbntaneously capable of such tact, Indian Aand
Pakistani, as had been shown on these two occasions?
Nedou's was my destination in Srinagar, one of Asia's bestknown hotels. I had wondered whether I would get good
accommodation, supposing it crowded with Army officers and
tourists from the Indian plains. I found the management dispirited.
Of the 90 or so rooms, fewer than 25 were occupied. Bookings
for May had been disappointing; and last year's experiment of
reopening the subsidiary chalet at Gulmarg, closed since the
raiders looted it in 1947, had proved a fiasco.
bb

See p. 26
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A B D U L L A H A N D HIS P E O P L E
PAIR of bulbuls, the pretty brown songbirds of Persian
oetry, were pecking at spilt sugar-grains on the verandah
outside my room next morning. Over the lawn below striped
wings flashed, black and saffron; a hoopoe alighted and strutted
about, long-billed, crested, very elegant. From nearby foliage
floated the liquid notes of the Indian dove. You could smell
fires of resinous Himalayan deodar-logs, other humbler fires of
Hlso, when a-breeze shook the rainburnt cow-dung-but
drenched chenarwtrees.something
llke the smell of London Iaarks
U
on wet days, for the chenar and the plane are close relations.
The Vale of Kashmir is Asian; yet it seems almost in Europe
too. Dandelions and little pmk-and-white daisies sprinkled the
grass; the borders were gay with pansies and wallflowers. And
suddenly the Indian dove's monotonous cooing would be overrun by the very English-sounding staccato of a cuckoo.
In the streets and along the Bund-Srinagar's pleasant riverside
walk-the touts and hawkers aestered vou as usual: indeed more
so, for the five years' slump in the tourist trade, resulting from the
Indo-Pakistani fighting and the subsequent political stress, had
whetted their appetite. If conspicuously a Westerner, which, in
the hat recommended by the U.N., I willy-nilly was, movement
became almost impossible without sharp-eyed, shabby men
pressing upon you woodwork, massage or embroidered shawls,
fur-hed shoes, papier-m8chC bowls, tdoring, carpets, taxicabs
for hire, or slukara-boats to take you on the lake. Some of these
wheedlers tried a cheerful, truculeAt, domineering manner; others
approached sidelong, so obsequiousand furtive &at the suggested
could not but surmise. cloaked impending:
shawls or shlkaras.' vou
d
A
u
offers of "feelthee peectures" or even stranger joys.
Visitors, whether Western or Delkarian, get unfavourable
ideas of Srinagar and Kashmiris from these inescapable attentions.
In 1940 my former Pathan motor-driver Anwar Khan? a newcomer, was shocked into an ingenious blasphemy.
See pp. 35, 36
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"God must have got tired up here, Sahlb. I thuJr he was so
busy malung the country beautiful that he forgot how to create
men."
A novelty had since arisen. Grotesque signboards in English
adorned many of the shop-fronts by the Bund-a local by-product
of World War II. Some genuine mistake in words or spelhg
must once have amused W e d troops on leave, attracting eager
custom. Thereafter almost every second tradesman had sought
to allure by arthcial absurdity or error. " Victory Vernal Showers,
Woodcarving," announced one, as I wandered along; "Suffering
Moses Papier-mSchC", another; "Busybee Tdoring ", a third.
You could enter, if you wished, the establishment of "Sudhana
the Worst, Jewellery, Embroidery, Woodcarvery ", or "The
Jehovah Shammah Apiaries", or "Cheerful Chippendale." The
plump proprietor of "Shining Roses Papier-Machy" awaited
you ingratiatingly at his door.
But the impression thus created of servility and greed, of vice
and double-facedness, was in part incorrect and unfair. ~f you
possessed a little ~ r d ; , an en{uiring mind and friendhers, i o u
could also find much ~leasanterauahties.
The Kashmiris of the
I
Vale, gentle and unvalorous in temperament, have been dealt
with very harshly by history. For centuries they were subjugated
or intrigued against by stronger neighbours, rival imperialsms;
bossed or exploited successively by Moghuls and Afghans, Slkhs,
Dogras and British; and since 1947there had been the squabbhg
new competitors, perhaps as perplexing as any-independent
India and Palustan. Prolonged victimization and uncertainty seem
to have brought all their worst attributes to the surface, leaving
others to await gradual discovery.
Many Kashmiris are gifted with a vivid aesthetic sense. Others,
perhaps not so endowed, nevertheless have wonderful aptitude in
handicrafts. The produce of the petty artisans, workmg so hard
for a pittance, is astonishing; and they can be dependable and
honest as well as industrious. A joke and a kind heart yield excellent results.
Needing clothes in Srinagar, I ordered a tweed coat. So well cut
was it that, when settling my bill two days before leaving, I
indicated regret at not having ordered a suit.
"Why, I can fmish one for you tomorrow evening, Sir, before
you go ", declared tailor-master Sultan Mahommad. "Two
J.
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fittings, morning and afternoon; no extra charge, no di&culty."
And so it turned out. The suit has since been worn confidently
at an Ambassadorial reception in London. Its cut, critics say, has
no fault; it was not dear; and the speed with which it was done
was a credit to Kashmir's tourist industry and would shame any
West End tailor.
I did not try to ascertain the political wishes of the people
in and around Srinagar. To ask whether, if the promised plebiscite
were held, they would choose India or Palustan seemed wholly
futile. Knowing something of their character, a stranger could
feel sure only of this: that whatever he heard on so dangerous a
topic would'as probably be false as true. They were timyd; their
real o~inionwould be withheld.
BU; one fact did emerge, spontaneous, unsought. Many of the
poorer folk almost desperately wanted a decision of some sort,
any sort; that at least would be better than none.
A shop-window would be cautiously closed, a shoulder be
glanced over, a door drawn to. " Sir, what will happen to us,
66
please?" they would pathetically ask. You big man, Sir,
British journalist, I believe. You know all about politics. Surely
they will decide soon? It is so many years. Have you heard anything, Sir ?"
To such people the new India and Pakistan, with their continual
&sagreements, their h g h policies and principles competingly
proclaimed from Delhi or Karachi, signified nothing. They felt
no patriotic sentiment towards either. Their thoughts could
not reach so far; they were simple Kashmiris. They wanted only
what the humble throughout the world first want: a bare livelihood, some security, and chance of better days. And this last,
for them, necessarily meant more tourists. So long as one of the
two main roads to ;heir country from the rich plGns below was
persisted, how
blocked, and political disputation and uncerta*
could they hope to prosper?
On April 21 I spent three hours with She& Abdullah, one of
modem Asia's most controversial figures, Prime Minister of the
Indian-supported Government of Kashmir, and head of the
Kashmiri political party known as the National Conference, an
adjunct of the Indian Congress party. W e sat in his garden.
He is a tall, well-built man of about 50. W e had not previously
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met, though in Delhi and elsewhere I had seen hun.Earlier in my
editorship he had been much in jail, imprisoned by the Maharajah.
And, latterly, before my retirement, as I could not meet the
Azad Kashrnir leaders on the PAstani side without llkellhood of
enraging Pandit Nehru's Government and hazardmg my paper,
I abstained on principle from seeking interviews with She~kh
Abdullah or his supporters.
I liked him. Why he gave me so much time I do not know, for
most of what he said was familiar, a recapitulation of the stock
Indian propaganda points on this bitter Kashmir controversy.
But we met at an interesting moment-a few days after h s
speech at Ranbirsinghpura in the Jammu region of Indian-held
Kashmir, a speech which proved the first step in his gradual
decline from unqualified popularity in Indian eyes. He had been
provoked, it seemed, by utterances in Jammu by the Indian
Defence Minister Mr Gopdaswami Ayyengar, who from 1937
to 1943 had been Prime Minister of Kashmir under the Maharajah's Administration?
His clothing and apparent way of life surprised me. Said to be
the son of a poor shawlmaker, he had been publicized in India as
a man of the people. The famous astrakhan cap was indeed in
use; but everything else-the blue lounge suit, the conventional
necktie, the pet dog, the well-kept garden, the large d w e h g in
the background-indicated a Westernized politician established
in conlfortable upper-middle-class style.
There was n o t h g wrong in this, except the contrary impression earlier put about. And for that perhaps he was not responsible ;
the incongruity extended much further. Events since August
1947 had displayed the Congress party's previously advertised
self-abnegation and austerity as largely bogus. In 1937 its leading
personages, on accepting Provincial Ministerships while s d l
strugghg against the British Raj, had ostentatiously renounced
large slabs of salary. They were at one with the humble multitudes, it was implied; were representatives of the poor, not
comfort-loving bureaucrats.
But when national independence came they did not scruple to
take their salaries in full, or appear to think the contrast in conduct
needed explaining. Some of them, sincere Gandhians, certainly
-preferred a simple life-lke some, though proportionately fewer,
See p. 107
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of their British predecessors. But it could be seen that both sets
of people, brown and white, when in the same posts of power,
performed much the same social moves-because much the same
social system moved them. Congressmen who, not long before,
had eaten frugally in ashrams,' for preference or for politics,
squatting peasant-fashlon on the earth, now gave formal dinners
for diplomatists in the big white-pdlared bungalows of the capital,
surrounded by attendants in scarlet and gold-and
did so
with poise and efficiency. A trenchant critic formerly of British
grandeur at New Delhi, Pandit Nehru, on becoming the new
India's Prime Minister, soon established himself in the palaceit is no less-bdt to house British Commanders-in-Chief.
"How thrilling for you, living through such revolutionary
times in Inda!" acquaintances in Britain exclaimed on my
return.
"Yes, very thrdling", I would agree. "Big changes; a bloody
and horrible civil war. But no social revolution vet,- I'm afraid.
You seem to have had much more of that, in your quiet way,
here in England."
lntervieGing importantly-placed men such as Prime Ministerswhether of India or Kashmir-is a iob for whch I am not trained
or tem~eramentallvfitted. I realizg that I do not know the rieht
to ask, Ad wonder whether, if I did, I would have &e
iffrontery I came into journahsm accidentally from Government service. However, after attaining editorship, I made a
curious discovery. At any rate in Asia, if you abandon all attempt
at professional interviewing, if you simply let the talk take its
course without interjecting comments or striving to direct it,
then, if you are lucky-and Asia often is a lucky- place-everyt h g may spontaneously flow towards you.
The eminent personage perhaps happens that day to be in
expansive mood; or, kind-hearted and noticing your embarrassment, may want to help. And because you are receptive, acquiescent, putting n o h g out, your appreciation of what is
said and-much more important-your abhty to perceive and
take in its delicate undertones, may greatly benefit. You are
relaxed, passive. You r e a d y accept the role of receiver, letting
the great man, in hs own way, become the giver; and your
thoughts then blend with his. You watch and can afterwards
208
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recollect the movement of hls mind, opened before you in
unhurried clarity.
I once experi~nceda blending of thls nature with perhaps the
most unusual Asian mind of this century, Mahatma Ganh's. It
was in December 1945, on the floor of an earth-and-bamboo hut
at the Sodhepur ashram, some rmles north of Calcutta. Remembrance of it has kept very fresh; of my several interviews with
him at various times, all helpful, this was the best. Years afterwards Mr Peary Lal, h s devoted secretary-who, as was his
custom, assiduously scribbled notes throughout-referred to it
appreciatively. The Mahatma spent the time mainly in a fascinating retrospect of h s early life and struggles; he was thuJung
aloud, forgetful almost of his hearer. He spoke of his non-cooperation in South Africa, and what it had meant to hls personal
development; of British editors in India whom he had met in the
old days, and how some had been polite or friendly and others
not; of how horrified he had been, when he first visited Calcutta,
by its size and squalor, and the atmosphere of money-malung and
evil which he felt in it; and of much else. And according to
Mr Peary Lal, except for the preliminary amiabhties before
squatting down, I spoke onlysix short sentences throughout the 55
minutes.
Confronting me I see again on the floor, cocooned feet and all
in a white shawl, only the singular head protruding, nationalist
India's leading personage, propped by a padded back-rest;
beside him a lamp, a few sticks of furniture, a book or two,
and the ~cribblingsecretar~.
The scratch of pen or fbp of pages,
the clank and h s s of passing trains, and the occasional roar of
aircraft leaving Durn-Dum, were accompaniments to the slow
voice and occasional sudden chuckles as the Mahatma reminisced.
There before me was someone very old, frad, dstinguished.
The structure of his mind, a strange and important mind, was
reflected in this cool flow of unimpeded tak. To divert it, to
risk r u h g its surface by topical questions of a professional sort,
would have been a discourtesy, altogether repugnant. Therefore
I sat silent; and because I did so there remains with me a
particularly vivid picture of a great man, and his manner of
speech and thought.
But on bidding farewell I had to modify my notions about his
physical frdty. From the cocoon shot forth a small brown arm;
0
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it gave a surprising handgrip, the warm and firmly-rounded
grip of youth.
My last interview with Mr Jinnah not long before his death,
mentioned in a previous chapter,' was similar. I spoke scarcely
at all. As a result I was treated, unsought on my side, to a political
review of wonderful breadth and lucidity. I also, for the first
time, felt his reserve thaw somewhat, and attained, I believe,
momentary touch, beyond the icily-brdhant political intellect,
with a man's warm heart and suffering.
Then there were two memorable interviews with Lord Wavell.
Renowned for embarrassing silences, he became at times almost
loquacious. It was I who say monosyllabic; the taciturn Viceroy
discoursed.
But I digress. Digression, on such characters as these, may be
forgivable.
210
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The impression left on my mind after my three hours in a
poplar-bordered Srinagar garden with the Prime Minister of
Indian-held Kashmir--on my part, again, rather silent hourswas of a courageous, forthright, vigorous man; intelligent, though
without great intellectual range; gifted with strong personahty,
and therefore probably an inspiring leader of the downtrodden.
He was obviously non-communal, wholeheartedly so. He
spoke with pride of a pleasant reality I had noticed: that in and
around Srinagar, no doubt because of his Administration's
efforts, Hindus, Slkhs and Muslims mingled in cordiality. Preeminently he appeared to me a Kashmiri patriot: full of zeal to
improve his countrymen's plight; preoccupied with the Vale, the
centre and motive of his whole political life; little concerned with
the rest of the subcontinent's affairs.
This concentrated Kashmiri sentiment, perhaps, was one reason
why he kept reverting to the Pathan raid. For reasons indicated
earlier in this book,2 I had never considered the Indian indignation on that subject &together sincere. It seemed disproportio~ate,
when considered against the welter of other barbarities happening
at that time; in large part merely a device of propaganda, a useful
stick to beat Palustan with.
But in Shedch Abdullah it was I believe genuine. As a Kashmiri,
See p. SO
See Chapter 10
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with ancestral recollections of previous incursions up the sune
route, he had felt personally outraged. The raiders were not
fellow-Muslims to h - h e was a secularist anyway-they were
brutal outsiders.
"If they had to attack, Mr Stephens, why in Heaven's nameI said it at the time--couldn't they go to Poonch, to help the
people there against that autocrat? Why must they rush towards
Srinagar, looting and burning?"
"That autocrat" was the Maharajah. The interview was i
d
of such angry or scathing references to him; on the raiders'
approach, declared Shekh Abddah, he had fled from Srinagar
" U e a thief in the night." But I ventured an interjection here.
Cowardly autocrat or no-and our views on this talled-hls
accession to India, surely, was the sole legal basis for her troops
now being in Kashmir ? Was it ethlcal of her to have cast him out
soon afterwards, when she was so much in his debt? And did it
not also undermine her legal case? This he brushed aside-as he
did my accompanying posers about her seizure of Hyderabad and
Junagadh.' A leader of the long-oppressed Kashmiris of the Vale
was speaking; such puzzles were primarily Delhl's businessand the Maharajah was a Dogra tyrant and deplorable anyway.
This exclusive preoccupation with his homeland, in disregard
of the gigantic changes shaping elsewhere, no doubt partly explained his crucial decision in 1947 to join India-a decision which
had swayed the lives of d l i o n s . His imprisonments, too, must
have been a factor; he had been cut off, in fast-chanpg times,
from discussing new political trends, or from meeting most of
the nationalist Muslims then turning away from the Congress.
It emerged, from what he said, that he did not at first take the
idea of Palustan seriously, nor expect her, when eventually
created, to survive. Many others, better placed, misjudged hkewise. I remember peering out at the time over the chaotic
political scene from my editorial chair in Delhi, and feeling very
dubious.
There were, besides, personal loyalties to be reckoned with;
also personal ambitions. Nearly all his friends were Congressmen; his career and theirs had been entwined. Among them he
leader
was sure of being made much of. Scarcely another ~ u a i m
possessing solid public backing remained with them. Not only
See pp. 60, 61
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was India the stronger State, obviously viable; she could give him
special power and honour. On the other hand he had quarrelled
with Mr Jinnah; and in the League, even if this grave personal
rift could be repaired, he would necessarily be no more than one
local Muslim leader among many.
No doubt, in shaping his course, he had an eye for his own
advantage; most people have. But he may honestly have argued
that power, thus acquired, could be used idealistically for hs
fellow-Kashmiris' good. Perhaps he was temperamentally attracted by publicity and applause; and for producing this the Congress
was still much the better organized party. Vanity, for Dekarian
politicians, is the supreme danger. To be surrounded by adulation, by the many subtly abject forms of hero-worship which
Oriental populations lavish on their leaders, to be the darling of
multitudes, doted on by the Illiterate poor, must be enough to
turn anyone's head.
Sitting with him there under wind-ruffled poplars on the
lawn, I asked myself: did he regret that crucial choice of his,
as he looked back over the last five b a h g and obstructed years?
Palustan had not collapsed, nor now seemed lkelly to. At hls
wish over three mdhon Muslims dwelling alongside her borders
had been swung over to India, in a manner outraging the main
structure of the Partition. No other Mush-majority or Hindumajority bloc on the subcontinent had been thus treated, and the
wishes of those involved had never been democractically ascertained. Indian bayonets, which meant mainly Hindu bayonets,
upheld his regime. In many ways it was a good regime: energetic,
full of ideas, staunchly non-communal, very go-ahead in agrarian
reform. But to the eye of history it might pro;e an unnaturd one.
That he was restive, had become less comfortable in his position,
seemed indicated by the Ranbirsinghpura speech. E;idently
he thought now, if not before, that in many Hindu Congressmen a fa~adeof secular tolerance hid an actual communalism as
narrow as any in Palustan; indeed, perhaps worse, because of the
caste system.
But no scope remained in his present office for undoing his
decision, even had he wished. He was too far committed, had
been outpaced by events. The question I had asked myself
obviously could not be voiced; it would be an embarrassing
futility, getting no square answer.
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Nor would I now want to voice it. For I felt affection towards
him. The atmosphere of the interview had changed. From the
stage when, unprofessional again, I had disclosed what had
been my own problem, why I had relinquished my editorship,
our talk became easy, warm-hearted, free from reiterated propaganda. Understanding seemed to flow beneath and around the
spoken sentences. Once more, lack of t e c h q u e had helped.
I saw in h~rna man of pluck and enhghtenment, standmg
for principles good in their way; a victim, lJce so many of us, of
the unique scope and speed and confusion of the changes in
1947, and now holding a perhaps uniquely lonely and perplexing post.
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F A R E W E L L TO T H E VALE

T

HE d a g e r s around Srinagar seemed much as before.

Living amidst unexampled prettiness, perhaps the most
picture-postcardy landscape in the world, they dressed with a
drab undistinction unique throughout colourful Dekaria: in
garments sackllke of shape and hue, and ugly little skullcaps.
Hoping to see people so skdled in making pleasant things
for others better-clad themselves when holidaying I set forth
for an afternoon's drive on April 22, the anniversary of the
Prophet's Ascension. The places to be stopped at included the
Hazratba mosque, where would be big crowds, perhaps in
festival finery. With me was an official of Shelkh Abdullah's
Government, a Hindu, enthusiastic about the *people's
material
*
welfare, though vague on matters spiritual.
"Is this really the Muslims' Ascension festival?" I asked as we
started. "I'd thought so; the date seems right. But that man at
the hotel said something else."
"Oh, it's one of their days", he replied, and turned to the
cheerful wayside throng-proof, he said, of popular content with
the Administration; then to the groves of poplars newly planted
under Government auspices, and the roads recently built.
The mosque at ~ a k a t b a lwas of characteriitic Kashmiri
pattern, laclung the adjuncts of dome and minar thought necessary on the plains. At first it seemed simply a great square house,
sturdy and whitewashed. It had a carved wooden roof of somewhat-~uddhisttype, set in tiers, heavily eaved; on the top grew
grass, and a picturesque s p r d i n g of spring flowers. A Dekarian
mosque's usual windowless Eastern and flankwise spaces were
here all glassed-in, as protection against the Kashmiri winter.
Inside it was hung with coloured carpets and cloths, rich but
garish. A juggler performing before a knot of holiday-makers
on the lawns had however allured my escort, who did not enter;
indeed he seemed rather surprised, after we had introduced ourselves to the head guardian-l-~azratbal'sequivalent to a cathedral
Dean-at my wanting to. So was the guardian at first; only forI
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mally polite, he thawed noticeably however when I mentioned
shrines visited at Ajmer and elsewhere, and indicated some
acquaintance with Islamic hstory. That apparently was unexpected, at any rate of foreign visitors who came in such company.
This important mosque contains a relic said to be of the
Prophet's hair. The building and grounds were well kept. Outside, a pulpit was pointed out from which Shelkh Abdullah was
wont to address the multitudes. Certainly the people crowding
over the lawns, along the waterfront, and up the steps were
less dismally ill-clad than the vdagers earlier seen, and were
enjoying their festival. Nevertheless a curious disparity remained
between the landscape's flashmg perfection and the unenterprising low-toned attire of Kashmiri humanity. In the Punjab,
especially in the S~khareas, rural crowds provide much richer
feasts for the eye.
A pleasant afternoon's motor expedition, past Hazratbal, Shahmar, and Nasimbagh, took us also past the Maharajah's country
palace, now derelict, but assigned, if it was adjudged solidlyenough built, to the newly-planned Kashrnir University; and
then, as we reapproached Srinagar, past somethmg else that had
been abandoned: the palatial former Britlsh Residency, now being
made into a State-run emporium for Kashmiri handicrafts.
A few days later I breakfasted at "Buckingham Palace" with
the Indian Army area commander. Ths was a houseboat near
Baramula, so naked originally, doubtless, to attract British tourists. I was on my way back to the cease-fire line, bidding farewell
to the Vale, and had stopped here, ha-way, at his hospitable
invitation.
He and his st& dwelt in other houseboats, or in tents ashore.
Like Lt.-Col. Srinavasan on the journey in, they were admirably
tactful in avoiding questions which might embarrass me on m h tary things seen or heard recently on the Palustani side. And I felt
sure that, over in Palustani-held territory again, I would Gnd
equal tact there.
Talk flowed amiably on broad lines. Some senior officers of
both Armies, I knew, s t d privately deplored the whole tragic
state of Indo-Pakistani relations. They found themselves opposed
to former comrades-in-arms, men whom they knew well, perhaps
personal friends. I touched on this, lamenting that the remaining
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was India the stronger State, obviously viable; she could give him
special power and honour. On the other hand he had quarrelled
&th Mr Jinnah; and in the League, even if this gav; personal
rift could be repaired, he would necessarily be no more than one
local Muslim leader among many.
NO doubt, in shaping Lis cobrse, he had an eye for his own
advantage; most people have. But he may honestly have argued
that power, thus acquired, could be used idealistically for his
fellow-Kashmiris' good. Perhaps he was temperamentally attracted by publicity and applause; and for producing this the Congress
was still much the better organized party. Vanity, for Delkarian
politicians, is the supreme danger. To be surrounded by adulation, by the many subtly abject forms of hero-worship which
Oriental populations lavish on their leaders, to be the d a r h g of
multitudes, doted on by the illiterate poor, must be enough to
turn anyone's head.
Sitting with him there under wind-ruffled poplars on the
lawn, I asked myself: did he regret that crucial choice of his,
as he looked back over the last five b a h n and obstructed years?
Pakistan had not collapsed, nor now seemed likely to. k t his
wish over three d o n Muslims d w e l h ~alongside her borders
had been swung over to India, in a manner outraging the main
structure of the Partition. No other Mush-majority or Hindumajority bloc on the subcontinent had been thus treated, and the
wishes of those involved had never been democractically ascertained. Indian bayonets, which meant m d y Hindu bayonets,
upheld his regime. In many ways it was a good regime : energetic,
full of ideas, staunchly non-communal, very go-ahead in agrarian
reform. But to the eye of history it might prove an unnatural one.
That he was restive, had become less comfortable in h s position,
seemed indicated by the Ranbirsinghpura speech. E;idently
he thought now, if not before, that in many Hindu Congressmen a facade of secular tolerance hid an actual communalism as
narrow as any in Palustan; indeed, perhaps worse, because of the
caste system.
But no scope remained in his present ofice for undoing his
decision, even had he wished. He was too far committed, had
been outpaced by events. The question I had asked myself
obviously could not be voiced; it would be an embarrassing
futility, getting no square answer.
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Nor would I now want to voice it. For I felt affection towards
him. The atmosphere of the interview had changed. From the
stage when, unprofessional again, I had LGsclosed what had
been my own problem, why I had rehquished my editorship,
our talk became easy, warm-hearted, free fiom reiterated propaganda. Understanding seemed to flow beneath and around the
spoken sentences. Once more, lack of t e c h q u e had helped.
I saw in hlm a man of pluck and enhghtenment, standing
for principles good in their way; a victim, llke so many of us, of
the unique scope and speed and confusion of the changes in
1947, and now holding a perhaps uniquely lonely and perplexing post.
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F A R E W E L L TO THE V A L E

T

HE villagers around Srinagar seemed much as before.

Living amidst unexampled prettiness, perhaps the most
picture-postcardy landscape in the world, they dressed with a
drab undistinction unique throughout colourful Dekaria: in
garments sackllke of shape and hue, and ugly little skullcaps.
Hoping to see people so slulled in making pleasant things
for others better-clad themselves when holidaying I set forth
for an afternoon's drive on April 22, the anniversary of the
prophet's Ascension. The place; to be stopped at inclided the
~ a i r a t b a lmosque, where would be bigAcrowds, perhaps in
festival finery. With me was an official of Shekh Abdullah's
~overnment;a Hindu, enthusiastic about the people's material
welfare, though vague on matters spiritual.
"Is this really the Muslims' Ascension festival?" I asked as we
started. "I'd thought so; the date seems right. But that man at
the hotel said something else."
"Oh, it's one of their days", he replied, and turned to the
cheerful wayside throng-proof, he said, of popular content with
the Administration; then to the groves of poplars newly planted
under Government auspices, and the roads recently built.
The mosque at ~ G a t b a lwas of characteriitic Kashrniri
pattern, lac&g the adjuncts of dome and ininar thought necessary on the plains. At first it seemed simply a great square house,
sturdv and whitewashed. It had a carved wooden roof of somewhatJ~uddhisttype, set in tiers, heavily eaved; on the top grew
grass, and a picturesque sprm.kling of spring flowers. A Dekarian
mosque's usual windowless Eastern and flankwise spaces were
here H11 glassed-in, as protection against the Kashrniri &inter.
Inside it was hung with coloured carpets and cloths, rich but
garish. A juggler performing before a knot of holiday-makers
on the lawns had however allured my escort, who did not enter;
indeed he seemed rather surprised, after we had introduced ourselves to the head guardian-Hazratbal's equivalent to a cathedral
Dean-at my wanting to. So was the guarhan at first; only forA.
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m d y polite, he thawed noticeably however when I mentioned
shrines visited at Ajmer and elsewhere, and indicated some
acquaintance with Islamic hstory. That apparently was unexpected, at any rate of foreign visitors who came in such company.
This important mosque contains a relic said to be of the
Prophet's hair. The building and grounds were well kept. Outside, a pulpit was ~ointedout from which Shed& Abdullah was
wont to address the multitudes. Certainly the people crowding
over the lawns, along the waterfront, and up the steps were
less dismally ill-clad than the villagers earlier seen. and were
enjoying thkir festival. Nevertheless a curious disparity remained
between the landscape's f l a s h g perfection and the unenterprising low-toned attire of Kashmiri humanity. In the Punjab,
especially in the Slkh areas, rural crowds provide much richer
feasts for the eye.
A pleasant afternoon's motor expedition, past Hauatbal, Shalimar, and Nasimbagh, took us also past the Maharajah's country
palace, now derelict, but assigned, if it was adjudged solidlyenough b d t , to the newly-planned Kashmir University; and
then, as we reapproached Srinagar, past sometlung else that had
been abandoned :the palatial former British Residency, now being
made into a State-run emporium for Kashmiri handicrafts.
u

A few days later I breakfasted at "Buckingham Palace" with
the Indian Army area commander. Ths was a houseboat near
Baramula, so named originally, doubtless, to attract British tourists. I was on my way back to the cease-fire line, bidding farewell
to the Vale, and had stopped here, half-way, at lus hospitable
invitation.
He and his st& dwelt in other houseboats, or in tents ashore.
Like Lt.-Col. Srinavasan on the journey in, they were admirably
tactful in avoiding questions which might embarrass me on m h tary things seen or heard recently on the P&stani side. And I felt
sure that, over in Palustani-held territory again, I would h d
equal tact there.
Tak flowed amiably on broad h e s . Some senior officers of
both Armies, I knew, still privately deplored the whole tragic
state of Indo-Pakistani relations. They found themselves opposed
to former comrades-in-arms, men whom they knew well, perhaps
personal friends. I touched on this, lamenting that the remaining
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comradely spirit was necessarily a wasting asset, since the youth
of both countries were nurtured in mutual antagonism and could
not meet; junior oficers entering the Forces from the cadet
schools would lack their elders' breadth of view.
Within the limits set by soldierly and political prudence the
general could not have been friendlier. And before leaving, my
heart warming, I ventured an anecdote.
6
General," I remarked, "you won't want to comment on this;
I expect you won't even smile.
"It was in D e h , " I went on, in the winter of 1947-48, at a
time when the fighting up here was bitter. I was in G.H.Q.,
with a colleague of yours, someone you know well. 'Stephens,'
he said, 'it's all a lot of nonsense. We know the chaps
we're supposed to be up against. They're among the world's
best; only recently they were with us in Egypt and Italy and
Burma. Now look! If only these politicians of ours could be
locked up for a few days, and those on the other side as well,
where they're even worse, then we soldiers would settle the whole
s d y business in half an hour.'
"And from my observation on this trip", I added, "I'd say
many of you feel just the same even now."
He looked at me impassively, as foretold. But I t h d I caught
a twinkle in his eye.
6
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In Baramula I called also on the nuns at the Convent hospital,
which the Pathans had attacked in October 1947. One nun was
shot dead; also a British colonel and his wife and a third visitor.
Another nun was badly wounded, afterwards undergoing five
operations in 'Pindi. Hospital property was looted or wrecked.
These outrages all happened within the first few hours; but
the raiders afterwards used the hospital as headquarters for their
activities against Srinagar, and the Indian Air Force bombed it,
a ward be in^ stdl roofless as a result. The ha~lessnuns and some
patients were trapped in the building, living for days in continuous
ex~ectationof death.
khev s ~ o k ewith factual coolness about it all. One had been
smackkd L the face: another compelled to open her mouth as
tribesmen peered w i t h , deciding khether a dagger could make
anything of a gold-fdled tooth. "Paisa, paisa" kept being demanded, meaning money. "The fat man", said to beIa former
0
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Palustani officer, had been kind, helping to keep some sort of
check on the wilder tribal youths.
"Were they mainly Wazirs and Mahsuds, or Afridis?" I
asked.
"I do not know ", replied the gentle nun. "They were hooligans.
Though most of the budding had been repaired, and the
smashed medical stores made good, she said that patients had
never come back in their former numbers. Relatives of sick
villagers in the surrounding country were afraid to bring them.
Baramda was still felt to be too near the front line. The raid had
happened bewilderingly fast; who could tell when, from some
political change, another might come? And bedridden people in
hospital cannot be moved quickly.
It had certainly been a very shameful affair-as I had incidentally learned from the other side, from one of those absurd
episodes soon after Partition which could only befall an Enghhman.
It was in February 1948. On one of my brief trips from Inha
to Pakistan for "The Statesman" I had reached Miranshah in
North Waziristan via the Punjab; and dulled by sedentary days
in aircraft, cars, and offices, had on arrival demanded fresh air and
a walk.
You are not allowed to wander alone in Waziristan. And
being from India, I was officially reckoned in particular need
then of safeguarding. However, the Political Agent, a friend of
mine, said there was no necessity to bother the Scouts for a
bodyguard; he would provide four of his own khassadars or
irregular levies.
~Yccordin~l~,
escorted by these armed tribesmen, I set off,
mentioning where I came from and why I wanted exercise.
"Where &d you get that?" I asked one of them after a while,
making conversation. From his dagger-Mt dangled some semiprecious stones.
"Pattan ", he replied.
This certainly needed clearing up, for Pattan was the airfield
just outside Srinagar, attained by the raiders who had swept
through Baramda during the nearly successful first onrush. I
stopped under the lee of a boulder to talk.
9,
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he wind bit cold; I did up my jerkin. "Ooh!" he exclaimed
in astonished delight. He had never seen a zip fastener. Yet soon
this seemingly unsophisticated person, finger in sand, was drawing
for me a map of the Western approaches to Srinagar which would
have done a staff officer credit.
He and his friends would have taken the city, he asserted, but
for the fools at Baramula behind them. These men, the second
invading wave, should have sent up reinforcements. Instead,
they turned aside, the nincompoops, to loot the smaller town and
waste bullets on the queer-clothed foreign women. It was a
complete disgrace.
"What, shooting the women?"
NO, no; not that at all. The fools had ruined, within an ace of
success, a very pretty little military operation.
Beside the boulder, from our different angles, we glumly
pondered the affair, hunched against the wind. It blew penetratingly across Afghanistan from the snows of Russia. I could feel it
searching my j erkin. Beneath his belts and bandoliers he wore only
a khaki shirt.
" ~ t ' s odd your telling me this", I remarked, rising with a
shiver. As you heard me say when we started, I come from
India. Perhaps I'm an enemy."
"Perhaps." Hard-eyed, he stared. "We needn't consider that
you've been put under my protection today."
just at
A pause. As we set off he turned. "I don't t h k you are;
you're only British. Hindus and Sikhs are our enemies now."
2r8
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Between Baramula and Uri, on my way down the road which,
four and a half years ago, the raiders had swarmed up, my
Indian military escorts showed me more relics of the 1947-49
campaign: a bridge commemorating a lulled Bengali officer,
Sen; then the place where, during the Indian Forces' advance, a
renowned V.C. of World War 11, Nand Singh, had fallen to the
tribesmen's harassing fire.
Formahties at the line completed themselves slowly. Eventually
I got across to Pakistani-held soil at Chakoti. For the rest of that
day's journey I was entrusted to a flashy young Punjabi sepoy on
transfer from the Palustani Army, driver to one of the U.N.
officers.
I found him an entertaining companion: handsome, and an
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exuberant trumpet-blower, doubly so, rejoicing in himself with
the honest unimpeded disarnling vanity of Muslim males in the
full bloom of youth. Very noisy but slulful, he made our whitepainted vehcle almost leap, driving continually fast-faster than
the Dane-handling it with a loving vehement joy, as if it were
alive.
HIS teeth very white, hls eyelashes lon , he had glanced me
over, friendly but designing. What sort o Englishman w u this?
Could he be made use of?
"My Sahib much likes me." He threw a brilliant dark-eyed
smile, tootled ear-splittingly, by-passed a cow, took a rocky
p recipice-edged bend apparently on two wheels, and resumed.
"I know it well, Sir. He very h e officer, better than all, f d
colonel, red tabs. I thlnk he soon get me more wages."
Trumpeting, we accelerated into a vlllage, scattering poultry.
"'You very good boy, Sultan Mubarak', he often say, Sir.
And last week, when he was with Belgian gentleman, there in
the back seat, I hear him make very interesting remark."
Snappy gear-change just avoided catastrophe with a bullockcart.
Yes, very interesting remark, Sir. 'That Sultan Mubarak,' he
say, 'I ldce him. Very good boy indeed; clever and good. Young,
beautiful, best driver in the whole of the U.N.!'You thlnk so
too, Sir ? Yes? Redly? Then you please tell him !"
A handcart-~uller ditched himself to avoid us. Abuse was
yelled after him.
"You fine Sahib also-General, I think. You not forget, Sir?
Good; now more wages come very soon, next week perhaps."

B
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In Muzafferabad that evening I dined with the Pakistani
brigader and his officers. It washarm. We sat by the swollen,
murmurous river beneath the stars. Distant lightning flashed over
the hills.
And in this pleasant company, so soon after that other pleasant
company at breakfast, I reflected anew upon the tragic folly of
Indo-Pakistani disagreements, as exemplified throughout my
journey hitherto; on the multitudinous personal sorrow and
frustration caused; on the waste, the frittering away for nearly
five years of good people's limited energies and resources; and
on the flagrant artificiahty of today's line, the outcome of a
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Princely whim, an aff?ir born under British auspices in October
1947 of haste and inadequate forethought, of greed and fear a d
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genuine many-sided misconceptions.
And now my Kashmiri doings were nearly over-but not
quite. For tomorrow en route to Peshawar, beyond Kashrnir
territory at Abbottabad, I was to talk with Cllaudhuri Ghulam
Abbas, 'the counterpart in political stature on the Palustani side
of Shelkh Abdullah on the 1ndian.l
I had never yet seen him. His incarcerations had been even
more various than the Sheikh's. Leader of the rival Kashmiri
party called the Muslim Conference, and in that capacity imprisoned (as the Sheikh often was) by the Maharajah, he had
latterly, after the InrLan Army's arrival, been kept on in jail by
the Shekh himself. This, the Sheikh told me in Srinagar, had
been necessary for the Chaudhuri's physical safety; but there
seemed scope for two opinions on that. At any rate, on his
eventual release he had been permitted to go to Palustan-a
notable act of magnanimity amidst much petty spite. Not long
afterwards, he became President of the Azad Kashmir Government in Muzafferabad.
I found him in sombre mood. As mentioned earlier, he had
some while before given up the Azad Kashmir Presidentshlp,
partly for personal reasons, partly fiom dfferences with the
Palustani Government; and at his bungalow in Abbottabad he
brooded in temporary retirement over his country's unhappy
state.
It was clear, he said, that the Americans and British had long
ago agreed to do nothing. They had a policy about Kashmir of
course: sheer dilly-dally. The Government at Karachi, in ever
looking for justice and decision at their hands, had gravely
blundered. Britain nowadays was little more than an American
satellite; but presumably, so far as she had an aim, it was to stay
friends with India and P k s t a n simultaneously for purposes of
trade-always
however with one cynical qualfication: that
India was the wealthier and stronger. Thus, on every crucial
occasion, the balance of her professed neutrhty tilted against
Pakistan. Admittedly such conduct was intehgible-in a brutal
and unprincipled world. But it carried a danger: that in striving
to remain friendly with both countries, regardless of the merits
See pp. 112,206, 210
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of the dispute between them, she would end by finding herself
the friend of neither, dropped by each for different reasons.
Muslims throughout the subcontinent, he recalled, had in
general helped thi Western Powers during the greatest intcrnational crisis of t h s century. That certamly could not be said
of the Indian Co~igressparty, which sabotaged the war-effort in
the darkest days of 1942.Yet the Muslims not only now found
themselves let-down by the West on this most vital matter of
Kashmir; they faced the ugly spectacle of their co-religionists, all
the way from Morocco to Iran, having to resist repressive or
unwise French or British policies. Was it surprising that, though
to
Godless totalitarian Communisni was bv nature reDuenant
A
u
Islam, some Muslims in disillusion had begun considering Russia
as a source of aid?
Courteous, soft-spoken, with fine-cut features and a h e
presence, chaudhuriA~hulatn
Abbas was handsome, and perhaps
Shelkh Abdullah's superior also in intellectual calibre. Whether
he possessed equal force of character or powers of leadership was
hard to judge, especially at a time of dejection. Each, during my
talks with them, had mentioned the other respectfully, almost
affectionately. Though tom apart by the bitter dispute over
their country's future, they had once been friends and fellowworkers, and were too big-hearted to forget it. Each glowed
with an absorb in^ fervour of Kashmiri at riot ism. In eachthough Shelkh ~ i d u l l a hhad reason to cirb it more-was discernible an exasperated impatience with the doings of Governments and peoples other than their own. If only, I thought, these
two men could be enabled to meet, beyond range of external
pressures and intrigues, and decide Kashmir's future anew!
But the notion was chimerical. Matters had long ago passed
beyond the scope of settlement by Kashmiris; indeed it could be
questioned whether that was ever feasible. For this land of theirs,
o; beautiful, perhaps the loveliest in all Central Asia, uniquely
gifted by nature in some ways, is in others unkindly circumstanced.
Geography, though Kashmir's friend, is her enemy too. And in
this modem world she holds a place on the map too interesting
strategically for her destinies to be disposed of in isolation.
I
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PESHAWARI HOLIDAY
T Peshawar I got a heartening welcome from the staff at
Dean's hotel where I meant to idle, temporarily, glutted with

A

V

travel. It had housed tne during many preiious happy Frontier
visits. Ldce the bigger hotels elsewhere in Northern DeIkaria-at
Delhi and Agra, Lahore and 'Pindi-it sprawls. Everydung is of
one storey. The bedrooms are semidetached structures or separate
bun alows planted about the garden. You walk from them beneat sun or stars to the dining-room and lounge.
A pleasant place, it adds a distinctive foreign spice to its nowadays strong Palustani flavour. For through G fl;ws a continuous
thih variegated trickle of people going t o Afghanistan, an undertaking which itself somehow appears to add to their oddity:
Embassy officials, few in numbers but of every imaginable modern
sort, brown, white or yellow, French or Turkiih or Siamese,
Egyptian or even ~ussian,with wives and servants and hangerson; or business men and techcians, mostly American, but with a
Central European element thrown in; or writers and adventurers
and no doubt spies--eyeing one another curiously, all destined,
when past the Afghan boundary-post at Torkham, to joggle
hour after hour in excruciating discomfort over what is probably
the world's worst road.
For Afghanistan possesses no railways. The air services reaching
her are devious and few, and do not come this way because of her
strained relations with Palustan.' The usual m e a s of getting in
and out of the remote land-locked country is therefore by car to
Kabul from Peshawar over the historic Khyber pass, and boneshakmgly on across the vast pebbly wilderness.
Rahim was back. As planned, he had rejoined me at Abbottabad. And when we met, to my astonishment, on the eyelids of
this great granite-lke block of Pathan humanity, ex-sepoy, hero
of an exploit in the Waziristan campaign of 1937, father of many
children, quivered tears. "I thought you wouldn't get back",
he mumbled, saluting.
Or did not at the time of my journey. Changes have since been reported
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~t was touching but absurd, for he had spent four years with me
in India since Partition, crossing the border several times on his
own at Lahore to resume duty after his holidays; so he knew somet h g of conditions. But emotions in Dekaria are warn1 and
ready; what holds them back is no thick shell of cold self-control.
as in Britain, but some much brittler integument, which may
break unexpectedly, in ways often charming, sometimes embarrassing-and sotlietimes deadly dangerous. For nie, that has
been one of the chef delights of living there.
And in the car between Abbottabad and Peshawar I was astonished again-and this time less congealed in my reactions. I had
him beside tne at the back instead of conventionally with the
driver, because of his size. And as we drove, discussing what
remained of my journey before I went back to England, he
picked up my hand and held it. It was a gesture very un-English,
very Muslim, somethng he had never done before-and I now
felt deeply moved. My companion and employee for 14 good
years, he was wordlessly emphasizing pleasure at my return from
supposed peril; grief at our perhaps final severance so soon, when
this iournev was done.
In Peshawar the roses we had enjoyed the year before were
over, for this was the end of April. They are lovely, the pride of
the Frontier. Flowers mean even more to Pathans than to Europeans, partly because their country is harsh and craggy, partly
perhaps because Muslim orthodoxy has banished the human form
fro111 painting and archtecture, leaving floral designs as substitute, to become graced by tradition. In the spring stalwart
young Pathans stroll the streets, gently fingering a new-plucked
rose; or they crown the ear with one, slipping it among their
bobbed locks. Or they may be seen quaffmg the perfume as you
would a glass of good wine. "A-ah!",
they say, in simple
delight.
But there were plenty of other blossoms still. By the roadside
stood the elegant jacarandas, mistily blue, and at least two h d s
of shrubs all a rich gold. And there were the trees whose scientific
name I never remember, and whose Dekarian name varies
from Province to Province, which at this season bear erect on
their naked boughs, in clusters, large tubular, fleshy flowers of a
piercing scarlet.
The peepul trees were just frothily breaking into leaf, ruby226
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hued at first, then, when a little older, palest jade. Beneath them
the ground was showered and stained with the sticky extruded
sap. Already the hot weather was upon us. Brown thundery
duststorms broke up the glittering blue afternoons; and as you
walked across from your hotel room for lunch, the almost vertical
suri struck your head-top with a torrid, onlinous caress.
l'aradoxically the North-West Frontier was now the stablest
and lnost go-ahead Province of Pakistan. In British days, besides
being economically and educationally backward, it was turbulent
or tense always. That indeed, for the visitor, was part of the
attraction.
But the contrast now was attractive too-and salutary for a
British mind. Two factors had evidently caused it: Islam, and the
vigorous administration of the Chef Minister, Khan Abdul
Qaiyuin Khan. Pathans have long been renowned not only for
their independent and virile spirit-they were once an Lnperial
race theillselves-but for Islamic fervour. Infidel British rule
therefore sat uneasily on them; sometimes, as in Apnl 1930,
when an Afridi lashkar broke into Peshawar from the surrounding orchards, it nearly collapsed. The tribal areas West and North
of the settled districts of the Frontier Province proper had never
been tamed. Personal relations between Pathans and British
might be excellent; often they were. But an alien, non-Islamic
Power's sway was resented, and fundamentally insecure.
The creation of Palustan changed all that. Muslim now ruled
Muslim, and tension eased. The Pathans' temperamental factionalisnl and violence indeed continued to cause manv minor hullaballoos that you might not find elsewhere. Between Dean's hotel
and the nearby Political Agent's oflice, a day or two after our
arrival, a blobdy street-battle raged among rival cliques of
Mohmand tribesmen over their allowances; tonga-loads of men
with split pates and gory torsos were carted ofX2-~n1948, travelling with the Frontier Constabulary near Bannu, Rdlim arid I
saw two murders done under our eyes before the constabulary
could intervene; cultivators were using grass-cutters' knives in a
squabble about some abandoned Hindu land. The Frontier ccrtainly still needs firm policing.
d

A mobile band of war-making tribes~nen
Tongas are pony-traps
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t Pakistan's birth, political conditions became basically
healthier. The foreign non-Islamic irritant had gone. In South
Waziristan, the worst tribal area of all in British times, the scene
during the 1930's of almost continual affrays involving heavy
casualties, the Scouts l had not been involved for nearly five
years in any skirmish except against simple robbers.
When I first met Khan Abdul Qaiyum, in Delhi in 1943, he
was a member of the Indian Congress party and its Deputy
Leader in the Central Legislature. He went over to the Muslim
League two years later. Other Muslim politicians at that period
were doing likewise-Sheikh Abdullah being a ~najorexception.
Three reasons in his case could be surmised. First-so he later
told me-he had seen through the professed "secular" fairness
in most Hindu Congressmen; they were in reality, he found,
communal and anti-Muslim. The second, probably, was resentment at being curbed or overshadowed by the leading Congressman of the Frontier, Khan Abdul Ghaffar Khan. And the third, I
should guess, was sheer hard-headed political prescience. Wanting
power, conscious of his abilities, and looking ahead, he decided in
good time that the Islamic and Pakistani inguence on the Frontier
would win, and jumped accordingly.
He was now one of the strongest and most respected Muslim
f country,
leaders in Pakistan, a possible future Prime ~ i n i s t e r bthe
and architect of dcvilo~mentsin his Province which few couid
have foreseen, and which had put it in some ways well ahead of
Pakistan's other three: East Bengal, West Punjab, and Sind. He
had many enemies, both within the country and in India and
Afghanistan. His methods of government and electioneering were
at times criticized as ruthless and unprincipled, even by his friends.
But he was efficient, self-confident and bold : probably the right
qualities for administering territory such as this in these times.
During our talk on April 27 I found him more direct and
practical than ever. Of bulky physique, he carries his weight well,
and seemed full of energy.
What mattered for the Frontier, he emphasized-as indeed for
Pakistan-was material advance: more food and cloth, industries
and electricity, education, medical aid. The strong are heeded. It
was natural for the Great Powers at present to favour' India. When
Pakistan got stronger she would be noticed more. She should
See pp. 150, 151
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concentrate on her own developnlent. Frittering away energy
on ethereal projects such as fostering an Islamic bloc was foollsh.
A ~owerfulPalustali, if she wished, could become leader of the
Islamic nations in the ordinary course. At present they seemed
incapable of cohesion anyway.
His own Province, in less than five years, had ~nadegreat
econon~icstrides-more than during decades of British rule, I
might please note: in electrification, for example, which now
extended even to the tribal d a g e s . No doubt I had seen the
grids. At Dargai, under the Malakand Pass, the new hydroelectric project supplementing that at Jabban was well advanced;
a vastly bigger one, where the Kabul river emerged from its
gorge at Warsak, would follow. The Mardan sugar factory was
the biggest in Asia. Many new industrial ventures were springing
up: tanneries, mills for spinning cotton and woollen worsteds,
fruit-canning factories, others for m h g tobacco, paper-board,
caustic soda, starch, medicines, perfumery and so forth.
There were many more sihools, p;inlary and secondary,
particularly in the tribal areas, where a strong educational demand
had arisen. The tribesmen were shrewd; wealth and strength
means everythmg to them, and they had grasped that schoolLg
nowadays gets these things.
The Islamia College on the Khyber road was being much
enlarged; it had now become the core of the new Peshawar
University. There and in the schools the curricula he hoped would
have practical bias, concentrating on such subjects as mechanical
engineering, medicine, agriculture, animal husbandry. Producing more clerks and literary gentlemen was bad policy; there
were too many now.
It was by material strength, not by sentiment or slogans, that
power was won and held, whether by Governments or peoples.
Religion was good in its place. But the mullahs must not butt
into politics ; on the Frontier he had arranged that they did not.
In Peshawar, as I might have foreseen, I soon got enmeshed in
"Pakhtoonistan." Here was a fascinating political topic, a
Central Asian intrigue of the finest quality, opening up almost
limitless possibilities for speculation-but leaving less scope for
idling than I had planned.
See pp. 63, 64
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Khan Abdul Qaiyunl mentioned it during our talk. So did
the Governor, Khwaja Shahabuddin-brother of Khwaja Nazimuddin, the Pakistani Prime Minister-when I lunched in his
panelled dining-room soon after, under the arnlorials of famous
British Governors such as Sir George Roos-Keppel and Sir George
Cunningham. So did the little Chinese cobbler who fitted nle for
shoes. So did the District Conlnlander, General Haji Iftikhar
Ahmad; the Inspector-General of the Fronticr Corps, Coloilel
Rahim; city merchants whom I knew; teachers at the Islamia
College. My Rahim did too.
To most Western eyes "Pakhtoonistan" is gibberish. The
term first got about in 1946, publicized by the "Frontier Gandhi"
Khan Abdul Ghaffar and his Red Shirt party, ail offshoot of the
Indian Congress. It had now become the essence of Afghan propaganda against Palustan. Its curious evolution needs explaining
Literally the word means the land of the Pakhtoons or Pathans.
the speak;rs of Pashtu or Pakhtu, about seven million of whom
inhabit the North-West Frontier. The remaining four million
l modern
or so inhabit Afghanistan, which, like ancient ~ i u or
Switzerland, is aVcountrydivided into three parts: an Uzbeg or
Tajjik part to the North, a Persian part to the West, and this
Pathan part to the South. The Afghan Royal House, largely
Persian by culture, is Pathan by race.
In publicizing the word, Khan Abdul Ghaffar steered clear of
its then delicate Afghan aspect. On Red Shirt lips "Pakhtoonistan" signified an aiitatioi or demand for the &dependence of
the Pathans of the North-West Frontier-independence, that is,
from Pakistan, should such a State come into being.
But before she did, the Red Shirts were a spent force. As
I had seen during a Frontier visit in May 1947, they had been
much shaken by ;he civil disobedience movement waged against
them by their rivals the Muslim League, in imitation of their own
earlier movements against the British. Their avowed llnk with the
Congress party and the Hindus, at a time of ferocious communal
rioting all across the plains of Northern Delkaria, proved unsustainaGe. Reports of f;ightful outrages against ~ u s l k by
s Hindus
and Slkhs down-country kept pouring in. Faced with such
alternatives, Pathans favoured Islam and Palustan. The referendum in the Frontier Province in July 1947 decided the matter.
Soon the Red Shirt Cabinet of Dr Khan Sahib, brother of Khan
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Abdul Ghaffar, was driven from ofice; and next year Khan Abdul
Ghaffar was jailed.
From the iloment of the Red Shirts' loss of power, the Afghans
took over the "Pakhtoonistan" clamour. In September 1947,
alone among 57 nations, they opposed Pkstan's entry to the
U.N.; and thereafter they maintained continuous hostile propaganda, in which the demand for Pakhtoon or Pathan independence was the keynote.
What they meant by this, however, wobbled in accordance
with Kabul's political moods. The Pathans of P k s t a n declared
that Pakistan was independent already, themselves being part of
her. At one time the Afghan demand appeared no more than that
the Palustani Government should change the Frontier Province's
name to Pakhtoonistan. At others it has been blatantly annexationist. While I was on my journey, for example, the Afghan
Ambassador in Cairo was reported as saying that "Pakhtoonistan" meant cession to Afghanistan of large tracts of territory
stretching from high Central Asia to the Arabian Sea.
The unpleasant aspect of the affair lay in this. Pakistanis were
convinced that Afghanistan's policy was instigated by India, that
she had been inveigled into it not only by diplomatic suasion but
by cash. It was essentially an offshoot, they contended, of the
kuch bigger ~ndo-palustahdisputes, particuiarly about Kashmir,
and was therefore dishonest. For how else could it be ex~lained?
I
Afghanistan, they pointed out, was weak and backward, a
country of about 12 million people as against Pakistan's 76
millions. Her annual revenue was less than half Pakistan's annual
outlay in the Frontier Province and the tribal areas alone. She
was far from being democratic, as suggested by her Indian sympathizers ; llke Nepal-until India subverted its independence for
democracy's sake in 1950-5 I-she was a mediaeval autocracy,
arbitrarily run, whose important Government -posts at home and
abroad were held by the King's relatives.
There could be n o comparison between the two countries
nlilitarily. By Asian standards Pakistan's Armed Forces were
first-class, surpassed only by those of China and India. Further,
she had excellent communications towards and along the border
by rail or road. Afghanistan's communications were comic; and
her very inadequate revenues, apart from readily ascertainable
facts, made clear that her Forces must be feeble and ill-equipped.
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In the last resort moreover she was dependent on Pakistani goodwill for her foreign supplies, since her outlet to the sca at Karachi,
via the road over the Khyber, was for geographical reasons the
one that mainly mattered.
In Pakistani estimation, Afghanistan could be conquered and
its Pathan part freed in a few weeks by about a third of the
n ~ to function.
Frontier corps, without the Pakistani ~ r i having
There would be no fanatical religious rcsistance, such as thwarted
the British. But such action, in the world's present state, might
cause a general disaster. Afghanistan's disintegration would doubtless bring Russia forward at least as far as the Hindukush mountains, wgh diplomatic and strategic results dficult to predict.
And even should no great war ensue, Pakistan would acquire
Russia as neiehbour.
a-distasteful DrosDect.
U
Equally cogent perhaps was a further reflection. Military
action by Pakistan might call forth a stab in the back from India,
whose well-placed armoured division was a standing menace
to Lahore. India and Afghanistan professedly were close friends.
Leading Afghan personages had often visited Delhi and been
received with much honour. Any opportunity gratuitously
offered to India for an offensive might be grasped eagerly.
This, in essence, was the Pakistani opinion about "Pakhtoonistan." I heard it repeatedly in ~eshawar,the Pathans' or Pakhtoons' biggest ~ i ~ * - ~ r e s ; m a b lthe
~ capital-designate of any
Pakhtoonistan yet to be born. I had heard echoes of it earlier in
Karachi and elsewhere-which made it the more necessary that,
before leaving for England, I should cross the frontier and hear
something also of what the Afghans and the foreign diplomats
in Kabul had to say. Much of my remaining time in Peshawar,
therefore, was spent-as at 'Pindi-upon hard chairs imbibing
unnecessary tea in Government ofices of various lunds, Palustani
and Afghan and now also British, making applications for travel232
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And this time there was a further complication. Not only did
I aspire to visiting Kabul myself; I was bent on taking Rahim, for
our remaining days together were sadly few. Englishman and
Palustani, we would tread Afghan soil together or not at all.
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HILE the bureaucrats of three nations in Peshawar, and
their counterparts no doubt in Kabul, unravelled this
teaser-which I was told might take some time-there were three
pleasant hilly expeditions to make: North to the Malakand,
South to Waziristan, West to the Khyber.
The way to the Malakand runs close to Mohmand country on
the left, with Rahim's country of the Utman Khel and Sam
Ramzai Yusufzais on the righi but the tribesmen to be stayed
with would be Mahsuds, nlv rescuers from abdominal and oolitical
mishap in 1948, and in 19sI hosts to illy adve~lturousHindu
motor-driver Raghu Ra1.l ~oad-makersnear~ h i t r ain
l the former
year, they had since been electricity-makers, engaged on excavations for the Dargai project which Khan Abdul Qaiyutn had
enthusiastically described.
Loosely enrolled in a labour battalion, they lived in the romantic little fort at Dargai, about a mile from the hydro-electric
undertaking, and were under military discipline-but unarmed.
Mahsuds are indeed recruited to the Pakistani combatant units,
where, mixed with Pathans of other tribes, they do excellently.
But the notion of nothing but Mahsuds, of Mahsuds en masse
armed and trained, frightens even the Pakistani Government.
Occasions are recalled when the British tried it, with pecuhar
results. The most volatile, lethal, unscrupulous, intelligent and
travel-lusting species of Pathan, Mahsuds in those days found
collective possession of first-class weapons altogether too tempting and usually mutinied or just rushed off, causing understandable consternation.
Dargai lies beneath big, barren hills. These are traversed by the
Malakand pass, less famous than the Khyber, but historically
almost as important; it leads one way to Dir and Chitral, and
another to Swat, a fascinating principality and home of different
friends of mine-the new Wali or Ruler and his admirable
'
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young son Shahzada Aurangzeb, whom I had recently met agairl
at 'Pindi.
As we drove towards Dargai from Peshawar and Nowshcra
over flat country, the hills had been strips of jagged mauve
cardboard propped at the horizon's rim, not quite real. Then
suddenly, with some change in the light, they became solid. ~t
was now high summer by British standards on the plains-and
hot at that. The wheat was cut; shaggy stacks of it dotted the
stubbly fields. Yet it was spring too. Birds were ncsting, trees
were bright with new leaf; and here, where the ground rose
towards the hills, the monotony of boulders and brown scrub
was disrupted by the flame-of-the-forest, flowering like a red
exvlosion.
I
Among the assembled faces as we drove through the fort's
gateway were some that I recognized, and I was struck afresh
by Mahsuds' extraordinary variety of countenance: interesting
faces all, hard and lean; some so handsome that you could hardlv
believe it, catching your breath; others amusingly ugly; otheis
again diabolical, apparently incarnations of scheming, pitiless evil.
That evening, as sunlight cast oblique shadows on the hills, our
hosts gave us a dance : not quite so perfect, perhaps, as that beside
their encampment on the Chitral road had been in 1948;or my
mood, in a healthy, undepleted body, was this time less-delicatel;
receptive. But a very wonderful, bloodstirring dance nonetheles;,
worth travelling far to see.
In true Mahsud style it began all anyhow. Young men ambled
on to the dance-arena of beaten earth in twos and threes, clad
according to individual untidy fancy-very different from the
systematized attire which I was to see not long afterwards among
Pathan sepoys at Wana and Landikotal. Some wore sashes or
scarves, white or coloured, others not. The long out-hanging
shirts and the partouks-wide baggy cloth trousers that Pathans
use-were of various hues also: mazri-grey,' blue, whlte, khalu.
Bored or seemin~lv
reluctant. the wourd-be dancers collected in
0
a disorderly circle, and as the drummer began half-heartedly
thumping, made tentative forward and backward steps.
4

J

The mazri-dye, derived from a cactus-like ~ l a n tis, much favoured by tribal
Pathans, since its tint harmonizes with the grey stoniness of the landscape.
Mahsuds disdain supplementary pipe-music, employed by some other
Pathans in dances. They dance to drum alone.
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Why, they look plumb silly !", I once heard a distinguished

foreign guest exclaim in vexed disappointment, on watching the
opening phase of a much Illore disciplined Pathan dance than
this, done by Khattaks.
Then, this evening, as the circle shaped up and the men sidled
and thc tempo slowly grew, fire suddenly ran among them,
flickered between then1 and the drummer at the centre. spread to
the spectators. You could feel it, no one of spirit could fail to.
It originated nowhere, not from the drummer, nor any leader of
the circle; a spontaneous combustion had happened, the necessary
spark without which Pathan dancing is no more than rough,
vigorous movement. And as the swirling, shouting, head-swaying
men went round, faster and faster, the flame of their excitement
fused us all in an absorbed, barbaric, passionate unity.
Convention-bound on these occasions to your chair, you feel
your feet and hands vibrant, you can hardly keep still, you must
forthwith join this wild, glorious, virile throng; you restrain yourself with a snuggle. But though inexperience and propriety may
debar a British spectator from participating, you can at least
organize and intensify your sedentary watchful pleasure in various
ways.
One, perhaps the least easy, is to try to comprehend with eye
and ear the entire dance, disregarding individual dancers. Circhg,
the lithe forms bend and sway, gently, violently, in abrupt
alternations. In them all are deep reserves of wiry strength;
intense vitality stirs under partial control. From lowered heads in
line the black bobbed masses of oiled, straight hair fall loose.
Rhythmically, downwards and sideways they swing and jerk, to
throb of drum, to stamp or shuffle of feet and stir of dust. Then,
with a flick, the heads rise, the tresses slap back into neat place. A
tiny pause; you have watched a row of long-stalked boyish
flowers, tossing black petals in a breeze of drum-beats.
Another way is to concentrate on particular bodies. To observe
each as it swings into view before you; to taste the beauty of its
movements; then to accept the next as it arrives, contrasting it.
O r you can choose one body which pleases, following its gyrations all the way round with entranced if sometiines tardy or
defeated eye.
Near the end, this evening, I found myself engaged in the last
method, having selected a piece of special Mahsud flame, a lean,
A
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flickering figure of conspicuous grace, black-sashed, otherwise
all in white, long of arm, youthful, hawk-nosed-arld
then,
startled, I recognized him. I was admiring my own Gullnar
Khan, daily compaliioll of our reccnt journey from Karachi to
'Pindi, now transformed, a thing of fire and wonder.
Tribal Pathans are carnivors. Living with them, you find yourself devouring much flesh, and busy,-in the intervals, extriiatine
shreds of trapped meat from among your hard-worked teeth. I;
part, this meaty diet is from choice; in part, a result of these
Pathans' environment, so stony and arid that crops are thin,
vegetables and fruit rare, dairy-products poor; arid perforce they
resort to sheep-eating.
I enjoyed aAdelicioisfleshy repast that evening after the dance,
a tribal meal given by my friend Hashem Khan and his senior
colleague Mir Badshah, Mahsuds of leading
- families-chieftains
they might be called.
First came a course of roast sheep's ribs, with roast liver, masses
of it, very succulent. A sheep's haunch followed, softly boiled,
beautiful. After that arrived sliced meat lumps, set amidst bright
spiced yellow rice laced with raisins, nuts, herbs, and a sideaccompaniment of onion and potato. There had probably been
enough meat, between the three of us, to satisfy a modern British
household for a rnonth. The final, non-carnivorous course was a
pink blancmange, all being washed down by the distinctive
Pathan drink, milkless green tea or cawa, flavoured with
cardomom.
Gulmar Khan called me next morning; Rahim must have
overslept. It was pleasant to see him-an ordinary human being
again, no longer a streak of fire; and we had news to exchange
of our doings since parting at 'Pindi.
Hashem says ~ o u ' r e going to Waziristan after this", he
stated.
" Yes."
I 11 come too, please.
Rahim's feelings nust not be hurt, and
Here was a
the domestic combination of two nlutually distrustful Pathans had
been awkward, even alarming before.
"Why, Gulmar ?"
1
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"To see that you're safe, of course. And I know lots of people,
big men, Sahib, mallks to introduce you to. And Wana is very
nice, Sahib."
"Yes, I've been there."
I reflected. Gulmar could certainly help with introductions ; he
was well connected. Waziristan was not R h m ' s country. Then
catne an idea.
How far is your village from Wana, Gultnar?"
"Fifteen miles, Sahib. And they've started a bus." He looked
at me eagerly. "Just two nights, Sahib", with a twinkle. "Then
I'd be back in Wana again."
So that was it. Seventeen-year-old Gulmar, just before meeting
me at Karachi, had been married.
And on this hard-headed basis we agreed upon it-subject to
Rahim's approval. Gultllar would exploit me to get to h s home
in the far South, about 400 miles away; and I, except for his
48 hours, would exploit him as my political aide.
Later that morning we set off to see his fellow-Mahsuds'
hydro-electric labours. Water from the Swat river on the North
side of the Malakand pass, brought by tunnel under it, already
served the older Jabban installation further up the valley, and
an additional channel, a big one which wriggled along the
valley-flank, now reached as far as Dargai, where the water
would rush down a four-piped electrical "fall." The Mallsuds'
task had been to excavate this new channel and the "fall"; most
of the job was now done. Contractors' men had followed them,
cementing the surface; and below, at the base of the "fill",
more men were putting up the power-house.
It was hot work, there under an almost vertical sun on the arid
hdlside-and dangerous too. Only the evening before, a mass of
rock, which could have lulled scores, collapsed close to where
they had stood.
Many of these tribesmen wore goggles as safeguard against
stone-splinters. They were pick-axing, delving with iron levers,
hammering, shovelling-using the Asian two-man shovel-or
carrying off rock and earth in triangular tip-cars on r d s , or
on two-man cradles or rope-stretchers. They toiled with energy,
and their practical minds showed lively interest in the benefits
which woild result.
6
We need such things much in Waziristan", said one. It's our
66
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misfortune that the streams there are weak and do not run well."

Rahini, after a nioment's puzzled pause, made no objection
to Gulmar coming to Waziristan with us. Indeed, he seemed
pleased; and I thought I saw why, reading his mind with the
confidence of I +yearsy propinquity.
We were due today to stop at his village for at1 hour or so,
taking a more devious route back to Peshawar for this purpose.
And as we bumped along the rough track by the canal bankthrough fine Italian-looking country, M l of brightness and steep
little hills, outlined against a blue background of much bigger
ones-he began, by oblique conversational moves, to broach the
topic on his mind.
"Cut it out, you old fool."
He turned, startled and indignant.
"NOW that Gulniar's back; and can look after me, you're
going to ask whether you can stay at home for a night o; two.
Now aren't you ? "
He smiled.
"That's agreed, then." And on this happy basis our visit
opened auspiciously.
His house stood away from the others of the village, within a
small walled enclosure where a buffalo-cow could be kept:
three rooms, one fairly large, with an outhouse added since my
last visit; a pleasant home, but, owing to the structure of the
roof, an inferno of heat in summer.
Though I had implored him not to incur expense, a contrary
message had evidently been sent and lavish preparations awaited
us. Pathan hospitality is incorrigibly generous, however poor
the host. On the big farmly charpoi or string-bed in the livingroom lay spread the flashy silk quilt which I remembered him
buying in Calcutta, and on this, as guest of honour, I was invited
to sit. Other string-beds had been carried in, on which relatives
and visitors seated themselves, politely conversing. Wide-eyed
village chldren from the road peered-in, trespassiLg, and were
brusquely ordered o E Rahim put a garland of roses round my
neck; others, sweet-scented, hung on the wall. And with pleasure
I noticed there also, proudly displayed, the r d e I had @;en him
in gratitude for long service, and a framed photograph of myself
near by.
L
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PLATE 28. Rahim's little daughter, at her village; now five years old
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Food was brought, far too much. Little Akhtari, the daughter
born in my ~ a l c u t t aflat during the riots, came up, coy but
friendly, wearing a garland of roses also, to offer sweets; and on
the floor crawled two smaller children, sons, one with his father's
chin-cleft in miniature.
As village convention required, Rahim's wife remained
invisible. I caught only a partial fluttering glimpse of a burqaclad form. We were acquainted, however. When she inhabited
my Calcutta flat for thi baby9; birth, though veiled, she had
treated me almost as a member of the family; and once, when
the unpunctual Rahim had overslept again, ;he had even, head
averted, brought me morning tea.

SOUTH W A Z I R I S T A N

T

HE religious calendar of Islam works backward through the

year, changing position a little each titne, for it is fixed to
the moon's phases. An annual festival which falls in October will
next fall in or near September, and so on. Rahitn and Gulmar
and I, and our Mahsud hosts under the Malakand, and our
friends at Peshawar-the table-servants at Dean's, the Scouts'
officers in the big Fort, the tribal riff-raff in the bazaar, the bulky
Chief Minister-indeed everyone on the Frontier, and in Pakistan.
had become alert to this fac; lately, because the-new moon, jus;
as the hot weather was beginning in the last days of April, had
announced the approach of the Muslims' annual ordeal. Horned
and beautiful, it lay on its back above a jagged skyline, elnphasizing to the faithful that next month would be Ramazan.
Devout Christians also fast once a year, by which they usually
mean replacing one good protein by another; red flesh by paler
fish. Ramazan is different-and in a new-made Islamic State is
more closely observed than in the old undivided India. Froin
dawn to sunset for 28 or perhaps 29 days no food or liquid must
pass the faster's lips.
Once, living among Muslitlls at this grim time, I tried joining
them. You get hungry towards evening. And probably you sleep
badly. About midnight uneasy awareness that supper was insufficient rouses you; you take a snack and gulp some water.
Later perhaps you wake merely from fear of oversleeping, or
because others are moving about; for if you fail to take breadast
before sunrise you cannot breakfast at all.
But these things were endurable. Much the hardest part, at any
rate in hot climates, is the deprivation of liquid. What stopped my
comradely experiment was si1nply the afternoon thirst. And that
was years ago, when Ramazan fell in October, and each day's
abstention lasted less than twelve hours. Now, in May 1952, there
would be nearly sixteen drdless, foodless hours-in dry burning
winds and pl&s-temperatures well over 100".
OfFicers of the Frontier Corps headquarters. Sec pp. 150, 151
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"You won't find us quite at our best soon", explained my
companion of the South Wziristan Scouts as we set forth one
May dawn for Wana. He was aware only that I might be in
Waziristan some wMe-for the halt at Peshawar had shown
little progress yet with the matter of the Afghan permits. "Of
course we welcome guests during Ramazan. But there's not
much going on. And the men get a bit drowsy and irritable in
the afternoons."
"I know; I've seen it. But I'll probably have gone. I'm due to
leave for England in June."
"I wish I could! "
Wana is about 300 miles from Peshawar. The road, winding,
traverses much rocky, tribal country. The only straight bits are
across the cultivated plains of Kohat, Bannu and T d . The
intervening bits are wild and barren, and the hds towards the
end very wild indeed. Dashing young Scouts' officers in their own
cars may do the trip in a day, but normally it takes two, owing to
the hills and curves.
And this time, both ways, I was to travel with convoys of
Scouts' lorries, carrying troops or stores. Though slower, it added
to the journey's variety. When bored sitting within, amidst the
engine-fumes, you could risk sunstroke on the roof, enjoying
the view and the fresh air among the railed-in bags and beddmgrolls; or you could stand or squat with the swaying men in one
of the open vehicles at the convoy's dusty tail.
Muslim troops are pleasant to travel with, as companionable
as British but finer-mannered, very solicitous always for a guest.
Another notable contrast, particularly in the case of Pathans, is
their extreme modest unobtrusiveness about calls to nature at
the halts. Bedouin Arabs are similar-or so I thought when once
on a desert journey with Glubb's Arab Legion.
Such things deserve mention, for some Westerners assume
that, because Asians' standards of material civilization are lower,
because they are poor and their streets dirty, they are probably
dirty in person too, even lachng in the decencies. This is far
from so, as indicated earlier in this book? And Westerners on
their part may not know that certain Westenl habits shock and
disgust Asians : public love-making for instance. A luss is scarcely
See pp. 37' 73' 74
Q
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ever seen on Delkarian films. I reflected, too, that nearly all the
Pathans I was with today would have recently shaved the iweatier
parts of their bodies; the notion of armpits unshaven for more
than a fortnight, particularly in the hot weather, would revolt the
average Muslim. And before prayer-Muslims
pray oftenthese men would usually be scrupulous in washing not only hands,
but feet and mouth and other parts as well.
The road, traversing the Bannu plain, was bordered by datepalms. This short stretch is rich and fertile. On the fields, villagers
were threshing and winnowing new-cut wheat. Oxen driven
in circles plodded over the sheaves to thresh them; then men
brusquely Xorked the threshed matter high into the air. The resulting golden jerky showers of falling Gain and separated chaff,
wind-blown puffs llke tiny bomb-bursts, dotted the countryside,
a characteristic sight in M B ~all along the Frontier. charactiristic
of these fertile parts, too, was the strong hot smell of blossoming
lucerne.
But most of the way lay twistily through arid jumbled rock or
tracts of sand. In the flat country beyond Bannu the afternoon
air over the dunes shimmered and bent with the heat. Sometinles
there were mirages. An unusually perfect one showed a great
blue lake, with distant thorn trees reflecting themselves filllength in the quivering semblance of water.
Approached at evening, after you have passed Tank, South
Waziristan is spectacular-more so, I think, than the Khyber. The
scale is vast; everything appears harsh and bare. Toothy crags
bite the pale sky. Centrally stands a conspicuous peak; two precipices fdl away near its summit, and its flank, high up, is notched
as if from a sword-cut.
By the road Kuchi nomads were untidily camped in their
hairy tents, surrounded with camels and donkeys, children and
dogs, goats and sheep and poultry. Every spring, when the plains
get hot and pasture dries, these people migrate to the uplands.
Cooking-fires glowed after their day's trudge, and there were
fiiendly shouts as we passed.
There came shouts, too, and eager questions from the men
assembled to watch our convoy on the battlements of the Frontier
Constabulary fort at Kaur. As we went on in the dusk towards
Manzai and Jandola a small dry thunderstorm blinked from the
southward hills. I felt drowsy, sagging against the bedding-rolls
242
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on the roof. It had been a long day's drive, hot and dusty, more
than 12 hours already.
At the front of our vehlcle, on the roof by hmself, crouched a
Scouts sepoy, his turbaned head silhouetted against the tilting
stars. His hand grasped a rifle; at h s waist the metal of the bayonetsheath reflected an occasional lightning flash; over chest and
shoulder was outlined a bandolier; he gripped h s turban-tad by
his teeth to prevent it flapping, but behind him his out-hanpg
Pathan shirt of grey mazri blew vigorously in the lorry-made
breeze.
We spent an airless night at Jandola; although w i h the
Waziristan hlls, its height is only about 2,200 ft. In British days
it had been the S.W.S.'s headquarters; now its importance was
secondary. Headquarters had moved u to Wana, formerly a big
Army camp, climatically pleasanter, ccause much hgher and
breezier-and much deeper within Waziristan.
As mentioned earlier: soon after P h s t a n was born her Government decided to pull the Armv out of the tribal areas on the
Frontier altogethe;. ~aintenanc;of order was left to an enlarged
Frontier Corps-which is recruited whollv from Pathanssupported by'the loosely-organized levies chled khassadars. It
was a bold-some thought rash-stroke of policy. Reasons were
several: the Pahstani Army required complete reorganizing
after being unpicked from the old Army of undivided India;
attack was feared from the new India, this necessitating stronger
defences in the Punjab; and the Army in the old days had proved
curiously ineffective and very costly on the Frontier anyway.
But a bigger reason lay behind. The decision was ultimately
of Faith. The tribes, Palustanis believed, would show thel~lselves
friendlier to an Islamic State than they had to the old British Raj.
A calculated political risk was taken: based on religion. And although the p;olonged dfierences with neighbourini Afghanistan
were then quite unforeseen, the risk had certainly justified itself
r
-as I had seen for myself during extensive ~ r o n t i i wanderings
between Chitral and Pishin in 1948 and 1951. Oilly one modification had been made to meet Afghan antagonis111:-a small force
drawn from the Pakistani Army was put at LandJcotal to support
the Khyber Rifles (a Frontier Corps unit).
See pp. 150,151
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For about five years now the Frontier had enjoyed, in general,
a peace unknown latterly in British days. Nothing like the battle
or planned operations of those times had happened. Occasional
disorder of political origin had occurred in the Tochi (North
Waziristan) and Khyber areas. Elsewhere, except for camelraising raids, minor banditries of the traditional kind, and a few
affrays with Afghan troops or auxiliaries on the border itself,
calm had reigned. The Islamic factor had so far worked.
An episode during my journey in 1951 threw interesting light
on the attitude of local Pakistani officialdom towards the risks
of border-trouble. I was then in the Khurram, a tongue of
tribal territory which projects towards Afghanistan between the
Khyber and the Tochi, and was out gushting with the local
Frontier Corps unit, the Khurram Militia. Gushts are lightlyarmed foot-patrols, which often traverse very rough hilly
ground under the fierce sun.
This one, because of the visitor present, was an easy affair.
Nevertheless, most of our march that morning went w i t h a
few hundred yards of Afghan territory, and I thought: how
annoying for my hosts, what agitated signalling, what piles of
correspondence, were I shot or kidnapped. For I was then still
Editor of "The Statesman", holding a job therefore in the new
India, but travelling on a British passport, and in Pakistani charge.
In fact I embodied the ndunps of a verv tiresome little international incident; and affrays dyd undeniadly sometimes occur.
On returning that evening to the Mess at Parachinar I mentioned what had been in my mind. My hosts laughed. Yes, the
idea had occurred to them too: they had discussed it; the Political
Agent had even been spoken to. Certainly the official fuss had I
been lost would have been considerable-apart from the disgrace
and personal regrets.
6
~ uwe've
t
gYot thngs pretty well buttoned up here, as you can
see", concluded the commandant. "There really wasn't a risk
worth the name."
b

The five-hours' drive from Jandola up to Wana was as impressive as ever, through an angular, brutal landscape of jumbled
rock, rich in blood-soaked history. Above the road stood the
fortified posts which, in the 193o's, had been headlined in the
Press because of the savage hill-fighting around them : Chagmalai,
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Splitoi, Sarwakai, Tanai. We went through the dreaded defile
called Shahur Tangi, then a convoy-trap, where shockingly many
brave men died, Muslin1 and Christian, Hindu and Sikh. Yet now,
in Pakistani care, one infidel in a supposedly fanatic-filled country,
I saw it not from behind armour-plate,
but unreproved from a
*
lorry roof-top, any sniper's easy target.
This region is partly Wazir, partly Mahsud. Men of the two
tribes can probably be distinguished by an expert. He will tell
you, for instance, that Wazirs U e wearing oblongs of crude
jewellery containing talismans on their h t s or waistcoats;
and that Mahsuds think this vulgar, keeping their talismans, if
any, on necklets next the skin. But a quick glance may find
differentiation hard. Neither tribe uses the kulla-the st& skullcap, usually decorated with gold thread, whch forms the basis
of most Muslim turbans. Instead, they bundle their turbans
untidily direct on the head, and often choose black, not pale-blue
or brown, the commoner Pathan colours elsewhere. This black
cloth heaped above the black bobbed locks gives the men a
sinister conspiratorial appearance as they idle by the roadside,
hawk-faced, spitting, grasping rdes, glancing hard-eyed at the
convoy.
The women, if not in black too, wear various shades of rusty
red. As we passed, few of them bothered to drape their faces,
which, if not young, were as hard and hawk-ke as the men's.
Most of them walked barefoot. Their skirts and bodices swung
gracefully along the road, or the little stony pathways by th;;
fields of sparse wind-sprawled wheat, as yet unripe on these
uplands.
Nearing Wana, we saw three distant horsemen on a vast
pebbly wilderness. And they, seeing us, and wanting to investigate, spurred their steeds, leaning eagerly in the saddles, rifles
slung behind. The horses were beautiful animals, and decked unexpectedly with flashy head-trappings, pompons and tassels of
coloured wool. The rifles bore tassels too.
Then, straggling across the road, other figures appeared-an
assemblage of guests for a Mahsud wedding. Signs of special
finery showed in the women's clothes, and someone, doubtless
the bridegoom, rode a caparisoned camel, rodung laboriously
back and forth with its shp-like movements. The gay, festive
spectacle drew excited shouts and laughter from our convoy.
A
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Changes at Wana since the old days seemed fcw. The Scouts
used only about a third of the big former British camp; the rest
lay empty, but in fair repair. I was housed at the Mess. Though the
last British officer had gone some while ago, the traditions stayed.
Various Mess treasures-had been brought-up from Jandola,
of presentation silver inscribed with the donors' names; a heavilvhuhorous S.W.S. crest headed "Wany, Weedy, weaky"; aI;d
pictures of aquatic scenes-a Scottish sea-loch, a sailing-vessel
tossed in big waves, duck alighting on a pool-suggesting the
subco~isciousyearning for water of exiled islanders stationed here
in the Asian land-mass years ago.
Meals were usually Pakistani curries, but British food could be
got. At table the smaller plate tended to shift to the right of the
cutlery, for Muslims eat bread right-handedly. The tumbler,
similarly, might deviate leftwards. Liquor was kept and hospitably offered to a foreign visitor-but not pressed on him. That
spared me an embarrassment, for over-lavish offerings of spirits
or beer in the old days were sometimes perplexing. My hosts, as
good Muslims, did not d r d .
British officers, I believe, never brought their wives to Wana.
The only British ladies who to my kLowledge stayed thereafter 1947-were three missionary workers in the little hospital.
~ u ~Austani
t
wives and families. were now established. ~naeed,
although Kabul Radio had recently made Wana the scene of a
battle with "Pakhtoon" forces in whch the Scouts suffered
over 200 casualties, it was in fact a tranquil and unwontedly
domestic little hill-station.
The Islamic atmosphere was strong. On the Mess lawn at
sundown, sipping lemonade with a group of officers, I halfnoticed the commandant, Colonel Abdul Jabar, a keen gardener,
stroll off among the larkspur and petunia beds. After a whle
something moved. Alone in a corner, his feet shoeless, a silk handkerchief over his head, he was prostrating himself towards Mecca.
Before dawn one day I set off on an expedition with one of
the captains in his car, an open tourer, follhwed by lorry-borne
troops. W e soon outdistanced them; but as the sun rose he pulled
up and got out. Map on knee, studying the landscape, I paid no
heed, when, startled, I realized that he stood nearby at the roadside before a little shrine, hands shoulder-high,
upward in
the beautiful Muslim gesture of supplication. It was no formal
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prayer; just a word to God at daybreak for happy times on our
simplicity charmed me.
journey. The episode's unselfco~~scious
It could scarcely have happened in the old days-nor, probably,
would I have beeti in an open car with no armed orderly, far
ahead of the troops.
While at Wana I covered some of the surrounding landscape
on foot, suitably escorted. On one such walk, I had as an armed
protector a hard, unsmiling 15-year-old, whom I photographed
during a halt. Brown-shned, grey-clad, motionless, be was
almost invisible on the great stony waste, melting into his environment, as perfect at protective colouring as an animal.'
Everything behind him was motionless too, empty and barren
except, far off, the tiny movement of a flock of goats-and the
heated air itself, ripplkg l ~ k ewater. Then over tLe skyline, but
parted from it by an intervening thin stratum of pale trembling
blue, there appeared a procession of tall camels, slow, swaying,
roped in single file but apparently as yet unled, treading on nothingness. Then the man leading them, lower, also rose into view.
On May 12 I did a routine gusht with the S.W.S. to a pass
called the Inzar Narai, which leads from Wazir to Mahsud
territory; thence we traversed a hdl-face for some miles, returning
by another route across the Wana plain. Because of the midday
dazzle we started at 4 a.m.: two officers, myself, and about 160
men equipped with automatic weapons, rdes, heliograph, a walluetalkie, and carrier pigeons. The first pallor of dawn was then
outlining the Eastward hills. No sun however reached us till
6.30, fo; by daybreak we were already well in the gully that
rises to the pass.
Setting forth over the dim plain in waning moonlight had
been pleasant and cool. The men soon fanned out, surprisingly
few of our considerable grey-clad party being then discernible.
After a while, in a fold of ground, we came upon a camp of
Kuchi nomads just awakening. Dogs barked, new-made fires
glowed, questions and greetings came faintly and were replied to.
As the tilt of the land brought us towards the gully-entrance,
grasses and scrub got less sparse, then small junipers appeared.
On our right a 7,000-ft. hdltop carried a sprmkling of pines.
During our nine-hours' march that day we made four haltsReproduced on Plate XI1
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to enable the rear platoon to catch up, or for tactical redispositions,
signals, food, and discreet calls to nature, performed not standing
but squatting always. From the lip of the pass we looked down
past a grim little khassadar post into the Mahsud country. Young
Gulmar would be over there now, enjoying his 48 hours.
The subsequent scramble along the hill-face under rapidly
mounting sunshine bothered me, a c i d a n desk-worker nearing
so; often the steep slope was all loose angular stones, which slid
or collapsed when stepped on. Upward pulls on the unsure footholds sometimes knocked my breath out. There was also much
thorn; a sort of holly scraped the bare arms, fingers clutched
camel-scrub, spiky knee-high bushes menaced the calves. For all
of us the last third of the expedition, down a dry watercourse
, rather
and across the boulder-strewn plain towards ~ a i a was
an ordeal because of the now \early vertical sun. The body's
desiccation by heat and dazzle and th= strong drying wind on ;he
Pathan hills can be extraordmary; and our water-bottles had
mostly been emptied long ago.
Not having previously gushted so near midsummer I did not
do badly however. I noted my liquid-intake after reaching Wana:
in
hours, nine eager tumblerfuls of well-salted water. As I had
worn nothing but a Chitrali cap, thmner protection than my
Pathan companions' turbans, I ought by Edwardian medical
standards toAhavedeveloped sunstrGke that night. But R.A.F.
"erks" in World War 11, toiling bare-headed and almost barebodied on Indian airfields, had disproved old notions that
Europeans in the tropics need special khds of pith hat.
Having been out with Frontier Corps units under the British
Raj, and in the early post-Partition period when the Corps was
still largely British-officered, I had kept an interested though
amateur eye open for any falling-off in standards. I saw none, either
in 195I or 1952;discipline remained strict, tactics careful, organization firm. But this gusht certainly had a pleasant picknicky atmosphere-in itself a fact of interest, because of Kabul's reports of
frequent disorder in Waziristan. It was a physical training
exercise, not a possibly operational venture; a mere energetic
country walk. Obviously no danger was expected.

14

Another expedition from Wana took us by car back to Tanai,
then down a ioad known to me from a jou;ney in 1948,which
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connects South Waziristan with the Zhob, in Baluchstan. We
were to be guests at lunch of a Wazir malik, Urn= Din, of Spin
village, half-way between Tanai and the Zhob border post of
Gulkach. Leading local tribesmen would be there.
Umar Din received us in a big flat-roofed tent. Tent-poles and
inner lining and roof were festively hung with coloured stripy
blankets and shawls. A long table had been cloth-covered, and
senior guests sat or lolled before it on string-beds draped with
bright quilts and cushions. Other guests or onlookers squatted
along the tent-walls.
Before and after food each guest in turn was as usual offered a
basin and soap. An attendant then poured water over hls hands
from a spouted vessel; after washing, hands were dried on a towel
laid over the attendant's shoulder. Some guests, at the second
washing, sucked up water from their cupped hands, rubbing
and rinsing
the teeth.
u
The food-five excellent sheep-courses, roast liver, roast ribs,
boiled haunch and so forth, also a chicken curry-included a
delicacy which may sound disgusting: solid fat, the tail of a
dumba or fat-tailed sheep? Even before reaching the lips, its
greasiness to the touch mav repel-for tribal meals are eaten
kith your fingers, not in the Buropean way with forks and spoons
previously in others' mouths. Nevertheless dumba is a speciality
which no stranger should miss. Taken hot, it is very good.
Conversation, at first fitful, sprang to eager life at a question
which I had asked elsewhere in Waziristan, as in the Malakandand which I later put in the Khyber. It derived from a remark by a
merchant of Peshawar on my return this year. The tribesmen, he
had told me, no longer felt interest in Kashmir. They thought
they had been let down by Palustan. Supplies had been wretchedly
short, whether of weapons and ammunition, or of rations, clothes
and medicines. And they had suffered many casualties.
Presumably, I enquired, what my friend the merchant said was
true? Much time had passed since the Kashmir fighting. No
doubt nowadays in Waziristan they scarcely bothered any more
about the affair.
At once arose a hubbub of denial. They were very interested
in Kashmir, they asserted. It was only out of respect for the
Pakistani Government's inexplicable present caution that they
See p. 86; also Plate 11
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held back. At the word Go, they would return in even greater
strength and energy. It was a matter of honour, indelible, a bloodfeud. Their fellow-tribesmen had been killed and wounded out
there on the Kashmiri hills by infidels, Hindus and Slkhs. It
could never be forgotten; there would be vengeance. Fat Peshawaris were worthless sources of information about tribal sentiment. They concocted spiritless stories in their silly heads, out of
the ill-humours of indolent surfeited bodies.
So the rippling, indignant talk flowed, well launched by an
enquiry which, wherever put, evoked the same answer.
Many of these men, it appeared, had fought in Kashmir. Two,
llke the Wazir khassadar whom I met in the Tochi during
February 1948,' had got as far as Pattan in the first invading wave.
Rahim outwardly maintained his glum disapproval of Waziristan and all men in it.
"They're as twisty as a pi-dog's tail", he asserted. "Why,
Sahib, when we were fighting in the Khaisora, the khassadars on
our side during the day used to fire against us at night! Any of
these people, for 500 rupees, would kill his best friend."
Perhaps more justified was his remark when we were in Wana
bazaar one morning, choosing local Pathan shirt-material to go
with my new Srinagar-made suit.2 As always on such occasions,
idlers &thered, in<&itive about the stranger's purchases.
"They shoot one with their eyes", grumbled Rahim confidentially. And indeed I know nothing quite like the stares of tribesmen in Waziristan: not hostile necessarily, but certainly at first
not friendly, they pierce, burrowing into the flesh, carrying no
warmth of possible luridness or mercy, reading you through,
laying bare weaknesses.
But Rahim's disparagements were partly for form's sake. In
fact he appeared fairly content with Waziristan under present
conditions, much less genuinely concerned for my safety than on
former visits. My l~kingfor views from lorry roof-tops, then, had
more than once evoked furious protest.
Gulmar had returned, delighted by his 48 hours. And in
appreciation he had brought me a present: a Mahsud dagger with
delicately-carved bone hilt, in a leather sheath encrusted with
little flashing stones.
See pp. 217, 218
See pp. 205, 206
I
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"Do you llke it please?" He scrutinized me uncertamly, handing it over, adding in innocence, "Just the same sort, Salub, as
ripped up the belly of that English motor-sehg gentleman in
Bannu only recently." l
It would be a fine weapon, no doubt, for Gulmar's village is
known throughout Waziristan for its skdled metal-workers.
" Unsheathe it."
I did as told. And there, elegantly wrought in gilded Romm
lettering along the evil grey blade, was the Mahsud craftsman's
transcription of my name as Gultnar told it h m : ANSTIFANS.
Gulmar's return was opportune, for news had come of an impending visit, by air, of the Palustani Minister for Frontier
Regions, Mr Gurmani. He would speak to Wazir and Mahsud
chiefs assembled from far and wide in a jirga.2
Already Gulmar had proved effective as political aide, introducing me with tact and discrimination to such tribal wortlues as
happened to be in Wana. He had much local knowledge. And
now men of greater standmg would appear.
W e met some near the bazaar the day before the Minister's
arrival: Khan Bahadur Mehr Dil Khan, the Mahsud leader said
to be now over 80, who had engaged in a personal brawl with
Pandit Nehru at the unfortunate Razmak jirga in October 1946;
the famous red-haired, green-eyed Khan Sahib Hayat, two of
i
whose sons I had earlier got acq;ainted with, one in ~ a r a c hand
another in Dargai, for Mahsuds are great wanderers; the other
malk Hayat, black-bearded, probable instigator of much fighting against the British; several more. At Gulmar's suggestion I
was politely introduced by red-haired Hayat to a squatting circle
of about 30.
Next morning all Wana was in a bustle. Expectant
school*
boys were alreaJy lined up, beneath fluttering paper flags of
welcome, as we sped forth to the landing-ground. There, lining
the strip in a double row ldce a flower-bed, sat the m a s . Behind
them some earlier cars were parked; a smart S.W.S. guard-ofhonour stood at ease; then there was a thicker row of squatting
figures-the public this time; and last, well back, lest the horses get
A former Army officer, stabbed to death in the bazaar by a Mhsud
apparently quite unknown to him, and unprovoked
Tribal gathering; almost, at times, a local law-making body or embryonic

parliament
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startled. some of what the Frontier Corps calls Mounted hifantry.
~ir-tiansportis a chancy affair, and today's weather was chaniy
too, owing to duststorms. The Ministerial plane was late. A
Western crowd, assembled in such circumstaiiccs, would get
restive. Dekarian crowds know better; Asia urlderstands how to
put time in its place. No fidgety ill-humour had yet developed
when, I & hours behind schedule, the aircraft eventually hove in
view.
As it turned in low to alight, seemingly rather off course,
momentary alarm ruffled part of the flower-bed of squatting
malks at the airstrip-edge; but they held their ground manfully.
Presentations to the Minister and his retinue having with due
formality been achieved, we all trooped off to the welcome shade
of mulberry trees in the Political Agent's garden, where a lavish
lunch and stirring dances by young Wazirs interspersed the day's
important palavers.
iirst a silect group of Mahsud leaders, in a half-circle, expounded their views on local affairs to the Minister and his supporting officials, using much able oratory. They wanted fertile lands for
colonization in the plains, more recruitment in the Armed Forces,
more schools. They referred to their sacrifices in Kashmir, and
their efforts in countering absurd tales from Afghanistan. They
sought no reward; nevertheless it was necessary that tribal territory be put on level terms with the Frontier Province and other
parts of Pakistan, so that they could serve the country better.
Pakistan's enemies were their enemies.
They then withdrew, and a group of less rhetorically gifted
Wazirs succeeded them. Thereafter both groups rearranged
themselves, and sat together to hear the Minister's answers.
~ v e r ~ o in
n ethe enJ seemed content. It had been a good jirga,
friendly and constructive, fascinating to watch. But it had taken
a longdtime. Here lay a paradox, curious by-product of the
great changes in 1947. In the old days, the Foreign Secretary of the
Government of India or the Governor of the Frontier Province
-approximately Mr Gurmani's British official counterpartswould have been fluent Pashtu-speakers. Though non-Muslims,
detached and perhaps insular in outlook, they could have talked
to the malks direct. The Pakistani Minister of Frontier Regions,
the malks' co-religionist, was a Punjabi. He knew no Pashtu.
Everything said throughout the afternoon had been translated.

.
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THE K A B U L R O A D

T

HE Khyber is so famous, and so conveniently near Peshawar,

that every newcomer to Delkaria wants to go there, as to the
Taj Mahal-or in Europe to Versailles, the Alps, or the Tower of
London. Permission has to be got; its rich historical associations
are mainly bloody. Shortly beTorore I went up-on return from
Wana-two foreigners had visited it of a sort whose safety no
Government would hazard : Mrs Eleanor Roosevelt, followed by
Mr Eugene Black of the World Bank. This, Palustanis pointed out,
had been at a moment when, accorditlg to Kabul Radio, the area
was in tumult owing to the doings of a lashkar organized by a
dissident Afridi mallk on behalf of "Pakhtoonistan."
My hosts were the Khyber ~ i f l e sand
, ~ whlle with them I was
taken for a closer view' of "the defences" : massive concrete
structures built at much cost by the British Raj in 193pq1, to
fend off anticipated invasion by mechanized German hordes
thrusting down the historic conquerors' route through Kabul and
Jalalabad. When the war against Japan was at its most disastrous
phase during March 1942 and Marshal Chiang Kai-Shek was on a
goodwill visit to India, he was brought here to see these evidences
of military might, and to return encouraged to Chungking.
Possibly however he then thought that, llke the howitzers of
Singapore, they pointed the wrong way.
But was that so now? To Afghan eyes, perhaps not. Admittedly
the defences" at present lay almost empty. Nevertheless it was
known that, all through the Khyber M s , many ingeniously-sited
artillery emplacements were scattered; hidden machine-gun
nests, pd-boxes for riflemen, even large underground galleries
for hospitals, offices, and electrical installations. Rows of concrete anti-tank pegs visibly traversed the valley-floors; roadblocks lay ready.
I had seen some of these structures during earlier visits, as also
the similar less lavish ones in the Khurram and Waziristan.
Pakistanis now wryly remarked that the unused fortifications of
See p. 243
See p. 227, n.
64
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which they were inheritors might at any rate assist, even if very
lightly manned, in fending off any invading hordes of "Pakh..
toons.

..

This stay in the Khyber was separate from my proposed visit
to Afghanistan, about which, on reaching Peshawar from Wana,
I found officialdom still dubious-apparently as much on Rahim's
account as mine. A Palustani permit, it seemed, raised knotty
..
problems.
At last, however, after discussions spread over several more
days, and much courteous tea-drinkiig in the ofices of the
Afghan Consulate-General, the Pakistani C.I.D., the Government
of the Frontier Province, and the Deputy High Commissioner
of the United Kingdom, the necessary papers for us both emerged,
and we prepared to set forth,via the Khyber once more, on the last
lap of my 1952 journey-and perhaps our last journey together.
I remained very curious to examine "Pakhtoonistan" from the
other side. My mind on the subject was not blank. I had heard
much of the latest Pakistani comment in Peshawar. Moreover my
visit to Waziristan, and Frontier travels in 1948
and 1951, had
- shown many Afghan reports on conditions on the Pakistani
side to be mere fiction. And from 1947 "The Statesman", on
what seemed the affair's general merits, and because Palustan
was a member of the Commonwealth, had supported her
editorially, at times making sharp criticisms of Afghan policyto the Indian Government's wrath.
Nevertheless, the problem might well seem different from
Kabul; no balanced opinion could be formed without going
there. And I had liked Afghans on a former journey before
attaining editorship, when writings of mine had pleased them.
Seats for Rahim and myself had been kindly offered in the
British Embassy's fortnightly bus; and on a very hot, dry afternoon in late May we started off, a little ruffled by a last-moment
effort to offload Rahim in the interests of one of the French
Embassy's
, staff. Ths I resisted. After so much hard work for his
passage on many uncomfortable office chairs I was more bent on
taking him than ever. I would not budge without him, I declared;
an ~ F ~ h bus
a n was leaving two days h e r , we would go in that.
This however was vetoed, and we thereupon all fairly amicably
if congestedly clambered in.
L

.

.
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THE K A B U L ROAD
The large h d e r part of the roofed-in vehlcle consisted of
diplomatic mysteries: mdbags and stores, much of the latter
obviously edible. The French lady sat by the driver. On a bench
just behind them, permitting very little leg-room, were arrayed
the rest of us hip to hip: the British official in charge, three
Pdustani employees, and myself. Rahim's bulk surmounted a
petrol can. Crushed against me one of the Embassy's servants,
an Akora Khattak youth, soon fell asleep. His turban rolled off
as we rounded a bend, revealing a shaven pate and startling hum
back into temporary consciousness. I apologized for proving so
breastless and angular a mother, which seemed to restore the
party's good humour after our initial tiff; and he pillowed hmself
repeatedly on me throughout the journey.
From my previous visit I realized that, when we left the fine
British-built road at Torkham, the drive would be an ordeal.
But I then spent two days over it, not one as now planned, and
used a well-sprung saloon car. The road-surface worsens dramatically from the moment you enter Afghanistan. Indeed, though
this is her main communications-channel with the outer world,
along which most of her trade and visitors must move, often no
surface remains, but only the underlying Afghan rock-system ;
or you deviate altogether from the scene of the original track, and
bounce forth over the barren waste, because of collapsed bridges
and unrepaired washouts. In sandy countries llke Arabia such
ventures may for short periods even be a pleasant change; but not
over Afghanistan's craggy landscape.
Actually the journey covered less than 250 miles, and we made
five short halts. But in retrospect, from our release about 4 p.m.
from the Torkham Customs' post till we underwent our last
and third examination in Kabul about 10 a.m. next morning, it
seems a continuum of jerks, bumps, potholes, rasping gearchanges, abrupt b r h g , swirls of inblown dust from behind,
fumes from a much-aficted engine. Speeds seldom touched
25 m.p.h., and often dropped to a ginding crawl. This approach
to a capital city must rank high among the world's more irksome
undertakings-despite the sometimes amazing beauty of the
landscape.
Between Torkham and Jalalabad you traverse a characteristic
Central Asian scene: a vast stony plateau rimmed by remote
mountains, the whole slightly tilted-a puzzling arrangement,
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d Mls create an illusion of descent anyway, even

m*P

on a leve plain. The tilt in this case fell to the right where,
since
pressed against a wall of brown mountain, the Kabul river's
distant coils glinted. On the left and parallel ran other, higher
ranges, soaring in one part to the fine I 5,000-ft. snow-peaks of the
Safed Koh; behind them lay the Khurram, Pakistani territorv.
AS we lurched into the Uiestering sun a haze of transluceilt
wings would whim up : locusts, the Leralds of a gobbling invasion
which swept these regions later.
At Dakka, some hours before Jalalabad, vehicle and passengers
were subjected to intermediate official scrutiny; and in the meanwhile we sipped tea, seated on string-beds at one of the many
hospitable little stalls which grace the route. Tea-drinking in
Afghanistan has its own etiquette. A pot is brought, and handleless cups, but they already have the sugar in them and there are
no spoons. A puzzle results: how to contrive that your last cupful
contains some sugary residue, and that your first is not cloyingly
over-sweet. Most Westerners fail; their gullets do not get the
first cupful down hot enough.
The Afghan soldiers lounging around the tea-stall were friendly
smiling lads, but to Rahim's surprise knew no Pashtu. Unllke the
long-sKirted, smart-turbaned, wide-partouked sepoys who defend
Palustan's frontier, they were not Pathans but round-faced
Tajjjlks and Uzbegs, brought from the semi-Mongolian North
bevond the Hindukush. Thev wore the shoddv Westernized
uniforms of the Afghan Army: trousers and buttoned tunics,
and small peaked cafi rather l&e those used by the Japanese.
In the 1920's and 1930's Afghanistan did what she could, by
means such as these uniform: to emphasize that she was no
satellite of her big neighbour the old British India, but fully
independent; and perhaps it was then good for British visitors to
receive sharp reminder in many small ways that the Raj did not
reach Kabul. French, not English, is the subsidiary Western
tongue favoured there; some Afghans who know ~ n g l i s hstill
pretend not to. And familiar Oriental words when ~fghanized
into Roman script take unwonted shapes, dilkusha for example
becoming delkoscha. Afghan motor-traffic drives to the right.
We reached Jalalabad after dark. After the empty waste it
seemed a metropolis. Lights shone, radio-music blared, many
sturdy figures sat tea-drinking, the road was tree-bordered. On
V
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the former journey I spent a night here at the British Consulategiven over in 1947 to the Pllastanis. Now however, having
briefly halted at the IncLan Consulate to leave mails, we sallied
forth for more boneshalung under the stars; and before long,
instead of turning left towards the lovely Moghul garden at
Nimla, whlther I had gone before, we took the new loweraltitude road whlch twis;s up the Kabul river gorge. Though less
corrugated and potholed than what we had been on, its surface
was already knocked into poor condition.
Here was a country of possible banditries. Afghanistan in
gcneral, considering its wildness, is remarkably safe for travellers;
and during summer, to avoid the heat, most trfic on the
Peshawar-Kabul route moves at night. But there had lately been
two ambuscades near Jalalabad, and the Pakistani Embassy's fortnightly bus had changed to day-time travel only. Soon after my
return a more serious affair was reported, involving casualties
as well as looting, the British Embassy's bus being among those
involved.
It was hot and humid in the gorge. Sarobi, where hydroelectric works are in progress, seemed to my drowsy eye an
American mining camp. The Akora Khattak was now asleep all
over me beyond recall, h s young body surprisingly hard, hls
cranium joggling bonily on my shoulder. About an hour later,
on a breezy upland, we stopped at a tea-stall for two hours' rest
on string-beds said to be bugless, setting forth before dawn for
our climb over the Lataband.
This range, between Sarobi and Kabul, is peculiar. Although in
places r e a c h g ~o,oooor 11,000 ft., and about 6,000 ft. at the
pass, it consists not of rock but of uncouth brittle puddingstone:
rounded boulders embedded in a loose sandy matrix. Sterile and
tawny at the lower levels, it becomes pleasantly grass-covered
near the top. In fold after fold this extraordinary mountain recedes,
l k e a gigantic ocean roller much creased and rippled of surface.
A wearisome spectacle as I had last seen it in the full glare of day,
it was now, at dawn, lit wonderfully with slanting colours; the
whole scene glowed green-gold. And beyond, far away, velvety
with distance, stood the real rock-peaks, snow-tipped, which
always somewhere ennoble an Afghan landscape.
The descent to Kabul from the Lataband is of such starthg
beauty that all the journey's fatigue and exasperation wipes itseff
R
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away. AS the road winds down from the mountain's featureless
b&, an unfolding gracious vision of a great verdant plain
refreshes the eye. Shining watercourses dissect it, tall poplars and
rich rounded orchards adorn it. Beyond, in the North, tower the
blue-and-silver pinnacles of the Hindukush. The effect is rather
like that of the Vale of Kashmir, approached not from Muzafferabad and the Jhelum gorge but over the Banihal pass nowadays
used by the Indian Army. But whereas the Kashmiri landscape
may be spoilt by over-prettiness, suggesting that all is illusion,
this Afghan scene has hard reality.
Ahead lies Kabul, a distant jumble of low roofs dominated bv
Islamic domes. As you get nearer, regal ostentation begins : reliLs
of Moghul magnificence, whose traditions still linger, and the
subsequent trashier imitative efforts of modern monarchs. The
road ibruptly achieves much better surface; it widens, acquiring
stately breadth; orderly rows of mulberries, elms and poplars
flank it. The large tomb of King Nadir Khan, founder of the
present Afghan regime, whom a lashkar mainly of Mahsuds and
Wazirs from what is now Palustan put on his throne in 1930,
stand impressively on an eminence, not yet finished.
British visitors usually stay either at the British Embassy or
at a hotel in the city. Last time I was invited to the Embassyor Legation as it then modestly termed itself, in days when it
wielded much more power, for the end of British rule in India
has necessarily weakened British diplomacy at capitals such as
Teheran, Kabul, or Kathmandu. There can be few pleasanter
places & which to be a guest. About four miles from tKe city, an
English country house in the best sense, set in a great walled
enclosure amidst aeardens and the houses of subsidiarv officials.
it looks forth across a tawny Afghan waste to the glittering
Hindukush-the spectacular landscape somehow intensifying its
Englishness.
Nevertheless there are drawbacks in being there, at any rate f ~ r
a writer. The distance from the citv's doings is inconvenient. ~ n 8
you feel a prisoner of kindness add perh$s of red tape, cut off
from fact, enwrapped in an atmosphere carefully non-Asian. At
moments I yearned to test Kabul's mental climate on my own.
And this time I would do so, for the Embassy had not asked me
to stay. Accordingly at 10 a.m.-after the Afghans at their final
Customs' post had examined us and our luggage yet again-we
/
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parted fatigued but happy, they for their enclosure of British soil
four miles off, R h m and I for the city proper.
The Afghan capital consists of two parts, very daerent, the
old and the new. Both have character. The new part's streets are
straight and broad. In the residential districts higl; colour-washed
mud walls flank them, embodying heavily-shuttered wooden
doors which give access to the invisible homes behind. Each
house lies secretly w i t h an almost fortress-llke rampart. p r o b
ably having a will-kept garden, gay and sweet with ;osLs ;ow.
Here live Afghan officials or merchants, and the small European
community; in these districts also are most of the Embassies
and ~ e ~ a t i o nthe
s , Government offices and the Royal Palace.
here is a considerable Westernized shopping centre, enlarged since my last visit. My hotel was here, near banks and
buiiness offices; New ~ a b u l ' sgeneral swle of architecture is
Central European-further evid&ce of thi Afghans' studied rejection in th; 1930's of British influences seepiig in from India.
Walking in it you may suffer moments of sudden disorientation,
when these distinctive buildings, outlined against a snowy background of mountain, whisk you away across a gulf of years to
Innsbruck or Zurich.
The Kabul river divides the two IParts. Over there bevond the
bridge lies another world, unmodernized, traversed by shadowy
bazaars, some of them roofed in the manner of the souks of
Damascus or Baghdad. Great hairy Bactrian camels press through
the crowd, men tottering beneath burdens, pack-asses with b u l p g
loads. People of many hnds and garbs are seen: typical turbaned
Pathans in baggy trousers; Westernized Afghans in nilby hats,
and the smart waterproofs which, however dry the weather, they
nowadays unaccountably wear; Mongoloid tribesmen from the
Oxus in long-sleeved hairy coats hanging loosely as capes;
sleek Persians; Turki merchants in vertically-striped robes;
unexpectedly many colourful, bearded S~khs,perhaps the most
far-ranging of all Dekaria's people, found similarly in Singapore,
Auckland, or Vancouver ; poorly-uniformed Afghan soldiery,
or perhaps a quick-strutting high-shouldered officer in shining
buttons and cap.
Some distance Westward of these two cities, behind the rocky
shoulder of Asmai hill, lies in awkward silence a third Kabul,
/
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or rather the hollow framework thereof. Ths is where Kine
Amanullah, whose rash policies in the late 1920's caused the ning
months' chaos which brought Nadir Khan to the throne, designed a capital suited to his grandiose ideas.
Little had been done to it since my last visit. It consists of a
splendid poplar-hed avenue four milks long, of subsidiary roads
and a dozen or so residences, mostly unmhabited, and of two vast
stone buildings of semi-French style upon which the great
avenue focusses. These still lie in part windowless and unused,
having proved, since their creation, a perplexity for Kabul's
administrators, being miles from anywhere and in winter al~llost
impossible to heat.

Chapter 26
AFGHAN FINALE

T

HE diplomatic colony in Kabul rotates upon itself, more out

of touch with its surroundings, perhaps, than any other in
the world. While staying there I discussed current topics in
various Embassies-British,
American, Indian and Palustani.
Some of the Embassy staffs said candidly that they were not sure
what was going on even in the city, still less in the remote rural
parts; to be well-informed in Afghanistan was indeed difficult.
Afghans, they declared-I
had heard this before-were
traditionally secretive about politics. Their withdrawn, highwalled residences svmbolized a 0
general attitude. And tKeir
Government made them more secretive still. 06cials could not
accept invitations to foreigners' parties without consulting higher
authority. Even the Dean of the University, they told me, avoided
consenting to preside at a function to commemorate the poet
Iqbal until the Prime Minister had approved.
The complete seclusion of women was an added obstacle.
Purdah was enforceable by law. And so was the Ramazan fastnow imminent. Islam, said the Embassy staffs, had a harshness
in Afghanistan similar to that prevailing in Saudi Arabia. Sects
such as the Ismailis and Qadianis were not recognized as Muslim.
Kabul had no church, for fear of fanatical attack; Christian residents perforce worshipped in their homes.
As a result of all this, Ambassadorial circles in Kabul gyrate
much on their own, detached from Afghan contacts. The same
restricted topics pass conti.nually under review-" Pakhtoonistan", for instance-until they enlarge out of focus or get blurred
or lopsided.
J

At the time of my stay however an exciting conversational
64

novelty had suddenly arisen: the arrests.'' For it so happened
that, just before, the whole political Opposition, such as it was,
had been locked up. According to the Afghan Government's
communiqu6, those detained consisted of Dr Mahmoudi and
16 more. Some of the Embassies however thought otherI

.
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wise, widely different figures being mentioned, impossible to
reconcile. One source put the jailings throughout the couritry at
2,000; another at 1,200; the British thought 400 excessive, and
believed most of the prisoners would be soot1 freed; the Indians
backed the published Afghan total of 17.
What importance to attach to the affair was also much in
question. The communique had referred darkly to "enemies of
the State." Did that phrase denote an outside Power: Russia for
example, or ~erhaps>akistan ? No one seemed sure, though those
who surmised Russia were the maioritv. Then there were the
affair's domestic aspects. Some thought it an ideological disaster;
the tender plant of Afghan democracy had been nipped in the
bud. And what would now happen about American aid? The
Kabul Government, critics might say, was less worthy of dollars
even than reactionary regimes such as Viet Nam. Others roundly
called this nonsense. Democracy in bud had never existed in
Afghanistan; the jailed politicians were mere self-seekers without
popular b a c h g . To decry the present Government as reactionary
was meaningless, declared these realists, for no imaginable alternative could be found; its overthrow or abrupt modernization
would cause mere chaos.
How far, if at all, the Government itself might be divided over
the affair was uncertain too. There was the usual talk-probably
unfounded-about intrigues within the Ruling Family. In fact
the farmly has shown remarkable aptitude for holding together
over the stressful years, thereby keeping for itself all the main
plums of State ofice. Nor, apparently, was much known about
conditions in Afghan jails. Would the politicians be decently
treated, I asked? Answers were vague. But in the city, at undiplomatic Rahim-ish levels, detailed and hair-raising particulars of
what might be happening to them were readily supplied.
Another puzzle, bearing on dollars, was the country's financial state. According to some Palustanis, the Afghan economy had
been so shattered that insurrection of some sort was overdue.
Other sources, too, spoke of grave discontent and impoverishment among the small but influential middle class. Possibly " the
arrests" had some connection with this. Certainly there had been
much d a t i o n . I went about with a pocket bulging with Afghan
paper rupees of disappointing purchasing-power, and cannot
now recall the exact exchange-rate.
J

J
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On the other hand, I was assured that the rural population at
least had plenty to eat and were fairly well off. This tallied with
such impressions as my much-joggled eyes and brain had been
able to form on the journey in. And Kabul itself had grown
impressively since my previous visit. Foreign experts were said
to be satisfied that Afghan national finances were managed with
reasoilable prudence, and that the currency had enough metallic
backing.
MY first local introduction to "Pakhtoonistan" startled me.
En rbute to one of the Government otfces, unsure of my way, I
sought aid from a young Westernized Afghan-lad
of course,
for it was a brilliant day, in a smart waterproof. He offered to
accompany me and proved amiable: a student recently back from
a State-aided scholarship in the U.S.A.. well-bdt. blue-eved and
intelligent, who had ;topped in ond don en route aid been
befriended by an English youth.
"And would you believe it, Sir, john didn't even know where
Afghanistan wab! He first asked, Gas it perhaps in Africa? Yet I
thlnk he'd been well brought up."
"And what did you do ?"
"Well of course, I told him: between Iran and Pakhtoonistan
in the middle of Asia. But really, Sir, England was very nice, and
John's parents were so kind. And even the spring weather, though
a bit cloudy, wasn't very different from our Afghan weather. . . .
And so he prattled on, unaware of my surprise. From afar, in
Calcutta or Delhi, it had been hard to judge what "Pakhtoonistan" might mean to Afghans. Kabul's pronouncements had
varied much. But here, to ths fine young man at any rate, a
i
it
representative I supposed of the comi;lg ~ i b u l intelligentsia,
was no vague project or ideal; it meant something solid, already
on the maD.
The term proved solider than I had expected, too, in my talks
with Afghan officials-among them the President of the Department of Tribal Affairs, Sayed Shamsuddin Khan Majruh, and
the Chief of the Press Department, Khan Maiwandwal. According to Khan Majruh, Afghanistan required Palustan to relinquish
grasp of the entire tract which ethnically could be said to be
Inhabited by Pathans : the Frontier Province ; the adjacent tribal
territories; the Northern principahties of Chitral, Dir, Swat,
9,
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and Amb; all Baluchistan; and the Mekran coast close up to
Karachi.
She did not however want to absorb this herself. Indeed no!
That, he said, might unbalance her; she was already well-ht.
What was necessary was that the inhabitants of this tract. alun in
culnrre, race and lkguage to the Afghans, and now tyiannized
over by Karachi, should be allowed to shape their political future,
preferably as the independent State that I could see depicted on
his wall-which indeed I had perhaps been eyeing impolitely,
fascinated by the maps displayed. If however, after being given
opportunity of free self-expression, the oppressed Pakhtoorls
really wanted to remain within Pakistan-it was an odd notion,
but in fairness must be considered-then Afghanistan would not
object.
?he maps appeared very strange. The "Pakhtoonistan" outlined on them was an exceedingly narrow, wriggly object,
wedged in between Afghanistan on one flank and the remains of
~esP
; h s t a n on the Gher, with the bulk of India behind; and
consisted almost entirely of infertile mountainous country whose
revenues would be meagre in the extreme. Some railwavs entered
it sideways, but none ran the length of it.
I spent some time also discussing "Pakhtoonistan" in Khan
Maiwandwal's room. The telephone rang. I could not help
noticing, as when with other oficials, and with the Afghan
Consul in Peshawar, that the ensuing talk, though presumably
between "Pakhtoons," rippled to and fro in Persian, not Pashtu.
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A British acquaintance in Peshawar, before I set off, had commiserated with me; my hotel would be appalling, he said. How
absurd of the Embassy to feel embarrassed by "The Statesman"
having formerly backed the Pakistanis over "Pakhtoonistan " !
What was the Commonwealth for, if by supporting a member
of it you disqualified yourself from British official hospitahty ?
This gloomy forecast proved doubly unkind. The hotel was
clean, and the management and staff friendly and well-meaning.
T o have stayed a second time in the Embassy would have been
less fun. My fellow-inmates were most engaging to gaze upon
and speculate about; those whom I identified as former inmates
of Dean's looked even odder now. The food, though I would
have preferred it less Westernized, could do you no harm. I had
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a fair-sized room, with bathroom attached, in which an eager
youth amidst clouds of smoke heated water in a large woodburning stove. And the place was conveniently situated.
Its one sin was noise. Through the shuttered windows penetrated all the rich pandemonium which Asian cities can create:
clop-clop of horses, donkey-clatter, inexhaustible kerbside gossip
or business palavers, sudden h d s to friends at a distance. dramatic
doings in the doggy world; baa-ing of driven sheep, ioots and
tinklings from bicyclists, the shrill horns of small cars, the bouncings a i d honlungs and gear-crashing of lorries or buses, intermittent roaring tests of decrepit engines in a repair-shop nearby.
Also nearby, and not intermittent, were gramophone loudspeakers in two open-fronted restaurants whlch vied with one
another in enticing clients by oft-repeated Oriental ditties born
6 a.m. to 10 p.m. And after that hour, when the songs and
strummings suddenly stopped, extraordinary battles developed
among Kabul's canine population, surging to and fro in defence
or pursuit, so far as I could see through the gloom, of a largc
snarling collie-hke animal with only three legs.
Nor, when in Kabul, was I disqualified from British hospitality.
The Embassy was friendly. I had lunch with the Ambassador;
and one of his staff took'me to Paghman, the Afghan Ruling
Family's summer resort, 25 miles away at about 7,000 ft. i11 the
footlulls of the Hindukush, a delicious spot, s t d spring-like.
There we wandered first in the Court ~inisier'sgardei, a d then
-special privilege-in that of the King, a place of exquisitelycalculated design. The art of formal garden-making in Afghanistan has descended unbroken from the Moghuls and is most
carefully nurtured, the foreign planners, mainly German, being
chosen for acquaintance with the Oriental traditions.
W e entered, first, a flowery upper terrace; then strolled down
steps beneath a transverse masonry screen so contrived that
suddenly, with astonished delight, you faced a vast garden which
first fell sharply, then levelled, virtually a whole ingeniouslytended landscape in itself, enclosed by a high remote buff wall;
all laid out with walks and streams and weeping willows, fountains and tall poplars, flower-beds and lawns an2 scented ornamental shrubs,*anh a great open-air swimming-pool for Royalty,
grass-margined, under an artficial waterfall.
At lunch the Ambassador, pleasantly frank, had enquired if I
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thought him right in not askmg me to stay. One of his staff, he
believed, had told me why; anyway of course I knew. And I
knew too that he had plenty of good spare rooms upstairs. And
he lked having guests; the life here was sometimes lonely.
Myself when young an official of niuch humbler sort, I had
no doubt about my answer. Certainly he was right. His good
relations with the Afghan Government were what mattered; and
my past emtorial conltnents on "Pakhtoonistan", here so big
and delicate a subject, had made me a contentious figure.
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By this stage however I regarded "Pakhtoonistan" in new
perspective. Naturally it bulked big and sombre in Kabul. It did
too in the Pakistani Departments concerned in Peshawar or
Karachi. It had once done so at times for me, in Calcutta or
Delhi, under the Government of India's suspicious frowns. But
arriving as I did fresh from Muzafferabad and Srinagar and Gilgit,
I saw it in altered focus as almost trivial.
Up therein Kashmir was areal problem, hard and practical, something which humanity's best statesmanship might have dficulty
now in disentangling; baffling physically because of the massing
of armies and the migrations of people, clouded morally by bitter
sufferings vividly remembered, and by the clash of ideals. Traversing the cease-fire line had been a very rare privilege, achieved
only under U.N. auspices, and through heavy security-curtains
and a landscape bristling with opposed troops and equipment.
By contrast, getting into Af hanistan was a routine matter,
tedious admittedly, but no di erent from before. Traffic moved
to and fro boun;ingly but unhindered, as in past years. "The
defences" had been there prior to "Pakhtoonistan" being thought
of. Nothing of unwonted military sipficance could be seen.
Compared with Kashmir, the "Pakhtoonistan " controversy
seemed third-rate and largely bogus.
Though Afghan student-minds might accept Khan Majruh's
maps, it was impossible for maturer thought to take them very
seriously. A case could indeed be made out-not a bad onefor establishing a State to unite all Pathans. A tenth of Pakistan
would have to be sliced off for the purpose, containing about
seven million of them; also a thlrd of Afghanistan, containing
about four million. But there was no logic in detaching territories from Pakistan only, leaving these to fend for themselves.
L
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Despite disavowals, its purpose could only be eventual urnention on ~fghanistan's part, for the "Pakhtoonistan" depicted
lack the resources for independent survival.
And why should Pakistan agree? Her Pathans, from what 1
had seen, had no wish at all for "release from Karachi's tyrannym;
Pathans are not easily tyrannized over anyway. They knew they
were richer, better educated, and more democratically governed
than the Pathans of Afghanistan. And Paastan herself was vastly
~f~hanistan's
superior in arms, economic resources, and population. It would be hard, I reflected, to find another instance in
history of a little country energetically putting forward such
dubious irredentist demands year after year against a much bigger
one-and often in grossly offensive terms, for Kabul Radio's
scripts had to be seen to bk believed.
~ b o r a n c e ,pride, habit and domestic expediency might be
subsidiary factors in the Afghan agitation; but its vehement
maintenance for so long seemed explicable only on the supposition
of encouragement from outside, by a country bigger still-by
India, whose Government in fact hardly bothered to conceal its
pleasure at the Afghan-Pkstani rift.
Indo-Afghan collaboration was however obviously a mere
affair of convenience, temporary and tactical, a by-product of
the haste and carnage of the 1947 Partition. Genuine affinity
between Pandit Nehru's new secular Indian Republic, or its
anti-Muslim substructure, and this remote and backward Muslim
autocracy was inconceivable; they had nothing basically in
common. India and Pakistan however had much : in language and
culture, shared historical experience, democratic institutions.
Eventually this would somehow in part at least assert itself; and
as they drew together a little closer, not necessarily with the
friendliness proper to Commonwealth countries but as mere
tolerant neiihbours l k e Spain and Portugal, "Pakhtoonistan "
would collapse.
And could not the British meanwhile help to prick the absurd
bubble? The Afghan demands were entirely without basis in
past treaties, as Whitehall had emphasized when they first
emerged in 1946. Need policy in Kabul therefore be so cautious?
In the days of the Raj, Britain felt she had some shadowy sort of
stake in Afghanistan. Now she had none. Weakness had made her
a freer agent. And she still had important commerical, sentimental
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and military stakes in Pakistan. During my travels many Padstanis had been puzzled that British diplomacy apparently made
almost no attempt to restrain hostile Afghan propaganda; should
not ~ommonwealthniembers support one another, they asked?
Suggestions that vigorous ~ritish'Gitiativc might thrust 'a reluctant Afghanistan
into Russia's arms seemed to then1 laughable.
u
Afghans were long-memoried, and the Rulling Family, well
aware of what befell the Muslin1 principalities of Turkestan, had
the strongest reasons in self-interest for avoiding such an embrace.
u

As our Afghan visit drew to its close Rahim became daily
more woebegone. Our time together was drawing very near its
end; and soon too, llke all good Muslims, he would be plunged
in his annual distress, for the beginning of Ramazan-never
exactly predictable, because it depends on visibility of the moon
-was alrnost upon us. At unexpected moments his large brown
hand would emotionally clasp mine, fondling it Muslim-fashion;
and I was now much too heartrent by this warm gesture's sincerity to think of stiff British withdrawal.
Even Kabul at 5,000 ft. was hot; and on an evening near the
end of May we took a walk, having postponed it during the
afternoon glare. The sun had just gone. A cloudless sky glowed
pale gold; hard angular lines of grey mountain edged it. Then
lights began twinkling in the city, and suddenly, just before
darkness, a heavy boom of guns resounded.
Ramazan had begun; this was the official announcement from
the fortress. An appointed watcher, keen-eyed on some hill or
high tower, had just discerned a thin slip of silver above the
sunken sun's brightness and had sent his message: the new moon
had been seen, the fasting month's moon, the Horned Moon of
Islam.

APPENDIX I

Delkaria ? *

I

NDIA is not what she was. I mean h s in no loose conversationd

sense, nor (still less) disparagingly; but as a statement of geographical
fact. Large bits of her, to East and West, were lopped off five years ago
to make Pakistan, bits containing together nearly 76,000,ooo people,
that is to say about 3 3 per cent. more than the total population of this
island of Britain. No, India is not what she was.
But, though different, she carries the same name. T h causes continual muddle and stress. Speakers, writers and the unfortunate gentlemen
whose job it is to make headlines wrestle unavahngly for terms to
circumvent the difficulty. How should we describe the unit that was,
but is not? The Inha of the British Raj? Pompous, and obviously
far too long. British India? Heavens, no! That formerly meant merely
the provinces, as contrasted with the Princely States. The old India,
Imperial India, undivided India-none of them wholly right, all of
them lengthy. Contrariwise, we may take our pick of the new India,
independent India, republican India, residual India, Pandit Nehru's
India; all, alas, flawed also. And where does Pakistan come in? Undoubtedly much news about the two countries which were brought
into existence five years ago get wastepaper-basketed merely because
of bewilderment in British minds about terms.
And there is worse. Not only are commentators and publicists here
put in a muddle. Feelings overseas are continually hurt at the point
where, in a new-born state, they are most sensitive-national existence.
Because the new India still calls herself India, having kept the old name,
that which has become non-India, I mean Pakistan, repeatedly finds
herself getting no mention at all. Used vaguely and thoughtlessly in the
pre-1947 sense, the old term is freely applied to both countries.
Pakistan w a y - d l y thus becomes embodied w i t h her rival; and
what could be more repugnant to the smaller when both, since creation,
have remained so unfriendly as to be almost at war? Letters still stream
forth eastwards from Britain, amidst the rmld tut-tutting doubtless of
postal sorters, but certady to the fury of their Palustani recipients,
addressed to So-and-so, at Such-and-Such place, " Padstan, India."
None of this would have happened had the new India, Pandit
* Reprinted from "The Spectator", Aug. 22, 1952
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Nehru's India, chosen at birth, as was generally expected until late in
gestation, to be called Hindustan. Touchy Pakistanis suspect the whole
thing as a plot, a long-range Brahmanical cleverness from Delhi, part
of the bigger country's basic disbelief in their capacity or right to survive, of its sense of outrage that their country should even tenlporarily
have come into being. The two States, however, recently entered their
sixth year of life, amidst hearty expressions of goodwill from Britain
and elsewhere. Can anything be done, by fresh forms of words, to set
this vexed matter to rights, thus both assuaging hurt Pakistani feelings,
and relieving Western speakers' and writers' perplexities?
I think so, though the suggested remedy is incomplete. The term
India, meaning the new Inda, independent India, seems to have come
to stay. As a substitute Hindustan, neat though it would be, could not
well be forced now into coinmon parlance, contrary to India's choice,
without causing reasonable offence. Nor would Bharat catch on here,
oficially enshrined though it is in the Indian Constitution as a term
alternative to Incha. British eyes would boggle at the h; moreover
Pakistani newspaper-men, by habitually erasing India from incoming
cables and substituting Bharat, popping it even into the mouths of
people who have never heard the word, have spoilt it, using it obviously
with derisive intent. No; so far as India, meaning the new India,
republican India, is concerned, Pakistanis must, I fear, regard themselves
as having been diddled.
But what of the wider geographical area, that which, in the British
days, was India, but is now by no means wholly so? Must we continue
to endure, as the best available term, not the Indian subcontinentfor that dangerously begs the question-but " the Indo-Pakistani subcontinent"? Emphatically I would say no. It has twenty-eight letters;
what could be more uncouth? The title of this article has only eight.
The British public is not bad at swallowing new terms. Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia and other bizarre but minor novelties emerged
in my boyhood all bristly from the remains of the Austro-Hungarian
Empire; yet I soon watched my elders mouthing themwithout a qualm.
St. Petersburg officially became Petrograd, then not much later Leningrad; we dutifully complied with both changes. Iran subsequently
slipped into ready use, though perhaps never quite ousting Persia.
Thailand admittedly has proved a bother, but merely because it
altered itself back and forth three times. Brno might have been
obediently uttered but that, for us, it is unpronounceable. W e have
lately stomached Benelux and Nato.
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Still nearer our mark we may interestedly observe Indonesia,
~ustralasia,Malaya, all of them terms fairly recent in origin, and coined
to describe composite geographical areas. In Northern Europe is another
one. W e speak easily of Scandinavia-five syllables; might we not find
Delkaria easier still? The Delkarian peninsula, to my eye, spells itself
more prettily than the Iberian. How pleasant it would have been to
read, on August ~ ~ t shortly
h ,
before the national anniversaries of
India and PaLstan, that "a new service of Comet jet aircraft has been
opened, flying to Delkaria and Ceylon." Instead, both the B.B.C. in its
morning news-bulletin, and "The Times" in its second leader,
announced that the Comet had set forth "for India and Ceylon"omitting Pakistan, the third member of the Commonwealth concerned,
though Karachi was a scheduled stopping-place as well as Bombay.
Because of such clumsiness there were once more gnashmgs of teeth
among the affronted representatives of 76,000,ooo people, both on the
spot and at Pakistan House, Lowndes Square.
Why Delkaria in particular? So clear have been the clues that perhaps I need not specify. But 1 would add, in offering the new word,
that its undertones, in both English and Hindustani, have singular
charm. Del, besides meaning Delhi, Inda's capital, suggests in English
delicious, delight, or in Hindustani the word for heart; similarly kar,
besides meaning Karachi, suggests caress, or, in Hindustani, the word
for do or deed, implying health and vigour. None of the alternatives
imaginable to me can b e claimed to- approach it in merit. IndoPakistanis, Pakind, Indipak: all atrocious, in length, in order or in
adjectival form. Delkaria has brevity, its adjective looks well, it possesses
happy connotations, it puts the two countries in correct priority, yet
impartially gives them an equal number of letters-three each for luck,
and a c o u ~ l emore for fun.
Its adoption into popular usage in Britain, throughout the Commonwealth, in the U.S.A., and (look at the term!) in "the Indo-Pakistani
subcontinent" itself might, I believe, really do a little to lessen ill-will
and misunderstanding. I venture therefore to commend it-from the
heart-for I worked in Delkaria with enjoyment and sympathy for
over twenty years.
-
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APPENDIX I1

Flights with the Pakistani Air Force *

T

HE cpality of the pleasure is hard to explain. Partly, while experiencing it, I hate it. Almost always, at some point, I am much more
frightened than I want. Moreover, a 48-year-old sedentary civilian
ought on-principle now to have outgrown any schoolboyish need for
such excitements.
Yet with little or no shame I confess that I have not managed this;
and that, when out of editorial harness, if given opportunity for a
slightly unusual flight, especially in small military aircraft, I snap at
it with a zest wholly unassuaged.
Passing recently through Western Pakistan en route to England,
this happened to me twice withn a week.
Indeed, it could be said that I was not so much "given" the second
opportunity, as myself positively sought and made it, working for the
privilege.
A poor speaker, and on holiday, I nevertheless buhed myself, in the
hope of thereby smoothing the official path to my objective, into
delivering three dubiously audble lectures to R.P.A.F. personnel
alarmingly assembled in audiences up to 300 strong.
The first flight was a journey over an 11,000-fi. snow-pass and
between tremendous Himalayan rock-walls in a frail little Harvard to
Chitral; the second, a series of aerobatics through the Peshawar skies,
strapped inside a specimen of the world's fastest piston-engined fighter,
a Fury.
Explanation of the intense delight thus won perhaps lies in h s : that
to put oneself, by deliberate decision, on or near the hfe-edge between two states of mind, mere childhke glee and acute adult alarm or
terror, somehow intensifies all the faculties. Time enlarges. Much
more than the normal quantum of experience can be packed into it.
Memory, too, becomes specially sensitized.
For hours after both flights, and especially the one in the Fury, I
found myself, on going over again those 50 lovely aerial minutes,
remembering with photographic accuracy little things which, had I
* Reprinted from "The Statesman," May 22-23, 1951
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beeti asked about them on first confusedly returning to earth, I might
have said I had failed to notice at all.
Soaring above a thin ground-haze the Harvard left Peshawar soon
after dawn, carrying two unacquainted men northward. In the wide
hll-margined cloudless sky it felt puny. Except for a hasty handshake
on emplaning I had not met the pilot. Now, for the next 40 minutes,
I could see no more of h m than the back of his head.
~ e ~ o the
n d familiar camel-coloured Pathan crags crept up remoter
snow-ranges. To the left, the Safed Koh above Parachar . . . a dun
gap . . . then a shiny slab of the Hindukush; ahead, the main huge white
mass of the Himalaya.
Soon, against the grain of the country, we began traversing foothills, a succession of summits and intervening shadowy valleys. They
became taller, ourselves obviously punier. Now their tops were snowpowdered.
What a fate, should our engine fail, to swirl down to those crests
and abysses! . . . At 10,ooo ft. in our little enclosed cockpit, despite the
heater, my feet were cold; draughts of chlll air from some chmk
were climbing my trouser-leg.
Snow was now all around. And suddenly, before I recognized
it, we
were crossing our main obstacle, the 11,000-ft. Lowarai pass into
Chitral, over which I had trudged in 1948, needing six days for a
journey now to be done in less than an hour.
Rapidly we began descent, windmg above a tiny half-glimpsed
river.
Simultaneously the mountains on either flank heightened . . . 15,000;
18,ooo; 20,000 ft. . . . The scale of the landscape
- was enormous. I had
done some mountain aviation before, but nothing like h s . What
luck to be in a mere two-seater! Our Harvard seemed a gnat between
the gigantic enclosing snow-summited cliffs.
W e had passed Mirkhani Post. Ahead, bulking ever larger, majestic,
dominating all, without a cloud upon the blinding 25,000 ft. of him,
was Tirich Mir. Now on the valley-floor the airstrip disclosed itself.
W e approached in some alarming sharp curves, seeming-though
actually the pilot's skill gave ample safety-margin-about to scrape
the mountain-flank with down-bent wing.
O n the ground, disentangled from our parachutes, pilot and I found
rapid opportunity of getting well acquainted. For we shared, throughout
that Chitral day, a succession of wholly unexpected, on the whole
pleasurable, yet at times highly embarrassing experiences.
-
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"But that," in Kiphg's tantalizing phrase-and in thls instance the
tantalization perhaps has justice- is another story."
In atmosphere, the Pakistani Air Force station at Peshawar seemed
identical with the many R.A.F. stations I used to stay in. So, while
waiting for my second, bigger thrill, the flight in the Fury, a linlung of
memories made me indulge in a private game sometimes played in
Messes or around runways when a war correspondent.
Which of these young men would I wish to be up with, whch not,
should something go wrong (not that it was here really likely) in the
air ?
The answer in one case only, that of the Harvard pilot (who also
flew Furies), 1 already knew: a wholehearted affirmative. But that
lad there, now; could I trust my d t a r i l y untrained body to him
utterly, sure of his leadership and skill? 0; did I suspect some flaw,
which might show in a crisis?
Now there is an odd thing about this game, anyway when played in
the rather taut, impressionable mood natural before an adventure.
Some of the answers come in a flash, instantaneously, as certainties;
and in that event, anyway in my experience, they are unlikely to be
modified by later, closer knowledge.
The process seems too immediate to be based on observation by eye
or ear of mannerisms, gestures, voice-tones. Nor does it concern such
irrelevancies as good Tooks; the ugliest pilot I have ever seen, an
American youth at Chabua in Assam, leapt instantaneously into my
Yes" class under question I.
It is, I think, a kind of telepathy; and I was interested to discover, on
confessing my game while waiting in Southern England during 1944
for operations which had some risk, that bomber aircrew tend to agree.
Navigators, gunners, engineers ask themselves rather similar questions
about the pilots who areto fly them, and at times get the same instantaneous replies.
Next morning, as instructed, I was at the Peshawar airfield. "We'll
be flying together in about an hour", said a Fury pilot.
It happened that he himself, unknowing, earlier in the Mess, had
leapt or flown, faster than any Fury, to unquestionable position in my
private " Yes " class.
44

46

G

ETTING seated in small combat-type aircraft involves various
sorts of gy xnnastics.
Weighed down with unaccustomed impedimenta, begoggled and
parachuted, I had with almost a rock-climber's precision to seek prepared left and right footholes on the Fury's wing and fuselage before
entry.
~ u att least, I reflected, scrambhg aloft, this Pakistani fighter
promises much better than the U.S.Lightning I got up in one April in
Bengal.
My buttocks then wedged in an improvised cavity where the radio
equipment should have been, knees pressed from above against the
pilot's hips, head crammed down beneath the perspex, I could not see
forward at all, only contortedly sideways.
, - relakve luxury: a seat and a wide
Here, in a dual-control ~ u r ~was
view. Nor, in cooler Peshawar, had my hands got blistered during
clumsy clamberings over sun-scorched metal.
When strapped in, came the business of being drilled in the many
successive deeds needing swift skilled doing should something unfortunately suggest one's jumping out. ~ r a c u c a lno
l ~ item ever kems
in the same place as in one's last aircraft; certainly a Fury's internal
arrangements were very different from the Harvard's five days
vreviouslv.
Moreover, as always, for one unmechanically-minded, arose a
fundamental doubt. Is all this really necessary; does possibility exist of
my remembering these instructions in emergency?
The answer was probably No-and now mattered not at all.
For we were away, taxi-ing along the runway for take-off. My
objective achieved after days of cautious pleading and uncertainty, I
was really at last about to rake the air in this gloiiously swift fighter,
piloted by a Pakistani young enough I suppose to be my son, yet of
impressively high rank, in whom, from the outset, I had felt immediate
total confidence.
The Fury left the ground interestingly fast. After that, for a while.
I was I admit disappointed.
The same craggy, then snow-topped hills poked themselves above the
horizon's rim as five days before, in the Harvard. But we were not
going to them. Cruising above the plain in straight level flight at about
5,000 ft. there was no sense of the aircraft's power. Like a Cook's
L
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guide's, quite without its warm human quality on the ground, the
pilot's voice trickled mechanically through the headphones, identifying
places below already obvious. The Kabul river winding towards
Nowshera and Risalpur . . . then Mardan, Takhtibai, Dargai where I
had stayed with friends only two nights ago, rocky Malakand.
Perhaps, from much previous Frontier travel, I knew them as well
as he.
A banking turn near the Northern flank of the Swat valley brought
sudden realization of the formidable type of plane I was in. A little
more level flight
. . . Mohmand hlls, the Warsak gorge towards
Afghanistan, peaks above the Malagori country where-I had gushted
with the Khyber Rifles in 1948 . . . and then thngs certainly began to
happen. Some aerobatics now", had announced the voice.
First came a dive preparatory to a loop; and almost at once, much
sooner than when last doing this sort of thng-perhaps merely because
six years older-I became plunged in a medley of sensations, bewilderment, exaltation, panic, bouts of real physical discomfort, the sensations I had indeed wanted, wheedled and negotiated for, yet, experiencing, could hardly bear.
All idea of direction rapidly faded. Presumably we did an Immelmann or "roll off the top." Seldom were sky or earth where I had
expected. " G", the force of gravity, though actually perhaps not more
than 3 t ,held me helplessly, like a fly gripped by the surface-tension on a
cupful of water. My face seemed pulled sideways; legs were leaden.
Wanting to take notes of this, I could scarcely raise my dangling arms.
Because the voice told me so, rather than because the motion was
consciously recognized, I remember that at one stage we successively
rolled over to the left, then to the right. The upper sides of my thghs
were trembhg; and I was quite sweaty.
"This is Hell; why ever did I ask for it?" demanded one half of my
brain. And forthwith the voice through the headphones politely
suggested: "Perhaps that's enough? O r would you care for a little of
that vertical flight I showed you in the photos, and then upside down
for a bit . . . It'll be rather uncomfortable?"
Before I could stop
it the other half blurted back an enthusiastic
A
imbecile assent. Immediately further things happened; and only on
dazedly emerging from them did I appreciate that those moments of
heavy pressure from my shoulder-straps meant that I had been traversing the Peshawar heavens head downwards.
W e finished with a magnificent earthwards dive, fliclung above the
66
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treetops of the plain at about 420 m.p.h. Though we had descended so
fast, I felt, though I often feel it in lumbering civilian airliners, no
ear-discomfort at all.
One concluding touch. Was it mere accident, or due to the
R.P.A.F.'s solicitude for a q8-year-old visitor in unknown physical
trim 3
After the flight, two Fury pilots and I sat drinking tea. Seemingly
on some wholly other matter, to &scuss a current point of ofice
routine, the Squadron doctor dropped in. Not a question was asked.
But that glance he threw me-could it have been professional?
Were that so, the Squadron earns praise not on$ for some beautiful
aerobatics, but for a deft and tactful little finale. That I had been whirled
about during the war in several kinds of fast aircraft my hosts had been
assured; bu; further such doings in 1951, for all that these Pakistani
fighter-pilots knew, might perhaps not improve middle-aged bloodvessels.
If they devised this pleasant stratagem to make certain that their
guest, before leaving their charge, was unimpaired, that would have
been characteristic of a hospitable and obviously very efficient group
of young men.

APPENDIX I11

Dangerous Moves *
OTH the new Dominions have been behaving rashly about
certain of the States to the probable detriment of the common
people's peace and happiness. Pakistan began it. Her acceptance of
Junagadh's accession, though justdied legally, and perhaps by a long
stretch of the term geographically-communication between them
being practicable by sea-was ludicrous ethnologically, little Junagadh's
population being (like Hyderabad's) predominantly Hindu. Such conduct seemed explicable only as a short-sighted, spiteful gesture to annoy
India, or as a planned subtlety of much wider bearing. On either
count it was unstatesmanlike, unworthy. India's reaction however,
in our view, lacked balance, a shortcoming manifestly attributable to
the acute mutual suspicions between the two Dominions. Though
the
bigger, stronger of them, who should therefore be scrupulous to eschew
any temptation to bully, she responded by unseemly military displaybacked, it is said, by economic blockade-and by publicly magnifying
into a major crisis an affair relatively small and silly, whch could, we
believe, L v e been suitably handled with gentler and unhurried fingers.
But the Kashmir affair is by no means small. That State ranks among
this country's biggest, and f d s a region of exceptional strategic importance on the map. If-as much evidence suggests-last week's alarming
incursion of armed Pathans into its Western part had the Pakistan
authorities' tacit support, that is disgraceful, and will constitute a lasting
slur on the new Dominion's fair name. But it also, if true, displays a
strange unintelligence, for it has forthwith had the effect, whichmight
have been foreseen, and which surely the Pakistan Government cannot
have wanted, of catapulting the Kashmir Durbar into the arms of the
Indian Union.
W e view the prospects now created with profound misgiving, as
must all of detached outlook who yearn for abatement of suffering
and strife on this populous subcontinent. Kashmir's accession to the
Indian Union, despite the undertaking about later voluntary withdrawal of the Union's trooDs
and influence. makes no better sense than
A
did Junagadh's to Pakistan. Both arrangements run flagrantly counter
to realities. Whether India, without hazard to her own precariously
* Editorial in "The Statesman", Oct. 28, 1947
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re-established internal peace, and to lnovements of pitiable Punjab
refugees, can effectively help her new protCg6 to restore order if the
illcursion has been truly formidable remains to be seen. Air transport
can do much nowadays to win access to mountain-girt country. Nevertheless, her Armed Forces, though larger and stronger than Pakistan's,
are over-stretched, and (like Pakistan's) much dsorganized by
partition.
The talk about plebiscites-for Kashmir and, by unmistakable
implication, for Junagadh-though theoretically attractive, may not
mean much in practice. Such things need much organizing, and are
difficult to complete fairly and peacefully. Last summer's, in the
N.W.F.P. and Sylhet, stirred strong feekngs; and those were
held it1 what was British India, under impartial plans devised before
the country was split. Such con&tions no longer exist; and it is not easy
to see how ~lebiscitesin faction-ridden states such as Kashmir and
Junagadh, even if honestly conducted, could be otherwise than widely
suspect.
The logical outcome from an unnatural tangle obviously would be
that the rulers of Junagadh, and in due course of Hyderabad, should
make up their minds to join the Indian Union, and of Kashmir to
join Pakistan. The present topsy-turvydom whereby each new
Dominion has gained accession from a State inhabited by a majority
of contrary communal composition is too brittle and absurd to endure.
~ e a n w h l ea public,
tragically aware of how strongly passions are
running, and of recent unprecedented carnage, can but hope for
statesmanship from both Governments. Paustan's reaction to India's
forward move will be awaited with anxiety. The dismal, deep, damnable fact must be faced that the two Dominions now stand perilously
poised before what, whether so declared or not, would b; war-=
war w h c h neither would be able to sustain militarily or economically
without ruin.
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